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O EDUCATIONAL COURSEWARE
NEW EXCITEMENTTO I FAR NIK

Ifyour kids think serious education

has to be dull, wait until they use

Control Data PLATO® educational

courseware.

With PLATO courseware, children

can learn by competing against them-
selves,- by interacting with stimulating

graphics that keep them motivated.
They see their progress, and find real

excitement in achievement.

PLATO courseware is being used in

classrooms across the nation. Now
you can bring this quality education M

home. You'll find PLATO lessons

at selected retail outlets where
quality software is sold.

For the Apple II Plus
and Apple He, the
TI 99/4A or Atari 800.

The selection includes

elementary Math lessons

in Basic Number Facts, Whole
Numbers, Decimals and Fractions

Through such computerized activi-

ties as "darts" and "pinball," PLATO
makes learning math almost fun.

Foreign Language lessons use the

popular hangman or pyramid game
concept to help teach French, German
or Spanish in a way that holds and
builds interest.

PLATO
COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATION

Our Computer Literacy lesson pro-

vides a perfect introduction to the

computer age for kids and novices.

For Apple II Plus and Apple lie.

Our Keyboarding lesson shows
children and adults how to use a key-

board to enter data into the computer.
Developed in cooperation with

Gregg-McGraw Hill.

Widen your child's world.

See the growing library ofPLATO
educational courseware at

selected retail outlets. Or for

information and a free PLATO
educational courseware

catalog, call toll-free

800/233-3784. Or write:

Control Data Publishing

Co., PO. Box 261127
San Diego, CA 92126.

In California call

800/233-3785.
Warranty available free from Control Data

Publishing Co., 4455 Eastgate Mall, San Diego, CA 92121

CONTRPL DATA
PUBLISHING

Circle 47 on Reader Service card.



Percom Data Corporation has one hard disk drive system for just about ALL personal computers
. . . including of course . . . IBM* -PC, APPLE 1

II, and TRS-80*. Percom Data's innovations
with 57V Winchester technology mean that for most personal computers . . .

having a reliable hard disk system is as easy as hooking up a cable.

A Percom Data PHD will interface with your present system . . . and your future system . . .

so if you do change computers, you can still keep your most important investment . . .

your Percom Data Hard Disk Drive.

Because Percom Data helped create the industry standards of today . . . new designs in software
and hardware will make your selection of a Percom Data Hard Disk Drive pay off

tomorrow through system compatibility.

A Percom Data PHD works to capacity because we take the time to correctly develop interface
software to your computer which leaves no performance holes for you to fall into.

Percom Data knows software functionality is the key to hardware performance.

Today, Percom Data PHD supports a variety of software to match your computer:

IBM -PC, PC DOS 1.1 OR 1.0

CP/M-86 , CONCURRENT CP/M-86 "

APPLE , DOS 3.3, CP/M
TRS-80 MODELS III & I, DOPLUS, LDOS

IMAGINE . . . Percom Data Winchester 5VV technology ... for today's computers . . .

and tomorrow's.
To receive an informational booklet describing Percom Hard Disk Systems, or to determine if we

have a system for your computer call our
Hard-Line Hot-Line at 1-800-527-1222.

We will also give you the name of a nearby authorized Percom Data Dealer.

Dealer inquiries are welcome.

(TOCM QATA
COR PORAT O N

Expanding Your Peripheral Vision
DRIVES NETWORKS SOFTWARE

(214) 340-7081 • 1-800-527-1222 • TELEX: 73-0401 (PERCOM)

ihM !•. ,i registered trademark <>t International Business Machines APPLF is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.

ins ho s ,i registered tr.hlrm.trk of T, truly Radio Shack Corp PHD is a registered trademark of Percom Data Corporation

COPYRKSH1 1963 PERCOM DATA CORPORATION
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TVhe sky's the limit with Franklin hardware. Because as our
product line continues to grow, so can your ACE 1000 personal
computer.

We still feature exceptional Franklin standards. Like true
upper and lowercase characters, typewriter-style keyboard, 12-

key numeric pad, and VisiCalc® keys. There's also color graphics
capabilities. And 64K of RAM. Above all, Franklin ACE™ com-
puters are hardware and software compatible with Apple®ll —
the largest microcomputer peripherals and software market in

the world.

Now Franklin's peripheral boards can expand the capabili-

ties of the ACE 1000 even more. By providing serial and parallel

interfaces and a full 80-column display.
There's even a card that allows you to run
CP/M programs as well. So, experience
another realm of computing. With ACE
computers and accessories."
Franklin ACE is a trademark of Franklin Computer Corp.

VisiCalc is a registered trademark of Visi Corp.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. FRANKLIN
COMPUTER CORPORATION

Better than ever.
2128 Route 38 Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 Telephone. 609-482-5900 Telex: 837-385
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CHIPS&DALEn

4116 250ns8/$9.50 100+$ 1.05 ea.

41 16 200 ns 8/$ 11.50 100+$1.18ea.
4116 150 ns8/$13.00 100 + $1.25ea.

21 14L 300 ns 8/$ 1 1.00

21 14L 200 ns 8/$ 12.00
4164 200 ns $4.65 ea 100 + CALL
4164 150 ns $5.00 ea 100 + CALL
6116 150 ns $4.65 ea 100 + CALL
61 16 200 ns $4.15 ea 100 + CALL
61 16 LP 150 $5.25
1791 Disk Controller $20.00
Z80A CPU $3.00
Z80ACTC $3.00
Z80A PIO $3.00
8251A$4.00ea
8255 $4.25

2716-l(5V)350ns8/$4.25ea$5.00ea
27 1 6 (5V) 450 ns $ 3.35 ea 1 00 + CALL
2732 $3.85 ea 100 + CALL
2532 8/$4.25 $5.00 ea 100 + CALL
2764 5V 300 ns 28 pin $7.00 ea

27645V 24 pin $16.50
2564 $16.50
68000 CPU $CALL
8087 Intel Co-processor for 8088
CALL

COMPUTERS
NEC APC Computers CALL
Altos Computers CALL
Sage II (16 bit) CALL
IBM P.C. complete sys.

(with or w/out hard disk) CALL

IBM PERIPHERALS
Baby Blue board CALL
Quadram board CALL
Davong hard-disk CALL
Davong board CALL
Amdek Monitors CALL
Princeton Monitors $700.00

NEC 3550 Printer $2,297.

Call for other IBM Peripherals

NEC Printer P.C. 8023 $695.00
Other NEC Printers —

Okidata Printers

82A $748.00
83A $995.00
84A $1395.00

CALL
CALL
CALL

CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

$465.00
CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL

SOFTWARE CP/M,
IBM, Apple, TRS-80, Atari

Package 1 includes Wordstar, Mail Merge,

Spe/lstar (CP/M) (IBM) $410.00
dBase II (CP/M)(IBM) $425.00
FMS80(CP/M) $597.00
CALL for other mfg. comp., prnts, modems,
terminals, chips, & software

Allow up to 3 wks. for personal checks to clear.

Please include phone number. Price subject to

change without notice. Shipping & Handling for

Chips $3.50. FOB Bellevue, WA for all else. Wash,
residents add 6.5% Sales Tax.

CHIPS & DALE
10655 N.E. 4th St., Suite 400
Bellevue, WA 98004

1-206-451-9770

PUBLISHER'S REMARKS Way
By

ne Green

Wayne Green
Sells Out

I Can Explain . . .

In a way, I suppose that you might say

that I sold out, but I plead guilty with an
explanation.

It all started this last spring when some
chaps from one of the bigger banks called

saying that they had a large foreign

publisher who was looking to acquire

something like my micro publishing em-
pirette. I wasn't much interested because

I enjoy what I'm doing more than

anything else I can imagine. But what
would it cost to listen, right?

So they came to visit and looked over

our place. I showed them our growth in

sales, which has run around 50 percent a

year for the last eight years. They
mumbled vaguely about $50 million,

which I have to admit got my attention.

I'd really never given much thought to

what the whole mess might be worth.

The word that I was thinking of selling

began to spread, and new suitors started

calling every few days. The more I talked

with these firms, the more I realized that

this probably was a good time to merge
with a larger firm so that I would have the

money to invest in some new projects. I

have never had much of a personal need
for money, so selling out for a big bundle

of cash had little attraction.

No, it would be worth merging if I could

get the money to start magazines at a

faster rate and thus be able to better keep

up with the needs of the microcomputer
industry. And I had an idea for a new type

of magazine I wanted to try out. If it

worked I'd have a way to get perhaps 50
more like it going, each with expected

sales on the order of $5 million a year

or more.
Then there was my idea for a new type

of school, a business/technical institute

geared to the needs of the 80s. The more I

thought about it, the more ideas for new
divisions of Wayne Green, Inc., came to

mind. With some cash available for get-

ting these new businesses and publica-

tions going, we could step up our growth

enormously. I did some sales projections

and I could see us growing a billion in

sales within ten years just on the plans

already in mind.

As I talked with the firms interested in

merging, I found several of them excited

about my ideas and plans. I've a good
record of coming up with innovative

ideas in the past, so there wasn't much
skepticism about my new ideas. After all,

I'd had the idea to start the first magazine

for micros: Byte. And then I started the

first system-specific magazine: 80 Micro.

And I'd pioneered mass-produced soft-

ware. As I talked with people, I realized

that I have a pretty good track record.

The final choice of a merger partner

was most difficult. Several large firms

put it bluntly: they needed me and I could

name my price. Now I want to tell you
that is fantastic for the ego. I really wasn't

into shopping around for the highest offer

because the difference between $50 mil-

lion and $100 million means a lot less

than the compatibility of the merger.

And numbers like that don't mean any-

6 Microcomputing, August 1983



thing anyway, they're just very big

numbers.

On May 22nd I signed a preliminary

agreement with Pat McGovern, the pub-

lisher of Computerworld, InfoWorld, PC
World and 20 other computer-related

publications in 18 countries. The date

was significant to me because it was
eight years to the day from when I called

the editor of a small micro newsletter

to come up and discuss starting a maga-

zine—and we agreed to give it a try. Five

weeks later the first issue of Byte went to

the printer. Those were five frantic

weeks, I'll tell you.

The merger means that we'll be able to

do more promotion of our current maga-
zines. It means we'll be able to start more
magazines—and I have a bunch of them
all planned out. Each magazine is going

to require a staff, so we'll be needing 200
or 300 people to help out—editors, writ-

ers, technicians, programmers, people

for advertising sales, typesetting, graphic

arts, circulation, data processing, and

so on.

Then there are a number of special

projects such as my planned technical/

business college. We're going to need

management teams to get these projects

going and run them. Most of this is going

to be done in New Hampshire, but even-

tually we'll be growing into other areas of

the country.

Ifyou are interested in getting involved

with some exciting new ideas, you
should get a letter off to me telling me
what you think you might be able to do.

I'm looking right now for nonsmokers

with a history of enthusiasm and the

ability to make things happen with a

minimum of supervision.

There won't be any astronomical

salaries when we are starting new proj-

ects, but we will plan to make it well

worthwhile for those who are the most
helpful in starting the new projects.

For instance, there are a number of

products that I'd like to have made in

Asia and imported for sale here. I've got

the contacts in Asia to handle that end,

but I need the people to handle the proj-

ect from the New Hampshire end—set-

ting up the advertising, importation and
distribution of the products. This should
be able to grow into a substantial

business by itself.

The merger means that we have a
guarantee of the money we need to move
ahead on as many projects as I can find

teams to work on. And if we run out of

projects to get started, I'll have more. I

come up with an idea for a good solid

project every few days.

When you think about it, by the time

you put my six magazines together with

those Pat is already publishing, we're a

very strong combination. I think we'll be

able to parlay this group into a pilot

model of the college of the future or into

perhaps an educational satellite televi-

sion network.

Circle 370 on Reader Service card.

ware

There's just no end to the software available for Franklin

ACE™ computers. Start with Franklin's own word processing and
spreadsheet analysis programs. ACEWriter II and ACECalc.
Sophisticated, yet easy to learn and use.

ACEWriter II was designed to take advantage of the type-

writer-style keyboard of the Franklin ACE computers. And ACE-
Calc, with a full 80-column display of variable column widths,

lets you arrange data in a format that's manageable and easy
to read, without squeezing or wasting space. ACECalc also al-

lows you to create "invisible" fields. And to protect other fields

from being accidentally changed.
And when you need more than word processing and

spreadsheet analysis, you can choose from
16,000 more software programs, including

accounting, payroll, inventory and purchas-

ing. Even games. Because Franklin ACE
computers are compatible with software

written for the Apple® II.

FRANKLIN
COMPUTER CORPORATION

Better than ever.

2128 Route 38 Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 Telephone: 609-482-5900 Telex: 837-385

Franklin ACE is a trademark of Franklin Computer Corp.

VisiCalc is a registered trademark of Visi Corp.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
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• •You knew it had to come
It was only a matter of time.

From the publisher of the industry's first system-specific magazine comes a publi-

cation designed expressly for users of the VIC-20 and the C-64.

Wayne Green, Inc., thinks it's high time that the users of these two fine machines

had a quality magazine they could call their own, and we're planning to do
something about it. We're gearing up to bring you a magazine dedicated to making
computing more fun and to meet the specific needs and interests of VIC-20 and
C-64 users.

But we need articles for this undertaking, and we need them now.

So run-don't walk-to your nearest mailbox and send us your submissions. We can't

be too specific right now (we're even keeping the name of the magazine a secret

for the time being!). We can teil you this, though: This new magazine promises to be a
blockbuster!

Send in your article submissions-reviews, tutorials, applications, programs, hints,

modifications-to: Microcomputing, 80 Pine St., Peterborough, NH 03458.

Circle 33 on Reader Service card.

PALANTIR
(PalanTEER)

Word Processing

TM

Pronouncing it is the hardest part
Mastering Palantir Word Processing is a snap,

if you don't worry about how to say it.

If you've never seen a computer before, you'll

want to step through our relaxed and friendly

lessons, just to learn some of the terms.

But you won't hurt our feelings if you never read

the manual. We worked awfully hard to make

our manual easy to read and understand, but

we worked even harder to make Palantir easy

to use without a manual.

We aren't the only ones saying that Palantir is

easy to use.

In a recent review (80 Micro, September 1 982)

Palantir was compared to Select™ and Scrip-

sit™ 2.0. It was not surprising (to us, anyway)

that the reviewer found Palantir easiest to

learn and to use. (Select was third.) But even we
were surprisesd when he also rated our tutorial

highest. We, too, had believed Select's ads

about typing "T" for Teach™.

Just because Palantir is easy, that doesn't

mean it can't perform. The reviewer also said,

Designer Software
i

,
HOUSTON

i i

3400 Montrose Blvd., Suite 718
Houston, Texas 77006
713-520-8221 Telex 790510

"Palantir's ease of use is not at the sacrifice of

power or efficiency."

And the reviewer didn't even see Ma//ouf™— a

form-letter function so simple that real peo-

ple— like you— can use it without a programmer.

Create letters, labels, reports— repetitive files of

all kinds— by adding a few straight-forward

commands to use variables, conditionals and

nested files. It even has four-function integer

math if you want to get tricky.

Other word processors can't beat it for power,

and they never get close on usability.

Palantir doesn't cost you an arm and a leg You

can get Palantir Word Processing, not for the

$745 of Word Star with Mail Merge™, not for

the $595 of Select, but for only $450. For the

closest thing to a dedicated word processor this

side of $10,000, that's not bad.

Palantir. Ask your dealer for it by name. If he

can't pronounce it, we answer to almost any-

thing that begins with "P".

Say it again— "Pal-an-TEER." The rest is easy.

<&

Palantir, Mailout and Designer Software are trademarks of Palantir, Inc.

WordStar and Mail Merge are trademarks of MicroPro International Corporation, Select and Teach are trademarks of Select Information Systems, Inc
.,

Scripsit is a trademark of Tandy Corporation, IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp

Pat is much like me—full of ideas and
enthusiasm. I think we're going to really

make things hum in the microcomputer
field. Care to join us?

Japan's Problems

The recent Tokyo Micro Computer
Show '83 was interesting in several

ways, so I think the American micro in-

dustry people who missed it may have
screwed up. Sure, there were a few draw-

backs. It was so hot one firm was giving

out cardboard fans. It was so crowded
that it was difficult to see the equipment
or move around. And the noise from a

hundred or so young girls demonstrating

computers, each armed with powerful

audio systems, made it hard to talk or

even think.

In addition to it being hot, packed and
noisy, there was little information avail-

able in English and, to cap it, only about

20 percent of the major manufacturers

were showing. So much for the bad part.

Now let me get to the good news—and
good it is for the U.S. micro industry.

The one big surprise for me was how
little had really changed from the Japa-

nese computer shows I visited in 1979
and 1980. Just to make sure that I really

hadn't missed anything significant, I

made a pilgrimage to the Akihabara sec-

tion of Tokyo where there are around a

thousand electronic stores and dozens of

computer stores. No, I hadn't really

missed anything.

How is it that, after taking over one

after the other high-tech consumer in-

dustries, the Japanese have bogged
down so badly in computers? Look at the

success of their Epson printers, which
have been driving our American printer

manufacturers to distraction. Yet, possi-

bly with the exception of the new Radio

Shack 100, which is made in Japan, sur-

prisingly little competition has developed.

There are two basic problems holding

the Japanese back. The less serious of

the two has been a surprising inability to

cope with the problems of marketing

computers in America.

The greatest problem, though, is the

Japanese written language, which isjust

not geared to computers. The Japanese

discovered the drawbacks of their writ-

ten language when the typewriter first

came along. A Japanese typewriter looks

like a typesetting machine, with hun-
dreds of characters. It takes years to

become skilled at it.

There was some reluctance to throw
out their written language and go ahead
with English, as perhaps they should

have when it became clear that their

written characters were too much of an
obstacle to progress. The price of this her-

itage is a dear one for them. In the com-
puter field it has made it so that Japanese
programmers first have to become famil-

8 Microcomputing, August 1983



iar with English. Computers are pro-

grammed in English—even in Japan.

So, unless the Japanese computer
users accept the use of the very limiting

KataKana character set that is used on
microcomputers, they will have to use

huge (expensive) computers with enor-

mous keyboards and slow, devious key-

ing systems. Things have bogged down,
resulting in few new or surprising devel-

opments at the latest show.

After talking with some of the store

owners in Japan, I'm convinced that this

situation has some advantages for Amer-
icans. There doesn't seem to be any serious

restriction on exporting our technology

to Japan and sort of evening the score for

the beating we've taken in radio, televi-

sion and recording products.

They are pathetically in need of soft-

ware. And they'll gladly use it even in

English. That's better than not having it.

We may not be able to do much with

sending printers to Japan, but there are a

lot ofaccessories that would sell very well

there.

There are still a bunch of Apple com-
puters in Japan, plus a growing number
of Apple imitations. I think Apple could

get back into the running if they were to

work with their supporting firms to make
it the best-supported of all computer
systems in Asia. That's one of the more
obvious keys to success.

Radio Shack has a few computer cen-

ters in Japan, plus maybe 120 or so

stores. The hundreds ofsupport products

and the thousands of supporting pro-

grams that have made the TRS-80 such a

success in the U.S. are not known there,

so the computer is not perceived as sig-

nificant as it is in the U.S.

When you consider that Japan has
about half of the population of the U.S.,

you realize that this is not a market to be
dismissed lightly. Indeed, any American
manufacturer who does not make a ma-
jor effort to achieve sales in both Japan
and Europe is going to have long-term

problems.

So, for the American microcomputer
businessmen who went to Japan to see

the Tokyo show, the news was hearten-
ing. The dealers on the trip were exposed
to a few new gadgets worthy of being
brought into the U.S. The entrepreneurs

saw the potential for a whole new and
very large market for American com-
puter products.

For anyone with imagination and some
enthusiasm, the trip to Japan was well

worthwhile. The next such trip will be in

October, and it will cost about $2500,
which includes hotels, all transportation,

more meals than most people should eat

and entry to electronics shows in the four

major Asian cities. It's a super tour. If

you're interested in more on this, please

drop me a line.

Circle 331 on Reader Service card.

where
FRANKLIN dealers

I he list goes on and on. Because Franklin now has more
than 1 ,000 dealers throughout the country. From Savannah to
Sun Valley.

What does that mean to you? It means that your Franklin
computer system is backed by a growing company with an in-
credible dealer network from coast to coast. For stability. And
service when and where you need it.

Our dealers are ready to show you Franklin's total solution.
No more confusion over which software to purchase, what runs
on which computer—and whether it'll really work. With Franklin
you have everything you need. Hardware. Software!
Everywhere.

Where else, but at Franklin? i

Franklin ACE is a trademark of Franklin Computer Corp.

VisiCalc is a registered trademark of Visi Corp.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

FRANKLIN
COMPUTER CORPORATION

Better than ever.
2128 Route 38 Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 Telephone: 609-482-5900 Telex: 837-385
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is the *\ selling printer interface for VIC20 H and
^ Commodore 64 computers because it works.

The "CARD/PRINT" works with all

of these parallel printers without

any modification to the printer:

Epson MX-80 & EPSON MX- 100
(with or without GRAFTRAX+),
EPSON FX-80, EPSON FX-100,

STAR MICRONICS DP 8480,
STAR MICRONICS GEMINI 10,

STAR MICRONICS GEMINI 15,

PROWRITER, C-ITOH 8510,
STARWRITER, SMITH CORONA TP-1,

BYTEWRITER, MPI 88, MPI 99,

DATA IMPACT D-92, OKIDATA 80,

OKIDATA 82, OKIDATA 83,

OKIDATA 84, OKIDATA 92,

OKIDATA 93, TRANSTAR 130,

TRANSTAR 140, IDS MICROPRISM,
IDS PRISM (IDS printers require

IDS cable P/N 603-673-9100),
MENNESMANN TALLY MT-160,
MANNESMANN TALLY 1000,
NEC 8023, AXIOM GP-100,
TANDY CGP-1 15 PRINTER/ PLOTTER
and many more.

INCLUDES ALL NECESSARY PLUGS
CABLES AND HARDWARE
REQUIRES NO SOFTWARE DRIVERS
JUST PLUG IT IN AND PRINT

ALL FUNCTIONS ARE UNDER USER

OR PROGRAM SOFTWARE
CONTROL
ADDS SEVEN NEW COMMANDS TO
INCREASE PRINTER FLEXIBILITY

SOFTWARE SELECTABLE ASCII

CONVERSION AND GRAPHICS
MODES

NOTICE: CARDCO, Inc. is now
offering the "PRINTER UTILITY

PACKAGE" tape based program
for use with our interface, a
VIC 20 ! or a Commodore 64 and
a Star Gemini series, and Epson
MX or FX 80 or 100, or a
PROWRITER printer. These
programs include a machine
language high-res screen
dump, facilities to print

Commodore graphics, and
several sizes and styles of the

"BANNER HEADLINE" type printing

all for $19.95.

See a complete line of American made Cardco Products at a computer store near you, today.

313Mathewson • Wichita, Kansas 6721 4 • (316) 267-6525

" VIC20 is a registered trademark ot Commodore International Circle 369 on Reader Service card cardco, inc.



WHATS NEW

No Ecstasy

Over the XT

? By Thomas V. Bonoma

For the Money,
Pass Up

The PC "Upgrade"

Getting Personal

The introduction of IBM's XT has come
and gone, and I'm disappointed. I don't

see the incremental value in the XT for

the price, either in utility or technology.

Nobody I know has much less than a
128K system now. so providing that

standard isn't more than acknowledging
how buyers configure their machines.

The ten-megabyte hard disk is useful,

but Davong and others have been supply-

ing it, along with the software needed to

run it. for almost a year. The color monitor

is a good idea, and so is the async adapt-

er, but again, this is how many users

have configured their machines already.

At $5000 with a single disk drive and
no monitor, the only upside I can see is

from the "extra" expansion slots, which
should have been provided in the first

place.

The XT? My guess is that it was ginned

up to counter the Apple's Lisa. The only

really positive effects are DOS 2.0 and
IBM's decision to decrease prices on the

regular PC by about 15 percent.

My advice is to buy the PC, and pass on
the XT for now.

KeyTronic, Apparat and
Copy II PC

In the extended use report category,

I've got an update on the KeyTronic 5 150

Keyboard and also on the Apparat
Spool/64.

The KeyTronic now looks like my fac-

tory keyboard did when I switched it

out—dirty, a little stained and somewhat
beat up. But it is a faster word processing

keyboard than the factory one. once you
get used to it, and the LEDs on the Num
Lock and Caps Lock keys come in handy.
I've grown to love this little addition, and
hope to keep pounding on it for some
time to come.
The Apparat Spooler has performed

flawlessly, although the same can't be

said of some software's compatibility

with it. In at least two cases, programs
attempting to dump medium-resolution
text and graphics to the printer have
fouled themselves in the Apparat, caus-

ing garbage to be output.

The Spooler has some control codes
you can issue to put it in a "pass
through" mode to avoid this problem,

but the situation always occurs when
you're using canned software and can't

issue any codes. Other than that, the

Apparat is like a garage door opener. Be-

fore you buy one, you think people who
have one are a little effete and lazy; after

you get it, you don't want to live without it.

Copy II PC is a copy program about
which, like many outstanding programs,
there's nothing much to say. I've tried to

foul up this no-parameter, no-hassle pro-

gram in every way I can think of, but it

just keeps doing its job.

Although it doesn't like it and acts like

it's running in a sludge bath, it even will

copy your protected Pascal disks for you,

and they'll work when it's done. If you're

hassled by copy-protection schemes and
licensing agreements that seem to make
you a criminal just because you'd like to

make sure you don't lunch a $1000 disk,

this program will be useful.

BPS Business Graphics
System
Graphics aren't just exploding on the

PC; they're positively bombarding users.

A revision 2 ofChartman will be released

shortly; it supports typeset-like output on
the HP plotter. Fast Graphs version 1. 10

has been released, with much-needed
speed improvements in the graphics

print routines (but still with woodpecker-
like plotter routines that defy all of Mr.

Hewlett's efforts to make his machine
usable). And BPS Business Graphics has
appeared on the scene.

I'd like to spend a little time with you
on this last one, since it's a significant

product with a lot of plusses and some

minuses.

The BPS system runs under Network
Consulting's Pascal, and it's an inter-

active graphics-generating system. Ifyou
have two screens, you tell BPS what you
want on the monochrome screen and see
the pretty pictures on the color monitor.
(When I say interactive, I mean interac-

tive.) You give commands like "Plot

axes," and the package does it.

Data entry is easy, and the program
doesn't even care if the data is made up of

numbers or labels. That means "High
High" and "Low Low" are perfectly valid

data pairs that will be "plotted" on the
screen, giving you an empty 2x2 matrix
you can fill in yourself.

BPS, veterans of Apple graphics pro-

grams, have taken the "we support all

peripherals" approach in their program
design. You name the plotter, matrix
printer or daisy wheel and BPS supports it.

This breadth of support, however,
means some complexity in printing

graphs. BPS distinguishes between de-

vices that accept screen dumps, like the
Epson, and ones that have their own line-

drawing, characters and other routines,

like plotters. This means that your Epson
is a "draw" device, your HP-7470A is a
"set" device and your NEC Spinwriter is

either a draw or a set device.

Using the screen dump devices is

easy. . you just say "Write Screen"
types of things and there you are. Using
set devices isn't so easy, since the pro-

gram draws differently on the screen and
the plotter. That's not very useful for

interactive graphics; it means, in effect,

you've got to generate the screen graph,
save the commands that made it, set up
your plotter and the program, and then
regenerate it to get the plot.

Address correspondence to Thomas V.

Bonoma, 45 Drum Hill Road, Concord,
MA 01 742.
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Command Echoes

Speaking of saving commands, BPS
has what it calls "take files," which are

echoes of the commands you type on the

screen or ones you save for graph gener-

ation. This feature is handy for regenerat-

ing graphs, for making "slide shows"
(supported by BPS) or for automatically

configuring the program on start-up to

output to a certain device.

The screen graphics are faster than

MBA's, but slower that 1-2-3's, which is

to say they're quite acceptable. Color

choice is completely programmable, but

the program will manage it automatical-

ly as well.

BPS does have restrictions—like the

ability to work with only one data set at a

time (multiple bar graphics, for example,

requires a Plot, Load. Plot. Load se-

quence for each set of bars to be made).

There are bonuses, too—like an Inter-

change command (not very friendly, but

at least it's there) to transfer DOS files

into BPS's own language, so you can use

VisiCalc to do things and BPS to plot them.

Best, perhaps, is the set ofbusiness sta-

tistical manipulations, from which BPS
takes its name. You can run a regression,

do curve-fitting, estimate points into the

future, smooth data exponentially or

with a moving average, and arithmetical-

ly manipulate a data set (e.g. , Multiply By
3.03) in any way you'd like. This is a
powerful package.

The manual is nicely done, with ex-

ample graphs, a tutorial, a reference sec-

tion and a lot of space devoted to the pe-

ripherals supported by BPS, including

cabling requirements. A disk of sample
files is provided, and the program has on-

line help should you forget a command
while working.

If BPS would just restrain itself from
falling in love with differences in periph-

erals (e.g., set vs draw) and give the user

some consistent ways of getting the out-

put off the screen, I'd be hard-put to

criticize this package. As it is, it's good,

but could be a whole lot friendlier on the

print side of the street.

Datafax, PFS:file/report,
Easyfiler
When David Guest of PowerText told

me to review DataFax, I was skeptical.

Who needs to look at another database?

And, who needs to look at one in Pascal,

which makes DOS compatibility a

problem?
David's a pretty good judge of charac-

ter, though, and he told me that

DataFax's unstructured style of letting

you type, mark keys and store free-form

text was suited perfectly to my academic
personality and data needs. He wasn't far

wrong.
The folks at Link Systems have done a

fine job in creating a "formless" DBMS
that's simple, quick and powerful. With
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DataFax, you just select what you want
to do from a menu, define a new folder

and type away to your heart's content.

Want to store an article you've read?

Just type in how you feel about it, mark
as keys any words you'd like and store it.

You then can retrieve any marked keys

with Ands, Ors or any combination of

these techniques in sorted or unsorted

order.

It's a way for those of us who read

marketing journals, computer maga-
zines and classics to keep everything in

one crammed and dusty file cabinet, just

like we'd do in real life. The difference is,

with DataFax, you can find it again.

Date-Handling

The program also handles dates well; it

doesn't insist, for instance, that dates are

strings or otherwise meaningless. Han-

dling dates is about the only quantitative

skill the program has, though; as the

manual states, if you want numbers, go

buy VersaForm or dBase.

The manual, by the way, is good,

despite being a little disjointed in places. I

was impressed that, after three weeks of

reasonably solid use, I had managed to

fill only 7.5 percent ofa double-sided disk

with my ramblings, article synopses and
other tomfoolery.

I always like it when program authors

know what their software can't do. I like

it more when programmers take into

account that the user may make mis-

takes—like running out of disk room.

DataFax has some commands (Load and
Unload) that let you split your database if

it becomes too big, and also has made
provision to get your base over to a hard
disk if that becomes necessary. They've
also, thoughtfully, included a "backup"
command from the menu to nudge you
gently toward that good practice.

Another big advantage is that the pro-

gram lets you configure the PC function

keys (and all the other ones) that drive

what it does, in a fully custom way, to

your desires. Want F10 to be the "key
mark" key? Easy.

Drawbacks. . . . Well, let's see. If you
have a database of authors, titles, years

and journals, there's no good way to split

out just the author-type keys—unless

you're willing to prefix them in some
way, such as with a letter (AJones.

ASmith, ASzacks). The key problem

could be important, depending on what
you'll do with your data. Depending on

that and, I guess, what you do for a living,

this may be an important program for you.

PFSifile and PFSireport

PFS;file and its sister program, PFS;re-

port, first impress you as a package not

worth further examination. They're

packaged and sold separately, which
makes it seem like Software Publishing

Company has discovered the marketing
principle of "unbundling," in which it

splits one filing/report program into two
to get more money.

The programs come in boxes that look

like the ones you have in your sock

drawer that contain all sorts of useless

stuff. The documentation seems thin for

any complex program, although it in-

cludes plenty of pictures and it's clearly

written. And, the spiral-bound Apple II

style of doing things betrays the pro-

gram's origins and makes the potential

purchaser wonder what it is he's getting.

If you get past these initial im-

pressions, however, you'll be positively

surprised. PFSifile is a semi-forms-ori-

ented DBMS that offers the user a lot of

flexibility for the money. Forms design is

a matter of just typing headings and co-

lons: no spacing out, defining of field

lengths or even specifying of field types.

Want to write "some stuff' in a field

called "Comments:"? Just leave a few

lines, and write away. The program
automatically splits your text into whole

words at line endings, so you aren't

hyphenating or racing the cursor to the

line end.

Want to put "$1,022.33" in the Salary

field? Do it. Then go ahead and use nu-

meric search-and-manipulation criteria.

No trouble, although sorts and searches

are slow without a hard disk.

So, what you get is a semiform kind of

DBMS. Type in some field headings any-

where on the screen (up to 31 pages of

screens per record), and go to it! As
things should be in this world, the pro-

gram worries about whether it has a nu-

meric, alphabetic or date format, and
acts accordingly when you want to re-

trieve. That's clever.

Also, there's no need to keep thinking,

'Well, my comments field is only 90
characters long. . .how do I say this?"

Just leave some room when you design

(or redesign . . . there's a good facility for

this), and go to it.

Although PFS: file is not billed as a re-

port generator, its File program does let

you do some extraction, including mail-

ing labels, sorts and field inclusion/

exclusion from forms. No, it won't head
reports and won't worry about column
widths, but it will get simple reporting

jobs done.

The file program uses a lot ofdisk space

to hold the records; four records of mod-
erate length chewed up almost 17,000

bytes. You pay for the entry flexibility, es-

pecially if you're long-winded like me.
The report program, to my mind, is not

as well-done as the filer. You can't simul-

taneously define an extracted field as

numeric (so you can manipulate it in

some way) and get formatting like dollar

signs on the output. You can, though,

total, subtotal, average, subaverage,

count and break the report by key or field

as you will, all with single-key specifi-

cations. Derived columns on the report

are a snap: formula entry is simple and
straightforward

.

Documentation

Both PFS packages have outstanding



documentation, which, like all good writ-

ing, looks thin at first glance. Backups
of each program are supplied with the

package, as are utilities to configure a

serial printer and to convert the pro-

grams to hard disk operation.

These little thoughtful touches are ap-

preciated; so is the catalog of error

messages producible by the program,
and so is the glossary ofDBMS terms. No
modifications or provisions have been
made to run in color monitors, so color op-

eration is a faded dream of possibilities.

IUS's EasyFiler

EasyFiler, from Information Unlimited

Software, was reviewed by me in an
earlier column on database programs. I

thought it was strong then on the basis of

its report and data-entry routines, but I

had some harsh words for it because it ran

only under a customized DOS that defeats

the whole purpose of DBMS on the PC.

Well, it doesn't anymore.
The latest release of EasyFiler inacti-

vates the "import" facility, and just goes

ahead and uses DOS for its needs. That

means, of course, that EasyFiler is now
hard-disk-compatible

—

a must with any
database program (even if you don't use

one right now). Also, the restriction that

databases cannot occupy more than a

single disk has been removed.
I certainly hope that IUS is going to up-

grade all users' packages with the new
disks and few pages of changes that the

manual requires. Hear that, guys? When
you charge $80 so that users can call you
on the phone with questions about your

product, be prepared to do some things in

return! (The "User Assurance Plan," how-
ever, states that if your warranty card is

returned, you'll be "eligible for updates at

a discount." Uh-oh.)

I really like IUS's products; I think they

make a quality word processor, filer and,

now, spreadsheet and spelling-checker.

But, this customized DOS stuff—pay-as-

you-go phone support and no backups
provided—is just too much to bear grace-

fully.

(By the way. IUS's EasyPlanner is also

DOS-compatible.)

Finances: Personal and
Profound

You've read my comments on the

Financier persona] financial programs
before. For anyone who doubts that good
code can be done in Basic, look at these.

The beauty of the Financier is that you
can be as sloppy or compulsive as you
need to be about your finances. Category

definition for expenditures, budgets,

taxes and the like all are up to you. In-

stead of conforming you to the program,

it conforms itself to you.

The' programs also keep an inventory

of all your possessions as you acquire

them, and they're well-supported, with a
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Fig. 1. Sideways, a PC utilityfor Graftrax-equipped IBMs, allows you to print files
horizontally instead of vertically.
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Thomas V. Bonoma
£ April, 198S

The Fancy Font System
from SoftCraft

Softcraft (8726 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles, CA, 90045

190.00) recently has released its "personal typesetter" for the IBM PC
with an Epson MX80 or MX100 printer with GrafTrax, called Fancy Font.
FF comes on four single-sided diskettes, and is well, if somewhat

turgidly documented A* IJ0U CUtt %tt s l\\t Systf ttt tS ttt0St fIfXtblf, an

prrmtt* (Bib English • 'y^/j' *w */ ^/u> and a variety of type

sizes, such as this Sans Serif 20-point type.

Not only is there a versatile printing program which accepts text files (this

was written on WordStar\ has on-line help, and allows your terminal to

be used as an "electronic typewriter" if you'd like, but there are I0ttt—

futtttU) tttib f+*U-t*%ntmn f**f»a*n*, U+. The Hershey database, a

character set created at the National Bureau of Standards, has been adapted by

the authors to the Epson, and is included on diskette so that you can

incorporate or modify it into custom fonts you build yourself.

Because it is so exacting (in final draft form, the print program prints

24 dots per character), Fancy Font will win no speed awards. And, since

WordStar (or any other word processor, for that matter) doesn't worry

about line heights and widths, some testing is necessary to get a clean

printout. But, aside from these rather trivial quibbles, and a user's manual
which has been written for CP/M machines and only modified for MS/DOS, I think

you'll find Fancy Font an exceptional value for the money. As a side

benefit, you can't read the manual without learning a good deal about character

generation as well.

Because it comes on so many disks, you'll probably want to customise your

version of Fancy Font so that the program can find the fonts you use most

often. With double-sided drives, this is no problem, as everything fits on two

diskettes. And, a print spooler, either in hardware or software, could

significantly lessen the time you're staring at the Epson, waiting for it to

complete the sixth pass on a row of text.

/ thtnk that some of the smaller quantity jobs than straight word-
processing of documents is where Fancy Font really shines. For instance,

run it from WordStar and violai, instant letterhead which you can then

print your letter on. Or, use it to address envelopes (the print program

accepts substitution stings, so that you can fill in names and addresses while

the program is running one file over and over again. Disk labels are another

idea. I guess what I'm trying to say is that, while I wouldn't want to use

Fancy Font to print my letters, I intend to use it a lot for short-run,

"special occasion" printing where the appearance of the printed output (e.g., a

resume) is critical to the reception a document will get. Try it out.

Fig. 2. Sample printoutfrom SoftCraft 's Fancy Font System.
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tutorial, full disk-based files on a fictional

family and solid documentation.
Actually, it's not the financial pro-

grams I want to tell you about; it's the

Tax Series. This set of programs inter-

faces with the financial ones, so you can

use the Financier monthly, for instance,

and then use the tax program at the

year's end without as much as one re-

dundant data entry in order to compute,
manipulate and otherwise "construc-

tively avoid but never evade" your tax

burden.

The tax program also stands alone, and
it's so powerful that many professional

tax firms have been buying it to resell to

clients. If you have enough money to

have tax problems, take a look at the Tax
Series.

Moving from the profane to the pro-

found is Ashton-Tate's newest entry, Fi-

nancial Planning Language.

FPL is Ashton-Tate's answer to Ferox's

Micro/DSS; it's intended to help business

users compile profit-and-loss statements,

do cash flow management and the like.

My impressions from a quick tour are

that FPL is a little more friendly than

Micro/DSS in operation, and definitely

more friendly in documentation. While

FPL does not support on-board graphics

as does DSS, it does have such conve-

niences as on-line help for editor com-
mands and an easier report-generation

specification routine. Like all Ashton-

Tate products, it is supplied with a dem-
onstration disk that can be opened at no
risk to your future rights to return the

package if it won't do what you want. It's

also supplied with a program disk that

shouldn't be opened until you know FPL
is for you. That alone, in my mind, is

enough to make you try this one before

plunking down your money on any finan-

cial modelling system.

Lately, Ashton-Tate has been making
some moves in the business market (e.g.,

The Bottom Line Strategist), and, while

The "Big Blue" Black Book

Prices, Addresses ofThis Month's Featured Products, Companies

BPS Business Graphics ($350)

Business & Professional Software, Inc.

143 Binney St.

Cambridge. MA 02142

Basic Programming Tools ($120)

Synergistic Software

830 N. Riverside Drive

Renton, WA 98055

Chartman (I—$380; II—$425; III—$199)

Graphic Software. Inc.

PO Box 367
Kenmore Station

Boston, MA 02215

Cyborg ($34.95)

Sentient Software

PO Box 4929
Aspen, CO 81612

DataFax ($299)

Link Systems
1640 19th St.

Santa Monica, CA 90404

EasyFiler ($400)

EasySpeller ($125)

Information Unlimited Software, Inc.

240 1 Marinship Way
Sausalito, CA 94965

Fancy Font System ($80)

Softcraft

8726 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90045

Fast Graphs ($295)

Innovative Software, Inc.

Suite 380
9300 W. 1 10 St.

Overland Park, KS 66210

Financial Planning Language ($700)

Ashton-Tate

9929 W. Jefferson Blvd.

Culver City, CA 90230

The Financier ($125)

The Financier Tax Series ($125)

Financier, Inc.

2400 Computer Drive

Westboro, MA 01581

Frogger ($34.95)

Sierra On-Line, Inc.

36575 Mudge Ranch Road
Coarsegold, CA 93614

The MBA ($695)

Context Management Systems
23864 Hawthorne Blvd.

Suite 101

Torrance, CA 90505

none of these recent entries have the en-

during characteristics (or the awesome
complexity) of dBase II, they do uphold

Ashton-Tate's quality image.

Briefly Noted

Two good printing utilities are Side-

ways and The Fancy Font System. Both

do what they say (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

Basic Programming Tools is a collec-

tion of a program editor, a number/un-

number utility, a remark stripper and a

lister, all running under Basic and all in-

tegrated from a central menu. The editor

especially is welcome; it accepts pro-

grams without line numbers and with la-

belled gotos and gosubs (e.g.. Goto

Charlie), and then translates them into

numbered and correctly directed code

segments.

This system is quite useful, but not in

the same "don't leave DOS without it"

category as the Basic Development Sys-

tem you've read about here before.

1-2-3 ($495)

Lotus Development Corp.

161 1st St.

Cambridge, MA 02142

PFS:file($140)

PFS:report($125)

Software Publishing Corp.

1901 Landings Drive

Mountain View. CA 94043

Peeks
4

n' Pokes for the IBM PC ($30)

Data Base Decisions

14 Bonnie Lane
Atlanta, GA 30328

PowerText ($399)

Beaman Porter, Inc.

Pleasant Ridge Road
Harrison, NY 10528

Random House Proofreader ($50)

Aspen Software

PO Box 399
Tijeras, NM 87059

Sideways ($60)

Funk Software

PO Box 1290
Cambridge, MA 02238

VersaForm ($389)

Applied Software Technology
14125 Capri Drive

Los Gatos, CA 95030
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On games, we have Cyborg and Frog-

ger. The former is a text adventure set in

a space environment; the latter is a well-

done game involving frogs you attempt
to move across a road and a shark- and
snake-infested stream—home to the lily

pad. Frogger is good with kids for hand-

eye coordination development, but will

pale quickly with adults.

Peeks' n' Pokes, for the IBM PC, has a

host of short programs showing you how
to get at the innards of your machine in

both Basic and Pascal. With its 50 pro-

grams, you'll learn to access your sys-

tem's hardware configuration, unprotect

Basic programs, read and change key-

board and monitor status, read disk

status and the like. Several stand-alone

programs are given on the disk, but the

idea is to give you routines you can put in

your own programs.

Finally. The Random House Proofread-

er, essentially, is the proofreader of Proof-

reader/Grammatik fame, but it's updated

with an outstanding new dictionary. If

you've got auxiliary dictionaries devel-

oped for other spelling checkers, they

should work with this, too. Wait until you
see the electronic thesaurus that's com-
ing soon.

Preview

Ever wonder why so many of the best

software packages (e.g.. The MBA,
PowerText, DataFax,) operate under Net-

work Consulting's Pascal implementa-

tion, and not either of the ones available

from IBM? Next month, we'll peel that

particular onion and look at the core of

the Pascal system as implemented by

NCS. We'll also celebrate our first anni-

versary together, and we'll have an array

of software reviews as usual.

Wordnew4 .bas

I don't have enough room to do Word-

new4.bas program justice, but Listing 1

is a modification of a program I hoped to

run a couple of months ago but which

was cut for space reasons. What hap-

pened is that 1 mailed this program to my
reader and pen-pal Peter Baenziger, and
he "got to playing" with it. He sent it

back much improved, and with a wish it

would work on both color and mono-
chrome monitors.

I got to playing with it, too, then he

played again, and so on. The result is the

final program, Wordnew4.bas, useful on

any monitor. Pay particular attention to

how Baenziger worked the screen switch

routines (very clever, Peter!), and to our

joint efforts at automatic monitor config-

uration.

Hope you like it. As usual, if you don't

want to key it in, send me a disk and $10
and I'll return it chock full of programs

published here, including this one. Full

documentation for Wordnew4.bas is

included.

Listing 1. Wordnew.bas—a word frequency analysis program adapted by Tom
Bonoma and modified by Peter Baenziger.

10 ' Prograi: Kord Frequency Analysis DSK: Hard D:

20 ' Purpose: Kord frequency analysis, IBH PC version

30 ' Source : Grillo/Robertson, Data Hanaqewent Techniques, Pp. 64-66

40 ' Adapted: T. Bonota Date: 12/82

50 ' Hodified by Peter Baennqer Date: 03/83, 04/83

60 ' Recodified for both adapters/color by Bonoia

70
'

80 DEF1NT A-Y:DEFSN6 Z:0PTI0N BASE 1
' All inteqers, except for statistics variables startinq with Z

90 WIDTH 80: HIDTH •LPTtl
,
,2S5

100 KEY 0FF:CLS

110 BUFFERSIZE=500 ' Size of text buffer

120 DIH T$ (BUFFERS

I

ZE>, FREO(lOl), CHECKK7), SCALE(7) ' FREO is 101 to have an eipty tee-ber for H0DE. CHECK* and SCALE, see belo

M

130 CHECKt<l)=",-:CHECK«(2)=".':CHECKI(3)="'7 ":CHECK«(4)=" , *:CHECKt(5)=
,
:":CHECKt(6)=";':CHECK«{7)="-- ' Those are the punctuation

arks He don't want to count

140 SCALEU)=l:SCALE<2)=2:SCALE<3)=5:SCALE<4)=tO:SCALE(5)=25:SCALE(6)=50:SCALE<7)=100 ' Scale factors for the bar graph, nice roun

d nuibers

150 TITBASE=8:HAX=20:6RAPHBASE=22:STATBASE=GRAPHBASE-(«AX*1) ' Y or line count origins on screen for various purposes, MAX is the

largest frequency at SCALE=

1

160 C0UHT=0 ' COUNT is used in cursor iovet-ent

170
'

180 60SUB 2800 ' Determine whether color graphics adapter, onochroie or both

190 IF CGA=FALSE THEN 250 ' No further set up needed for •onochroie adapter

200 SCREEN 0,1,0,0 * Select color screen for CGA

210 r1ENU=0 : T YPE= 1 : BRAPH=2 ' Screen nuibers for color graphics adapter. GRAPH flips between 2 and 3

220 FOR SCR=1 TO 3:SCREEN ,, SCR, MENU :CLS: ME XT: SCREEN ,, MENU, TYPE ' Clear 3 of 4 text screens

230
'

240 ' Return point for ionochroie adapter

250 ON ERROR GOTO 0:CLS ' Turn off error trapping, soie routines return with it enabled

260 60SUB 2570 ' Print heading

270 IF C0LR THEN F6=!F6+3) HOD 7:BDR (BDR+2) HOD 15:C010R F6,0,BDR ' Foreground (text) and border colors. HOD keeps the values 1

n bound

280 LOCATE TXTBASE, 20: PRIMT "|. Type New Text'

290 PRINT TABI20) "2. Store Text on Disk"

300 PRINT TAB(20) "3. Load Text froi Disk"

310 PRINT TAB(20) "4. Tally Frequencies t Bar 6raph'

320 PRINT TAB(20) '5. Display Text on Screen or Printer*

330 COLOR 7,0:L0CATE TXTBASE+8, 20:PRIMT 'Position ";:C0L0R 31,0:PRINT CHRK175) ' ' CHRK 174);: COLOR 7,0:PRINT mth cursor arrow

up and down keys'

340 LOCATE TXTBASE*10,20 :PRINT 'then press Fl to choose, F10 to end':C0L0R 7,0

350
'

360 LOCATE 25,25:C0L0R 7,0:PR1NT 'Fl ; : COLOR 0,7:PRINT 'CHOOSE';: COLOR 7,0

370 PRINT ' F10 ';:C0L0R 0,7:PRINT 'END';:C0L0R 7,0

380
'

390 ' Return point for color graphics adapter

400 ON ERROR GOTO 0: IF CGA THEN SCREEN ,,nENU,HENU:CURSCR=HENU ' Hakes HENU the visible screen

410 G0SUB 570 ' Print a blinking Mrker

420 KEY(ll) ON: KEY (14) 0N:KEY(1> 0N:KEY(10) Of) ' Turn the 4 interrupt keys on

430 ON KEY(l) G0SUB 490:0N KEYH0) G0SUB 670 'Fl and F10 keys

440 01 KEY (11) 60SUB 550: OH KEYU4) 60SUB 610 'Cursor Up and Down Keys

450 »

460 POKE 106,0:KI=IHKEYI:60TO 460 ' The waiting for input loop, it's POKEing 106 to clear the keyboard buffer of unwanted 'stored'

keys

470
'

480 ' Fl, the 'Choose' key interrupt routine

490 LOCATE TITBASE+C0UNT, 15: PRINT CHRI (32);: LOCATE THBASE+COUNT,60: PRINT CHRK32) ' Clear the wrkers off

500 BEEPrKEYUl) 0FF:KEY(14)0FF ' Turn the cursor interrupt keys off. Fl turns itself off, F10 retains always active

510 OH C0UHT+1 60SUB 710,890,1110,1390,2060 ' Count warks the selection

520 IF CGA THEN RETURN 400 ELSE RETURN 250

530
'

540 ' Cursor up key interrupt routine

550 LOCATE T1TBASE+C0UHT,15:PRIHT CHRI (32);: LOCATE TITBASE+C0UNT,60:PRINT CHRK32) ' Clear old wrkers off

560 IF C0UHT THEN C0UNT=C0UNT-1 * One line up, but only if we are not at zero

570 LOCATE T1T8ASE*C0UNT,15:C0L0R 31,0:PRINT CHRI (175);: LOCATE TXTBASE*CQUNT,60:PRINT CHRI (174): COLOR 7,0 ' Print new tarkers, one

line up or at saie spot if COUNT was

580 RETURN

590
'

600 ' Cursor down key interrupt routine

610 LOCATE TXTBASE+C0UNT, 15: PRINT CHRI (32);: LOCATE TXTBASE+C0UNT,60:PRINT CHRK32)

620 C0UHT= < C0UNT+ 1) HOD 5 ' Increase by one, but always keep it between and 4. HOD leans the remainder left after an inteaer div

ision by 5

630 LOCATE TXTBASE+C0UNT,15:C0L0R 31,0: PRINT CHRI (175);: LOCATE TXTBASE+C0UHT.60: PRINT CHRI (174): COLOR 7,0 New warkers, one lin

e down

640 RETURN

650
'

660 ' F10 , then "End" key interrupt routine

670 IF CGA THEN SCREEN 0,1,0,0

680 CLS:C0L0R 7,0,0:KEY 0N:PRINT "ENDING.... ":EHD ' Reset everything to the way it was before the prograi

690
'

700 ' Text Input routine — load Tl array with new text

710 IF C6A THEN SCREEN ,,TYPE,CURSCR

720 CLS:IF C0LR THEN COLOR 14,0,14 ELSE COLOR 15,0

730 FLHHI=" ' Clear any old file nates

740 PRINT TABI6) "Type up to' BUFFERSIZE "lines of text, not longer than 253 letters each' ' BASIC can handle 255, but we add a sp

ace at the end in tallying

750 PRINT TABI6) "Type (ENTER) at end of line. Type llll to signal end of input. -.PRINT

760 COLOR 7,0

770 IF C6A THEN SCREEN ,,TYPE,TYPE:CURSCR=TYPE * Hake typing screen the visible and active screen

780 LNKT=0

790 FOR 1=1 TO BUFFERSIZE

800 IF 1 = (BUFFERSIZE\10)I9 THEN PREVL0C=CSRLIN: LOCATE 25,30:C0L0R 23,0: PRINT "Buffer getting full! ";:L0CATE PREVL0C,1: COLOR 7,0:

* Rewewber where the cursor was, print a warning, then juwp cursor back

810 PRINT USIH6 "•#• "f If
' Line nuibers

820 LINE INPUT TKI) ' 6et the the text

830 IF !NSTR(TI(I),'IIII') THEN LHKT=I: I=BUFFERSI 2E: GOTO 850 ' Norial exit
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Circle 24 on Reader Service card.

RIBBONS & SUPPLIES
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

FREE SHIPPING in US and CANADA
NO MINIMUM ORDER

FREE CATALOG

DISCOUNTS apply to ANY COMBINATION of

products. Deduct 10% for 6 to 23 items,

15% for 24 to 99, and 20% for 100 or more

items. SCHOOLS may take an additional 5%
discount.

MASTERCARD & VISA orders, send card

number and expiration date. Checks accept-

ed with no delay.

FREE SUPPLIES CATALOG includes instruc-

tions for loading refill loops. Most orders

shipped within 24 hours. Florida residents

add 5% sales tax.

REPLACEMENT FABRIC Ribbon in Refill

RIBBONS FOR Cartridge Loop

Anadex 9500 13.00 3.95

Anadex Word Scribe 13.00 3.95

Axiom GP-80M 6.50 2.93

Axiom IMP I & II 13.50 2.93

Base 2 13.50 2.93

C-ltoh Prowriter 5.50 2.43

C-ltoh F-10 5.50 1.68

Diablo Hytype I 5.50 1.59

Diablo Hytype II 5.50 1.68

DEC LA34 5.50 2.03

Epson MX-70. MX-80 6.50 2.93

Epson MX-100 9.75 4.45

IBM PC (MX-80) 6.50 2.93

IBM PC (MX-100) 9.75 4.45

MPI 88G. 99G, 150 13.50 2.93

NEC 3500 TBA 2.43

NEC Spinwriter 5.50 2.43

NEC PC 8023A-01 5.50 2.43

Okidata Microlme 80. 82. 83 (spool) 2.50

R.S. DW II (1449) TBA 2.08

R.S. DMP200 (1483) TBA 2.93

R.S. DMP400. (1418) 5.50 1.68

R.S. DMP 500 (1482) TBA 2.93

R.S. DWP410 (1449) TBA 2.08

R.S. LP6. LP8 (1418) 5.50 1.68

R.S. LP3. LP5 (1414) 5.50 2.43

BASF DISKETTES, 5V4"

with hub ring, LIFETIME WARRANTY
ST0CK# SIDE/DEN SECTORS PRICE/BOX

54974 SS/DD SOFT 29.20

54976 SS/DD 10 29.20

54978 SS/DD 16 29.20

54980 DS/DD SOFT 40.50

54982 DS/DD 10 40.50

54984 DS/DD 16 40.50

54986 SS/QUAD SOFT 42.20

54988 SS/QUAD 10 42.20

54990 SS/QUAD 16 42.20

54992 DS/QUAD SOFT 54.00

54994 DS/QUAD 10 54.00

54996 DS/QUAD 16 54.00

DATA SYSTEMS
(305) 788-2145

BOX 99 • FERN PARK, FL 32730

Listing continued.

840 I
c I=BUFFERSIZE THEN ERRf1SG«=STR* (BUFFERSI ZE) " line buffer is f ul 1

.

": Tl (BUFFERSIZE) =LEFT$ (T* ( WJFFERSIZE) , 249) '$$•$• :LWKT=I :L

OCATE 25,30:60SUB 2750 ' Print tessage and quit

850 NEIT

860 RETURN

870
'

880 ' Text storage routine -- duip Tl to a disk file

890 IF C6A THEN SCREEN ,,TYPE,CURSCR

900 CLS: IF COLR THEN COLOR 14,0,14 ELSE COLOR 7,0

910 IF LNKT=0 THEN ERRHS6I= "No text to save': CLS: LOCATE 4,8: IF C6A THEN SCREEN ,,TYPE,TYPE:GOSUB 2750:RETURN ELSE GQSUB 2750:RETU

RN ' Print a blinking error tessage if there is nothing to save

920 IF CSA THEN SCREEN ,, TYPE, TYPE: CURSCR=TYPE

930 FRH«=STRING$(40,223I:L0CATE 3,8:PRINT FRHI:LOCATE 5,8:PR1NT FRM
940 LOCATE 4,8

950 INPUT 'Mhat is the file nate you'd like to use *|FUM
960 IF FLHHI=*" THEN RETURN ' Just an enter

970 COLOR 7,0

980 IF INSTR(FLNH$,
,

.

,
1 =0 AND ( (RI6HT«(FLNHf ,4) <>".TIT" OR RIGHTS (FLNH«

>
4)<>

a
.txt

a
> ! THEN FLNH«=FLN"t*\Tir ' Add a default exte

nsion .TIT if none supplied

990 ON ERROR 60T0 2640 ' Set up error trapping

1000 OPEN FLNHi FOR INPUT AS II ' Check if a file with the sate nate exists. If it doesn't exist, it'll create an error, the error

handling routine Hill skip the line below

1010 CLOSE:BEEP:LOCATE 6,8:ERRHS6«='File already exists":60SUB 2750:RETURN ' Yes, it exists, print a blinking error tessaqe and q

o back.

1020
'

1030 ON ERROR 60T0 ' This is where the error handling routine cotes if there is no file with the sate nate

1040 OPEN FLNH« FOR OUTPUT AS #1

1050 FOR 1=1 TO LNKT

1060 PRINT It, Till!

1070 NEIT 1

1080 CLOSE:RETURN

1090
'

1100 ' — - Load text frot disk into Tl

1110 IF CGA THEN SCREEN ,,TYPE,CURSCR

1120 CLS:C0L0R 15,0:L0CATE 4,8:PRINT VEnter) returns you to tain tenu.':PRINT

1130 IF COLR THEN F6=!F6+1) WD 6:BDR=(BDR+1) HOD 15:C0L0R FG.O.BDR ELSE COLOR 7,0

1140 FRH$=STRING«(7,32MSTRIN6I(58,220):PR1NT FRNI

1150 PRINT TABI8) 'Type the file nate of the text you want to load or*

1160 PRINT TAB(B) 'type A, B, C or D to see the .TIT file directory on that drive'

1170 PRINT FRH$

1180 IF CGA THEN SCREEN
,

, TYPE , TYPE: CURSCR=7 YPE

1190 LOCATE 17,8:PR!NT SPACEI(71):IF COLR THEN F6 = (F6+1) HOD 7:BDR =(BDR+1) NOD 15:C0L0R F6,0,BDR

1200 LOCATE 17, 8: INPUT ".FLNH*

1210 IF FLNHI=" THEN RETURN ' Just an enter

1220
'

1230 ON ERROR 60TO 2680 ' Again, turn on error trapping

1240 IF LEN(FLNM) = 1 AND INSTRCAaBbCcDd'.FLNH*) THEN FLN"I*=FLM««** : I

.

TIT "
: LOCATE 11,1:FILES FLNN«:60TO 1190 ' If there are no .TI

T files, the error handling routine prints a tessage

1250 IF INSTR(FLNHI,\'> =0 AND ((RI6HT«(FLNHI,4)<>'.TIT' OR RI6HTI<FLNHt,4K>\txt") ) THEN FLNN*=FLN»1»*\TIT' ' Supply a default

extension of .TIT

1260 OPEN FLNM FOR INPUT AS II ' If the file doesn't exist (or the filenate is illegal), the error handling routine prints an err

or tessage

1270 ON ERROR 60T0

1280
'

1290 FOR 1=1 TO BUFFERS1ZE

1300 LNKT=I-1

1310 IF EOF(l) THEN I=BUFFERSIZE:G0T0 1340 ' If at the end of the file, quit

1320 LINE INPUT II, TUI)

1330 IF mSTKTfdl.'llir) THEN LNKT=I:I=BUFFERSIZE ' If there is an 'end' tarker also quit

1340 NEIT

1350 CLOSE

1360 IF CGA THEN RETURN 400 ELSE RETURN 250

1370
'

1380 ' Tally frequencies and take bar graph

1390 IF C6A THEN SCREEN ,,6RAPH,CURSCR:CURSCR=6RAPH

1400 CLS: IF LNKT=0 THEN LOCATE 4,8:ERRNS6$= 'No text to tally": IF C6A THEN SCREEN ,,6RAPH, GRAPH :60SUB 2750:RETURN ELSE 60SUB 2750:

RETURN

1410 ' Set up initial values

1420 SCKT=l:".AISCALE=NAIISCALE(SCKT):ZTOTALw
,

=0:LON6w
,

=0 ' SCKT is the scale count, keeps track of which of the 7 scales is being u

sed. HAISCALE is the taxitut nutber that can be handled using a given scale. ZTOTALM are the total words

1430 ZSUH=0:ZSU"SW=0:"0DE=101:ZTE"P=0:"EDIAN=0 ' Various variables used to coepute statistical teasures. The ones starting with

Z are single precision

1440 60SUB 2320 ' Subroutine to set up screen

1450 ERASE FREfl:DIH FREB(lOl) ' Clear the word frequency array

1460 IF C6A THEN SCREEN ,, GRAPH, 6RAPH

1470 * Do all the lines

1480 FOR 1=1 TO LNKT

1490 N0RK»=LEFTI(T«(I),253)+* ' ' Keep the string in legal bounds

1500 IF INSTRHIORKI.-SSIS") THEN I=LWCT: W)RK«=LEFTt (M0RK»
f
INSTR(IIORir», "•$»$ "

)

-1 >
" ' Check for end of text

1510 IF LEN(M0RK«)=1 THEN 1770 ' Skip if just an etpty line with a space

1520 ' Change punctuation to spaces

1530 FOR CHAR = 1 TO 7 ' Check for 7 different punctuation tarks ,."":;-

1540 F0UN0=1 ' Force entry into while loop

1550 MH1LE FOUND

1560 F0UND= I NSTRINORKt, CHECK! (CHAR)) ' FOUND will be zero if there isn't a tatch, gives the location if there is

1570 IF FOUNO THEN NIDI (NORM, FOUND, 1)=" ' ' If there is sotething to change, change it to a space

1580 NEND

1590 NEIT

1600 STARTN=1 ' The start of a word

1610 ' Do the string breakdown and tabulation

1620 ENDN=INSTR(STARTN,NORKI,' ) ' The end of a word is at the space after STARTN

1630 IF ENDN=0 THEN 1770 ' No end, leans we are done with the line

1640 NORDLEN=ENDH-STARTH:IF H0RDLEN=0 THEN 1760 ' Skip, nothing to print

1650 FREQ(N0RDLEN)=FREQ(M0RDLEN)*1:ZT0TALN=ZT0TALN+1 ' Classify the word lengths and count all the words

1660 LOCATE STATBASE*1,69:PR1NT US1N6 "11, Ml'; ZTOTALM; ' Print it out

1670 IF N0RDLEN>20 THEN L0NGN=L0N6N+1: LOCATE STATBASE *2,71:PRINT USIN6 |
f
MI ,

;L0NGN;:G0T0 1760 ' Count the long words, but our g

raph only goes up to 20

1680 IF FREB(MORDLENI'=NAISCALE THEN 1750 ' Scale still fits

1690
'

( More
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Circle 316 on Reader Service card.

To avoid division by zero

It takes a while, so lets you know that nothing m

It'; NODE;

M-;n?D!AN;

••.•••; ZHEAi;

tt.M';ZSDEV;

•••.If; 3t(ZN£AM-NEIHAN)/ZSD€V; Hon crooked, non-sytMtrical the curv

Listing continued.

1700 SCKT=SCKT*1: HAISCALE=«AnSCALE!SCKTl ' Adjust scale

1710 IF C6A THEN GRAPH=5-6RAPH : SCREEN ,,6RAPH,CURSCR

1720 60SUB 2320:60SUB 2470 ' Update t redraw the screen

1730 IF C6A THEN SCREEN „6RAPH,6RAPH:CU*SCR=6RAPH

1740
'

1750 YP0S=FRE0«NOfDLENI\SCALE(SCKT):IF YP0S THEN LOCATE 6RAPMBASE-tP0S,16*(MORDLEI«13):PRINT CHR*(21?I; ' Add to the bar if necessa

1760 STARTN=ENM*1:60T0 U20 ' Bet ready to count the next word

1770 NEIT ' Next line

im
1790 IF ZT0TALN=<2 THEN LOCATE STATBASE*5,55:PRI«T "No text to tally':60T0 2010

1800 LOCATE STATBASE*5, 55: COLOR 31,0:PRINT 'Calculating Statistics':C0L0R 7,0
"

nt wrong

1810 ' Statistics calculations

1820 FOR N0RDLEN=1 TO 100

1830 ZSUn = ZSUN • N0RDLENtFRE6(N0RDLEN) ' Sua of products

1840 ZSUflSBR ZSUNSBR • NORDLENtNORDLENtFREfi(HORDLEN) ' Sue. of products squared

1850 IF FRE0(H0DEKFRE8<M0RDLEN) THEN H0DE=M0RDLEN ' Node is the tost cowon frequency

1860 IF MEDIAN =0 THEN ZTEHP=ZTEHP FREO(MORDLEN) : IF ZTEHP=>ZT0TALN/2 THEN MEDIAN = tORDLEN * Median has half the words below, ha

If above

1870 NEIT

1880
'

1890 ZHEAMZSUN/ZTOTALN ' The 'average* length, correctly called arithmetic lean

1900 ZVARIANCE='ZSUnS8ft - (ZSUfHZHEAN))/(ZTOTALN-l):ZSDEV=SW(ZVARIANCE) ' A teasure of how spread out the word length is

1910
'

1920 LOCATE STATBASE»5,55:PRINT SPACEK24);

1930 IF COLR THEN COLOR 14,0,6

1940 LOCATE STATBASE*6,55:PR1NT US1N6 Node =

1950 LOCATE STATBASE»7,55:PRINT US1N6 Median

I960 LOCATE STATBASE*8,55:P*INT USING 'Arith. Hean =

1970 LOCATE STATBASE*9, 55: PRINT USING "Stand. Oev. *

1980 LOCATE STATBASE*10,55:PRINT USING * Skew

e is

1990 IF FLNfMO" THEN LOCATE STATBASE*11,53:PRINT 'File Naae *
, ;FLNW;

2000 IF COLR THEN COLOR 3

2010 LOCATE 25,5: PRINT "Hit any key to continue";

2020 SOUND 1200,5 ' To wake you up

2030 r«=INPUT»(l):IF C6A THEN RETURN 400 ELSE RETURN 250

2040
'

2050 ' Display Text Routine

2060 IF C6A THEN SCREEN ,,TYPE,CURSCR bpt

2<P0 CLS:IF LNKT=0 THEN ERR«S6l="No text to show":LOCATE 4,8:IF CGA THEN SCREEN ,,TYPE,TYPE: GOSUB 2750:RETURN ELSE 60SUB 2750:RET

URN

2080 IF COLR THEN COLOR 9,0,3 ELSE COLOR 7,0

2090 LOCATE 1,8:PRINT "(Enter) returns you to Mil •enu.VPRMT

2100 PRINT TAB(B» "Show text on <S>creen or (P>rmter and screen";

2110 COLOR 7,0

2120 IF C6A THEN SCREEN
,

, TYPE, TYPE:CURSCR=TYPE

2130 LOCATE 3,53:PR1NT SPACE! (27): LOCATE 3,53:SH«rl=INPUTI(l)

2140 IF ASC(SH0NI)=13 THEN RETURN

2150 IF INSTRCSsPp",SH0NI)=0 THEN BEEP:60T0 2130 ' Illegal entry

2160 CLS

2170 FOR 1=1 TO LNKT

2180 PRINT USING "Ml '|l| ' Print line nutber

2190 IF LEN(TKI))<74 THEN PRINT TIU):6OT0 2220 ELSE PRINT LEFT« (Tt ( I
»
,74> ' If a line is longer than what's left of the 80 scree

n width characters, IM BASIC prints it on the next line, so we split the text into lines that fit

2200 N0RK«=HID«<TIU>,75)

2210 IF LER<MMKt)<74 THEN PRINT TABI6) NORM ELSE PRINT TAB(6) LEFTI (NORM, 74 >:N0RIC»=mDI< NORM, 75): GOTO 2210 Keep on splitting

until done

2220 IF SHOWO'p" AND SHONIO'P" THEN 2260 ELSE LPR1NT US1N6 "Ml ";I; * The MM for the printer, keep it within 80 characters.

Skip the printer routine if not P or p

2230 IF LflMtlU)K74 THEN LPRIRT T»U):G0T0 2260 ELSE LPRINT LEFTI(TfU),74)

2240 N0RM=MUD$mU),75)

2250 IF LERINQRMK74 THEN LPRINT TAB(6) NORM ELSE LPRINT TAB(6) LEFTI<N0RM,74):NQRM=R!D«<N0RM,75):60T0 2250

2260 NEIT

2270 IF COLR THEN COLOR 11,0,0

2280 PRINT :PRINT TABI6) "All done. Hit any key to continue":TAI=INPUTf(l)

2290 RETURN

2300
'

2310 ' 6raph screen set up routine

2320 CLS-.COLOR 7,0:FRM=STRINGI(22,205)

2330 LOCATE STATBASE,53:PRINT CHRK201) FRM CHRK1871

2340 LOCATE STATBASE*1,55:PRINT USING "Total words = M,MI";ZT0TAIN;

2350 LOCATE STATBASE *2,55:PR1NT USIN6 " words > 20 = i,Mf";L0NBN;

2360 LOCATE ST«TBASE*3,53:PRINT CHRK200) FRM CHRK188)

2370 LOCATE GRAPHBASE*1,5:PRINT "Nord Size -> 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0" ' Nord lenghths

2380 FOR KT=l TO 9

2390 LOCATE 6RAPHBASE-14*KT,5:PRINT NIDK"FRE0UENCY",KT,1); ' Vertical printing

2400 NEIT

2410 FOR KT=0 TO NAI-1

2420 LOCATE (6RAPHBASE-NAII»KT,9:PRINT USING "MM"; (IWX-KT) ISCALE(SCKT) ; :PRI«T CHRIU86);' How eany words nuibers, verticall

y stacked, plus a fraaing bar

2430 REIT

2440 RETURN

2450
'

2460 ' Updating the bars after scale change

2470 FOR BARM TO 20

2480 IF FREO(BAR) THEN BARTOP=FREO(BAR)\SCALE(SCKT) ELSE GOTO 2530

2490 IF BARTOP = THEN 2530

2500 FOR H* 1 TO BARTOP

2510 LOCATE 6RAPHBASE-N,16*(BARI3):PRINT CHRK219);

2520 NEIT

2530 NEIT

2540 RETURN

2550
'

2560 ' Print heading

2570 FR«t=STRtN6» (45, 196) '.COLOR 7,0

MODEM
$12995
No other acoustic modem
gives you all these fea-
tures at this low price.

The MFJ-1232 Acoustic Modem gives you a

combination of features, quality and performance

that others can't match at this price.

0-300 Baud, Bell 103 compatible. Originate/

Answer. Half/full duplex. RS-232, TTL, CMOS
level compatible. Use any computer. Cassette

tape recorder ports save data for reloading or re-

transmission. 6 pole active filter handles weak
signals. Carrier detect LED indicates adequate

signal strength for data recognition. Quality

"muffs" gives good acoustic coupling, isolates

external noise for reliable data transfer. Crystal

controlled. "ON" LED. Aluminum cabinet. 110
VAC or 9 volt batteries. 9x1 1/2x4 in.

Apple II, II Plus: software and cable for

modem, MFJ-1231, $39.95. Plugs into game
port. No serial board needed.

It's like having
an extra port

MFJ-1240 RS-232 TRANSFER SWITCH. Swit-

ches computer between 2 peripherals (printer,

terminal, modem, etc.). Like having extra port.

Push button switches 10 lines (pins 2,3,4,5,6,8,

11,15,17,20). Change plug or cable to substitute

other lines. Push button reverses transmit-

receive lines. LEDs monitor pins 2,3,4,5,6,8,20.

PC board eliminates wiring, crosstalk, line inter-

ference. 3 RS-232 25 pin connectors. 7x2x6 in.

(95 MFJ-1108 AC POWER CENTER.
Adds convenience, prevents data

loss, head bounce, equipment damage.
Relay latches power off during power
transients. Multi-filters isolate equip-

ment, eliminate interaction, noise,

hash. Varistors suppress spikes. 3

isolated, switched socket pairs. One un-

switched for clock, etc. Lighted power,

reset switch. Pop-out fuse. 3 wire, 6 ft.

cord. 15A, 125V, 1875 watts. Aluminum
case. Black. 18x23/4x2 in. MFJ-1107,

$79.96. Like 1108 less relay. 8 sockets,

2 unswitctied. Other models available,

write for free specification sheet.

Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted,

return within 30 days for refund (less shipping).

One year unconditional guarantee.

Order yours today. Call toil free 800-647-1800.

Charge VISA, MC. Or mail check, money order.

Add $4.00 each for shipping and handling.

CALL TOLL FREE . . . 800 647-1800
Call 601-323-5869 in MS, outside continental USA

MFJ ENTERPRISES,
INCORPORATED

921 Louisville Road, Starkville. MS 39759
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PET-POURRI By Robert W. Baker

Uncovering
The C-64's CIA

New Adapter Chip
Features I/O Port

Timers and More

Commodore-64 CIA
The Commodore-64 has two MOS 6526

Complex Interface Adapter (CIA) chips

for interfacing with the outside world.

This chip is unique to the Commodore-64
since former PET, CBM and VIC-20 sys-

tems used the older Peripheral Interface

Adapter (PIA) or Versatile Interface

Adapter (VIA.

The newer CIA chip offers several

features that haven't been mentioned
much. Unfortunately, sections of the

original Commodore-64 Programmer's
Reference Guide that gave more insight

into the wonders of the new chip were
omitted before the book was finalized.

Each CIA chip has two eight-bit paral-

lel ports, two interval timers, a time-of-

day clock and a buffered synchronous
serial I/O port. One of the two parallel

ports is available on the User Port for in-

terfacing with a multitude of external

devices.

You can use the interval timers to de-

lay programs by an exact amount of

time, to count external signals or to

measure the frequency ofan external sig-

nal. The time-of-day clock is a 24-hour

clock with an am/pm indicator and a
24-hour alarm.

The CIA chip has 16 internal registers

that control its functions. The CIA # 1

chip occupies memory locations 56320-
56335 ($DC00-$DC0F) and the CIA #2

chip occupies memory locations 56576-
56591 ($DD00-DD0FJ. For the interval

timers, time-of-day clock and syn-
chronous serial ports, the programming
of boih CAA. chips is the same except for

the change in memory locations used.

There are certain restrictions in regard

to when you can use the internal timers,

but the time-of-day clock can be used at

any time. The operating system uses the

interval timers, but the time-of-day

clocks are not used at all!

The normal C-64 "clock" is generated
via software from a 60 Hz interrupt, and
it's maintained in RAM locations 160-
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162. This is the so-called "jiffy clock"

that's used to generate the values ac-

cessed by TI and TI$ in Basic programs.

Since the jiffy clock relies on system in-

terrupts, it's not always accurate during

cassette I/O, while the CIA time-of-day-

clock is always accurate.

The Parallel Ports

Registers and 1 of the CIA chip are

eight-bit parallel data ports. These ports

can be programmed bit-by-bit for either

input or output as defined by the corre-

sponding bits in data direction registers

2 and 3.

When a bit in register 2 is set to 1 , the

corresponding bit in register (Data Port

A) is defined as an output bit. When the

same bit is cleared to 0, the data port is

defined as an input bit. The same is true

for Data Direction register 2 and register

1 (Data Port B).

On the CIA # 1 chip, the parallel ports

are used for reading the keyboard, joy-

sticks, paddle fire buttons and the light-

pen trigger. On the CIA #2 chip, the

parallel ports are used for several I/O

functions, including the serial IEEE bus,

RS-232 interface and the User Port.

Using the Interval Timers

Registers 4 and 5 at locations 56324-
56325 ($DC04-$DC05) form a 16-bit in-

terval timer (Timer A) in low-byte/high-

byte format for CIA # 1 . Registers 6 and 7

at locations 56326-56327 ($DC06-
$DC07) likewise form the 16-bit Timer B.

Each of the interval timers in the 6526
CIA chip consists of a 16-bit read only

countdown timer and a 16-bit write only

timer latch.

You can set a starting value for an in-

terval timer by using the Poke statement
in Basic to write a new value to the CIA
timer latch, low-byte first and high-byte

last. If the timer is stopped, the new latch

value is loaded into its counter. If the

timer is running, the new starting value
is latched, but normally is not loaded into

the counter.

You can read the present timer value

using the Peek statement, whether the

timer is running or not. The interval

timers can be used independently or they

can be linked for use as a single 32-bit

timer.

You should be aware that the operating

system uses each of the interval timers at

one time or another, so that use of the

timers in your programs is restricted to

the following conditions:

• Timer A in CIA # 1 is used to generate

the 60 Hz system interrupt signal that is

used for updating the "jiffy clock" and
controlling the keyboard scan, among
other functions. This timer can't be used

in any program without serious side

effects.

• Timer B in CIA # 1 is used only dur-

ing cassette and serial IEEE bus opera-

tions. You can use this timer when you
do not have tape or disk files open and
you are not using the printer. Both timers

in CIA #2 are used for the RS-232 port to

"clock" data bits in and out. If you do
not have an RS-232 device in operation,

both of these timers can be used by your

program.

Interval Tinier Output

You can use the output of the interval

timers to generate time delays in pro-

grams or to externally create variable

width pulses, pulse trains or variable fre-

quency waveforms.
By using the CNT input signal on the

CIA chip, you can count external pulses

or measure frequency, pulse width and
delay times of external signals. For CIA
# 1 , the CNT signal is found on pin 4 of the

User Port connector, while the CNT sig-

nal for CIA #2 is on pin 6.

Each timer can be programmed for sev-

eral operating modes or functions

Address correspondence to Robert W.

Baker, 15 Windsor Drive, Atco, NJ
08004.



Circle 25 on Reader Service card.

THE MICRO COMPUTER BUSINESS
WILL GROW FROM $10 TO $100 BILLION

IN THE NEXT EIGHT YEARS!

ARE YOU READY TO CASH IN?

The micro computer business is predicted to grow from its present $10 billion to $100 billion before 1990! Imagine the
possibilities this opens for you! No matter where you live, if you're starting up or presently in business, no other industry offers
you more opportunities!

Now, finally, all the inside information you need to secure a prosperous future in this dynamic industry is available in

one place - THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL! - An immense information source, compiled by our inquisitive research
team, aided by a panel of experts and business people from all areas of the computer industry!

We present the inside story of more than 100 lucrative computer businesses you can enter, where you'll find the real
opportunities for the eighties: from one man operations like Programming Author, Word Processing Center or Consulting, to

Systems House, Service Bureau, Computer Store etc! Many at little or no investment! All the invaluable facts and figures*
How to start, Capital needs, Profit estimates and Margins, How to Sell and Market, How missing technical or business
experience need not stand in your way, Source of Suppliers, etc! Details that could take years to find out on your own!

We'll show you inside tricks, like how to never again pay retail for computer products and consumer electronics, even for
one item - right now, while you're starting your business! How to get free merchandise and trade show invitations, etc. This alone
will more than pay for the manual! You'll read actual case histories of other computer entrepreneurs, so you can learn from their
mistakes, and profit from their success stories! Where you'll be one year from now depends on your actions today! Let us
show you how to take the first crucial steps!

Order now and take advantage of our limited introduction special, THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL, and a
six month subscription to THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR REPORT/NEWSLETTER ( so you re always up-to-date with the
industry ). both for only $29.95! You must be convinced on how easy you can strike it rich in the micro computer business - or you
may return the manual for a full refund within thirty days! USE OUR TOLL FREE NUMBER TO ORDER!

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW
TO SUCCEED IN THE COMPUTER DUSINESS

IS ALL IN THIS MANUAL!
THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL has the answers to all your questions about

selecting, starting and succesfully running a computer business! There has never been such a
comprehensive collection of know-how and information about this business in one place! All the
facts you need to plan and acheive your goals in easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions!

These are some of the 100-plus businesses covered in PART ONE of the manual, with the
facts on How to start and run, Start-up Cost ( Even how to operate on a shoestring ). What profits
to expect, Wholesale prices. Mark-ups, Suppliers, future outlook, case histories for each, etc:

Systems House. Software Author ( who to sell to and who to avoid >, Service Bureau. Soft-
ware Publisher ( How to find programs that sell. Word Processing Service. Consulting and Con-
sultant Broker ( use your skills or those of others make $150 - $1000 a day!). The incredible
Games Business, Computer Store ( Franchises Pro and Contra, or a low inventory store in your
home! ), OEM. Hardware Mfg. Data base and Teletext Service ( big prospects! ). Used Com-
puters. Repairs. Rent-A-Computer. Promote Fests and Trade Shows. Turnkey Systems.

Bartering, Mail Order. Compile and rent mailing lists, Specialized Data Headhunting and Temp Help Service, Tech Writer Shop. Custom Engineering The
highly profitable Seminars and Training Business, and many more!

Many new ideas and ground floor opportunities! Interviews and success stories on companies of all sizes! Privy info on the profits made: How some
computer store operators net $100 - $250,000! Little known outfits that made their owners millionaires, one of these low-key companies, making simple boards,
went from nil to $20,000,000 and 100 employees in four years! Programmers that make $300,000, Thousands of micro millionaires in the making etc'

Whatever your goal is - Silicon Valley Tycoon, or just a business at home - we guarantee you II find a business to suit you - or your money back!
PART TWO of the manual is loaded with the know-how and "streetfighting" savvy you need, both as a novice or business veteran, to get started, to stay

and to prosper in the micro computer business' A goldmine of information in clear and easy-to-use instructions How to prepare your Business Plan. Outside
financing, The mistakes you must avoid, How to hire and manage employees, Incorporation ( when, and how to do it cheaply ). Surviving bad times. Record
Keeping, how to estimate your market before you start. Use multiple locations to maximize profits, how to promote and stay steps ahead of the competi-
tion! How to get free advertising, free merchandise, free advice, Power negotiating with suppliers to double your profit margins, etc! Even how to keep a
present job while starting a business part time!

Don't miss this opportunity to be part of this great industry - the next success story could be your own! Order the manual today! Part one and two.
bound in a deluxe ring binder, where you can also collect our newsletter ( free for six months with the manual - a $32.50 value! ) - all for only $29.95!

Order by phone (Credit cards only), or use the coupon:

the t

1 serv

THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR NEWSLETTER -

ALL THE LATEST INSIDE BUSINESS NEWS!
NOW! SIX MONTHS FREE WITH YOUR MANUAL!

You"re always attuned to the industry, and your
manual kept up-to-date, with our newsletter! Each issue has
the latest business news, ideas, new suppliers, our in-

dispensible "watchdog" column on profits, discounts
( don't miss mfg s promos, like recently, when top video moni-
tor sold at $80 - that s half wholesale one third of the retail

price! ), the competition, the big deals, etc! Feature stories
with start-up info and case histories on new micro busi-

nesses!

You'll get invitations to trade shows and conventions,

the usage of our advisory service and our discount buying
ice for your purchases'

You'll find many items in our newsletter that will save
the cost of your manual many times over!

CALL TOLL FREE!
CHARGE IT!

Credit Card Orders

( MC. VISA only )

accepted 24 hours/day

1 -800-227-3800
Ask for extension 1135
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Mail to THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR PUBLISHING CO
\

PO BOX 456, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10163

S Please send me THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR
MANUAL, and the six month free subscription to

S THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR REPORT/NEWSLETTER
E All for only $29.95, plus $3 for postage/handling ( NY resi-

E dents: add $2 64 for sales tax ) If I decide not to keep the
E manual. I may return it within 30 days for a full refund.
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= CITY. STATE. ZIP:
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CARD#

Exp. Date:
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through an associated control register.

The control register for Timer A is regis-

ter 14 at location 56334 ($DCOE); register

15 at location 56335 ($DCOF) controls

Timer B for CIA *1. The various inter-

val timer functions and their associated

control register bits are defined in the

6526 CIA description in the Commodore-
64 Programmer's Reference Guide (Ap-

pendix M).

For CIA #2 only, the output of Timer A
can appear on User Port pin K (Data Port

B, bit 6) and the output ofTimer B can ap-

pear on User Port pin L (Data Port B, bit

7). This function overrides the Data Di-

rection Register bits for CIA Data Port B
and automatically forces these lines to

outputs when the appropriate control

bits are set.

For Timer A only, bit 5 of its control

register determines what signals the

timer will count. When this bit is set to 1

,

the timer will count low- to-high-voltage

transitions of the CNT signal on User Port

pin 4 for CIA #1 or pin 6 for CIA *2. This

timer mode can be used to count the oc-

currences of some external event.

When control register bit 5 is cleared to

0, the timer will count the system clock

pulses. Since the system clock frequency

is 1 .022727 MHz, the interval for a single

timer count in this mode is 977.778 nano-

seconds. The maximum interval that a

single 16-bit timer can measure, there-

fore, is 64.078 milliseconds. The timer

latch value required for any given time de-

lay can be calculated by dividing the delay

time by the system clock time period.

For Timer B only, bits 6-5 of its control

register select one of four sources for

count signals. Clearing both bits to 00
will cause Timer B to count system clock

pulses. Setting bits 6-5 to 01, respective-

ly, causes Timer B to count low-to-high

voltage (positive) transitions of the CNT
signal on the external User Port pin 4 for

CIA #1 or pin 6 for CIA *2.

When bits 6-5 are set to 10, Timer B
will count Timer A underflow pulses.

This effectively links the two timers to-

gether to form a single 32-bit timer,

which can measure an interval of about

70 minutes. When these bits are set to

1 1, Timer B counts Timer A underflow

pulses while the CNT signal is in a high-

voltage state. This allows controlling of

the counting of Timer A underflow
pulses from an external source con-

nected to the CNT pin.

Using the Time-of-Day Clock

The time-of-day clock (TOD) in the CIA
chip consists of a 24-hour clock and
alarm with am/pm indicator and one-

tenth-of-a-second resolution. The TOD
clock and alarm occupy registers 8- 1 1 at

locations 56328-56331 ($DC08-$DC0B)
in CIA *1. Programming for the TOD
clock in CIA #2 is identical except for the

address changes. Any read of the TOD
clock registers will give you the present

time. A control register bit determines
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whether writing to TOD clock registers

will set the time of day or the alarm.

Time is kept in the TOD clock/alarm

registers in "binary-coded-decimal" for-

mat (sometimes called, obviously, BCD).

This is a numeric data format, used by
the microprocessor to perform some
arithmetic operations, where two dec-

imal digits are "packed" into one mem-
ory location.

The BCD format is similar to hexadec-

imal in that four bits are used to form a

single digit. However, BCD uses the

base- 10 number system, whereas hexa-

decimal is base- 16. Thus, the highest

number represented in a single four-bit

digit is a 9, and the highest number rep-

resented in an eight-bit memory location

is 99.

When reading the TOD clock registers,

you must convert the data read from BCD
to binary format if it is to be printed or

displayed. Likewise, before setting the

TOD clock or alarm, you first must con-

vert the data to BCD format.

Here's an example in Basic on how to

read the TOD minutes register and con-

vert the data into a floating-point

variable:

10 A = PEEK(56330) AND 15

:REM Units digit

20 B = PEEK(56330) AND 240
:REM 10s digit

30C = B*10 + A
:REM Convert to Floating point

Here's another Basic example that il-

lustrates how data might be converted

from variable MIN to BCD format to up-

date the same register:

100A = INT(MIN/10)

:REM Get 10s digit

110B = A*16
:REM Put in bits 7-4

120 C = MIN -A* 10

:REM Get units digit

130 POKE 56330.B OR C
:REM Update TOD minutes reg

The time-of-day hours is in CIA register

1

1

and its value may range from to 11.

The am/pm indicator is bit 7 of this regis-

ter and a bit value of 1 means pm. Min-

utes are in CIA register 10 and seconds
are in register 9. Values for these registers

may range from 00 to 59. Tenths of sec-

onds appear in bits 3 to ofCIA register 8.

You must follow a specific sequence in

reading the time of day and in setting the

time or alarm. When reading the time of

day, the hours register must be read first

and the one-tenth-second register must
be read last.

Since a carry from one TOD register to

another can occur at any time while read-

ing the time, a latching function is built

into the TOD clock. When the hours reg-

ister is read, the data in all TOD registers

is "frozen" until the one-tenth-second

register is read. The clock keeps on run-

ning during this time, but the register

outputs are held constant.

When the one-tenth-second register is

read, the register latching is disabled and

the clock "picks up" the current time

from its internal counter. When only one

register is to be read, there is no carry

problem and the register may be read at

any time. However, any read of hours

must be followed by a read ofone-tenth of

a second to disable the latching.

Bit 7 of CIA register 15 is used to deter-

mine whether a write to the TOD regis-

ters will set the clock or the alarm. If this

bit is a 1, the alarm time will be set. If the

bit is 0, the time of day will be set. When
setting the alarm time, you do not need to

follow any particular sequence to write to

these registers.

When setting the time of day, you must
write to the hours register first and the

one-tenth-second register last. The TOD
clock stops when hours are written and
automatically restarts when the one-

tenth-second register is written.

A 50 or 60 Hz signal from a source ex-

ternal to the CIA chip is required for

operation of the TOD clock. Bit 7 of CIA
register 14 is used to select whether a 50
or 60 Hz signal is supplied. A bit value of

1 selects a 50 Hz signal and a value of

selects a 60 Hz signal. This bit is normal-

ly a for both CIA chips in the C-64, since

a 60 Hz signal is connected. As I said

earlier, the time-of-day clocks are not

used by the current operating system, so

you're free to use them at any time.

The Synchronous Serial Port

The serial port in the 6526 CIA chip is a

buffered, eight-bit shift register system

that permits synchronous communication.

When data is sent asynchronously, as

with the RS-232 interface, the bits of a

character are transmitted at a specific

rate; characters, however, are sent at

varying time intervals. When sending

and receiving data synchronously, char-

acters are sent as a continuous stream of

bits for the entire length of a message.

Bit 6 of CIA control register 14 selects

whether the serial port will send or re-

ceive data. When set to 1 for sending,

transmission starts following a write to

CIA register 12, the serial data register.

The character is automatically trans-

ferred into an interval shift register, and
bits are shifted out serially, most signifi-

cant bit first. The data appears on User
Port connector pin 5 for CIA # 1 and pin 7

for CIA *2.

In the output mode. Timer A is used to

determine the rate at which bits are

shifted out and Timer A must be running

in continuous mode. The data is shifted

at half of the underflow rate of Timer A,

with the timer output appearing as a
pulse on the CNT pin.

In theory, the maximum possible rate

is one-fourth of the system clock rate, or

approximately 250,000 bits per second.

In practice, however, the rate will be

determined by several factors, including

line-loading and the rate at which the

receiver can respond to incoming data.



For receiving data, bits are shifted into

the shift register as clock pulses are ap-

plied to the corresponding CNT pin. After

eight CNT pulses, the shift register is

dumped into the serial data port (CIA reg-

ister 12), and an interrupt flag is set. The
communications program must read the

serial data register before the next eight

bits are received in the shift register;

otherwise, characters will be lost.

The bidirectional capability of the

serial port and the CNT "bit-clock" signal

allows many 6526 CIA devices to be con-

nected to a common serial bus, where
one device acts as the master, providing

both data and clocking signal while all

others act as slaves. This fact is used
in the implementation ofa local network-

ing system soon to be available for C-64
computers.

CIA Interrupt Control

There are five sources of interrupts on
the 6526 CIA chip: Timer A underflow,

Timer B underflow, Time-of-Day alarm,

serial port full/empty and a special Flag

interrupt. The Flag input of CIA #2 is

used to detect an incoming start-bit on
the RS-232 interface and for message
"collision" detection on the local network
interface. The Flag signal is wired to User

Port pin B for CIA *2. On CIA #1 , the Flag

signal is used for cassette and serial IEEE
operations.

CIA register 13 is the interrupt control

register and consists ofa write only inter-

rupt mask register and a read only inter-

rupt flag register. Any interrupt condi-

tion will set its corresponding bit in the

flag register. Further, any interrupt con-

dition that is enabled in the mask register

also will set bit 7 of the flag register and
generate a system interrupt. The flag bits

will be set whether the interrupt is en-

abled or not.

The individual interrupt flag/mask bits

are as follows:

Bit

Bit 1

Bit 2

Bit 3
Bit 4
Bits 5-6

Bit 7

Timer A
Timer B
Time-of-Day Alarm
Serial port full/empty

Flag signal

Unused
One or more interrupts

present and enabled

The interrupt mask register provides

for convenient, selective enabling and
disabling of interrupts by setting bits

corresponding to the flag register bits. An
interrupt is enabled when its bit is set to 1

and disabled when its bit is cleared to 0. If

no interrupts are enabled, bit 7 of the flag

register will not be set when an interrupt

flag is set.

Commodore-64 Cartridges

The new C-64 game cartridges from

Commodore are super, with exceptional

graphics and sound. The only disap-

pointment is that most of the games pro-

vide only one level of play. (Considering

what's available for simpler game ma-
chines, you'd think the game cartridges

for the C-64 would provide similar varia-

tions and selection of play levels.)

LeMans
My favorite is LeMans, a nifty little rac-

ing game that gets to be rather addicting.

You race against computer-controlled
cars and try to pass as many cars as

you can. The more cars you pass, the

more points you get and the longer you
can race.

A standard game paddle is used for

steering, and the fire button controls

your speed. Steering is a little tricky

at first, but quite easy once you get

used to it.

The course is tough—icy roads, divid-

ed highways, winding curves and night

driving with only your headlights to

guide you. Passing the other cars isn't

always easy: they try to block you
whenever they can.

Every time your car is hit by another

car, the pits appear and you must move
off the road for repairs. A few seconds
later, your car returns to normal and you
can continue racing. Pit stops are costly,

both in time and score.

Normal scoring is based on your speed
and cars passed. You need to score

20,000 points every minute to continue
racing.

Kickman
My son's favorite is Commodore's ver-

sion of Bally/Midway's Kickman. In this

game, you control a unicyclist and try to

rack up points by breaking and catching

balloons, ghosts and Pac-Men on your
head. The various balloons drop in accor-

dance with their point values, with lower-

scoring balloons falling much slower than

higher-scoring balloons.

Ifyou miss a balloon, you can kick it up
and try to catch it later, but then things

really get tricky. Whenever you miss and
something hits the ground, you lose one
of your five unicyclists. If you score

40,000 points, you can get an extra

unicycle.

Either a joystick or a keyboard can be

used for this one-player game.

Seawolf

Seawolf is another Bally/Midway ar-

cade game that's been converted for the

C-64. You try to sink and destroy the

enemy ships by using the paddle con-

troller to move your submarine and to

fire torpedoes.

The targets are freighters, cruisers and
PT boats that travel at different speeds.

The quicker boats are worth more points,

but you're armed with only four torpe-

does at a time.

You get to choose the length of your
playing time, from one to nine minutes.

The game is better when played by two,

but it can be played by one as well.

Clowns

Clowns is another Bally/Midway con-

version that's a lot like the Circus Atari

game on the Atari VCS.
Three rows of balloons float across the

top of the screen. You control a seesaw
that bounces clowns in the air as they try

to grab at the balloons. Points are scored
as balloons are popped by the bouncing
clowns. If you miss a clown when he
comes down, you lose that clown and you
have to start again.

Clowns is designed for one or two
players and uses game paddles for

control.

Music Machine

The Music Machine cartridge allows

you to play your C-64 like a musical in-

strument. Your computer keyboard is

transformed into a synthesizer keyboard,
complete with percussive accompani-
ment. A number of parameters can be
mixed and matched, allowing you many
combinations of sound type, special ef-

fects and keyboard playing styles.

The keyboard is laid out in three sec-

tions: keyboard, control and percussion.

The keyboard section is like a piano or

organ, covering \ x/i octaves. The control

section consists of three keys on each
side of the keyboard. The left keys select

the keyboard mode, effect and waveform.
The right keys control the starting octave
of the keyboard and the number of voices

that are played. The percussion section

uses the four function keys to control the

rhythm accompaniment.
As you play, you can easily switch be-

tween any of six octaves. Normally, only
a single voice is used, so only one note is

heard at any one time. Two and three

voice modes allow you to hear two or

three notes at a time. This makes the

sound more orchestrated.

The various keyboard modes include

decay, sustain and hold. In decay mode,
each note fades when played: when
changed to sustain, each note remains on
for as long as you press the key. If the

hold mode is selected, you '11 see that the

note remains on continuously.

There are several special keyboard ef-

fects, but you have to hear them to note

the difference. In addition, seven dif-

ferent rhythms, with selectable tempo,
are built in. The rhythm accompaniment
uses one voice, so only one or two voice

modes can be selected for keyboard play

when the percussion is on.

If you want to play along with songs on
a radio or on another sound source, a
pitch control adjustment is included to

allow for differences between the tuning
of the cartridge and the music being lis-

tened to. Now you can "tune" your car-

tridge just like an instrument.

Misc

I finally got to try Commodore's Gortek
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and the Microchips for the Commodore-
64. It's an excellent learning experience

for ten- to 13-year-olds who want to learn

to program. The packaging is superb,

too, with plenty of graphics.

As good as this package is, however,

there are a few things in the book that

seem to have slipped through unnoticed.

Plus, the typesetting of the program
listings makes them hard to read at

times.

A Couple of Bugs

It appears that the original programs
were written for the VIC-20 and then re-

vised for the C-64, but not quite every-

thing was updated before being distrib-

uted. There are several mentions about

20-column screens, and warnings about

statements running onto two lines, when
it just doesn't happen on the C-64.

The book doesn't clearly explain the

loading procedure for the C-64. When the

instruction programs try to load the

game programs from tape, the load com-
mand is displayed on screen, with the

cursor positioned on the same line. You
have to know to press the return key and
then type RUN once the program is load-

ed. There's no mention in the book about

having to hit another key after a pro-

gram is found in order to get it loaded

from tape.

What happened to the automatic load-

ing of programs that can be done a num-
ber of ways?
Before I forget, the answers for pages

26 and 27 are swapped in the answer sec-

tion at the back of the book. Also, there

are no starting instructions for PV. When
you see the brick wall with the Place Val-

ue heading, simply hit any key to get the

program to continue.

Even with the oversights, Gortek and
the Microchips is still a respectable

package. You get a number of excellent

games that also teach simple program-

ming ideas and help acquaint you with

the keyboard controls.

Mach-20 and Sprintyper

Two more programs (on tape) for the

VIC-20 were released from Mantronics

Software Design (360 Pierce Ave, N.

Mankato, MN 56001). The first is the

Mach-20 machine language monitor. It

takes only 257 bytes of RAM, so it will

run in any size VIC-20. It supports the

basic set of monitor commands similar to

those on the PET and CBM monitors.

You can display and modify registers

or memory, start execution or return to

Basic. You also can load and save pro-

grams on disk or tape. When saving pro-

grams, you can even make them nonrelo-

catable so they'll always load in the same
location.

It's not quite as extensive as HESmon

The Gortek and the Microchipsgamespackagefeaturesgood graphics and sound, is

easy to play andfun to use.
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and others, but then Mach-20 lists for

only $7.95.

If you need help learning to type, you

might like Mantronics' Sprintyper pro-

gram for the VIC-20. The program dis-

plays a sentence that you're to type as

quickly as possible while being timed

and checked for errors. A low tone in-

dicates a mistake and you must go back

and correct it before going on. When you

finish the sentence correctly, the pro-

gram will display your typing time, num-
ber of errors and record time.

Sentences include questions, com-
mands, exclamations and statements.

On each trial, a sentence structure is ran-

domly selected and then one word is se-

lected from a list of appropriate words for

each variable. Through this process, 105

words, eight digits and four punctuation

marks are used to generate 356,625

unique sentences. You just can't out-

guess the sentences, even though they

seem to sound the same after a while.

Avalon Calling

The Avalon Hill Game Co. (4517 Har-

ford Road, Baltimore, MD 21214) notes

that a number of its games written for the

PET will run on the Commodore-64 with

no alterations necessary. These games
are: B-l Nuclear Bomber, North Atlantic

Convoy Raider, Nukewar, Planet Miners,

Draw Poker and Andromeda Conquest.

Although these games were not written

for the C-64, they do offer the challenge

and strategy inherent in Avalon Hill soft-

ware. (It's suggested thay you change the

color of the display by typing CON-
TROL-2 before running the programs.

Spider City and Repton

Sirius Software, Inc. (10364 Rock-

ingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827), an-

nounced two new game programs for

Commodore machines.

Spider City is a rescue mission through

dark and dangerous tunnels. It was re-

leased in June and is available on car-

tridge for the VIC-20.

Repton involves a fictional place that

has been invaded by Quarrior forces. You
must prevent them from completing

their base. Repton, released in June, is

available on disk for the C-64.

I just received the latest catalog from

Skyles Electric Works (23 IE South Whis-

man Rd., Mountain View, CA 94041). If

you have any interest in Commodore
systems, I suggest that you get a copy.

It's great reference material, besides be-

ing a source of a number of accessories

and programs for all models of Commo-
dore systems.

Besides, Skyles offers a ten-day return

policy, no questions asked, on any item
listed in its catalogs. If you contact the

Skyles people, be sure to let them know
what system you have, since they now
have separate catalogs for the PET/CBM
and VIC/C-64 series.
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IMPOSSIBLE? NOT WITH

SMARTKEY!
SMARTKEY™ is a unique utility that can redefine any ASCII

character or function key to become anything you want. For
example, "#" becomes "pip b:=a:*.pas[v]". With a single

stroke, a key can represent a chosen character or string at the

system level or within a program. Instantly. Without rewiring

or soldering.

SMARTKEY™ is completely transparent to the user. It resides

on the top of memory and intercepts calls to the BIOS, trans-

lating system input to whatever you desire. You can even
change a key definition while another program, such as
WordStar™, is in operation . . . without interruption! It's perfect

for programming, data entry or word processing.

"EXCELLENT" InfoWorld

"VERSATILE AND RELIABLE" Lifelines

"WORKS LIKE A CHARM" Microsystems

Think of the acceleration in productivity. Think of the

versatility in keyboard layouts. Think of the possibilities. And,
best of all, SMARTKEY™ is only $60.

Ask about SMARTPRINT™, SMARTSCREEN™, SPOOL™
and other programs.

To order or obtain more information, call or write to:

HERITAGE SOFTWARE, INC
2130 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90007/(213) 737-7252

SMARTKEY'" is compatible with all standard versions of CP/M.'"
Programs copyrighted by FBN Software.

WordStar'" is a registered trademark of MicroPro, Inc.

CP/M'" is a trademark of Digital Research.
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OVERVIEW By Frank J. Derfler, Jr.

Of Mouses
And Micros

Real Mice
Don't Eat

This month, we'll examine an inte-

grated software package combining word
processor, spreadsheet, file-handling and
graphics capabilities. But first, we'll take

a look at one of the hottest new items in

the microcomputer marketplace: the

electronic mouse.

Mouses and Men
What shall we call them—mice or

mouses? The term "mice" carries real ro-

dent implications, while the term
"mouses" is much more benign. I vote

for "mouses."
These devices, complete with tails,

paws and even (in some cases) eyes, are

finding homes in and around a growing

number of microcomputers.

Let's look at a couple of mouses and

then evaluate whether they're really

helpful or just electronic hula-hoops.

The mice device I am speaking of is, of

course, an electromechanical input sys-

tem that allows you to have full control of

cursor movement and to make a few pro-

grammed inputs by pressing the

mouse's paws (keys). You can move the

mouse over your desktop and use it to

command your computer to perform

tasks defined by the program you are

running. The mouse allows fast and ac-

curate positioning of the cursor and se-

lection of menu items.

The credit for developing the mouse
goes to Doug Englebardt. He designed it

in 1961 while he was an employee ofSRI

in Menlo Park, CA.

Logitech's mouse sellsfor $285.
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Looking Back: Track Balls

Despite their recent popularity, though,

mouse-like input devices are not new. In

fact, they are older than the computer in-

dustry itself.

Manual cursor-positioning devices were

a common part of radar display consoles

by the end of World War II. The military

UPA- 1 radar scopes used joysticks, and
other scopes used a device called a "track

ball" to move a cursor (then often called a

"hook") around the screen.

The track ball is like a croquet ball

embedded in the desk with the top of the

ball exposed. You roll the ball in one
direction or another to move the cursor

on the screen. It's an accurate method of

positioning, and you can move the ball

with your fingertips instead of using

whole arm movements like you have to

with a mouse.
Some modern radar systems use track

balls instead of mouse-like or joystick

devices. I don't know why the computer
industry has concentrated on these two
devices to the almost total exclusion of

the track ball, which has proven to be fast

and effective when the chips are really

down. (I do note that Atari is now offering

a track ball.) However, mouses are what
the micro manufacturers are offering us,

so mouses are what we'll look at.

A Tale of Two Mouses

I wanted to understand what a mouse
can do, so I found two that I think provide

the most interesting features. These two
devices operate in very different ways
and make a good comparison. Both are

designed for the IBM PC. (By the way, if it

seems to you that everything new that

comes out is for the IBM PC first, you're

right!)

The first mouse I tried is distributed by
a company called Logitech in Palo Alto,

CA. This mouse was designed in Switzer-

land and, according to the literature, has

been fielded and proven there during the

past three years.

The Logitech mouse has a hemispheric

shape, so you have to cup your hand over

it, although your hand and arm can rest

comfortably in this position. The mouse
has three buttons that can be used to

send any three keyboard commands to

the computer.

The most attractive feature of the

Logitech mouse is the way it connects

to the IBM PC. Most mouses connect

through the RS-232C serial port. This

means that the mouse uses one ofthe two
serial ports available to the PC.

The loss of this port can be unimpor-

tant or it can be a real problem, but the

Logitech mouse avoids the potential for a

problem completely. Logitech provides

an interface box that attaches in series

with the keyboard cable on the IBM PC.

All mouse inputs appear to be keyboard

inputs to the computer. This method of

attachment, which leaves the serial ports

free, is simple. This serial keyboard ar-

rangement, however, has one drawback
and one advantage.

The IBM PC accepts keyboard inputs

through a fairly small buffer. If your soft-

ware doesn't add any buffering, the key-

board buffer can overflow and cause the

computer to scold you with its beeping.

It's possible to overload the keyboard buf-

fer with this mouse if you move it too

quickly. In practice, this isn't a big prob-

lem; you learn to move at a speed that

matches the input rate of the buffer.

There is a secondary benefit. Ifyou are

using the IBM graphics card and move
too quickly, you can easily overshoot

your target. The IBM graphics card has a

display delay caused by memory
management. With the mouse, the pace

of input matches the pace of display and
you have a balanced system.

No Special Software Needed

The big advantage of the mouse's ap-

pearing to be a keyboard input is that you
don't need any special software for inte-

Address correspondence to Frank J.

Derfler, Jr., PO Box 691, Herndon, VA
22070.



PC Mouse's triple-keyfeature lets you input three times the number ofcommands.

gration into your PC. There is a short pro-

gram allowing you to define the mouse's

input keys to send any desired character

to the PC, but otherwise the mouse is

ready to run with any program that

recognizes the cursor movement keys.

(Mouses using the RS-232C port to

attach to the computer require special

patches to be made to the operating

system or application software. These
patches must be made on a custom basis

for each piece of software you want to

run. Developing this software interface

can be a real problem.)

The Logitech mouse uses a smooth
roller ball to slide over any kind ofdesk or

workstation surface. The internal elec-

tronics include photo-optic sensors to de-

tect movement of the ball and shift

registers to cut down on the size of the

connecting cable.

I like the Logitech mouse a lot. It

operates smoothly and does its job well.

Because it looks like the keyboard to the

computer, it doesn't need any special

software to hook into the operating sys-

tem or application program.

Logitech sells this little critter for $285.

If you're interested, you can reach Logi-

tech at 165 University Ave., Palo Alto, CA
94301 (phone 415-326-3885).

More Mouse Facts

Another interesting mouse you should

consider is the PC Mouse from Mouse
Systems (2336 H. Walsh Ave., Santa
Clara, CA 95051).

This mouse is unique for several

reasons. First, it contains no moving
parts; it has no wheels or rollers to wear

out or lose calibration. The mouse finds

its way around by monitoring the lines

on a special board placed on the work
surface.

PC Mouse's technology is similar to

that of an optical bar code reader. As the

lines go by, the mouse scans them with

its LED eyes and reports its position to

the computer. The software in the com-
puter causes the cursor to move with the

mouse.
The second major feature of the PC

Mouse is its ability to input three times

the number of commands than other

mouses. The program integration soft-

ware recognizes up to three rapid punch-

es from each key. You can make nine in-

puts with the mouse by using multiple

keystrokes.

The PC Mouse requires an RS-232C in-

put and integrating software. I used it

with both WordStar and the 1-2-3 infor-

mation management program from Lo-

tus Software. The patches needed to inte-

grate the optical mouse with these pro-

grams came on a disk with the mouse. If,

however, you want to use it with other

programs, you may face a significant

customization challenge. The mouse can
be addressed easily in Basic programs.

The PC Mouse retails for $332 with its

integrating software. Phone Mouse Sys-

tems at 408-988-0211 for more infor-

mation.

Mouse Trapped

When I started this review, I was really

pro-mouse. I was sure that the use of a
program like 1-2-3 could be improved by
using a mouse for menu-selection and

cursor-positioning. I was sure that sys- ^

tern inputs would be easier for both expe-

rienced and novice users. Now, after us-

ing two well-integrated mouses, I'm not

so sure.

The greatest advantage gained by
using a mouse with the IBM PC is the

elimination of the need to switch be-

tween the number keys and arrow keys

on the keypad. IBM makes dual use of

these keys; you have to switch between
them to move the cursor and enter num-
bers using the keypad. The mouse elimi-

nates this problem, but it raises others.

Moving the mouse and positioning the

cursor requires practice and attention. I

found that it caused further division of

my attention between the screen, key-

board and mouse. Also, you have to

memorize the key positions on the

mouse, and this memorization becomes
even more complex if you try to take

advantage ofthe triple-key features ofthe

PC Mouse. Quite frankly, I was surprised

at how little I enjoyed using a mouse,
even with a cursor-intensive program
like 1-2-3.

I introduced the mouse to some novice

computer users and their response was
about the same. At first, they thought it

would be a nice way to communicate
with the computer. But after they be-

came involved with building their own
spreadsheets, the mouse became a dis-

traction and they ignored it in favor ofthe

keyboard.

It became obvious to me that a mouse
may be worth its price only when used
with specially designed software. If you're

using software with symbols or specially

designed menus, then a mouse may im-

prove the usability of the software. But if

you're simply adding a mouse to an ex-

isting program, I suggest you make sure

it will give you enough value to offset

its price.

T/Maker HI
In the September 1982 issue of Micro-

computing, I had an article describing

the T/Maker II program from the T/Maker
Company of Falls Church, VA. In that re-

view. I explained that T/Maker stood for

"table maker," and I praised the program
for its ability to combine spreadsheets
with text.

T/Maker II was one of the first in-

tegrated software packages. It integrated

an excellent word processor with a

spreadsheet and added some data-manip-

ulation capability. It provided the abili-

ty to embed a table in a page of text,

repeat the table later with slightly dif-

ferent figures and leave it to the com-
puter to figure the correct totals and
values.

T/Maker II also had data-handling

capabilities, such as the ability to sort

lists by key items and to alphabetize.

This program was particularly valuable

to anyone doing report-writing or anal-

ysis that mixed tables and text.
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T/Maker II has been superseded by a

revised program called (logically enough)

T/Maker III. T/Maker III is more and bet-

ter. It has more data-handling com-
mands, the added ability to create hori-

zontal bar charts (on any screen or

printer) and good printed documenta-
tion. T/Maker III is available for eight-bit

computers under CP/M and for 16-bit ma-
chines under CP/M-86 and MS DOS (PC

DOS). It is also available for Unix
systems.

The T/Maker III word processor is

unique in that it gives you the ability to

tailor the control code commands to take

advantage of your keyboard's special

keys or to match the control characters

used by your other software packages.

This means that operators who use one
word processor that is commanded by
control codes (such as WordStar) can use

exactly the same commands for word
processing under T/Maker III.

The T/Maker spreadsheet is different

from any other I have seen. It is not a

VisiCalc clone; instead, it allows you to

arrange commands around the border of

the spreadsheet. You can see the com-
mands and understand the logic of the

table at a glance. The external com-
mands are erased for printing.

The spreadsheet will automatically

compute growth rates, provide projec-

tions and perform transcendental func-

tions. You can perform calculations be-

tween two tables and pass the computed
values in one table to a second table. The
program will update the data in both

tables as it is changed.

The new T/Maker III documentation is

eye-catching and easy to read. The man-
ual is bound and tabbed and the style of

writing is clear and direct. The opera-

tional information in the manual is clear

and complete.

I think many people will wish for more
customization and installation informa-

tion; few real installation situations are

covered in the manual. I'd like to see

pages of tables describing the installation

parameters for the many microcomputers

this software can be used with.

Pros and Con

If you told me I could have only one
program for my microcomputer, I would
choose T/Maker III. It's versatile and pow-

erful and it suits the kinds of things I do.

I've used the program to demonstrate

the power of the personal computer to

people who know nothing about com-
puters. Because of the number of oper-

ating systems it is available for, I could

run the same program on every micro-

computer I own.
In the real world, though, we don't use

just one program. T/Maker III lacks the

help commands that are an important

part of modern software packages. In

many ways, learning its command lan-

guage is like learning a simple version of

Basic. You have to memorize and know
the command words. This certainly is

the weakest part of the software. If you

use it every day, you'll love it. Ifyou use it

occasionally, you'll probably struggle to

remember the commands.
Peter Roizen, T/Maker Ill's author, has

tried to overcome this problem in two

ways. He provides a separate quick-refer-

ence booklet that lists all of the com-
mands. It's not just a cardboard folded

sheet, either; it's a compact booklet,

printed in large type, that provides an
abbreviated guide to each command.
Roizen also provides an extensive set of

demonstration files that can be used for

training.

The booklet and the demonstration files

help to make T/Maker HI easier to use, but

I still wish the commands could be select-

ed from an optional prompting menu.
If you're interested in putting together

meaty and meaningful reports, or if

you're looking for a good integrated word
processing, data processing and graphics

system for CP/M, T/Maker III will serve

you well. It's a good buy at $275.

For more information, contact the

T/Maker Company, 1742 Willow Road
#206, Palo Alto, CA 94304 (phone
4 15-326-6 103).
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UNITRACK* dissipate
over 2 watts of heat from
IC '». producing longer hte
and better performance
Just push iCKooler on -

heat is collected from top
and bottom of IC and
disaipated Won I shake

Stock No Pins
No. mtC Price

22225 14 $.29
22220 16 .29
22227 18 .29
22228 20 .29

-£^=
•Sock No
•2S03

$79
Full 1 V*ar m

95
manly

DIGITAL MULTIMETER
Single rotary switch opera
lion Large, easy to read 5
3-

' i digit display 800 hours
operating lite with single 9v
battery Seven functions—
(DC Volts DC Amps. Ohms
AC Volts AC Amps. Diode
and Resistor Junction. Aud-
ible Continuity Check]

Slock No Cai'yng case anin

•2S04 belt loop £Q 1
95

WILD ROVER
Touch switch capsule
Operating motion is 005 without the
use of a levered arm Extremely fast on
and off with low noise Normally open -

rated f 15 VAC 1 6 amp- 30 milliohm re-

sistance - 615 radius by 160 thick

Stock No. 1-9 10 8 Up
1 2098 91 -42 $1 .28

60/40 ROSIN CORE SOLDER
Slock
No

50075
50076
5O077
50078
50079
SOO80

Length Weight
Iteetl I07 I

032 175 4 57

Tl WIRE «*^^2
WRAP .

SOCKETS
Tin plated I

phosphor bronze
contact - 3 wrap
Stock
No Ho P*n« 1 '"

100
-499 500

11301 8 $.40 $.36 $.30
11998 14 59 .54 .45
11303 16 64 .58 48
11994 18 .73 .66 55
11909 20 .99 .90 75
11909 22 1.12 1.02 85
11907 24 1.25 1.14 95
11800 28 1 .52 1.38 1 15

i 11309 40 2.05 1.86 1 55

Tl LOW PROFILE ^
SOCKETS
Tin plated
copper alloy

688 contact pins
with gas tight seal.

Stock 100-

No No Pint 1-24 25-99 999
11901 8 S.10 $09 $.08
11202 14 .14 .13 .12
11900 16 .16 .15 .14
11994 18 .18 .17 .15
11900 20 .20 .18 .16
11900 22 .22 .20 .18
11207 24 .24 .22 20
11900 28 .28 26 .25
11900 40 .40 .37 .33 J

ELPAC POWER SUPPLIES - DC/DC CONVERTERS

Stock No. 13801
-"Floppy Disc"

Power Supply For
Winchester Drives

$109.°°
13801-1 Datasheet
for 13801 .25

SINTEC
Stock No.

300 MW Type

13825
13826
13827
13828
13828
13830

5 W TYPE:
13831
13832
13833
13834
13835
13836
13825-1

ELPAC Input Output Output Dimensions

No. Voltage Voltage Currant (HxWiD)
(VDCI (VDC) (MA) in inches Price

CB3801 3.0-7.0 12±0.6 0-25 48«.31x3.05 S 7.95

CB3811 3.0-7.0 -12±0.6 0-25 48x51x3 05 7.95

CB3802 3.0-7.0 15±0.7 0-20 48x.S1x3.0S 7.95

CB3812 3.0-7.0 -15*0.7 0-20 48x.51x3.0S 7.95

CB38O4 3O-7.0 28*0 7 O10 48x51x3 05 7.95

CB3814 3.0-7.0 -28*0 7 0-10 48x51x3 05 7.95

CL3801 4.0-7.0 12*06 123 .651x1.2x1.77 824.95

CL3811 4.0-7.0 -12*0 6 125 .651x1.2x1.77 24.95

CL3802 4.0-7.0 15±0.7 100 .651x1.2x1.77 24.95

CL3812 4.O7.0 -15±0.7 100 .651x1.2x1.77 24.95

CL3804 4.0-7 28*14 50 651x12x177 24.95

CL3814 4.0-7.0 -28*14 SO 651x12x177 24.95

DATA SHEET FOR DC DC CONVERTERS 25

Special of the Month!

BREAKABLE
SOCKET STRIPS
WITH MACHINED
COLLET PINS!
Strips can be broken by hand into desired
number of contact pins Solder tail version features

gold collet/t.n Stock No Qf g^ p^
shell, wire wrap No . pins style Each
features gold 10240 25 Solder tail $1 .75
collet/gold shell 10241 25 Wire wrap 3.25

MODUTEC

J \^J^^

ELPAC POWER SUPPLIES - SOLV SERIES FULLY REGULATED

13812

13W21

ELPAC Output
Part No Voltage

SOLV1S-5 S
SOLV1S-12 12
SOLV1S-15 18
OLV1S-24 24
80LV20-5
SOLV 30-1 J 12
80LV30-1S 16

S0LV3O24 24

Data Sheet lor SOLV I

Dimensions
(HxWxDI
in Inches

4 7/16«4»2
4- 7/16x4.2
4-7/16x4x2
4-7/16x4x2
5-5/8x4-7/8x3-3/16
5-5/8x4-7/8x3-3/16
5-5/8x4-7/8x3-3/16

5-3/8x4- 7/8x3- 3/ 16

ovp
Fixed included
Fixed included
Fixed included
Fixed included

OVP-4
OVP-4
OVP-4

OVIM

>
88x9999»999999.1BBBBB99BBBBBBBMB99J

PIN FORMING TOOL
puts IC's on their -cl >^
true row to row a u
spacing. One side is '

'

tor 300 centers Flip tool over tor devices
on .600 centers. Put device in tool and
squeeze *..-%»« Stock No. 10200 $14.95

_. J?.7o (ANTISTATIC MODEL)
ONE TOOL DOES
8 thru 40 PINS! Stock No. 1 1059 $12.95

OK MACHINE AND TOOL
IC INSERTION/
EXTRACTION KIT
Includes DIP IC extractors and
mseners to accommodate an iCs
Irom 14 to 40 pms Tools thai

engage conductive surfaces are
CMOS sate and mciude ground
mq lugs Stock No «0-t 74

13309 *«"•

SOCKET WRAP ID
DIP socket-sued plastic panels
with numbered holes m pm loca-

tions Slip onto socket before wire

wrapping to identity pins Also
write on them lor location IC pan
number function, etc Simplifies

initial wire wrapping trouble

shooting and repair

$1 .82 per pack

i 3295
13296
13297
13298
13299
13300
13301
13302
13303

14 pin

16 pm
18 pin

20 pin

22 pin
24 pin

28 pin

40 pm
96 pm

IC EXTRACTOR
One-piece, spring steel con-
struction. Will extract all LSI. MSI
and SSL devices with 8 to 24
pins Stock No.

13313 $2.10

Miniclamp AC Volt-Ammeter
allows singling one conductor out of
many without disarrangement

Stock No AC Ampirtt Price

13730 0-25A S39 SO
13731 0-50A 39 50

?%> 13732 O100A 39 50

ACCESSORY LINE SPLITTER
allows fast readings of AC power con-
sumption of plug in equipment with-

out separation of leads ^ rt Qt-

Stock No 13727 $9. 5

POCKET SIZED
BATTERY TESTER
for all types of small battenesfrom

k135vto4 5v *JA gc
Stock No. 13733 ^ • O. **

VOLT-I-CATOR
automotive diagnostic meter plugs
into lighter socket and indicates bat-

tery condition and charging rates.

Stock No. 13736 1$1 5.^5
AC VOLTAGE TESTER
plugs into any 1 10v service recept-

acle to check line voltage over 50-

150 VAC ±HA qc
Stock No 13735 91 *9.*f°

VOM MULTITESTER
versatile Volt-Ohm-Milhammeter in

small package
, _, QK

$13.95
Stock No. 13729

Drawer Q Milford

CO. NJ 08848-9990
VISA MatterCord

TOLL 800526-5960
in NJ (201) 996-4093

We accept VISA MC
COD CHECK or M O
•INCLUDE SHIPPING CHARGES
OtoSlOO $3 OO
S100 1OS2S0 S4 OO
overS250 S5 OO
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The Shapes

to Come:

to start my own collection of Microcomputing

D Check enclosed for $24.97 for one year
subscription to MICROCOMPUTING

Bill me DMC VISA D AM EX
I understand that with payment enclosed or credit card order I will receive a

free issue making a total of 13 issues for $24.97.

Canada and Mexico $27.97 1 year only, U.S. funds.
Foreign Surface $44.97, 1 year only, U.S. funds drawn on U.S. bank.

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

Card# Exp. Date

Signature

Name

Address

City. State. Zip.

[lease allow 6-8 weeks for delivery

Box 997 F-armingdale. NY 1 1 737 338B79
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Plug in

your best
peripheral.

VisiON and 12-3 Steal the Spotlight at Comdex

MICROCOMPUTING

Are You
You Can Ma

Disk drives. Modems. Printers. Software. Only one source

keeps you up-to-date win every innovation for microcom-
puters. That source is Microcomputing: the multi-system

journal for the technical computerist.

Microcomputing's columns and articles are informative,

easy-to-understand, and practical. Learn how new develop-

ments affect you. Discover the ins-and-outs of Winchester
disk drives. And consider unique applications in banking,
medicine, education, and business. With every issue you
also get:

•extensive software listings and conversions

•advanced programming techniques for added
capabilities

•powerful utilities to upgrade your system
•easy-to-do hardware modifications

•software, hardware, and book reviews that'll save

you money
•new product announcements
•buyer's guides to help you get the best deal

•and publisher Wayne Green's bold editorials.

And there's more. Monthly columns cover other exciting

topics in-depth. Here are just a few:

"Overview"—reveals industry trends, highlights new tech-

nologies, and examines the market impact of various

products.

"Intelligent Toaster"—learn to build computer-controlled

devices that speak, listen, and manipulate their own envi-

ronment.
Get all this and more every month. A subscription to

Microcomputing is only $24.97 per year, and it's risk-free. If

you aren't completely satisfied with your first issue, simply
write "cancel" on the invoice and return it to us. You will

owe us nothing, but please keep the first issue as our gift.

st Look
A> C-64
Datasoutr

casting Cn
In Micros

Dolt-Yout
CP M

Plus Apple Atari, Commodore Heath. IBM PC

Subscribe today. Send in the coupon or attached card to:

Microcomputing, PO Box 997, Farmingdale NY 11737. Or
call us toll free:

1-80O-258-5473
for even faster delivery. And if you include payment or
charge it on your Mastercard, Visa, or American Express,
you'll get a 13th issue FREE!

Microcomputing magazine. Plug it in today.

r
YES! I want to plug into Microcomputing. Send me twelve
issues for $24.97. 1 understand that with payment enclosed
or credit card order I will receive a free issue making a total of

13 issues for $24.97.

DCheck enclosed DMC DVisa DAE D Bill me

Card*

Exp. date

Signature

Name

Address

City. State. .Zip.

Canada & Mexico $27.97. 1 year only. U.S. Funds.
Foreign surface $44.97. 1 year only. U.S. Funds drawn on U.S. bank.
Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

MICROCOMPUTING ®
PO Box 997, Farmingdale NY 1 1737

338F7
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Something's Wrong
I have noticed an apparent error in a

program in the May issue of Microcom-
puting. The program is on p. 56 and is en-

titled "A Sinclair Quick Fix.'' Line 170of
Listing 1 on p. 56 reads:

170LETD= +Z*16**(1-Y)

As it stands, the line won't be accepted,

and it seems that something ought to pre-

cede the " + Z"—but I'm not quite up to

figuring out what.

My compliments for a fine magazine
and excellent articles for our Marvelous
Midget from Timex.

Donald J. Flaster, M.D.
Morris Plains, NJ

Reply:

There is an error in my article "A
Sinclair Quick Fix" in the May issue

(p. 56).

Line 1 70 in Listing 1 should be:

170LETD = D + Z*16**(1-Y)

/ have also received a lot of questions

about the INPUT D$ commands in List-

ings 3 and 4. In both cases, these com-
mands are used only to temporarily

stop the programs to give you time to

start the cassette tape recorder.

It doesn't matter what is entered, the

only thing that does matter is that the

program is "stuck" at the input com-
mand until the enter key is pressed.

When the enter key is pressed, the pro-

gram will continue on normally.

Alan Sehmer
Corrales, NM

How Do You Interface . . . ?
Do you or any of your readers have in-

formation on how to interface a Model 33
Teletype to an Atari 400, Texas Instru-

ments 99/4A or Timex-Sinclair 1000?
I would like to know if an interface can

be constructed to allow the use of a stan-

dard stereo cassette recorder with the

Atari 400; if Atari joysticks can be used

with the TI 99/4A, and if so, how would
they be connected?

Also, does anyone have any informa-

tion on how to interface a TRS-80 Color

Computer, TI 99/4A, TS-1000 and Atari

(any combination)?

Timothy J. Mcllwee
. RR 2, Box 462A

Dundee, IL 60118
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HX-20 Users Respond
Thank you for publishing my letter in

the May edition of Microcomputing (Let-

ters to the Editor, p. 24). It was through
reader response from that letter that I

was able to successfully establish the

HX-20 Users Group.

We had received only a minimal re-

sponse from our requests in UK maga-

zines; however, that was made up for by

the response to the letter you published. I

am pleased to say that HX-20 users read

Microcomputing.

The HX-20 User's Group has published

its first newsletter and the group was
present at the recent Computer Fair at

Earls Court in London.

Ifanyone would like to receive more in-

formation on the HX-20 User's Group,
please contact me.

Terence L. Ronson
HX-20 User's Group

25 Sawyers Lawn
Drayton Bridge Road
Ealing, London W13

What's the Problem?
In the October issue of Microcom-

puting, Gregory Glau's article "Invest in

Your Apple," p. 116, provides a program
called "Appreciation Program for the Ap-

ple II Plus." I typed in the program and
have been trying for the past few months
to get it to work, but I've had no luck. I

keep getting an "Illegal Quanity Error

15250."

Is there a solution to this problem?

P.H. Creasor
F.P.O., San Francisco, CA

Reply:

The problem with your program
seems to be in line 1 5220. You read the

printout as:

15220 IF Z9<B THEN 15400

The line actually reads:

15220 IF Z9<8 THEN 15400

Its difficult to tell that it should be

an 8, rather than a B, after the greater-

than sign.

I have also received a letterfrom an-

other reader, pointing out that one line

of the program creates a problem when
you try to print a hard copy. Line 570 of
the program appears as:

570 PRINT

This line contains control characters

that didn't show up in the listing. Line
570 should read:

570 PRINT "CTRL I 80 N"

This lets the printer print at 80 col-

umns, rather than the 40 on the Apple
screen. Of course, those control charac-
ters don 't show up in the program list-

ing. What happens is that theprintout is

squashed into 40 spaces, rather than
the 80 it needs.

Gregory Glau
Prescott, AZ

Pay Attention!

The Letters to the Editor section of the

June 1983 Microcomputing gives two il-

lustrations of the need for greater atten-

tion to programming style.

While "gotoless" programming is not

practical for Basic, the adoption of goto

statements tends to inflate programs. For

example, C.G. Harvey eliminates a bug
in a program by D.C. Shoemaker (June

Microcomputing, p. 28) by changing the

lines

210 IF A 5 THEN A A 1

220 IF A 6 THEN A A 2

by adding a goto:

210 IF A 5 THEN A A 1: GOTO 230

A more elegant solution is provided by:

210 IF A 6 THEN A A 2

220 IF A 5 THEN A A 1

Michael P. Kaufmann asks for help in

resolving a fatal error in a centering sub-

routine (June Microcomputing, p. 29)

and a suggestion to do a manual search

for the offending entry is offered. A much
better solution would be to expand the

subroutine with a set of lines that gives the

user a chance to recover before the error

is encountered, such as:

7000 IF LEN(A$) 41 THEN 7010
7001 PRINT: PRINT "LINE TOO
LONG—REENTER"
7002 INPUT A$: GOTO 7000
7005 . . .

Line 7005 now becomes the former

line 7000. I don't know the original pro-

gram, so a more complex routine may be

needed to restore the screen by wiping

out the error messages, or placing them
at the bottom of the screen. The point is

that subroutines can, and should, be

made proof against fatal errors.

George Herman
Bowling Green, OH



What would you give to program

3„to10 times
taster?

Do you find BASIC programming slow, repetitious work?

Put JRT Pascal on your CP/M* system to end repetition,

and program 3 to 10 times faster.

Pascal's 'structured' programming divides complex tasks

into simple subtasks. Each subtask corresponds to a 'procedure'

that—once written—you use again and again just by listing its

name. This example procedure is for printing the average of

3 numbers:

PROCEDURE PRINT-AVERAGE (A, B, C : REAL);

VAR
SUM : REAL;

BEGIN

SUM : = A + B + C;

WRITE (AVERAGE IS', SUM/3.0);

END;

To call up the procedure from anywhere in the program, just write;

PRINT-AVERAGE (3, 6, 15); or,

PRINT-AVERAGE (-1,0,37.4); etc

Simple, isn't it?—and fast; goodbye repetition.

You can pass/return any type of parameter to a procedure;

one procedure can contain others, so even extremely complex pro-

grams are easy to manage. Make programs as big as you want,

because JRT's 'external' procedures let you use as many diskettes

as required. If a change is needed, you change only the module

involved, not the entire program. Use common modules for several

programs to further reduce time consuming duplication.

The end-result is faster programming—3 to 10 times

faster—for just $39.95. But speed and economy are only two

of the reasons you'll like JRT Pascal. Why not see for yourself?

Just send the coupon, or give us a call—today.

JRT Features: full support for indexed files; CRT screen formatting and full cursor control;

facilities for formatting printed reports; file variables and GET/PUT; dynamic arrays; SEARCH
procedures for fast table look-up; extended CASE statements; random files to 8 megabytes
with variable length records; 64K dynamic strings; activity analyzer prints program use histo-

gram; 14 digit BCD FLOATING POINT arithmetic; true dynamic storage; advanced assembly

interface; fast one-step compiler— no link needed; efficient compiler needs only 85K diskette

space; maximum program size is more than 200,000 lines; more than 200 verbal error mes-

sages; separate compilation of auto-loading external procedures; no limits on procedure size,

nesting or recursion; graphing procedures, statistic procedures.

Copy policy, you may copy JRT Pascal for friends but not for resale. Software developers may
copy the run-time package (but not the compiler itself) to include in their products without

royalty or license

Please send me:

D The complete JRT Pascal System Package. (Specify below.) $39.95
The JRT Pascal $39.95 package includes: a 190-page manual in plastic

3-ring binder, two 5V<" diskettes or one 8" SSSD diskette, a Pascal reference card,

a newsletter/application software directory; postage paid (within North America).

Satisfaction guaranteed:

if you are not completely satisfied, return the package— with the sealed diskettes

unopened— within 30 days . and we'll be happy to refund your money in full.

D 190-page JRT Pascal Manual only. (No refunds) 19.95

D JRT Utilities Disk #1 (Specify below. No refunds.) 29.95
(Optional: JRT Utilities Disk #1. This diskette contains 2 programs. The first

neatly formats Pascal source programs for printing, and the second is a disk/map

repair utility. Requires JRT Pascal System.

)

TOTAL $
Specify your system and diskette requirements.
(A 60K CP/M system is required. *CP/M is a Digital Research TM.)

5 1/4" D Apple, CP/M Kaypro Superbrain

diskettes Heath, Hard Sector Northstar Televideo 8" SSSD
for D Heath, Soft Sector D Osborne D Xerox 820 diskette

Check C.O.D. ($5 additional) Mastercard VISA
(California residents add 6% Sales Tax. Outside North America, add $15 for airmail,

or $5 for surface mail. Checks must be on a US bank, and in U.S. dollars.)

Card# Exp.

Signature

Name

Address

City State Zip

m
Send to

JRT Systems, Inc.

45 Camino Alto/G3

Mill Valley, CA 94941

Or phone

415/388-0530
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TK! Solver: Is It Magic?
Software Arts has billed its TK! Solver package as a revolutionary

problem solver, but does the software live up to this advanced

billing? In this article, TK! Solver's power and performance are

weighed against its drawbacks.

By Timothy Daniel

When I heard about TK! Solver,

my first reaction was, 'It

sounds like a great program, but what
do the T and K stand for, and why the

exclamation mark?"
A few days later I found the answer:

TK stands for "tool kit," and the

exclamation key is used to initiate a

calculation.

As much sense as this explanation

makes, I still prefer my own. The TK,

to me, is the same as the proofreader's

symbol for "to come," denoting some-

thing in the future.

A Revolution for

Number Crunchers

Software Arts modestly calls

TK! Solver a "Revolution in problem
solving... a totally new concept."

Aimed at the professional market, TK!

is meant for engineers, scientists,

planners—anyone who currently uses

a calculator or, perhaps, a dedicated

computer program to crunch numbers.

Let's look at a typical TK! Solver
problem: A mechanical engineer must
determine the cross section and mate-

rial to be used for a beam (structural

member) so that cost is minimized and
the limit on elastic bending is not

exceeded.

Following the traditional route, you
would search through reference man-
uals for the correct equations and con-

stants, then work through a raft of cal-

culations. If you want to repeat the

process for a slightly different set of

values, it's back to pushing buttons.

As any engineer will tell you, there are

better ways to spend an afternoon

than punching in similar calculations

time and time again.

If your life's work is centered

around beam problems, chances are

you would use computer modeling. It

wouldn't be terribly difficult to write

such a program in Basic, but that ap-
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proach has several drawbacks.

First, you have to know something
about programming, or enlist the aid

of a skilled programmer. Second, your
program locks you into a rather spe-

cific type of problem. What would
you do if you wanted to solve prob-

lems where the beam carries a distrib-

uted load? Here's where TK! Solver

enters the picture. It allows you to

enter the pertinent equations (or rely

on canned formulas from a TK! Solver-

Pack), input the 'known variables,

press ! and out will come the answers.

It sounds simple, and it is.

More Than a Spreadsheet

At this point, you might protest that

TK! Solver is little more than another

spreadsheet program. In fact, you
might even conclude that TK! Solver is

just a souped up version of VisiCalc.

After all, TK! comes from Software

Arts, the same people who wrote

VisiCalc.

Yes, TK! Solver does have similarities

to VisiCalc, but not enough to be put

in its immediate family. Cousins per-

haps, but certainly not brother and
sister.

The most noticeable difference be-

tween TK! and an electronic spread-

sheet is the separation that exists be-

tween the equations and the numbers
that are used to work them. Instead of

using templates a la VisiCalc, TK! Solv-
er has "sheets," 11 in all, forming the

structure shown in Fig. 1.

If you were using TK! to solve the

beam problem, the rule sheet would
contain the equations or "rules" that

relate a beam's parameters to the

amount of elastic bending. As you
enter the equations, the variables that

compose them are automatically super-

imposed on the variable sheet. Next,

you would move your cursor to the

variable sheet, input values, and then

type !. After a short pause, TK! sup-

plies answers for the unknowns in the

output column of the variable sheet.

There Are Some Limits

Of course there are some limits to

this magic. TK! Solver doesn't repeal

the laws of algebra; your model must
be complete. If you wanted to solve

the gas mileage equation mpg = m/g,

you would have to provide both the

miles and gallons values. But what
makes TK! so special is the ease with

which you can tinker with the model.

If you're working on the beam prob-

lem, and decide to vary the radius

rather than the cross section, it's a

simple matter to enter yet another

equation, this one relating the radius

to the area. As long as the variable

names are kept consistent, the inter-

mediate values will be passed right on
through. You don't even need to enter

the equations in logical order!

Making Duck Soup

While the rule and variable sheet

form the backbone of a TK! Solver
model, it is the other nine sheets that

give the program its flexibility. The
unit sheet makes duck soup of the

problem of unit conversions.

Looking at the beam problem again,

it would be a simple matter to enter

the length and radius parameters in

metric units and still use English units

for the bending coefficients. The unit

sheet contains the conversions be-

tween the two systems.

TK! Solver's subsheets are like the

story behind the story. You reach a

subsheet by "diving" to it. To display

a variable subsheet (there's one for ev-

Address correspondence to Timothy Daniel, 7

Peaboay Drive, Oxford, OH 45056.



ery variable), locate the cursor over

the variable name and simply type >.

Part of the variable subsheet dupli-

cates information found on the vari-

able sheet. However, there are also

Rule

Sheet

fields to define a first guess for itera-

tive solutions (more on this later), a list

of values associated with the variable

and a calculation units field. The latter

works in concert with the units sheet

and allows you to define one set of

units for display purposes and another

for making calculations. Returning to

the master sheet—reversing the dive-

takes only one keystroke.

TK!'s list feature allows you to

create a database of numbers, elimi-

nating the need to enter a new set of

values every time you change the prob-

lem. The list sheet acts as an index for

the database, defining the unit and the

number of entries for each variable.

By diving from the list sheet to a list

subsheet, you can examine and alter

Circle 17 on Reader Service card.

Variable

Sheet

Variable

Subsheet

Unit

Sheet

List

Sheet

List

Subsheet

User

Function

Sheet

User

Function

Subsheet

Plot

Sheet

Table

Sheet

Fig. 1. Eleven sheets are used to input, display and manipulate TKISolver data and models. Horizontal

windowing allows two sheets to be displayed at once. Movement within sheets is similar to VisiCalc.

GLOUCESTER
CDIYIPLITER

Products for home, industry

& education

PRDMOLIEEN Write code for most

common 8-bit microprocessors, test it

in circuit, and

burn it on EP

ROM with this

all-in-one mic-

ro development

system cart-

ridge. Power-

ful machine code editor provides com-

prehensive ROMware development sup-

port. Ideal for robotics, process control,

game development. Commodore VIC-20

host computer. Programs 2716, 2732,

2758 EPROMS and similar EPROMS.
$199.00

PRQKiqjEEN RS pack add RS-232

communications to Promqueen devel-

opment system. $69.00

PQ/&U all features of Promqueen less

mimic mode. Software enhanced to in-

clude EPROM QC utilities, RS-232 com-

munication, printouts. 28 pinZIF socket.

Reads, edits

runs and pro-

grams all 5 volt

2500 and 2700

series EPROMS
plus variety of

EEPR0MS all

without per-

sonality modules

host computer.

Commodore C-64

$299.00

PQ/&U RS pack performs RS-232

voltage conversions for PQ/64 system.

$49.00

GLOUCESTER SEQUENCER Con-

nect the VIC or 64 to the outside world

for robotics, control, sensing. 16 inde-

pendent inputs, 16 independent outputs

plus unique software allowing user to

define 255 "finite states." Includes 3

software timers, and stepper motor driv-

er software.

100% machine

coded soft-

ware for high

speed. All se-

quencer pro-

grams and state

definitions are ROMable. VIC-20 or C-64

host. $299.00

ROM Packs Industrial quality circuit

cards are socketed, solder masked, fully

bypassed, and include a ground plane

for low noise operation. Includes 1

EPROM. 8K & 16K models for VIC-20 and

C-64. Specify 2732 or 2764 EPROM type.

Molded plastic case. $39.00

All products shipped with comprehen-

sive documentation. Call our user hot-

line 617-283-7719 or write for infor-

mation: Gloucester Computer, 1 Black-

burn Center, Gloucester, MA 01930.
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Circle 76 on Reader Service card

.A.
Maximum Memory = Maximum Application!

TMRAMAX

The ONLY Memory
Your VIC-20® Will Need!

Expands your VIC to its maximum 32k
RAM so that you can use more power-
ful programs for education, entertain-
ment, business applications, and
more. Detailed manual explains (5)
switching capabilities and use. 2 ex-
tension connectors. Highest quality,
backed by 6 month warranty!

An |u * 4^*% (Includes Shipping
Willy 9 IHT within Cont. USA)

Send Check/Money Order to:

APROPOS TECHNOLOGY
350 N. Lantana St., Suit* 621

Camarlllo, CA 93010
Or call (805)482-3604 tor Charge Card Orders.

(CA. Res add 6%. Foreign Orders add $15 for shipping.)

10 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!
Call or write tor other product intormation

tor Commodore and Timex/Sinclair computers.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

VIC-20* is a Registered Trademark of Commodore Intl.

Circle 322 on Reader Service card.

ZX81/TS1000
CATALOG

Use the convenient coupon

below and send for your FREE
[catalog TODAY!

New from Gladstone

Electronics! Our ZX81

TS1000 catalog will

take you where no one

has dared go before !

You will view the

widest selection of up-

to-date software, books
and hardware add-ons

available to get the

most from your

personal computer

This exciting new 34

page color catalog lists

arcade, fantasy and

family games, business

and educational

programs: books for

beginners as well as

experienced users:

hardware add-ons and

other peripherals for

use with ZX81 TS1000
Home Computer!

New! Write for your s Today!
Complete and mail now for your FREE copy!

For information call (716) 874-5510

ElectronicsGLaosronE
Please rush me this exciting new ZX81 TS1000 catalog

Name

Address

City State Zip

Mail to: 1585 Kenmore Ave.. Buffalo. NY. 14217

In Canada: 1736 Avenue Rd.. Toronto. Ont. M5M 3Y7

the values assigned to a variable. It's a

bit like a one-dimensional array in

Basic. Each element carries a number
and a corresponding value.

The TK! Solver tutorial nicely il-

lustrates how lists can be used when
solving a home mortgage problem.

You would create lists of data for each
input variable, assigning element 1 to

bank 1, element 2 to bank 2, and so

forth.

Then you can direct TK!Solver to

solve the model for all the banks, a

single set of elements or a range of

banks. The answers you generate can

be stored in yet another list, and then

be used in a tabular or plot display.

More Crunching Power

Further crunching power is avail-

able through TK!'s user function sheet

and user function subsheets. These
sheets allow you to supplement TK!'s

built-in functions with your own.
User-defined functions may have
tabular, step or linear relationships.

The table function proves especially

handy if you have a relationship that

just doesn't fit into equation form.

User functions can be labeled by num-
ber or symbol. The latter allows you to

use familiar names rather than cryptic

numeric designators.

Rounding out the TK! structure are

the plot, table and global sheets. The
plot sheet creates a two-dimensional

display with a list of values on the x

axis and another for the y axis. Scaling

is linear with the limits determined by
the list's maximum and minimum
values.

The table sheet supports vertical

and horizontal tabular outputs. Field

widths are independent and can range
from three to 128 characters. Serving

as TK!Solver's housekeeper, the glob-

al sheet handles mundane chores like

printer control and the limits for the

iterative calculator.

The list, plot and table sheets cer-

tainly add to TK! Solver's flexibility,

but the core of the program's prob-

lem-solving ability lies in its functions.

There are 35 built-in mathematical
functions, ranging from absolute
value to arc hyperbolic cosine.

Functions specific to TK!Solver in-

clude specialized ones like net present

value for financial modeling and gen-

eralized operators like DOT, which
takes the dot product of two lists. A
complete listing of built-in functions is

given in Table 1.

While TK!Solver's functions out-

strip what is offered by any spread-

sheet program, they do not directly

address high-level problems. For ex-

ample, the TK! POLY function allows

you to calculate the value of a poly-

nomial for a specified variable and
series of coefficients, but there is no
equivalent function to solve a poly-

nomial equation. To work this sort of

problem, you might try an indirect ap-

proach using TK!'s iterative capability.

If, for example, you wanted to solve

the equation 3X3 + 2.5X2 + 2X+ 1.5 =

0, you would supply a guess for the

value of X and direct TK! Solver to

work through the equation, automati-

cally improving the guess through

successive approximations. The itera-

tions halt when the solution meets the

tolerance requirement or if the num-
ber of tries equals a preset limit.

The success with which TK! Solver
is able to find a solution depends on
the quality of your guess. Unsuc-
cessful results take the form of a slow
convergence, divergence or oscilla-

tion. While the iteration feature is a

powerful one, it must be used with

care. In some cases, there may be

ABS absolute value

ACOS arc cosine

ACOSH arc hyperbolic cosine

APPLY user function application

ASIN arc sine

ASINH arc hyperbolic sine

ATAN arc tangent

ATANH arc hyperbolic tangent

ATAN2 arc tangent for xl/x2

COS cosine

COSH hyperbolic cosine

COUNT number elements in a series

DOT dot product of two series

E natural log base

ELEMENT used with lists

EXP exponentiation

GIVEN checks to see if variables

have input values

INT truncation to integer

LN natural log

LOG base 10 log

MAX select maximum value in a

list

MIN select minimum value in a

list

MOD modulus

NPV net present value

POLY sums polynomial for given

coefficients

SGN checks for >, = ,<

conditions

SIN sine

SINH hyperbolic sine

SQRT square root

STEP checks for xl >, = ,< x2

SUM sums a series of values

TAN tangent

TANH hyperbolic tangent

Table 1. TKlSoher's built-in functions.
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Circle 123 on Reader Service card. Circle 151 on Reader Service card.

SUPER-FAST!

Relocating Macro

ASSEMBLER
$169.95

Directly generates COM, HEX, or REL files.

Flexible REL format allows external bytes and
words with complete math operations on them
(Microsoft format optional). Features Zilog

mnemonics with nested macros, conditionals

and include files. Unique one-pass design

generates compact intermediate code which is

then processed to resolve forward references,

yielding tremendous time savings. Complete
listing, symbol table and cross-reference output

may be sent to any device. The perfect tool for

assembly language programming. Linker in-

cluded. Manual only — $30. For Z80 CP/M and
TRS-80.

S"i-ft Systems.
1622 NORTH MAIN ST. • BUTLER, PA 16001 • (412) 282-0864

Shipping S3 U.S., others S7 PA 6% Check. MO. VISA. M/C. COD.
Most formats available Dealer and OEM inquiries invited

Z80. CP/M. TRS-80 TM's of Zilog. Digital Research. Tandy Corp.

HARDWOOD FURNITURE
THE PERFECT HOME
FOR YOUR COMPUTER

FROM

S399

SOLID OAK i

'

ROLL-TOP
COMPUTER V
CENTER

* Economically designed for maximum comfort and efficiency.

* Handcrafted in solid oak, cherry or walnut for richness and

durability.

* Handrubbed natural oil finish (or your choice of 3 stains on

oak) beautifies and protects the wood.

* Full line available including: CRT Stations, Printer Stations,

complete PC Centers, VDT Tables, and storage cabinets,

shelves & accessories.

FOR ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE OR TO
PLACE ORDER WRITE OR CALL 812-334-0417

JUST WOOD, INC.
651 1 East St. Rd. 46, Department BH-4, Bloormngton, IN 47401

WHATREALLY I&
INSIDE YOUR
COMPUTER?

INSIDE vor/i?
COMPUTER

Find out in INSIDE YOUR COMPUTER from Wayne
Green Books. I.R. Sinclair takes the cover offyour comput-

er and shows you what's inside and what it does. Novices

will find information on:

• Microprocessors • Input/output

• Interpreters • Machine language
• Registers • Logic operations

A look at programming ties it all together—how hardware

and software make a microcomputer work. The informa-

tion applies to any microcomputer system. A glossary of

computer terms and an appendix on binary, decimal, and

hexadecimal conversion make the book all the more

valuable.

$12.97. softcover. 109pp.. 5 l/2 x8»/2 . ISBN #0-88006-058-

1

Call TOLL FREE 1-800-258-5473 forcredit card orders. Or mail your

order with payment or complete credit card information. Include $1.50

for shipping and handling. Photocopy of coupon is acceptable tor ordering.

Send to:

Wayne Green Inc.

Attn: Book Sales

Peterborough. NH 03458
Dealer Inquiries Invited [^SINCLAIR

I

I

Yes, I want to know what's inside my
computer!
Send me copies of INSIDE YOUR COMPUTER. (BK7390) En-

closed is $12.97 per copy plus 81.50 shipping and handling.

MASTERCARD bank* MSA AMEX
Card" __Exptres

I

I

I

I
Signature

N.iiiir

Addirss

City Stair and Zip

Send To: WAYNE GREEN HOOKS Attn. BookSain

UPS Delivery Ifcomplete street mkktm la 0ven.

rYHTtmrmigh, NH 03458

338B7Y
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Circle 283 on Reader Service card.

TRANSFER
"BASIC DATA EXCHANGE"

DISKETTES

MAINFRAME
to/from

CBM/PET

PEDISK Model 877 is an 8" SD floppy disk system that uses
the IBM 3740 format Using FILEX. a program by Wilserve.
PEDISK 877 can read and write records on a Basic Data
Exchange" diskette Routines read the table of contents
Records are read and converted from EBCDIC TO ASCII
Records can be converted from ASCII to EBCDIC and recorded
Multiple volume files can be handled and FILEX even has
facilities to soft format a new diskette The FILEX program
resides on ROM

JISKIlH '&8" C
877-1 Single drive system. . . $ 995.00
877-2 Dual drive system $1695.00

PEDISK 877 also provides a high performance general floppy
disk for any Commodore system Its simple design gives
greater reliability and it offers much faster performance than
the IEEE type drives A considerable amount of standard
software is available Eight inch SD CPM (trademark of Digital

Research) diskettes can also be read/written with the 877
system A complete CPM system using the Z-RAM (trademark
of Madison Computer) can exchange standard CPM diskettes

floppy
disk5" C II D

540-1 Single drive system. . . $ 595.00
540-2 Dual drive system. ... $ 895.00

SEE YOUR DEALER OR:Gv PO Box 102MICROTECH 1 Langhorne, Pa. 19047
/ 215-757-0284

PEDISK AVAILABLE for
40XX, 8032, C64

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Circle 1 1 1 on Reader Service card.

CP/IVT
FOR YOUR COMMODORE" C-64

• Run All CPM* Formated Software

• Supports 5/4 " or 8" Disk Drives

• Z-80, Disk and DMA Controller on
Interface Card

• Plugs into the Commodore 64
" Expansion

Port

• Uses Soft Sectored IBM 5/4 " and 8" Format
Disk Drives

Interface Card COoOO
with 8" Disk Drive 0^7
Interface Card >inn00
with 5 1

/," Disk Drive 4v7v7

Interface Card QvloPO
without Disk Drive 0^v7

® Commodore 64 is a registered trademark of

Commodore Business Machines, Inc

*CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.

To Order
Phone (913) 827-0629
825 N. 5th Street

engineering, INC. Salina, Kansas 67401

Name

Bales
cgs

Elements Unit

10
10

LIST: sales
E 1 emen t Va 1 Lie

1 1 200000
2 1200500
3 1201000
4 1201500
5 1 202000
6 1202458
7 1 203000
8 1 203500
9 1 204000
10 1204500

Table 2. List Sheet and List Subsheet. The list

sheet works in a manner similar to an array,

allowing you to assign a series of values to a

variable. The subsheet shows the makeup for

one variable's list.

more than one correct solution, neces-

sitating that you experiment with
guess values.

How Well Does It Perform?

The preceding discussion has fo-

cused on the things TK! Solver can do.

Now let's look at how well TK!Solver
does them.

Since it is billed as everyman's prob-

lem solver, it must be both powerful
and easy to use. In the power depart-

ment, TK! Solver certainly outstrips

VisiCalc and its clones. It excels at

solving straightforward algebraic mod-
els, especially those where there is a

large library of data to be processed.

As problems become more sophisti-

cated, you will find it necessary to

Comment

cost o-f goods sold

break them down into smaller chunks
and synthesize a model using TK!'s

wide assortment of sheets and the iter-

ative calculator.

With 11 sheets, 34 functions and
more than 60 commands, TK! Solver
represents a learning challenge as for-

midable as any word processing or

database program. Some, but not the

majority, of the commands are identi-

cal to those used in VisiCalc. If you
have a firm grasp of windowing,
you'll catch on to the TK!Solver basics

quickly. However, moving from the

basics to an advanced skill level will

require a substantial investment in

time. If it took you 20 hours to become
an "expert" with VisiCalc, you should

count on spending 40 to 50 hours mas-
tering TK! Solver.

Affiliated with the learning process

are TK! Solver's support mechanisms:
on-screen help messages, well-written

documentation and tutorials. The on-

screen help is thorough, but ineffi-

cient. Time-consuming disk accesses

are required, making it almost as fast

to flip through the manual. A further

detraction is the inability to use the

help screens on a 40-column display.

This seems to be a direct contradiction

of Software Arts' claim of compatibil-

ity with 40-column monitors.

A Word on Documentation

The TK!Solver documentation is

more voluminous than its VisiCalc

counterpart, but it is similar in form. A

(15i) Input: 1202458 58 /!

==================== VARIABLE SHEET ==— ==== = ======== :=:=: = = = := = == = = = =::==: = =: — =:= = = = == =:= — —

St Input Name Output Unit Comment

c asset 425700 * total current assets
f asset 778500 * net -fixed assets

1204200 t asset * total assets
234000 c liab * total current liabilities
358500 It debt * total long-term debt
611700 equity * total equity

capital 970200 » total capitalization
1202458 sales %/yr sal es

S Rule

"From the financial statement
c asset=cash+acc r+inv+oth c asset
t asset=c asset+f asset
ebi t=sal es+oth_inc-cgs-opr-depr
capi tal =1 t _debt+equi ty
net_inc=ebi t-int-inc_tax

"Pro-f i tabi 1 i ty analysis — du Pont system

Table 3. TKISolver allows you to window its display. The variables and rule sheets from the TK!

Financial Pack Ratio Analysis module are shown here.
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single binder contains two manuals
plus a brief introductory brochure.

The instruction manual serves as a

written tutorial, giving step-by-step in-

structions on how to get the program
running and how to utilize its features.

The spoon-feeding approach of TK!'s

instructions causes several problems.
First, you spend a lot of time typing in

models and data that you're probably
not interested in. Second, the exam-
ples tend to be simplistic and are

sometimes better suited for VisiCalc.

The final flaw is the presence of

several erroneous instructions. I pre-

fer to get to the heart of the matter and
went directly to my own problem, re-

lying on the reference manual to get

me over the rough spots. The refer-

ence gives a complete, albeit terse,

description of TK! Solver's features.

Few microcomputer programs rival

TK! Solver's sophistication and com-
plexity. A lot of effort has been ex-

pended to insure that the program's

algorithms will accurately solve even
the most complex models. But along

with the sophistication comes a ten-

dency to be slow and memory inten-

sive. The IBM Personal Computer
version of TK! Solver requires a mini-

mum of 96K of RAM. Even with 128K
or more of RAM, frequent disk ac-

cesses are required.

Simple problems take longer to

solve on TK! than on VisiCalc; with

complex models, solution, loading

and storage times can stretch into

minutes. An expensive and only par-

tial cure is to use a bank of RAM as a

disk emulator. Although it seems
cumbersome at times, TK! Solver
beats doing problems by hand. The
paradox comes from TK!'s frequent

dead spells, but if you were using a

calculator you'd still be busy pushing

buttons.

Despite the availability of plot and
table sheets, I found TK!Solver to be
unwieldy for generating professional-

looking output. The temptation is to

use TK! to crunch the numbers and
then rely on a word processor for the

final draft.

Among my other observations, I

noted that the documentation con-

tains no less than six copies of Soft-

ware Arts' licensing agreement. Also,

conspicuous by its absence is any sort

of phone number for support. I guess

that chore is left to dealers. Finally,

Software Arts' approach of using a

mainframe system to apply TK! to var-

ious micros may help in cornering the

market, but it also seems to eliminate

the use of many system-specific

features. For example, TK! doesn't ap-

ply any of the IBM PC s function keys.

As of this writing, TK!Solver is only

available for the IBM PC. An Apple
version should be out by mid- 1983,
and Software Arts has indicated that a

new IBM version that addresses sev-

eral of the problems noted here will be
released in the near future. These are

both good signs. While it can be said

that TK! lives up to the fundamental
promise of problem solving without
programming, its long-term success

will depend on two factors: 1) refine-

ments made by Software Arts and 2) ac-

ceptance and support by professionals

in widely varying fields. When those

two things occur, I'll revise my defini-

tion from "to come" to "tool kit."

Software Arts, 27 Mica Lane, Welles-
ley, MA 02139. $299.)H

Software Solutions

From the Leader of the Packs

An important part of Software

Arts' support of TK!Solver is

the TK!SolverPacks' instant mod-
els. All you have to do is add values

for the input variables and type !.

At the time this review was writ-

ten, packs were available for me-
chanical engineering and financial

management. Future releases will

include architecture, construction

and electrical engineering.

The models in each pack cover a

wide spectrum of problems, a frac-

tion of which may be useful to the

buyer. For example, the Financial

Pack's 13 models include one that

solves compound interest prob-

lems, a model designed to aid a

firm contemplating a bond refund
and a model for Black-Sholes Op-
tion pricing, which will be of in-

terest to serious investors.

Besides their ability to provide

instant problem solving, the
TK!SolverPacks can be used as a

jumping-off point for creating your
own models. The comprehensive
documentation makes the packs a

great way to learn about develop-

ing your own models, and are a nat-

ural "next step" after you complete
the TK!Solver tutorial.

T.D.

Circle 329 on Reader Service card.

Since 1978

^MansBest Friend Jj^

MicroManagement
Systems, Inc.
2803 Thomasville Road East

Cairo, Georgia 31728
(912) 377-7120

COMPUTERS & EQUIPMENT
It's Simple. .

.

i -800-84 1 -0860
CALL & SAVE MONEY test*******

DISCOUNT
PRICES
BUY

DIRECT
TRS-80
COMPUTERS

MODEL 12

MODEL 16 *4012

MC-10 ••*

MODEL IV 'CALL
COLOR "CALL
PORTABLE *CAU

CompUt* lin*

FROM

PRINTERS

•369
OKIDAIA
printers

from *339

£kcommodoi

VIC 20 'CALL
COMMODORE
64 'CALL

MMITH
camoNA

IN DAISY WMCEL PRINTER

t499FROM
C. ITOH • STAR GEMINI • ATARI • BROTHER • HAYES

NEC I
NOVAT,ON # FRANKLIN • VERBATIM • PANASONIC | *CALL

AMDEK • COMREX • QUADRAM • CARDCO • MORE. .

SAVE MONEY
PRICES AND PRODUCTS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE.

FREE UPON REQUEST
• DISCOUNT PRICED LIST AND INFORMATION KIT

• COPY OF MFR'S WARRANTY
WRITE

MICRO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
TELEMARKET DEPT. NO.

'J
2803 THOMASVILLE RD. E. • CAIRO. GA. 31728
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Quick Draw!

Get thejump on the rest of the competition with this program
that lets you design creative, intricate artwork on the IBM PC.

By Ronald Rich

The Quick Draw! program described

here won't make you the next

Picasso. Combine it with the IBM
PC's highly acclaimed graphics and a

little imagination, however, and you
can create colorful, detailed artwork

on your television or color monitor.

The IBM PC's keypad is used in

Quick Draw! to create your master-

piece; the keyboard is used to expand
on it. The "sketching" involves /?,
lines that can be directed verti- /¥//
cally, horizontally and diago- /k'//
nally across the screen. it>>

:
"

The Commands
The direction of the lines you'll be

drawing is controlled by the keypad's

cursor control keys and the keyboard's

1, 3, 7 and 9 keys. With these keys,

you can send lines in eight different

directions.

ii

^Cb/V&JbM
£YZ

V
o

Example 1. Samples from the author's Quick Draw!

program.

To move a line continuously across

the screen, hold down the desired

directional key. To move a single

point around the screen in creating a

i.fc'.i K'A}

A,'o «J

K.R.

line, enter the edit mode by pressing

the E key. By moving the point over

previously constructed lines, it can be
used to erase as well.

When Quick Draw! is first run, it's

in the draw mode, which can be en-

tered later by pressing the D key. This

mode enables you to draw a contin-

uous line (just hit the directional key
you want once) in a specified direction

until that direction, or the mode, is

altered.

To stop a continuous line, press the

S key (slow mode). In the slow mode,
you can draw one point at a time; this

Address correspondence to Ronald Rich, 70-04

Ingram St., Forest Hills, NY 11375.
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Listing 1. Quick Draw! program for the IBM PC.

20 '

40 *

60 DEF
LOCATE
80 REM

Quick Draw! - for the? IBM Personal Computer
Author - Ronald Rich
SEG = 0:POKE &H410, (PEEK (5eH410) AND 8.HCF) OR &H10:SCREEN 0:WIDTH 40:

Number Lock Conversion
DEF SEG = i.H40:POKE S.H17, PEEK (8.H17) OR 32
REM End of Conversion
KEY OFF: CLS i CLEAR , 62000 !, 50000 f : DIM PT7. ( 9 ): SCREEN 1 1 COLOR 17,1
PRINT TAB (15) "Quick Draw!"
PRINT : PR I NT "The Numerical Keypad Mill

using the cursor control keys

100
120
140
160
180
directions
t. "

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
LOCATE
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
LOCATE

direct the
and 1,3,7,9 for

line in 8 possible
diagonal movemen

200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340
360
380
400
*: IF

: PR I NT "Keyboard:"
D - program will enter into draw mode"
E - program Mill enter into edit mode"
S - program Mill enter into slow mode"

12,1:PRINT " C - clears screen of all lim
: PR I NT" color of the line can be altered:
" B - blue background Mi th white
" W - black background Mi th white
" R - red background with yellow
" P - magenta background Mi th cyan
25, 8: PRINT " Created by Ronald Rich
THEN NEXT ELSE GOTO 460

420 LOCATE 25, 8: PRINT "press any key to continu
F A*="" THEN NEXT ELSE GOTO 460
440 GOTO 400

SCREEN 1: CLS: KEY OFF: COLOR 16,1
X= 160: Y= 1 00: A= 1 : B*0
PSET (X,Y)
GOSUB 560
GOTO 520
REM tKeyboardtttlttttttUtttttUltttttttttttttttttttt
A**INKEYt
IF At-"6" THEN 620 ELSE 680
B=0: IF A*l THEN 1460
IF A=2 THEN PSET (X,Y): GOSUB 2840
IF A«3 THEN GOSUB 3340
IF A*="2" THEN 700 ELSE 760
B=0: IF A=l THEN 1620
IF A=2 THEN PSET (X,Y): GOSUB 2900
IF A=3 THEN GOSUB 3380
IF A»="4" THEN 780 ELSE 840

foreground"
foreground"
foreground"
f oreground

"

;:FOR Z=l TO 1000: AS= INKEY

jiFOR Z=l TO 500: A*« INKEY* i

I

460
480
500
520
540
560
580
600
620
640
660
680
700
720
740
760
780
800
820
840
860
880
900
920
940
960
980
1000
1020
1040
1060
1080
1100
1120
1140
1160
1180
1200
1220
1240
1260
1280
1300
1320
1340
1360
1380
1400
1420
1440
1460
1480
1500
1520
1540
1560
1580
1600
1620
1640
1660
1680
1700
1720
1740
1760
1780
1800
1820
1840
1860

B=0: IF A=l THEN 1780
IF A»2 THEN PSET (X,Y): GOSUB 2960
IF A=3 THEN GOSUB 3420
IF A*»"8" THEN 860 ELSE 920
B=0:IF A=l THEN 1940
IF A=2 THEN PSET (X,Y): GOSUB 3020
IF A=3 THEN GOSUB 3460
IF At* "9" THEN 940 ELSE 1000
B=0: IF A=l THEN 2100
IF A=2 THEN PSET (X,Y): GOSUB 3080
IF A=3 THEN GOSUB 3500
IF A*="7" THEN 1020 ELSE 1080
B=0:IF A=l THEN 2280
IF A=2 THEN PSET (X,Y):G0SUB 3140
IF A=3 THEN GOSUB 3560
IF AS="1" THEN 1100 ELSE 1160
B=0: IF A=l THEN 2460
IF A«2 THEN PSET (X,Y): GOSUB 3200
IF A=3 THEN GOSUB 3620
IF A»»"3" THEN 1180 ELSE 1240
B=0:IF A=l THEN 2640
IF A=2 THEN PSET (X,Y): GOSUB 3260

A=3 THEN GOSUB 3680IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
REM

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

COLOR
COLOR
COLOR
COLOR

16, 1

20,0
17,1
21,1

A=1:B=1:G0T0 560
A«2:PSET (X,Y):GET
A=3:G0T0 560
CLS: PSET (X,Y)

A*="W" OR A»="m"
A»="R" OR Af»"r"
A*="B n OR A»="b"
AS="P" OR A*="p"
A»="D" OR A*»"d"
A*="E" OR A*="e"
A»="S" OR A»="s"
A**"C" OR A»-"c"
B-l THEN 560
A=l THEN RETURN ELSE GOTO 560
* DrawtMode*t*****t ********** ******** ********* ******

(X,Y)-(X,Y) ,PT7.:G0T0 560

REM *6t**********************
BEEP
FOR X=X TO 319
IF X-319 THEN 1560
PSET (X,Y)
GOSUB 560
IF X-319 THEN 1560
NEXT X

REM *2*****t*****************
BEEP
FOR Y=Y TO 199
IF Y-199 THEN 1720
PSET (X,Y)
GOSUB 560
IF Y=199 THEN 1720
NEXT Y
REM *4***********************
BEEP
FOR X=X TO 1 STEP -1
IF X=l THEN 1880
PSET (X,Y)

makes for precise drawing.

To clear all lines off of the screen,

hit the C key. This will leave one point

on the screen.

Color Schemes

Four color combinations are possi-

ble with the Quick Draw! program.
For a blue background with a white

foreground, press B. For a black back-

ground with a white foreground, hit W.
Pressing R gives you a red back-

ground with a yellow foreground. The
P key will provide a magenta back-

ground with a cyan foreground.

Added Notes

Several factors of Quick Draw! are

worth mentioning:
• The "beep" can be omitted if you
find it annoying.

• Color can be changed to suit a col-

or television.

• If the program does not respond to

the keypad, press the number lock key.

• The clear command on line 260
should be adjusted to the maximum
workspace and stack size available for

the memory allotted.

• The picture produced on screen

can be printed with any of the many
screen print routines available.

Circle 222 on Reader Service card.

POWER LINE

PROBLEMS?

SPIKE-SPIKER® ...THE SOLUTION
Protects, organizes, controls computers &
sensitive electronic equipment. Helps prevent

software "glitches", unexplained memory loss,

and equipment damage. Filter models attenuate

conducted RF interference. 1 20V, 1 5 Amps.
Other models available. Ask for free literature.

O *&

in
DHUXE POWER CONSOLE

$79.95
Transient absorber, dual 5-stoge

filter. 8 individually switched

sockets, fused, mam switch, & lite.

QUAO-ll $59.95
Transient absorber. Dual 3 stage

filter. 4 sockets, lite.

quad- I $49.95
Transient absorber, 4 sockets.

MIMI-ii $44.95
Transient absorber, 3 stage filter,

2 sockets.

MlNll $34.95
Transient absorber, 2 sockets.

KIGi®
<® 9E3 S

215-837-0700
Out of State Order Toll Free

800 523 9685
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED • CODs odd S3. 00 + Ship.

6584 Rue h Rd , Dept MC
Bethlehem, PA 18017
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Circle 34 on Reader Service card

H

10

<
I
y.

j

u

111

^S I C ITSB8TTE
PEOPLE SYSTEMS, LTD.

tf&fr # CALC^
THE DM-PC raOGRAMIIERS TOOLBOX™

VOLUME 1.1

VOLUME 2.0

133,128 BytM
99,840 BytM

S2S.00
S2S.00

M
u
H

<t

ID

Z
1
<t

111

J
L. Primary programming and advanced subroutines in easy to under- •

stand BASIC — Modular — sett documenting — Total of 63 pro-

grams — SAVE in ASCII so you can MERGE into your own pro- H
111 grams to make them look and work professionally. (MS SOURCE (Q

(Q code can be adapted to other MICROS). Lots of what IBM didn't g
m ten you in the manuals. j
l HERE ARE SOME OF THE SUBJECTS — LABEL your disks with- A

out laueis — ON ERROR then go Banana — Screenmark catalogs *
H your screen — PEEKing into files and ROM — HEX-to-OEC — up J
U to 65 function keys — ERROR trapping — DEBUGing — Disk r|

N modification with OEBUG — TEST your RAM — Unlock protected # %

m files — EDUN (disk full) recovery — Will the real IBM BOOBOO «
UJ please stand up! — SONGWRITER — simple way from score to Lu

^ CPU — Access superfast DOS search and replace commands — J
QJ

Does your pnnter have NICE LEGS?— All that JAZZ — Displays— l.

j zippers— blackouts— timeouts— Flippy-floppies— controlled in- y
• put routine — no crashes — Stuffing chips in memory expansion *
\L boards — control the STATIC — Friendly communications — Sen- tj

£ sitive people: Sensitive subjects — IBM addressing simplified —
(jj

Listing continued.

ad anced DOS commands and procedures. LOTS MORE!

j THE THINGS YOU'VE ALWAYS NEEDED —
BUT — DIDN'T KNOW WHERE TO LOOK!

LIMITED TIME SPECIAL —
VOLS. 1.1 & 2.0 — $40.00+ plus $5 disk/ship

1
ffl

1
hi

h

u

(0

h
H

U
H

h
H

? PE0PUE-T0-PE0PLE SOFTWARE
I NEGOTIATOR AND PERSONAL
)L DECISION PLANNER 54,044 Bytes $25.00 +

People, not dollars control many deasions. Get the best from them.

{ FAMILY &

(J
MARRIAGE COMMUNICATOR 4t.7*2 Bytes $25.00 +

iji Let your IBM-PC help to better communications with family and

JjJ
friends.

r FRAOS— FRIendly ADvocatee 70,1 04 Bytes $50.00 +
r Works toward oe*us*>g a famty ens* — (Includes COMMUNICATOR LU

)L above) <J

J PEOPLE-TO-SYSTEM SOFTWARE \
d DISKLINK DIRECTORY AND AT

DOS SERVICE UTILITIES 102,912 Bytas $25.00+ £
*J For professionals — Access superfast SEARCH and REPLACE —

J*
** produce a DISK LIBRARIAN program — MAILUS*. — and APPOINT- UJ

l&J MENT BOOK included. J
H ROADBJLDER.2 OVER 140,000 Bytes 12 Modules $25.00+ h
h Family fun and learning — plus professional QUANTITY program, h

111 PREFAB
ffl

BUILDING ECONOMICS

w
u
H

$100.00+
(J

Professional evaluation of PREFAB buildings — compares the impor-

tant costs and values for contractors, owners, engineers and investors. I

Programs are m open BASIC, the best language for MICROS. Re- J
qure IBM-PC with 48K or more — 80 column screen — 1 SS drive rf

— Pnnter and graphics/ color are optional in some programs . Pro- #«

grams are self explanatory
,

.

All software is satisfaction guaranteed — 30 day money back war-
jjj

3 ranty + means add $5 for shtpptng/disk please. MASTERCARD - X
IB VISA or your check

2 PEOPLE SYSTEMS, LTD.
The WARMWARE that WORKS between me IBM-PC and YOU

78 Map4evate Drive Woodbridge, CT 06525
(203) 393-3*1

3

Louis A. Warner, P.E.

IT

<t

111

J

111

1
:AF9NBAS X :f*0

1880
1900
1920
1940
1960
1980
2000
2020
2040
2060
2080
2100
2120
2140
2160
2180
2200
2220
2240
2260
2280
2300
2320
2340
2360
2380
2400
2420
2440
2460
2480
2500
2520
2540
2560
2580
2600
2620
2640
2660
2680
2700
2720
2740
2760
2780
2800
2820
2840
2860
2880
2900
2920
2940
2960
2980
3000
3020
3040
3060
3080
3100
3120
3140
3160
3180
3200
3220
3240
3260
3280
3300
3320
3340
3360
3380
3400
3420
3440
3460
3480
3500
3520
3540
3560
3580
3600
3620
3640
3660
3680
3700
3720
3740
3760
3780
3800
3820
3840

GOSUB 560
IF X-l THEN 1880
NEXT X

REM *8*************t*********
BEEP
FOR Y-Y TO 1 STEP -1

IF Y-l THEN 2040
PSET (X,Y)
GOSUB 560
IF Y-l THEN 2040
NEXT Y
REM *9***********************
IF X-319 OR Y-l THEN 2240
BEEP
LET X-X +1
LET Y-Y -1

IF X-319 OR
PSET (X,Y)
GOSUB 560
IF X=319 OR

Y=l THEN 2240

Y=l THEN 2240 ELSE 2160
REM *7tt******t**ttt***tt****
IF X=l OR Y=l THEN 2420
BEEP
LET X-X-l
LET Y-Y-l
IF X-l OR Y=l
PSET <X,Y)
GOSUB 560
IF X=l OR Y-l

THEN 2420

THEN 2420 ELSE 2340
REM *l****t********tt**t***t«
IF X=l OR Y-l 99 THEN 2600
BEEP
LET X-X-l
LET Y-Y+l
IF X=l OR Y-199 THEN 2600
PSET (X,Y)
GOSUB 560
IF X=l OR Y=199 THEN 2600 ELSE 2520
REM *3t*****t**tttt**********
IF X-319 OR Y-199 THEN 2780
BEEP
LET X-X+ l

LET Y-Y+l
IF X-319 OR Y-199 THEN 2780
PSET (X,Y)
GOSUB 560
IF X-319 OR Y=199 THEN 2780 ELSE 2700
REM tEditingtModettt*tlttt*m*Uttt»tt»t**tltt*ttll«*
REM*6*» ********* *************
IF X=319 THEN RETURN ELSE 2880
PUT (X, Y) ,PT7.z X-X + l: PUT ( X , Y) , PT7.: RETURN
REM *2************t**********
IF Y=199 THEN RETURN ELSE 2940
PUT <X,Y> ,PT7.:Y=Y+liPUT (X , Y) , PT7.: RETURN
REM *4***********************
IF X-l THEN RETURN ELSE 3000
PUT <X,Y) ,PT7.:X =X-lxPUT < X , Y) , PT7.: RETURN
REM *8*t*********************
IF Y=l THEN RETURN ELSE 3060
PUT <X,Y> ,PT7.i Y-Y-l: PUT (X, Y) , PT7.: RETURN
REM *9***********************
IF X-319 OR Y=l THEN RETURN ELSE 3120
PUT (X, Y) ,PT7.i X-X + l: Y-Y-l: PUT (X, Y> , PT7.: RETURN
REM *7*t*********************
IF X-l OR Y-l THEN RETURN ELSE 3180
PUT (X, Y) ,PT7.: X-X-l: Y-Y-l: PUT (X, Y) , PTXi RETURN
REM *l***********t***********
IF X=l OR Y-199 THEN RETURN ELSE 3240
PUT <X,Y> ,PT7.: X-X-l :Y-Y+1: PUT
REM *3**********t************
IF X-319 OR Y-199 THEN RETURN ELSE 3300
PUT (X, Y) ,PT7.: X-X+ l :Y«Y+1: PUT ( X , Y) , PT7.: RETURN
REM *Slow*Mode**************** ****************** ******
REM *6**************t********
X=X+l:GOTO 3740
REM *2***********************
Y=Y+l:GOTO 3740
REM *4***********************
X=X-l:GOTO 3740
REM *8**********t************
Y=Y-l:GOTO 3740
REM *9***********************
IF Y-l OR X-319 THEN RETURN ELSE 3540
X-X+l: Y-Y-l: GOTO 3740
REM *7***********************
IF Y-l OR X-l THEN RETURN ELSE 3600
X-X-l: Y-Y-l: GOTO 3740
REM *1***********************
IF X-l OR Y-l 99 THEN RETURN ELSE 3660
X-X-l :Y-Y+1: GOTO 3740
REM *3****************t******
IF X-319 OR Y-l 99 THEN RETURN ELSE 3720
X-X+l :Y=Y+1: GOTO 3740
IF X<1 THEN X-l
IF X>319 THEN X-319
IF Y<1 THEN Y-l
IF Y>199 THEN Y-199
PSET (X,Y): RETURN
END

(X, Y) ,PT7.: RETURN
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Circle 266 on Reader Service card.

TRS-80
COMPUTERS

ALL PURE RADIO SHACK EQUIPMENT

DISCOUNT

ALL TRS-80 MODELSCOMPUTERS
PRINTERS

£9mco^R *E^ CALL for our competitive
GAMES PRICES ON OTHER MAJOR BRANDS

FREE
PLEASE WRITE AND REQUEST . . .

• CUSTOMER DISCOUNT PRICE LIST

• MANUFACTURE WARRANTIES
© TRS-80 TANDY CORPORATION

PERRY COMPUTERS
Dept No E-5 137 NORTH MAIN ST . PERRY Ml 48872

FOR ORDERS CALL 1 -800-248-3823
FOR INFORMATION CALL (517) 625-4161

Circle 93 on Reader Service card.

OUR ISOLATORS
FOR YOUR

PROTECTION
Preventer

disk drive woes, printer interaction,

memory loss and damage due to

lightning or AC power line

disturbances.

Commercial Grade Isolators

ISOl 3 Isolated Sockets $76.95
1SO-2 2 Isolated Socket Banks, 6 Sockets 76.95

Industrial Grade Isolators

ISO-3 3 Double Isolated Sockets 1 15.95
ISOll 2 Double Isolated Banks, 6 Sockets 115.95

Laboratory Grade Isolators

ISO-17 4 Quad Isolated Sockets 200.95

ISO-18 2 Quad Isolated Banks, 6 Sockets 169.95

Circuit Breaker, any model (Add-CB) Add 10.00

Remote Switch, any model (Add-RS) Add 18.00

JBBk Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Main Street, Box 389, Natick, Massachusetts 1 760

Toll Free Order Desk 1 -800-225-4876

MasterCard, VISA, American Express

Circle 155 on Reader Service card.

RIP-SOFT! TM

HAVE FUN— PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE—SOUND OFF!
and win a free game in the final development of the new and
exciting RIP-SOFT! We win give away over 100 games.
Friends have asked us to produce a new game product to
spoof and satirize the Jack-in-the-Beanstalk growth of the
Personal Computer industry. We call it RIP SOFT! or how to
become a millionaire after two Martinis, two ads and a box of
floppy disks.

Here in Connecticut, we have been messing with RIP-
SOFT! for a couple of months and it's been hilarious. So. we
decided to let everyone have a say in RIP-SOFT! To sound
off with your favorite get rich quick scheme or just EXPO a
dumb move on the part of the establishment. Remember, if

you get your EXPO here first, it can win a free game for you.
Entries close SEPTEMBER 1 . 1 983.

RIP-SOFT! pokes fun at the dumb things in the computer in-

dustry in a real funny way. We wish we could share the de-
tails with you. but SH-H-H it's a secret. You'll have to wait to
play RIP-SOFT! — soon! Then sit down with your family and
friends and roar at the foolishness of the pitchmen.

A FUN GAME FOR EVERYONE!

RIP SOFT!
Send us your EXPO in a short letter describing your favorite

experience, calamity, rip-off. con game, stupidity, jolt, suc-
cess or failure story. Don't worry about style, we will edit EX-
POS into the game format anyway. RIP-SOFT! win review
them all for use in the final game product, and if your entry is

selected you will receive a free copy of the game when it

goes on sale.

All entries become the property of PEOPLE SYSTEMS.
LTD. and all will be acknowledged, but none will be returned.
AM decisions of PEOPLE SYSTEMS. LTD. will be final. There
may be duplications or more than one source for an EXPO.
IMPORTANT — NO NAMES WILL BE USED IN THE GAME
— so you can let it aM hang out. RIP-SOFT! WILL TELL IT

UKE IT IS — and you'll have fun playing.

RIP-SOFT! will soon be at your dealers or send $24.95 pre-
publication price ($29.95 regular price) to: RIP-SOFT! is a
trademark of:

PEOPLE SYSTEMS, LTD.
Thm WARMWARE that WORKS batw—n the /8M-PC and YOU

78 Maptovato Drtos Woodbrttfga. CT 06525
(203) 393-391 3 Louis A. Warner. P.E.
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Powerful Printer

Transformation
Ifyou're still using the popular MX-80 forjust word processing,

then it's time you transformed your machine into a powerful

graphics printer and more with the Graftrax-80 chip.

By Jonathan Lederman

When I was first considering the

purchase of a printer, I had a

hard time deciding between Epson's

MX-80 and MX-70. The MX-70 has

the capability to print high-resolution

graphics, but it lacks the word pro-

cessing features of the MX-80.
Finally, I decided on the MX-80,

hoping that Epson would release a

graphics system for this printer. My
wish came true with Epson's release

of the Graftrax-80 graphics chip.

Graftrax-80

The graphics package comes with

three 2716 EPROMs and a manual ex-

) PRINT NEEDLES

Fig. 1. Printhead of the MX-80.

I * FIRE
O- DO NOT FIRE

' G-
2 Q- 64

I28»2 T (N0T ACCESSED ON
APPLE)

•2'

3 Q- 32*2°

4 Q_ I6*2 4

5 Q— 8<2 3

6 g- 4=2 *

7 O- 2«2'

r~8 Q- 1
= 2°

9 Q— (NOT ACCESSED WITH 8 BIT
COMPUTERS)

(XXXXXXXX"") 8 BIT BYTE SENT TO PRINTER

Fig. 2. The bits in the byte sent to the printer corre-

spond to the needles that will fire on the printhead.
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plaining operation of the system. After

you install Graftrax-80 into your

MX-80, you'll be able to print dot

graphics in either a 480 or 960 point-

per-line (ppl) resolution.

The capabilities of the system go far

beyond printing graphics. For starters,

you can select an alternate italic set in-

stead of the standard set under soft-

ware control. Also, all Apple users can

now print the TRS-80 graphics char-

acter set, which was impossible be-

fore this chip.

Besides these improvements, Graf-

trax-80 allows you to mix emphasized
and double-strike print or condensed
and expanded print on the same line.

Another feature the chip provides is a

reduction in the duration of the an-

noying error bell, which is now one-

third of a second instead of a full

second.

Installing the EPROMs
Installation of the three EPROMs is

easy. The only tools required are a

Phillips screwdriver, an IC remover
or flathead screwdriver and a pair of

wire cutters.

First, remove the four screws hold-

ing the cover on the MX-80. Next, re-

move one ROM with the IC remover,

insert the three EPROMs into their

respective slots and cut one jumper.

Graftrax-80 is now installed.

After you reset the DIP switches in-

side the printer, you can begin using

the system. The complete procedure

for installing Graftrax-80 is outlined

thoroughly in the manual and dia-

grams of the appropriate chips to re-

move are shown. I am convinced that

installation could be done by a begin-

ner, but if you are an absolute novice,

you might want to ask for advice from
your local computer shop.

Graphics Capabilities

Once Graftrax-80 was installed, I

was eager to begin producing graphics

on the MX-80. The 480 ppl mode pro-

vides adequate resolution for most

purposes. Since I was using the sys-

tem from an Apple II, this mode cer-

tainly provided enough points across

to dump the graphics screen. How-
ever, for enlargements of pictures and
special effects, I found that 960 ppl

resolution is more suitable.

After familiarizing yourself with Ep-

son' s bit graphics system, you'll prob-

ably agree that it' s easier than it seems
at first and that it's practical for print-

ing graphics.

You access the graphics of the

MX-80 by controlling the needles that

will fire on the printhead. The print-

head contains nine needles stacked

one on top of another (see Fig. 1). By
sending different ASCII codes to the

printer, you can control which of

these needles will "fire."

For example, one certain code will

cause all of the needles to fire. If you
looked at the paper close-up, you
would see a group of dots stacked verti-

cally and extremely close together. If

you looked at it from farther away, it

Address correspondence to Jonathan Lederman,

849 Golf View Road, Moorestown, NJ 08057.



would appear to be a short vertical line.

The binary representation of the
ASCII code sent to the printer corre-

sponds with the needles that will fire.

Each bit in the byte sent to the printer

corresponds with one needle (see Fig.

2). If the bit is set, then the corre-

sponding needle will fire; if it is a zero,

it will not.

Say you wanted to send code num-
ber 65 to the printer. In binary, this

number would be 01000001 . The code
would cause the second and eighth

needles from the top of the printhead
to fire because the second and eighth

bits are set (see Fig. 2). Code number
65 happens to correspond with the let-

ter A. The ninth needle cannot be ad-

dressed because one byte is made up
of only eight bits; thus, the greatest

ASCII code that could be sent to the
printer would be 255, or 11111111,
which would cause all of the needles
on the printhead to fire.

Apple users have a further restric-

tion when using Graftrax-80. Because
of the way the printer interface was
designed, only seven needles can be
accessed. The eighth bit has no control

over its corresponding needle. This re-

striction for Apple owners, however,
is not serious and has little effect on
the performance of the printer.

Before you can send any codes to

Listing 1. Super-Dump. Basic program.

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
lOO
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350

360
370
380
390
400

410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630

640
650

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
HIMEM:
TEXT :

IttUttltttttttttttttM
* SUPER-DUMP t

* t

t BY JON LEDERMAN t

* t

* «

t*******«t«******tt>**«

USE OF THIS PROGRAM RE-
QUIRES THE GRAFTRAX-80
CHIP TO BE INSTALLED
IN THE EPSON MX-80
PRINTER

8192:D* = CHR* (4):FD = O: PR =

HOME : NORMAL : OQ = O: PL = O
1:DR = 1: POKE - 16368,0

A*;
"*
"*
"»

A* = "

B* = "

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
: PRINT "

PRINT A*:
PRINT
PRINT

OP* ( 1

)

OP* (2)
OP* < 3

)

OP* ( 4

)

OP* (5)

OP* (6)

OP* ( 7

)

FOR C
VTAB 18
PRINT B*:
IF FD = 1

370
FLASH
NORMAL :

NORMAL :

IF PEEK

t*t****«tt*****ttt*S«***ttt«**tt*ttt«*tt"

SUPER-DUMP

INVERSE :A GRAPHICS DUMP FOR "

;

«";
POKE 34,6

PRINT "OPTIONS:"
PRINT
"<1> LOAD PICTURE"
M <2> SELECT PAGE"
"<3> SELECT PRINT OPTIONS"
"<4> DUMP SCREEN TO PRINTER"
"<5> LOAD SUPER-DUMP MACHINE CODE"
"<6> CHANGE PRINTER AND DRIVE OPTIONS'
"<7> EXIT"
1 TO 7: PRINT OP*(C): NEXT C

* M
;

t",
PRINT GRAFTRAX-80' NORMAL

PRINT
THEN

"SUPER
FLASH i

DUMP IS
PRINT ' INTACT";: NORMAL : PRINT ;: GOTO

PRINT "NOT INTACT"
PRINT : PRINT "PRINTER SLOT ";: INVERSE : PRINT PR
PRINT "DISK DRIVE " ; : INVERSE : PRINT DR: NORMAL
( - 16384) = 149 OR PEEK ( - 16384) =136 THEN GOSUB 2070

IF PEEK
90 f 2060
GOTO 390

( - 16384) = 141 THEN ON PL GOTO 420,1030,1130,1340,1930,19

TEXT
POKE
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT
IF CH
IF CH
IF CH
IF CH
GOTO
HOME
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
H < >

PRINT
PRINT

HOME : NORMAL
- 16368,

O

"OPTIONS:

"

"1. CATALOG THE DISK"

"2. LOAD PICTURE INTO MEMORY"

"3. RETURN TO MAIN MENU"
: PRINT "4. VIEW HI -RES SCREEN"

"CHOICE: ";CH*iCH =

< 1 OR CH > 4 OR CH
VAL (CH*)
< > INT (CH) THEN GOTO 420

= 1

= 2
= 4
140

THEN
THEN
THEN

GOTO
GOTO
GOTO

870
590
910

PRINT "OPTIONS:"* PRINT
' 1. HI -RES SCREEN 1"
'2. HI -RES SCREEN 2"
INPUT "CHOICE: "| CH*sCH >

INT (CH) THEN 420
i INPUT "FILNAME: ";FIL*
: PRINT "LOAD ";: INVERSE

VAL (CH*): IF CH < 1 OR CH > 2 OR C

PRINT FIL*: NORMAL : PRINT "INTO "|

660 INVERSE : IF CH = 1 THEN PRINT "HI-RES PAGE 1 More

the printer, you must select a graphics
mode and the length of the graphics
line you will be sending to the printer.

I wanted to use the 480 ppl resolution

with a line length of 280 points across

the page (this length happens to corre-

spond with the horizontal screen
length of the Apple II in hi-res graph-
ics). After getting the printer on line,

the statement to set this mode would
be PRINT CHR$ (27); "K"; CHR$(24);
CHR$(1);.

The CHR$(27) is the ASCII code for

an escape character; it precedes many
of the commands related to the MX-80
and indicates that the rest of the com-
mand refers to the printer. The next
character tells the printer the resolu-

tion of the line you wish to use; "K"
indicates 480 resolution ("L" would
indicate the 960 ppl mode).
The next two codes, CHR$(24) and

CHR$(1), tell the printer how long
each horizontal line will be. It is im-
portant that you do not confuse the
line length with the resolution. A 480
ppl resolution means that only 480
points across are available; you do not
have to use all of the points.

The length of the line will turn out
to be the code number of the first

CHR$ statement, which is 24, added
to 256 times the second one, which is a
1. Thus, the line length is set to
24 -i- (256x1) = 280. Epson chose this

scheme (two arguments being sent to

the printer) so that a line length great-

er than 255 would be available. If the
second CHR$ had been 0, the line

length would be set at 24 + (256x0)
= 24 dots across.

With the 960 ppl resolution, the L
character is substituted for the K and
the last CHR$ can be 0, 1, 2 or 3. For
example, if the line PRINT CHR$(27);
"L";CHR$(100);CHR$(2); were sent

to the printer, it would cause the

MX-80 to enter the 960 ppl resolution

and set a line length of 100 + (256x2)
= 612 dots across.

You may notice that a line length
greater than 960 may be sent to the
printer by having the second CHR$
equal three and the first CHR$ greater

than 192. If you attempt this, the

printer will recognize the error and
sound the error bell. (One annoying
aspect of Graftrax-80 is that to clear an
error condition such as the one men-
tioned above, you must turn the
printer off and then on again.)

Once you have selected the line

length at a value N, the next N char-

acters the printer receives will be
printed as graphics characters. How-
ever, the Apple and TRS-80 will not be
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Listing 1 continued.

670
680
690

700
710
720
730
74C>

750
760
770
780
790
BOO
810

820
830
840
850
860

870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950

960
970
980
990
lOOO
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070

1080
1090
llOO
lllO
1120
1130

1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230

1240

1250
1260
1270

1280

1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370

1380
1390
1400

1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510

1520
1530
1540
1550

2 THEN PRINT "HI -RES PAGE 2*

INPUT "IS THIS CORRECT?" ;QU*: IF LEFT* <QU*,1)

IF CH
NORMAL
PR I NT :

O
ONERR GOTO 860
IF CH » 1 THEN PRINT D*; "BLOAD" ; FIL*j
IF CH = 2 THEN PRINT D*; "BLOAD" ; FIL*|
POKE 21 6,

O

PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT F I L*;: NORMAL
PRINT
PRINT "PRESS RETURN TO SEE THE PICTURE"
PRINT : PRINT "PRESS ESC TO RETURN TO THE MAIN MENU"

P = PEEK ( - 16384): IF P < > 155 AND P < > 141 THEN

•N" THEN 42

,A8192"; ",

,A16384";

"

D";DR
,D";DR

I PRINT " LOADED'

780
IF P = 155 THEN
POKE - 16304,0
IF CH = 2 THEN
830
POKE - 16297,0:

GOTO 150

POKE - 16297,0: POKE

POKE
( 1 6384 ) <

- 16300,0:
> 155 THEN

POKE
830

- 16299,0: POKE - 16302,0: GOTO

- 16302,0
IF PEEK
GOTO 150
END
PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT "DISK ERROR"? CHR* (7); CHR» (7): NORMAL : FOR
C - 1 TO 2000: NEXT C: GOTO 420
HOME : PRINT D*j "CATALOG, D" ; DR
FLASH : PRINT "PRESS RETURN TO PROCEED "

IF PEEK < - 16384) < > 141 THEN 890
GOTO 420
HOME : PRINT : PRINT "TYPE
PRINT : PRINT "TYPE NUMBER
PRINT
PRINT "TYPE 3 TO RETURN TO

X PEEK ( - 16384) - 176:
950
POKE - 16368,0

3 THEN GOTO 420
1 THEN POKE - 16300,0
2 THEN POKE - 16299,0
- 16297, O: POKE - 16302,0: POKE

ESC TO RETURN TO MENU'
OF SCREEN TO VIEW"

'LOAD'
IF X <

MENU'
> 1 AND X < > 2 AND X < > 3 THEN

IF X =

IF X =

IF X =

POKE - 16304,0
X = PEEK ( 16384): IF X < > 155 THEN 1010
POKE - 16300,0: POKE - 16303,0: GOTO 910
HOME : NORMAL
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT "HI -RES

PG = PEEK <
-

PRINT : PRINT
E SENT TO THE

PAGE TO PRINT (1 OR
16384) - 176: IF PG
"PAGE ";: INVERSE :

PRINTER"

2>"
< > 1 AND
PRINT PG?

:

PG < > 2 THEN
NORMAL : PRINT

1060
" WILL B

PRINT : INPUT "INVERSE OR NORMAL (I

PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "PRESS RETURN FOR MAIN MENU"
PRINT : PRINT "PRESS ESC TO SELECT PAGE"

V = PEEK ( - 16384): IF V < > 141 AND V < > 155 THEN 1100
IF V = 155 THEN GOTO 1030
GOTO 150
HOME : NORMAL : POKE - 16368,0:

/N) ";OP*
IF OP* < > "I" AND OP* < > "N'

PRINT : PRINT "HORIZONTAL EXPANSION
HE = PEEK ( - 16384) - 176: IF HE <

POKE - 16368,

O

PRINT : PRINT "VERTICAL EXPANSION (1-7)"
VE = PEEK < - 16384) - 176: IF VE < 1 OR VE >

THEN 1130
(1-4)"
1 OR HE > 4 THEN 1160

7 THEN 1190
POKE
PRINT
IF HE
PRINT

4) OR
PRINT
PRINT
IF OP*
NORMAL
PRINT "WITH

- 16368,

O

: PRINT "TABBING (1-";:
< > 4 THEN PRINT lOO;
")" ;: INPUT TB*: TB = VAL
(TB > lOO) THEN 1130

: PRINT "PICTURE TO BE PRINTED
"INVERSELY"

N" THEN PRINT "NORMALY"

IF HE = 4 THEN PRINT 50;

(TB*) : IF TB 1 OR (TB > 50 AND HE =

INVERSE IF OP* THEN

A HORIZONTAL EXPANSION OF INVERSE : PRINT HE: NORMAL

NORMAL : PRINT "AND WITH A VERTICAL EXPANSION OF ";:

VE: NORMAL
PRINT "TABBING SET AT ";: INVERSE : PRINT TB: NORMAL
POKE - 16368,0
PRINT : INPUT "IS THIS CORRECT?" ; CH*
IF LEFT* (CH*,1) = "N" THEN GOTO 1130

SO = 1: GOTO ISO
HOME : IF SO = O OR FD = O OR PG = O THEN GOTO

OR HE = 2 THEN LG = 280
OR HE = 4 THEN LG = (HE - 1) * 280
TB) / 256) - INT ( (LG TB) / 256)
/ 256)
THEN P* « "K": GOTO 1400

INVERSE : PRINT

1

3
IF HE =

IF HE =
N = ( (LG +
( (LG TB)
IF HE = 2

P* = "L"
POKE 248BO.TB:

1: GOTO 1420
POKE 24870, (2 ~ VE) - Is POKE 24872,0
POKE 24871, (LG / 280):M = PG * 8192
IF OP* = "I" THEN INVERSE : PRINT ,,
NORMAL : PRINT .."NORMAL

ISO

Nl = 256 t N:N2 INT

IF OP* = "I" THEN POKE 24870,0: POKE 24872, (2 ~ VE) -

INVERSE": NORMAL : GOTO 1450

» »

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

: PRINT

"PAGE",,: INVERSE : PRINT PG: NORMAL
"HORIZONTAL EXPANSION",: INVERSE : PRINT HE: NORMAL
"VERTICAL EXPANSION",: INVERSE : PRINT VE: NORMAL
"TABBING",,: INVERSE : PRINT TB: NORMAL
"PRINTER SLOT",,: INVERSE : PRINT PR: NORMAL
B*: POKE 34, 13
: INVERSE : PRINT "TURN PRINTER ON OR OFF AND THEN ON'

: PRINT "POSITION PAPER": POKE - 16368,

O

NORMAL

PRINT : PRINT "PRESS RETURN TO
X = PEEK ( - 16384): IF X < >

IF X » 155 THEN ISO
POKE - 16368,

O

START DUMP ESC
155 AND X < >

TO EXIT"
141 THEN 1530

able to pass certain codes to the print-

er, since specific control codes are

reserved. For example, the Apple

could not send a CHR$(13) because

this code refers to a carriage return.

In the MX-80 user's manual, Epson

outlines a method for getting around

this hindrance. Two special locations

are given. The first (49296 for the Ap-

ple and 14312 for the TRS-80) is the lo-

cation where the printer looks for

character data. By poking a 13 into the

address, this code can be sent to the

printer without the use of a PRINT
CHR$(13), which would invoke a car-

riage return.

Another address (49601 for the Ap-

ple) must be examined with a Peek
statement to determine whether the

character data poked into the first ad-

dress has been picked up by the print-

er. On the Apple, when this Peek be-

comes a value greater than (bit 8 set

to 0), it indicates that the printer has

picked up the code.

The TRS-80 uses a similar scheme to

determine whether the printer has re-

ceived the data. A sample program is

provided in the manual.
(By the way, the Apple program has

three mistakes in it. The three PEEK
49296)s in lines 40, 60 and 90 should

De changed to PEEK(49601)s.)

One final graphics capability of

Graftrax-80 is a 960 dot-per-line (dpi)

resolution printed at 480 ppl speed.

The 960 ppl mode prints only half as

fast as the 480 dpi mode. The dots in

the 960 mode aren't actually smaller

but are printed closer together, with a

slight overlap, to create the illusion of

a smoother and finer picture.

Epson's manual talks very little

about this super-fast 960 dpi mode
and indicates that it can be used only

from a machine-language driver. It

also points out the many problems
created by using this mode. I attempt-

ed to use it from machine language,

but I was unsuccessful. You might

want to experiment with this mode;
it's accessed with ESC-J.

One final note on graphics: you
must reset the vertical line spacing so

that each line is printed under the pre-

vious line with no gaps in between.

This is done with the command
PRINT CHR$(27); "3 ";CHR$(N);.

Other Capabilities of Graftrax-80

Besides its powerful graphics cap-

abilities, Graftrax-80 allows you to se-

lect an alternate italic character set.

You can access this set with the com-
mand PRINT CHR$(27);"4" preced-

ing the text you want to print in italic.
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WTM

ORANGE+TWO yjjM
Suggested

List Price

New Math from Orange+ Computer Systems
Z80A CPU + 6502 CPU = "ORANGE+TWO JJ™

We give you two computers for the price of one, because we've put them both in the same machine. The "ORANGE+TWO"™ is the
latest "state of the art" personal business/home computer with two microprocessors, each operating independently. Consider:
CP/M 3.0™, Digital Research's new enhanced CP/M version, AND 6502. That means the "ORANGE+TWO"™ will run thousands of
currently available programs, including some of the most popular business and game software on the market today. And, it uses
the new easy-to-learn, easy-to-program language: ORANGEFORTH-83.

Apple®-Compatible

STANDARD FEATURES:
— Z80A plus 6502 microprocessing uni

64K RAM Bank Switchable, fully expan
+ Built-in disk drive controller for two drives

+ Programmable ASCII keyboard with numeric
keypad and auto repeat

+ Built-in control-reset function

+ Audio volume control switch

+ High resolution video display with graphics

The ORANGE+TWO"™ is the pacesetter of the future. Why buy
1 970's technology at 1 983 prices, when you can purchase two
computers for the cost of one. Ask your favorite dealer for the

"ORANGE+TWO"™.

Cassette interface for tape backup unit

Game input and output connector for joystick

+ Operating languages: ORANGEFORTH-83, CP/M 3.0

Streamlined, high-impact case with removable lid, allowing

full access to interior

Metal base plate with motherboard connectors for fast

board removal and replacement

1 1 0/220 switch selectable power supply. Operating range
47-65 Hz
Programmable EPROMS (2764). Allows user to do custom
ROM programming

The "ORANGE+TWO"™ carries a full 90 day warranty. Nine
month extended warranty is available for an additional $99.00.

Prices & Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Limited quantities are subject to availability.

If "ORANGE+TWO"™ is not available locally, you can order factory direct. To order factory direct call

/ r% *m 0^ \ #%#v^% v r* 4 ^V or senc' bank check or money order for $1 095* to

(213) 999*52 XO Colllns International Trading Corporation, 23801

Allow 30 days for delivery from receipt of order.

•California residents add 6!£% sales tax.

Calabasas Road, Suite 2050, Calabasas, CA. 91302
Add $25 For UPS Shipping & Handling otherwise it is shipped freight

collect F.O.B. Los Angeles. Continental U.S. Only Weight 1 8 lbs.

"

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED. Circle 159 on Reader Service card.



Listing 1 continued.

15AO POKE - 16297,0: POKE - 16302, O: POKE ( - 16301 PG) ,0 : POKE
304,0

1570 PR» PR
1580 IF VE > 1 THEN Q 24 »R 8: GOTO 1750
1590 PRINT CHR* <27>;"3 M

;

1600 POKE 49296,21
1610 IF PEEK (49601) < =0 THEN 1610
1620 Q = 1:R * 3
1630 FOR CA = TO 26
1640 IF PEEK ( - 16384) 155 THEN GOTO 1920
1630 PRINT CHR* (27) ;P*; CHR* (Nl ) ; CHR* (N2) ;

1660 CALL 24843
1670 IF (CA / 8) = INT (CA / 8) THEN 1700
1680 IF CA = 9 OR CA 18 THEN M = M - 856: GOTO 1700
1690 M «= M •» 128
1700 A - M - INT (M / 256) * 256: B = (M - A) / 256: POKE 7, A: POKE 8,B: POKE

9.CA - 8 t INT (CA / 8): POKE 24869,

B

1710 CALL 24576
1720 IF CA = 26 THEN 1750
1730 PRINT CHR* (O); CHR* (13);: POKE 24867, PEEK (8):

(7) - 40
POKE 24866 , PEEK

1740 NEXT CA
1750 PRINT CHR* (27);"3";
1760 POKE 49296,3 • VE
1770 IF PEEK (49601) < = O THEN 1770
1780 PRINT CHR* (0); CHR* (13)?
1790 IF VE = 1 THEN M = M + 5120
1800 M = M - 128
1810 PRINT CHR* (27)? PS; CHR* (Nl); CHR* (N2)

;

1820 FOR CA = 1 TO Q
1830 IF CA = 9 OR CA = 17 THEN M = M - 856: GOTO 1850
1840 M = M + 128
1850 FOR Y = 1 TO R
I860 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 155 THEN GOTO 1920
1870 AD = (Y - 1) * 1024 M:A AD - INT (AD / 236) t

256
256: B P (AC l - A) /

1880 POKE 7, A: POKE 8,B: CALL 24843: CALL 24759
1890 PRINT CHR* (13);: PRINT CHR* (27) ;P*| CHR* (Nl )

;

CHR* (N2) ;

1900 NEXT Y
1910 NEXT CA
1920 PR# O: GOTO ISO
1930 HOME : PRINT : PRINT : INVERSE a PRINT "LOADING MACHINE CODE"
1940 ONERR GOTO 1980
1950 PRINT DS;"BLOAD SUPER-DUMP. MC" ;", D" ; DR
I960 FD = 1: POKE 216,0
1970 GOTO 150
1980 INVERSE : PRINT "DISK ERROR": NORMAL : PRINT CHR* (7); CHR* (7)1 FOR

C = 1 TO 2000: NEXT C: GOTO 150
1990 HOME : NORMAL : PRINT : PRINT
2000 PRINT "PRINTER SLOT (1-6)"
2010 PR = PEEK ( - 16384) - 176: IF PR > 7 OR PR < 1 THEN 2010
2020 POKE - 16368,0
2030 PRINT : PRINT "DISK DRIVE (1 OR 2)

"

2040 DR = PEEK ( - 16384) - 176: IF DR < > 1 AND DR < > 2 THEN 2040
2050 GOTO 150
2060 TEXT : HOME : PRINT : PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT "TO RESTAR1

: NORMAL : PRINT : PRINT : END
2070 OQ «= PL
2080 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 149 THEN PL = PL * It GOTO 2100
2090 PL = PL - 1

2100 IF PL = O THEN PL = 7
2110 IF PL < THEN PL = PL »• 8
21 20 IF PL = 8 THEN PL = 1

2130 VTAB lO OQ: NORMAL : PRINT OP*(OQ)
2140 VTAB 10 PL: INVERSE : PRINT OP* (PL)

2150 POKE - 16368,

O

21 60 RETURN

Listing 2. Super-Dump.MC program.

SOURCE FILE: SUPER DUMP2
OOOO

:

1 * SUPER 601B:A5 09 29 LDA •O*
OOOOl 2 *DUMP 601D:C9 00 30 CMP #00
OOOO: 3 »ROUTINE 601F:FO 57 71 BED SWITCH1
0000

:

4 *BV 6021 :C8 32 BACK I-NY

OOOO

:

5 *JON 6022: CO 07 37 CPY #07
OOOO

:

6 *LEDERMAN 6024: DO EB 34 BNE START
OOOO

:

7 *ROUTINE. STARTING 6026: A2 00 35 LDX #*<X>

OOOO

:

8 *AT 6028:20 97 60 36 JSR TESTINV
OOOO

:

9 »*6OO0 602B:Au OO 37 MAIN LDY #*O0

OOOO

:

10 *FOR 602D:84 06 38 STY *06
OOOO

:

11 *USE 602F:B9 F9 00 39 BEG LDA F9, Y

OOOO

:

12 *WITH 6032:20 8F 60 40 JSR ROTATE
OOOO

:

17 *GRAF 6035: C8 41 I NY

OOOO

:

1* *TRAX 6036: CO 07 42 CPY #07
OOOO

:

15 *BO 6038: DO F5 43 BNE BEG
NEXT DBJECT FILE NAME [8 SUPER- DUMP. MC 603A:E8 44 INX

6000: 16 ORG *6000 603B:20 97 60 45 JSR TESTINV
60OO: A9 OO 17 LDA t*O0 603E:E0 06 46 CPX #06
6002: 8E 24 61 18 STA *6124 6040:D0 E9 47 BNE MAIN
tOOSsA! 09 19 TEST LDA *09 6042: E6 07 48 INC 07
6007:CS 1 OO 20 CMr t*O0 6044 :EE 22 61 49 INC 6122
60O9 : DC 5A 21 BNE SWITCH 6047:EE 24 61 SO INC 6124
600B : AC » OO 22 INIT LDY #*00 604A: AD 24 61 51 LDA 6124
600D:84 06 23 STY *06 604D:C9 28 52 CMP #28
600F: A! 00 24 LDX #*00 604F:D0 30 53 BNE WARM
6011: Al 07 25 START LDA (*07,X) 605 1 : 60 54 RTS

6013:20 i 8F 60 26 JSR ROTATE 6052: 18 55 ADD CLC -. ,.

6016: 4C 52 60 27 JMP ADD 6053: A5 08 56 LDA
( Mnrp

6019: C6 09 28 BLOW DEC *09 6055:69 04 57 ADC #04 vj^5 *

In addition, Graftrax-80 allows you

to mix expanded and compressed

print or double-strike and emphasized

print on the same line. The codes to

access these print styles have been

changed. One new command allows

you to redefine the escape codes to ac-

cess the various features of the

printer. For example, you could tell

the printer that you wanted the code

CHR$(8)-instead of CHR$(4)-to ac-

cess the italics set. All subsequent uses

of PRINT CHR$(8) would then access

the italics set.

Documentation

The documentation supplied with

Graftrax-80 is adequate, although not

extensive. The information, supplied

in a 23-page booklet, includes a list

with each command and its appropri-

ate escape sequences. Some of the less

straightforward commands are ac-

companied by examples explaining

how to use them.
In some cases, diagrams are provid-

ed to make operation of the system

clear. If you have had no experience

with the MX-80, the manual suggests

that you read the Epson MX-80 Printer

User's Manual, by D.A. Lien. Also, to

use Graftrax-80 effectively, an under-

standing of the Basic language is re-

commended.

Super-Dump

Super-Dump, a program I wrote for

the Apple II computer, provides a

high-resolution screen dump of either

hi-res page 1 or 2. Using this program,

you can choose to print a hi-res picture

in normal or reverse print with dif-

ferent horizontal and vertical expan-

sions plus tabbing.

Super-Dump is divided into two
parts. Super-Dump.Basic is an Apple-

soft program that utilizes a machine-

language subroutine called Super-

Dump.MC. To use the program, you
need a 32K Apple II with Applesoft

Basic. Type in the Basic program (as

shown in Listing 1), and save this pro-

gram to disk, calling it Super-Dump.
Basic. If you have an assembler, type

in and assemble Listing 2, calling it

Super-Dump.MC.
If you do not have access to an as-

sembler, you can type directly in the

HEX-codes (as shown in Listing 3),

starting at $6000 HEX (24576
decimal). Save this program with the

command BSAVE "SUPER-DUMP.
MC";A$6000,L$122. To run the pro-

gram, type RUN SUPER-DUMP.
BASIC.

After the program is loaded, the
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Circle 262 on Reader Service card.

Daisy wheel quality
without daisy wheel

expense «f-

You need the quality print that a daisy wheel

printer provides but the thought ofbuying one makes your

wallet wilt. The Selectric™ Interface, a step-by-step guide to

interfacing an IBM Selectric I/O Writer to your microcom-

puter, will give you that quality at a fraction of the price.

George Young, co-author of Microcomputing magazine's

popular "Kilobaud Klassroom" series, offers a low-cost al-

ternative to buying a daisy wheel printer.

The Selectric™ Interface includes:

•step-by-step instructions

• tips on purchasing a used Selectric™

• information on various Selectric™1 models, in-

cluding the 2740, 2980, and Dura 1041

• driver software for Z80, 8080, and 6502 chips

• tips on interfacing techniques

With The Selectric Interface and some background in elec-

tronics, you can have a high-quality, low-cost, letter-quali-

ty printer. Petals not included.

Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE 1-800-258-5473. Or
mail your order with payment plus $1.50 shipping and

handling to: Wayne Green Inc. Attn: Retail Book Sales,

Peterborough, NH 03458.

Dealer inquiries invited.
<t> -i ^> n *n

ISBN 0-88006-05 1-4 1 28 pages $ 1 Z 97
Yes, I want Selectric Interface (BK 7 388). Enclosed is $12.97 per

copy plus $1.50 for shipping and handling.

MASTER VISA AMEX

Card # _

Signature

Name

Expires

Address

City

State and Zip

All orders shipped UPS if complete street address is given.

338B7S

Epson, OKI, IDS, NEC, Diablo, Qume

ACOUSTIC ENCLOSURES
Reduces Noise Up to 90%
Heavy Duty Acrylic Cover

Bottom Feed Capability

Woodgrain Finish

Micro Printercenter
TM

Dealer & Ordering Info

800-343-431

1

Master Charge and Visa Accepted

Shipping & Handling Charges Additional

CAB-TEK, Inc.
Riverside St. Nashua, NH 03062

CIVILIZING COMPUTERS

MPC I $99 (MX 80) MPC II $129 (0KI82)

MPC III $179 (83A. MX100) MCP IV $199 (Daisy Printer)

Power Control & Ventilation $80

Paper Rack $30 Bottom Feed Brackets $30

MPC I SHOWN

Circle 251 on Reader Service card.

FINALLY

80 x 24 VIDEO DISPLAY
PLUS! CP/M® and 112K

for TRS-80- MODEL III & I

.»»"VID 80

• 80 Character Display
• Reverse video
• 16K added ram

• VX-3, 64K CP/M
• VX-3, CP/M and

Added memory

$399.00

$524.00

Other products: MOD. Ill

• "Sprinter III
-"

3.4 or 5 mhz speed up . 99.50

Doubles your speed

* "DISK CONTROLLER/
CLOCK
Battery-powered clock
calendar, 8" capability, and
double density. Assembled
board only.

DX-3D 229.50

DISTRIBUTORS:
CANADA—M&M Micro Mart
Quebec Canada (514) 713-9486

EAST COAST— Bi-Tech
Bohemia, NY (800) 645-1165

MIDWEST— Level IV Products
Livonia, Ml (800) 521-3305

Ml DWEST—Soft Sector Marketing
Garden City, Ml (800) 521-6504

SOUTHERN— Digital Distributing
Dallas, TX (214) 330-1332

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

HOLMES
ENGINEERING, INC.

ViSA la^le' chatgt

l :

5175 Green Pine Drive Salt Lake City, Utah 84107

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corporation
One year warranty on all products. Add shipping/handling—$5.00 U.S. and Canada. All

others add 15%. Prices subject to change without notice. For information send self-

addressed stamped envelope. Reader Service takes 8 weeks.
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Listing 2 continued.
6(.)D9:8D 24 61 107 STA 6124

6057:85 08 58 STA 08 60BC : 85 06 1 06 STA 06
6059: 4C 19 60 59 JMP BLOW 60BEsA0 07 109 WARM1 LDV #07
605C-.8D 90 CO 60 PRINT STA 4C090 60C0lA2 00 1 10 LDX #00
60SF : AD CI CI 61 WATT LDA C1C1 60C2:A1 07 111 LDA (07, X)

b062l 30 F8 62 BMI WAIT 60C4:85 06 1 12 STA 06

6Q64i fc" 6:- RTS 60C6: 18 1 1 3 START 1 CLC
6065l A3 07 64 SWITCH LDA *07 60C7:A5 06 114 LDA 06

6067 t 48 65 PMA 6UC9: 4

A

115 LSR A

6066 : A'5 06 66 LDA *OB 60CA:85 06 1 16 STA 06
a>06A: It) 67 tha 60CC : 2< > E 1 60 117 JSR PREPR
6O6B1 AD 22 4.1 68 LDA 16122 60CF : 88 118 TEST1 DEY
iOt.E : B5 (17 69 STA 7 60D0:C0 OO 119 CPY #<.><>

60701 AD 23 6 l
•
7 LDA 6 1 2 :• 60D2:D0 F2 120 8NE START 1

6073t8S 08 71 •08 60D4:EE 24 61 121 INC 6124
60 75: 4C OE< 6<_> 72 JMP IN1T 60D7:E6 07 1 ^^*-» INC 07
6078: 6£i BW1 rcHi FLA 60D9:AD 24 61 123 LDA 6124
d.0 7'v: 85 OG M 5TA •:>8 60DC:C9 28 124 CMP #28
607Bl68 75 ! I ft 60DE:D0 DE 125 BNE WARM 1

607C1 B5 7 76 STA 7 60E0: 60 126 RTS
607EI4C . 1 6" 77 J MP BACl 6OEI1BO 03 127 PREPR BCS SET

608 1 : A'5 o«v 78 WAKM LDA <:> c' 60E3|4C 02 61 128 JMP NOSET

6063 1 69 ? 79 adc: »*07 60E6:AD 26 61 129 SET LDA 6126

6069t6a 09 60 STA 09 60E^:BD 29 61 1 30 STA 6129

,V>8'-7 : AD 61 81 LDA •6123 6OEC1AE 27 61 131 PR I NX LDX 6127

606AI8S 82 STA 08 60EF:AD 29 61 132 LOOP LDA 6129

608Cl4C >>5 60 8 3 JMP TEST 60F2i8D 90 C<> t 3 3 STA C090

608F : t B 84 ROTATE CLL 60F5:AD CI CI 134 WAIT1 LDA C1C1

6090i 4

A

85 LS6 A 60F8t30 FB 1 35 BMI WAIT1

607 1 : 99 I 9 '.)<.» 66 E TA FV, V 60FA: LA 136 DEX

6094

:

06 87 ROL 06 60F B<EO < >0 137 CPX #00
6096i 60 88 RTS OOF D: DO FO 138 BNE LOOP

97: 8^ 89 TESTINV TXA 60FFlA2 00 139 LDX #00
6098: 48 90 PMA 6101 :60 140 RTS

6099i

M

61 'vl LDX 612"7 61021 AD 2G< 61 141 NOSE

I

LDA 6120

609C : AD 26 6 1 I NO LDA 6126 6105: 8D 29 61 142 STA 6129
609Fi C9 00 93 CMP ••OO 6108i4C EC 60 143 J MR PR I NX

60A 1 1 FO OD 94 DEO EXO 6IOB1 BA 144 TAD TXA

60A3iAS 06 93 LDA 06 6IOC1 48 145 PHA

6OAS1 20 5C 60 96 GOPFVN T JSP PRINT 6IOD1AE 30 61 146 LDX 6 1 30

6OA81CA <7 7 DEX L0lA9 OO 147 SPACE LDA #00
60A9i EO 00 98 CP* #00 61 l2lBD 9n CO 143 5TA C090
6OA61 D«) EF 99 BNE INV 61 15: AD CI CI 149 WAIT2 LDA C1C1

60AD: 68 1 00 PLA 61 18:70 FE< I 30 BMI WAIT2

60AL : AA 101 TAX 61 lAlCA 1 5 1 DEX

60AF : 60 102 RTS 61 ID: CO 00 r CPX #1:10

6060 1 A5 06 103 EXO LDA 06 61 ID: Do F

1

1 5

:

BNE SPACE

6082:49 FT 104 EOR FT 61 IF: 68 154 FLA

6084: 4 C: A5 6c» 1 05 JMP GOPRNT 6 1 20 : AA 155 TAX

6067lA9 00 106 DINGLE LDA ••00 6 121: 60 1 56 RTS

screen will be filled with a list of seven

options. Use the left and right arrow

keys to choose your option. Press the

return key when your selection is

displayed in reverse. At the bottom of

the screen, the current drive number
and printer slot are displayed. Both

are given a default value of 1

.

Also, if Super-Dump.MC has been

loaded, the message "Super-Dump is

Intact" will be displayed. Or, if you
have not loaded the code, "Super-

Dump is Not Intact" will appear. Op-

tion 1 allows you to catalog a disk,

load a picture or display either one of

the hi-res screens. You can load a pic-

ture into either page. By using option

2, you tell Super-Dump which page

you wish to print out.

Next, you must use option 3 (select

print options) to choose how you want
the picture printed. After you select

this option, the computer will ask you
whether you want to print in reverse

(white on black) or normal (black on
white). Then you select the horizontal

expansion (1-4). Expansion 1 uses the

960 ppl resolution and prints one dot

horizontally for each pixel on the

screen. When using this expansion,

your picture will appear to be slightly

Circle 189 on Reader Service card

100% Radio Shack Equipment

Order Toll Free 1 -800-874'1551
FLA Residents 904-438-6507 collect

EPSON, OKIDATA, CITOH, TABCO Printer Switches

*M:1
704 W Michigan Ave; P.O. Box 8098

Pensacola, FLA 32505
*TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation
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Example 1. This reproduction of William Boyd, the actor who portrayed the fictitious cowboy Hopalong
Cassidy in the 1940s and 1950s, was printed in reverse with the Super-Dump program.

shrunken and distorted.

Horizontal expansion 2 uses 480 ppl

resolution and also prints one dot per

pixel. With horizontal expansion 3,

the picture will be printed in 960 ppl

resolution, but it will print two dots

horizontally for each pixel. This ex-

pansion will appear to be close to hori-

zontal expansion 2, but with a slightly

higher resolution.

Horizontal expansion 4 is also 960
ppl resolution with three dots horizon-

tally per pixel on the screen. This is

the best for horizontal blow-ups. Next,

Super-Dump prompts you for the ver-

tical expansion. Select a number be-

tween 1 and 7. The higher the number
you choose, the greater the vertical

expansion.

Select the tabbing between 1 and
the value printed. With greater hori-

zontal expansions, the computer will

automatically select a lower maxi-

mum tabbing.

After you have selected these op-

tions, Super-Dump will print the ones

you have chosen and ask you if they

are correct. If you make a mistake,

type N and press return and the pro-

gram will ask you to select again. If

the options are correct, type Y and
then return; this will leave you at the

main menu.
Any combination of horizontal and

vertical expansions with different tab-

bings are acceptable. When you have

selected the page and print options,

load Super-Dump.MC. When you se-

lect this option, Super-Dump.Basic will

automatically load the machine-lan-

guage code into the correct addresses.

And Finally...

Finally, you're ready to dump the

screen. Select this option. If you have
not selected the screen page or print

options or have not loaded the ma-
chine code, selecting this option will

have no effect. Otherwise, the print

options you have selected will be
displayed. You may press ESC to

abort to the main menu at any time
during or before printing.

If you decide to continue with the

dump, turn on the printer. If the print-

er was on, turn it off and then on again
to clear any data that may have ac-

cumulated in the print buffer. Position

the paper, using the line and form-
feed controls.

When these have been set, get the

printer on line and press the return

key, and the program will begin to

dump the graphics screen you have
selected. The picture will be displayed

on the screen during the dump; after-

wards, the program will return to the

main menu.
Option 6 is used to change the print-

er slot and drive number. All opera-

tions with the disk drives will use the

drive selected and the program will

send the print data to the slot you have
indicated. Option 7 exits the program.
Dumping different pictures with

Super-Dump requires you to select

different print options for the best ef-

fect. For example, the Hopalong Cas-
sidy picture (see Example 1) looks best

when printed in reverse. A vertical ex-

pansion of about 3 or 4 will fill a page
vertically. Remember, though, that

you trade off resolution when you
choose higher horizontal and vertical

expansions. You can experiment with
different tab settings to achieve the

best effect. Also, you might want to

keep a "picture disk" full of your fa-

vorite hi-res pictures to be dumped at

your convenience.

To gain a more thorough idea of the

structure of Super-Dump, you should
examine the listings. The Apple uses

40 bytes to store each horizontal line

of graphics. Each byte corresponds to

seven dots horizontally across the

screen. Seven of the bits are used to in-

dicate which points are lit, with the
eighth bit corresponding to the color

of the byte.

The bits are stored with the least-

significant bit first and the seventh bit

last. If the corresponding bit is set, a

6000- A9 00 8D 24 61 A5 09 C9
6008- 00 DO 5A AO 00 84 06 A2
60 1

0- 00 Al 07 20 8F 60 4C 52
60 18- 60 C6 09 A5 09 C9 00 FO
6020- 57 C8 CO 07 DO EB A2 00
6028- 20 97 60 AO 00 84 06 B9
6030- F9 00 20 8F 60 C8 CO 07
6038- DO F5 E8 20 97 60 EO 06
6040- DO E9 E6 07 EE 4b4C 61 EE
6048- 24 61 AD 24 61 C9 28 DO
6050— 30 60 18 A5 08 69 04 85
6058- 08 4C 19 60 8D 90 CO AD
6060- c:i CI 30 FB 60 A5 07 48
6068- A5 08 48 AD 22 61 85 07
6070- AD 61 85 08 4C OB 60
6078- 68 85 08 68 85 07 4C 21
6080- 60 A5 09 69 07 85 09 AD
6088- 25 61 85 08 4C 05 60 18
6090- 4A 99 F9 00 26 06 60 8A
6098- 48 AE 27 61 AD 26 61 C9
60A0- 00 FO OD A5 06 20 5C 60
6OA8- CA EO 00 DO EF 68 AA 60
60BO— A5 06 49 FF 4C A5 60 A9
60BB- 00 8D 24 61 85 06 AO 07
60CO- A2 00 Al 07 85 06 18 A5
60C8- 06 4A 85 06 20 El 60 88

[

60D0- CO 00 DO F2 EE 24 61 E6
60D8- 07 AD 24 61 C9 28 DO DE
60E0- 60 BO 03 4C 02 61 AD 26
60E8- 61 8D 29 61 AE 27 61 AD
60F0- 29 61 8D 90 CO AD CI CI
60F8- 30 FB CA EO 00 DO FO A2
6100- 00 60 AD 28 61 8D 29 61
6108- 4C EC 60 8A 48 AE 30 61
61 10- A9 00 8D 90 CO AD CI CI
6118- 30 FB CA EO 00 DO Fl 68
6120-
*

AA 60

Listing 3 . Super-Dump routine for use without

an assembler.
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point appears on the screen and if it is

0, the point is dark. The only confus-

ing area is how the high-resolution

screen is mapped. Consult the Apple II

Reference Manual for an explanation.

Now look at Fig. 3. This group of

seven bytes might correspond to a

chunk of screen memory.
Assume the top byte (1010101) is in

location 8192 and the succeeding

bytes are stacked vertically below this

byte. Super-Dump scans vertically

down seven horizontal lines at a time.

Using the machine-language ROL and

LSR instructions, it assembles the first

seven vertical bits into a byte to be

sent to the printer. Remember, if a bit

is set to 1, then the point is lit. Thus,

each vertical bit on the screen actually

corresponds to one print needle on the

printer.

The first value that would be sent to

the printer would be 89, or 1011001.

Note that on the Apple, the eighth nee-

dle cannot be addressed.

The second byte sent to the printer

would be 52, or 01 10100. This process

is repeated eight times for each chunk

BYTE BYTE BYTE BYTE BYTE BYTE BYTE BYTE12 3 4 5 6 7 8

I \ 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1

1 1 .0

8192

8192 1024

8192 +2048

8192 3072

8192 + 4096

8192 5120

8192 6144

THESE VERTICAL
BITS ACTUALLY
CORRESPOND TO
THE PRINT NEEDLES

Fig. 3. A chunk ofscreen memory (as Super-Dump sees it) waiting to be assembled and sent to the printer.

of memory and 280 times for each

horizontal line on the screen.

Machine language is used for this

part because of its high speed. An-

other interesting idea you should keep
in mind when using this dump routine

is that different combinations of odd
or even bit settings will result in dif-

ferent colors. For example, green is

made by plotting only in the odd col-

umns. When Super-Dump looks at a

green line, it "sees" only the odd col-

umns lit and thus plots dots with very

small spaces in between.

This idea works well in that it pro-

vides pseudo-color to the plotted pic-

ture. Different colors on the screen re-

ceive different textures, which appear
as different shades of gray when print-

ed out. Consult the Apple reference

manual for the actual combination to

produce these different colors.

To print horizontal expansions,

Super-Dump simply prints more than

one dot horizontally for each dot on
the screen. Vertical expansion is a bit

more complicated; instead of printing

the seven horizontal lines with each

pass, only one is printed.

Taller blocks are used to achieve the

vertical expansion. Thus, if the ver-

Circle 198 on Reader Service card.

COMPUTER KITS- FROM $69.95
LNW SEMI-KITS can save you hundreds of dollars. By obtaining your own parts at the lowest
possible cost and assembling the LNW SEMI-KITS, you can have the most highly acclaimed
microcomputer in the industry- the LNW80. The LNW SEMI-KITS are affordable modules. You
can start with a modest cassette system and expand to a full 4Mhz TRS-80 compatible system with

5 or 8 inch double density disks and color at any time.

A. LNW80 CPU - Made of high quality FR4 glass epoxy double sided circuit material, with plated-
through holes and gold edge connector. It is fully solder-masked and silk screened. Here are just

some of the outstanding features you will have when your LNW80 CPU board is fully assembled:
• 1 6K RAM • Color and black and white video • 480 x 1 92 high resolution graphics • 64 and 80
column video • 4 Mhz Z80A CPU • Upper and lower case display • 500 and 1 000 baud cassette
I/O -$89.95

B. SYSTEM EXPANSION -Expand the LNW80 computer board, TRS-80 and PMC-80 computer
with the following features: • 32K memory • Serial RS232C and 20Ma port • Real time clock •

Parallel printer port • 5 inch single density disk controller • Expansion bus (screen printer port) •
Onboard power supply • Solder-masked and silk screened legend- $69.95 (tin plated contacts) -

$84.95 (gold plated contacts)

C. KEYBOARD- 74 key expanded professional keyboard- includes 1 2 key numeric keypad. Fully

assembled and tested. - $99.95
D. COMPUTER CASE - This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit gives your
LNW80 that professional factory-built appearance. - $84.95 Add $12.00 for shipping.

E. SYSTEM EXPANSION CASE- This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit

gives your SYSTEM EXPANSION interface that professional factory-built appearance. - $59.95
Add $10.00 for shipping.

F. LNW80 CPU - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $82.00
G. LNW80 VIDEO- HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT- $31 .OO
H. SYSTEM EXPANSION - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT- $27.50
I. LEVEL II ROM set. (6 chip set) - $1 20.00

VISA and MasterCard accepted. Add $3.00 for shipping plus $1.00 for each additional item. All

shipments via UPS surface. Add $2.00 for U.S. Mail. Shipments outside continental U.S.: funds must
be U.S. dollars. Sufficient shipping costs must be included with payment.

ORDERS & INFORMATION - (714) 544-5744
SERVICE - (71 4) 641 -8850

LNW ResearchCorp.
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. 92680
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Examples 2 and 3. Two samples ofgraphics capabilities of Epson's MX-80.
These graphics are made possible by the Graftrax-80 chip and the Super-

Dump program. Super-Dump, written by the author for the Apple II, pro-

vides a high-resolution screen dump.

tical expansion is set to any number
greater than 1, the print time increases

dramatically to about ten minutes in-

stead of the usual 45 seconds for verti-

cal expansions of 1.

You should use vertical expansion
greater than 1 only when a large blow-
up is needed. When you need this

feature, you will find that the wait is

worth it—and picture quality is high.

A reverse is achieved by using the

exclusive function in machine lan-

guage to produce a negative image.
Tabbing is done by sending a series of
CHR$(0) strings to the printer.

What else can you do with Graf-
trax-80? The possibilities are practi-

cally limitless. How about a lo-res

dump for the Apple using TRS-80
graphics characters? Or even better,

how about a program to take the

lo-res screen and print it out as hi-res

graphics? You might want to try a pro-

gram that stores a few graphics

screens at a time and prints them out
as one hi-res picture. Using the tech-

niques presented in this article, you
could probably do these programs
without much difficulty.

Conclusion

Is Graftrax-80 worth getting? Well,

for about $100, you can increase the

capabilities of the MX-80 many
times—and turn it into the most versa-

tile printer for your money.

Circle 60 on Reader Service card. Circle 39 on Reader Service card.

VIC RABBIT CARTRIDGE
AND CBM 64 RABBIT CARTRIDGE

"High-Speed
Cassette

Load and Save!"

$39.95

(includes Cartridge

and Manual)

Expansion Connector

on the VIC Cartridge

"Don't waste your Life away waiting to LOAD and SAVE
programs on Cassete Deck."

Load or Save 8K in approximately 30 seconds! Try

it — your Un-Rabbitized VIC takes almost 3 minutes.

It's not only Fast but VERY RELIABLE.

Almost as fast as VIC Disk Drive! Don't be foolish —
Why buy the disk when you can get the VIC Rabbit

for much, much less!

Easy to install — it just plugs in.

Expansion Connector on rear.

Works with or without Expansion Memory.
Works with VIC Cassette Deck.

12 Commands provide other neat features.

Also Available for 2001 , 4001 , and 8032

I

3239 Linda Or

Winston Salem NC 27106

(9191924 2889 |919| 748 8446

Sffff
DAISY WHEEL
New Smith Corona TP-1

True letter quality printer for less than the cost of an
office typewriter! Priced $500 less than other popular
daisy wheel printers!

SALE PRICE:
$499.

FEATURES:

it Friction feed

it 1 5 cps. 120 wpm
it Changeable daisy wheels'

it Parallel or serial interface

it Compatible with R/S, Apple, etc

|l|j SUNLOCK SYSTEMS
^^ 4217 Carolina Ave

Richmond. Va 23222

AWTT10NAL PRINTER SPECIALS
Obidata GomlvvL C.Jtok

RX80 $399
80¥T 449
¥K80 559
MX J 00 649

82A $419
83A 639
91 499
93 849

10 $319
10S 409
15 469
15S 559

8510AP $399
1550P 699
¥10-40 1149
¥10-55 1595

WE WILL MEET ANV AVVERT1SEV COST IN-STOCK

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800-368-9191
In Virginia call 804-321-9191

We accept MasterCard. Visa and CODs
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A Sure Cure
For TS Wobble

Ifyou're suffering from this dreaded disease, here's a simple

hardware trick that will have you and your computer feeling tip-

top in no time at all.

By Jim Stephens

How many times have you typed in

a long program only to have it

wiped out in a blink of the screen be-

fore it is saved? This is one of the

many symptoms of the dreaded dis-

ease known as "ZX Wobble" (or, if

you prefer, the "TS Wobble").

Other symptoms include programs

failing to load and trash appearing in

the middle of your Basic lines. It hap-

pens because a momentary "twitch"

of the 16K RAM pack can throw gar-

bage into the variable storage area;

this usually makes the little micro ill.

But, there is a cure for this unpredict-

able sickness.

When Sinclair researchers designed

the ZX-81, they knew that the mem-
ory module would need physical sup-

port. They even designed the case

with a bracket attachment that was to

take the weight and firmly attach the

module.

However, something went wrong.

The bracket was left off and the cus-

tomer and the RAM pack were left

hanging. They did get the bracket at-

THREE FLATHEAD SHEET
METAL SCREWS ( 1/4 x 1/8 in ) • * A

SILICON \
RUBBER
COMPOUND-7

(•— 2 in.—

H

3 m

ALUMINUM
BRACKET

COUNTERSINK EACH HOLE
FOR FLUSH FIT

Fig. 1. Procedure ofattachment ofsupport bracket

to the ZX-81 (TS-1000).
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tachment holes, but they're on the

wrong side! Still, the idea was good,

and all we actually need is the rigid

bracket to make the terrible glitches

go away.
Before we attach a permanent sup-

port, however, one other problem

associated with ZX Wobble must be

corrected: oxidation. Copper has a

tendency to grow a coat of green crud;

for this reason, the manufacturer rec-

ommends cleaning the copper foil at

the connector before the RAM pack is

connected.

Eliminating Oxidation

Oxidation can be cured, too.

Copper oxide is caused by air and
moisture coming into contact with

copper. The result is a blue-green haze

that is almost impervious to electrical

current. The method of eliminating

this oxide is simple.

First, take an eraser and clean the

copper fingers at the connector. Cover
the copper connector foils with a gen-

erous coating of silicone heat-sink com-
pound. This special white "grease" is

sold by most electronics parts stores;

it's nonconductive, yet it allows

metal-to-metal contact. It can be
messy, but it keeps moisture away
from the copper and cures oxidation.

The Support Bracket

The necessary dimensions of the

needed bracket are shown in Fig. 1. It

should be cut from hard aluminum
and should be at least 1/16-inch thick.

This thickness is necessary to prevent

bending.

Drill eight 1/8-inch holes in the alu-

minum bracket and obtain three flat-

head 1/4 x 1/8-inch sheet metal screws

for the attachment to the bottom of the

case. Countersink these holes as in

Fig. 1.

Before the case is drilled with a

3/32-inch bit, the bottom of the case

should be removed to avoid damage to

the circuit board. Use the bracket as a

template and mark the screw loca-

tions. Drill the case holes and sand the

areas around the points where the

screws penetrate the case bottom. The
silver coating is conductive, so if it

touches the screws, it will ground the

bracket and could cause glitches if the

bracket is touched by you.

Replace the case bottom and apply

the heat sink compound. Attach the

RAM pack snugly to its connector and

attach the bracket to the bottom of the

case. The bracket will fit between the

plastic feet on the RAM pack.

There should now be about 1/8-inch

clearance between the module and
the new bracket. This space is filled

with either clear or black Dow
silicone rubber. The five holes on the

module end of the bracket give a grip

for the silicone rubber. This method is

used because the disassembly and
drilling of the RAM pack is not recom-

mended.
Allow the silicone rubber to dry in

an upright position overnight. The
result will be a wobble-free RAM
pack that will withstand all of the

banging of the keyboard that the kids

can dish out.B

Address correspondence to Jim Stephens, 2324

Dennywood Drive, Nashville, TN 37214.
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LowestSoftwarePrices
We hereby certify that your purchase from Discount Software represents

the lowest price sold anywhere. Ifyou find a lower price on what you purchased
within 30 days, send the ad and well refund the difference.

Discount Price

CP/M

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Medical (PAS-3) $849
Dental (PAS-3) $849
ASHTON-TATE

$/00 dBASEII.
*§ f % call for price

dBASE Users Guide $29
Friday! $265
Financial Planner $595
Bottom Line Strategist $349
A8YST DESIGN/FRONTIER
Prof Time Accounting .... $549
General Subroutine $269
Application Utilities $439
DIGITAL RESEARCH
CP/M 2.2

Intel MDS $135

DRS or QRS or RTL $319
MDBSPKG $1999
MICROPRO

$070 WordStar

$ A7Q Mai1 Merge

WordStar/Mailmerge $399
WS/MM/SpeMStar $549

SORCIM

$179 SuperCalc

s199 SpellStar

DataStar
InfoStar
ReportStar. .

.

Wordmaster .

.

Supersort I .

.

Calc Star
MICROSOFT

$249
$349
$254
$119
$199
$129

$149 Northstar

$ A CQ TRS-80 Model II

Micropolis $175

CBasic-2

Display Manager
Access Manager

$319
$239

$OAGk Basic-80

$OOQ Basic Compiler

$Q>|Q Fortran-80

$C/IQ Cobol-80

Multiplan $219
M-Sort $175

s449 PL/1-80
$159 Macro-80

BT-80
MAC
RMAC
Sid

•179
$85

$179
$65

Z-Sid

DeSpool $49
CB-80 $459
Link-80 $90
FOX ft GELLER
Quickscreen $135
Quickcode $265

%i OUtil

DGraph $265
MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS
Knowledge Man $429
HDBS $595
MDBS $1099

MuSimp/MuMath $224
MuLisp-80 $174
ORGANIC SOFTWARE
Textwriter III $111
Datebook II $269
Milestone $269
OSBORNE (McGraw/HHI)
G/L, or AR & AR or PAY . . $59
All 3 $129
All 3 + CBASIC-2 $199
Enhanced Osborne $299
PEACHTREE
G/1 .A/R,A/RPAY,INV(each)$399
P8 Version Add $234
Peachcalc $249
Peachpak
(G/L. A/R. A/P) $349

STAR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
G/L, A/R,A/R Pay(each). $349
All 4 $1129
Legal or Property Mgt $849
STRUCTURED SYSTEMS
Business Packages (call)

SuperCalc II $265
Act $157
SUPERSOFT
Ada $270
Diagnostic II $89
Disk Doctor $89
Forth (8080 or z80) $149
Fortran $319
Ratfor $79
C Compiler $225
Scratch Pad $266
StatsGraph $174
Analiza II $45
Disk Edit $89
Term II $179
Utilities I or II $54
SOFTWARE DIMENSIONS/
ACCOUNTING PLUS
1 Module $399
4 Modules $1499
All 8 $2799
UNICORN
Mince or Scribble (each). $149
Both $249
The Final Word $270
WHITESMITHS
"C" Compiler $600
Pascal (incl "C") $850
PASCAL
Pascal/MT+ Pkg $429
Compiler $315
SPProg $175
Pascal Z $349
Pascal/UCSD 4.0 $349
DATA BASE
dBASEII Call 4??
Friday $265
FMS-80 $799
FMS-80-1 $399
Condor I & III Call

Selector $689
Superfile $159
"WORD PROCESSING"
Perfect Writer $389
WordSearch $114
SpellGuard $139
Peachtext $289
Spell Binder $349
Select $495
The Word $65

145 The Word Plus

Palantier-1 (WP) $385
-COMMUNICATIONS"
Ascom $149
BSTAM or BSTMS $149

$"IOQ Crosstalk

$OQ Move-it

"OTHER GOODIES"
Micro Plan $419
Plan 80 $264
Target PlannerCalc $79
Target Financial Modeling . $299
Target Task $299
MicroStat $224
Vedit $130
MiniModel $449
StatPak $449
Micro B+ $229
String/80 $84
String/80 (source) $279
ISIS CP/M Utility $199
Lynx $199
Supervyz $95
ATI Power (tutorial) $75
Mathe Magic $95
CIS Cobol $765
Forms II $179
Basic $149
Zip MBasic, CBasic

(each) $129

APPLE II

ASHTON-TATE
(See CP/M Ashton-Tate)
BRODERBUND
G/L (with A/P) $444
Payroll $355
INFO UNLIMITED
EasyWriter (Prof) $155
EasyMailer (Prof) $129
Datadex $134
MICROSOFT
Softcard (Z-80 CP/M). . . . $249
Fortran $179
Cobol $549
Tasc $139
Premium Package $549
RAM Card $89
MICROPRO
(See CP/M Micropro)
Z-80 Card $299
VISICORP
Visicalc3.3 $189
Desktop/Plan II $219
Visiterm $90
Visidex $219
Visitrend/Visiplot $259

Visifile $219
Visischedule $259
PEACHTREE
G/L. A/R. A/R PAY. (each) . $224
PeachPack P40 $349
ACCOUNTING PLUS
G/L. AR. AR INV. (each). . $385
"OTHER GOODIES"
Dow Jones $314
Incredible Jack $129
Super-Text II $127
Data Factory $269
Mini Factory $139
DB Master $184
VersaformVSI $350

IBM PC, 16 BIT 8,
DISPLAYWRITER
WORD PROCESSING"
Wordstar $289
Spellstar $199
Mailmerge $179
Easywriter $299
Easyspeller $159
Select/Superspell $535
Write On $115
SpeMguard $189
Spellbinder $349
Final Word $264
Wordex $159
Edix $159
LANGUAGES ft UTILITIES"
Crosstalk $139
Move-it $129
BSTAM or BSTMS $149
Pascal MT+ /86, SPP $679
CBasic 86 $294
Act 86 $157
Trans 86 $115
XLT86 $135
MBasic (MSDOS) $329
MBasic Compiler (MSDOS) $329
Cobol (MSDOS) $649
Pascal (MSDOS) $429
Fortran (MSDOS) $429
"C" (MSDOS) $429
OTHER GOODIES
SuperCalc II $265
VisiCalc $219
Visiplot/trend $259
Visidex $219
Easyfiler $359
Mathemagic $95
dBase II Call 4??
Friday! $265
Statpak $449
Optimizer $174
Desktop Plan $259

FreeWith Purchase:
w Exclusive
m "Hotline"

Complete Software
Buyer's Guide
($5.00 value)
Filled with facts and
usable advice about
scores and scores of
software programs from
accountingand business

systems towordprocessing

ORDER TOLL FREE
^ 1 800 421-4003

wr/\I?i"^S

?

EE or 1 213-837-5141

Xe™£ Ca,if: 1 800 252-4092
MASTERCARD: 652o Selma Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90028

Our reputation for cour-
teous and knowledgeable
service has resulted in calls

A from people who never
II purchased our products.
Now a separate "hotline** is

available to customers only.

Confidential
Software
BargainGrams
Regular notices of insider's

bargains not available to
the general public.

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
Outside Continental U.S.-add $10 plus Air
Parcel Post Add $3.50 postage and handling
per each item. California residents add 6Wx>
sales tax. Allow 2 weeks on checks. CO.D. $3.00
extra Prices subject to change without notice.
All items subject to availability. *Mfr. trade-
mark. Blue Label $3.00 additional per item.
CP/M is a registered trademark of DIGITAL
RESEARCH, INC.

\M SOFTWARE
MC883
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Pocket'Size Floppies:

Revolution or Rip-Off?
Micro floppies may be cute, but do voe really need them?

Well, many disk manufacturers evidently think so. They have

entered the race to break the sub-four-inch barrier and capture

the first-place trophy of the incredible shrinking floppy.

By Ken Barbier

It's been a long time since a miler

broke the four-minute barrier for

the first time. More recently, Mylar
broke the four-inch barrier with a

micro floppy disk. The incentive for

the miler was obvious, but it's not so

clear as to why we need smaller flop-

py disks.

Advertising hype for micro floppies

keeps mentioning that they're "small

enough to fit into a shirt pocket." A-

bout the last thing I'll ever want in my

Maxell Corp. 's three-inch compact floppy is compatible with and has the same recording capacity as the

5lA-inch, double-denisty mini floppy disk. The new disk's high-density magnetic coating has a hardened

plastic center for improved reliability.
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shirt pocket is a floppy disk full of val-

uable data. And while Dolly Parton

may be able to fit 5%-inch floppies in-

to her shirt pocket, most of us can't, so

dozens of manufacturers have been

racing to be first to market a "stan-

dard" pocket-sized micro floppy disk.

The sub-four-inch race is on.

Already Out of the Race?

Some of the new smaller disks were
never seriously intended to become
computer industry standards, and
others are obviously not really in the

running because of technical reasons.

Besides being used for general-pur-

pose computers, micro floppies are

valuable for smart typewriters and

other office machines that have a need

for limited and low-cost storage. Tiny

disks have been developed for this

type of dedicated application, but they

don't have the speed or capacity for

heavy-duty use on computers, so they

were never really in the race.

Among the noncontenders is the

Tec America two-inch floppy with a

single spiral track (read like a phono
record) that stores only 16K. Another

tiny-capacity disk, produced by Canon,
is limited to 40K.

By severely limiting capacity on

disks, manufacturers of drives have

bought themselves relief from having

Address correspondence to Ken Barbier, PO Box

1253, Borrego Springs, CA 92004.



to mass-produce accurate disk-center-

ing and head-positioning hardware.

The track-to-track spacing on these

disks is much wider than on the other

sub-fours, so the read/write heads and
the head-positioning mechanisms can
be much less precise. Plastic parts can
replace machined metal in the drives,

and the disk material itself can be pro-

duced with less demanding require-

ments iot temperature stability and
freedom from size changes due to dif-

ferences in humidity.

Even IBM has come up with a for-

mat that may never see much applica-

tion—even though it stores a respect-

able 250K on a disk about the same
size as Canon's (close to four inches in

diameter). While this disk is much
larger than the three- and SVz-inch

disks, it also has more relaxed posi-

tioning requirements, since its track-

to-track spacing is a moderate 68

tracks per inch (tpi).

This is not much denser than the

original 48 tpi found on the first eight-

inch and SV^-inch floppy disks, but it's

relaxed enough to permit IBM to use a

unique plastic spiral cam for head-po-

sitioning, reducing drive manufactur-

ing costs. How this cam will hold up
after more use remains to be seen. Of
course, if this drive and disk configu-

ration doesn't catch on, we may never

see it.

It's easy to write off this funny disk

configuration on technical grounds.

The disk is almost as big as a 5V4-inch

floppy, but it holds less data than the

smaller competitors. It would seem to

be the worst choice for any manufac-

turer of a new system looking for a

small floppy format. But it's not so

easy to write off the power of the

name IBM.
With few system manufacturers

committed to any of the sub-fours as

of this writing, and few drive manu-
facturers prepared to supply large

quantities at this point, an opportunity

exists for a manufacturer with finan-

cial clout and a high manufacturing

capacity to step in quickly and wrest

victory from seeming defeat. IBM
could do this with instant mass pro-

duction of low-cost drives, and come
from way behind to quickly pass sup-

pliers who are running a more conser-

vative race. Since the IBM micro flop-

py does not have the most desirable

format, end users would suffer from
that kind of victory.

Four Sub-Four Front-Runners

Out in front of the race are the four

Disk Size 3-inch 3V4-inch 3y2-inch ANSI 3V2-inch Sony

Media envelope hard soft hard hard

Tracks/side 40 80 80 70

Rotation (rpm) 300 300 300 600

Transfer rate 125V250 250 125*/250 250*/500

(Kbits/second)

Capacity/side (K) 125V250 500 250V500 218V437
Sides 2 1 1 1

Capacity/disk (K) 250*/500 500 500 218V437
Manufacturers Hitachi BASF Athana Mitsubishi

(drives and/or Matsushita Brown Disk Brown Disk Sony
media) Maxell Dysan BASF

MPI Seagate

Tabor

Memorex
Mitsubishi

Shugart

Sony

Tandon
Verbatim

Manufacturers Amdek Soroc Hewlett-

(systems) Gavilan Packard

* Single density

Table 1. Major contenders in the sub-four-inch floppy race. While other micro floppy disks are in the

works or already in production, only those with a good chance ofbecoming computer industry standards

are included in this listing. The manufacturers c)fdisk drives, media or systems that have announced sup-

port for the various contenders as ofJune 1983 are listed.

serious contenders—one in the famil-

iar thin floppy disk envelope and
three that incorporate a hard-shell

plastic package, which will be some-
thing of a new experience for current

floppy disk users.

The new stiff plastic disk "enve-

lopes" are intended to provide much
better protection to the delicate media
than existing envelopes do. When the

disk is removed from its drive, a

sliding shutter will close off the

read/write head access opening in the

rigid housing.

Even with this added protection, it's

not a good idea to stuff the disk into a

shirt pocket; lint, ball-point pens and
even tobacco particles could cause

damage. And, in case you're a little ab-

sent-minded, the disk enclosure won't

survive a trip through the washing
machine.

Storage

As Table 1 shows, the smallest-ca-

pacity micro floppy of the four leaders

stores 218K single-density, while the

probable winners of the race provide a

half-megabyte of data on each tiny

disk. That's about the amount of data

stored in a 300-page book, so users of

the new disks will be way ahead of the

first users of the old eight-inch and
SV^-inch floppies, which originally

stored only 256K and 72K, respectively.

Older sizes have been upgraded to

more than a megabyte of storage per

disk by double-density recording tech-

niques, so it's safe to assume at this

point that all of the new sub-fours will

be delivered for use with double-den-

sity controllers, since these controllers

now are integrated onto a single inex-

pensive silicon chip. So we have a

choice between a half-megabyte or

437K—essentially the same thing.

The Race: Over Already?

Sony was the early front-runner in

the micro floppy race, with the format

shown in the last column of Table 1.

Since then, a floppy disk industry-

standards committee has come up
with a slight modification of the first

Sony format, shown in Table 1 as the

ANSI SV^-inch micro floppy.

Since the modifications to the first

Sony format are acceptable to Sony, as

can be seen from its inclusion in the

list of manufacturers that support the

ANSI format, it's safe to assume that

the original Sony micro floppy has

fallen out of first place contention, if

not out of the race altogether.

Lack of the most powerful industry

support in this country may also hurt

the chances of the three-inch entry

(column 1 of Table 1), although it was
one of the first to appear in a product
delivered to end users. Since this disk

requires two heads to provide the

half-megabyte of storage that seems to

be the established goal, drive produc-

tion costs will be higher for this one.

That leaves two front-runners—one
in the familiar thin but vulnerable
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package and one in the protective

hard shell. Both provide the same
double-density storage, but the hard

package will require more storage

space on your desk or bookshelf. This

can be a consideration for users who
expect to have a lot of disks readily

available and within reach. The soft

package might be more practical for

that type of user, and the disks them-
selves will cost less to produce.

Who Needs Hard Shells?

Why are there two different pack-

aging methods for micro floppies? The
hard shell, with its protective shutter,

has been deemed by experts to be nec-

essary for disks that have the high-

density recording that is common to

all of the half-megabyte formats.

Others, including the manufacturers
of the 3Vi-inch disks and drives, don't

agree. It seems reasonable that cur-

rent disk users may be split in their

opinions as well.

Users who have no complaints

about the reliability of double-sided

and/or double-density 5Vi-inch or

eight-inch floppies probably won't see

any reason to select a hard-shell micro

floppy. Others may have complaints

about reliability, because they haven't

treated their disks and drives as the

precision mechanisms that they are.

It's hard to imagine that a little extra

plastic will protect the new media
from the careless user, who mixes
data with spilled coffee and tobacco

ashes.

Other Hardware Features

While the hard shell may or may not

be necessary, another mechanical fea-

ture of the new disks is a tremendous
improvement over earlier floppy

disks. That feature is the use of metal

hubs bonded to the center of the

Mylar disks. This hub provides better

protection for disks that frequently

are removed and replaced in drives,

and also permits the drive to center

the disk more accurately.

Most of the sub-fours have track

spacing of 135 tracks per inch. That's

crowding things! The 96 tpi double

track density (80-track) SV^-inch disk

pushed the limits of the thermal and
hydroscopic stability of the Mylar
media and the drives themselves. The
smaller disks make pushing track den-

sity to 135 tpi possible because a

smaller sheet of Mylar will show less

expansion with temperature or ab-

sorbed moisture than a large sheet

would.
Better media stability would not al-
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Sony's 3 l/2-inch micro floppy disk offers 437.5K of

memory capacity on one side of the disk—two

times that ofthe 5V4-inch disk. The rigid protective

disk shell cuts down on friction between moving

disk and stationary envelope, and its sliding metal

guard closes over the exposed portion of the disk to

keep out dust, dirt and fingerprints.

low such high track densities without

an improvement in disk centering. The
new micro floppies' thin metal hubs
are designed to permit centering ac-

curacies five to ten times better than is

possible with larger disks. This makes
the tracks more concentric, permitting

higher densities without the need for

exotic track-following servos.

A Dead Heat?

Portable machines, whether for

computing, dictation, typing, indus-

trial control or yet undreamed-of uses,

need the hard shell protective package
for their random access mass storage

devices. Plug-in cartridges full of

megabytes of bubble memory storage

were supposed to have captured this

market. But bubble memory never
lived up to its expectations, due to the

high cost of production. Bubbles were
supposed to have killed the floppy

disk years ago, but the body count

seems to have been exaggerated.

This is one race that probably will

not have a single first place winner.

The familiar thin disk envelope is

most convenient for use in an office

environment where computers will

not be changed a lot and will need
dozens of disks readily on-line.

Portable computers and machines
that are used in the field or in other

hostile environments need all the

media protection they can get. So
don't be surprised to find two new

"standard" disks appearing in at least

limited volume this year—the hard

ANSI and the soft SVi-inch.

Who Will Buy Them?
Now that the prediction of the out-

come of the race has been cast (or at

least typeset) in concrete, it's here for

all to see. Whoever reads this can sit

back and wait to laugh at the predictor

if the race has some other winner.

And we can also sit back and wait for

the flood of micro floppies to start. We
probably won't be buying any our-

selves, though.

Before the sub-four drives and
media can become mass-production

items, and therefore cost-competitive

with the 5V4-inch floppy, there will have

to be some high-volume manufactur-

ers of computer systems using them.
These manufacturers will have to

spin off the development of controller

boards for the popular computer buses,

and controller ICs for the new disk

formats, before individual users will

be able to put together a micro floppy

subsystem.

There were 5Vi-inch Winchester
hard disk drives going begging on the

market for over a year before the de-

velopment of inexpensive disk con-

troller boards and chips permitted their

wide use. The combination of drive

and controller availability brought
about the mini-Winch explosion.

Before the sub-four micro floppies

wipe out the market for their larger

predecessors, there will have to be
ready availability of drives, and
controllers, and media. That may take
a couple of years. Meanwhile, we
have more than enough choices in

mass storage devices for all but the
tiniest portable computers.

Cute, But. . .

The sub-four race may be interest-

ing, but is the goal worth the effort be-

ing spent? The little ones may be cute,

but who needs them? As Table 1

shows, it wasn't easy to find manufac-
turers of computer systems who have
come out with an endorsement of any
of the sub-fours (as of this writing).

For every announced user of micro
floppy disks there are a dozen an-

nouncements for new small portable
computers using S^-inch floppy
disks. This may change over the next
year or two, but there isn't much of a
chance for a revolution. A mini floppy
disk may not fit into my shirt pocket
or yours, but neither of us is about to

rush out and demand that someone
sell us a floppy that will.B



Superior printer performance is not a fluke.

It evolves from analyzing printed line after

printed line. Taking the time to test and retest.

After 30 years of manufacturing precision

parts, we know that there are no shortcuts.

And so we took the GeminMOX and method-

ically put it through its 120 cps pace. We
achieved a print head life of over 100 million

characters with an extremely precise dot align-

ment creating each crisp character.

So far so good.

Next, sophisticated performance de-

manded versatility. A wide choice of

character sets, a buffer expandable

to 8K, and the ability to interface
(

with all popular personal

computers. We added macro

instruction, giving GeminMOX the capability

to perform up to 16 operations with one com-

mand. We included as standard a paper

feed system that has a friction and fully adjust

able tractor feed. Then we even built in the

dexterity to print graphics and text on the

same line.

Done.

And, of course, staying the best means

constant reviewing and fine-tuning. Keeping

the Gemini easy to find, easy to afford and so

reliable it can be warranted for up to twice

as long as its major competitors.

Only the most careful

^f engineering has built the new
/"^ hard-working GeminMOX.

tm You'll applaud its performance.
icronici'inc

THE POWER BEHINDTHE PRINTED WORD.
Computer Peripherals Division

2803 N.W. 12th Street, Dallas/Ft. Worth Airport, TX 75261

mint- a

I
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Howto quicklya
If you'd like to turn the agony

of small business bookkeeping
into the ecstasy of total control,

you've come to the right place.

Because even if you're starting

with a shoe box full of invoices

or a pile ofchecks hiding under a

pile of deposit slips, we can tell

you how to centralize, organize

and monitor all that information,

and manipulate it in ways that

will make your business a

pleasure— all with an Apple* III

Personal Computer.

financial status.

An Apple III, teamed with the

BPI General Accounting Package,
can put every basic accounting

function right at

your fingertips.

Technically,

that means

General Ledger, Accounts
Payable, Accounts Receivable
and Payroll— all in one package.

Meaningfully, that means you
can turn numbers into answers.

With BPI, your Apple III can
give you a snapshot of your

company's financial condition,

an up-to-the -instant

balance sheet. It

can also generate

instant and
detailed

reports



gainyourbalance
on your customers and vendors.

So you know who owes whom,
how much, and how come.
And just how well your cash

flow is flowing.

And where to give credit where
credit is due (a customer inquiry

Ichibtn Fish Supply Coapiny
Consolidated Incow Statement

Current Co«p*rative
Periods Endin9 Hay 31. 1983 and Hay 31. 1982

incon
Contract Sales

Retail Sales

Total lncone

Cost of Sales

Cost of

Cost Of Retail Sales

ales

Nay 31 1983

52-818 82 91 3

: 88 8 7

57.834 98 188 8

37 338 88 64 i

4,8?9 85 8 4

Hay 31. 1982

44,176 52 92 7

3,588 88 1 3

>i 52 188 8

31 886 55 66 7

3489 35 7 2

35,215 96

Your Apple can generate instant income statements

(with expense ratios) or balance sheets, and let you

compare them to last months or year's, then print

them out to suit your banker.

feature allows you to make credit

decisions based on the most
current information).

You can also list your
purchases by discount

dates. And take advantage of

them in no uncertain net terms.

You can even keep payroll records

without paying more, because its

part of the same package.

Profitfrom h istory.

In business as in life,

experience is the best

teacher. And the Apple/BPI
system can provide you with
instant comparisons of

this-month-this-year vs.

this-montlvlast-year, or

. this-year-to~date vs.

last-year-to-date.

So you can quickly

spot changing expense
ratios and make decisions with
20/20 foresight.

The BPI General Accounting
Package also lets your income
statements be coded by location,

department or product line. So
you know where your money s

coming from.

And where its not.

Ichiban Fish Sjppiy Company
Merchandise Purchased By Due Date

fis Of 95 31 83

Invoice ftcct

e Nunber Ho. Detail

Vendor

Date No Nane

85/82/83 I Herrino World 35278532 5818-81

Due W'83/83

85/85/83 2 Consolidated Cod 4562 5818-81

Due 86'85 '83

85/85/83 3 Lwu Sushi Far« 212 5818-81

Jue 86-85/83

85/85-83 4 Piussei Hen ' 5818-81

Due K/K

Net Ant

581 23

289 36

459 88

1,237 85

It can also allow you to take full advantage of

merchandise discounts. So you'll know whom to pay,

when to pay, how much to pay— and save a lot of

clams in the process.

Make a timely
statement.

Add an Apple Dot Matrix or

Daisywheel printer to your Apple
III, and you can print out your
entire balance sheet in minutes.

Or any number of reports, from
cash receipts to payroll ledger to

income. You can even print

checks and customer statements.

The impressively professional

results will make an important
statement to everyone you deal
with— including your banker.

More ways Apples pay.

There are more people in more
places doing more things with

To avoid fishy transactions, you can instantly

display customer's payments, charges and current

balance. In this case, a few more cans of tuna

would put Mr. Moser over his $Z000 limit.

Apples than with any other

personal computer in the world.

Because for one thing, there's

more software for Apples than
for any other personal computer
in the world. So the same Apple
that handles all your accounting

needs can also handle financial

spreadsheets, word processing

and electronic filing.

You'll also find programs that

are designed specifically for your
kind of business. Be it dentistry,

architecture or swine herding.

Of course, the best way to learn

all the ways Apples can help you
make better business decisions

is to visit any one of over 1500
authorized Apple dealers.

So drop in. For a full account.

apple
®

The most personal computer.

Call (800) 538-9696 for the location of the authorized Apple dealer nearest you, or for information regarding our National Account Program.
Or write Apple Computer Inc., Advertising Department, 20525 Mariani Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014. © 1983 Apple Computer Inc.

Circle 193 on Reader Service card.



The Tiny Titan

The new Hyperion portable microcomputer is a stylish and
functionally sound clone of the IBM PC.

By Jim Hansen

Does a small semiclone to the IBM
PC interest you? If so, you may

want to take a close look at the

Hyperion, a portable IBM PC-compat-

ible computer system built in Canada
by Dynalogic Corp. and available in

the United States through many retail

computer outlets.

The Hyperion is attractively cased

in an off-white solid resin cover, and is

small and light enough (21 pounds) to

be taken on a plane as carry-on lug-

gage. Running on the Intel 8088 pro-

cessor, it includes built-in serial RS-

232C and Centronics parallel printer

interfaces. An internal 300-

baud modem (auto-answer, autodial)

for direct connection to the telephone

network is optional. Although the

Hyperion is portable, this means only

that it is easily moved about; it is not

battery-powered

.

Two disk drives, each with a capaci-

ty of 320K, and a battery-backed cal-

endar-clock are also standard. The
keyboard, physically smaller than that

of the IBM PC, has the same comple-
ment of keys, but with an improved
layout. It is stored in a slot under the

screen and disk drives when not in

use or when the computer is being

moved. A coiled cable allows you to

use the detachable keyboard up to

four feet from the computer.

The Hyperion's cost ($4555) in-

cludes Microsoft's MS-DOS, Multi-

plan, Advanced Disk Basic Inter-

preter, a system text editor (Imscribe),

a telecommunications manager (In:

touch) and the internal direct-connect

modem. (Both Imscribe and Imtouch
were written by Dynalogic especially

for the Hyperion.) The system is also

available at $3195 without the modem
and some of the software.

Externally, the Hyperion is IBM PC-

compatible. All I/O connectors are the

same, pin for pin. The disk format is

also the same, allowing PC disks to be

interchanged. Internally, although

there are some technical differences,

the Hyperion is standard with 256K of

memory. All system calls routed

through MS-DOS are functionally

compatible with those on the IBM PC.

The only currently available inter-

nal option is the modem card. There

are no internal expansion slots, al-

though the 8088 bus is available at the

back apron for connection to a Win-
chester disk system to be offered later

this year.

The Keyboard

The keyboard, thank goodness, is

not a copy of the PC's. Although it has

the same complement of keys, they

are arranged in a more standard pat-

tern. The ten soft keys are spread a-

cross the top left of the typing section

and directly correspond to the func-

tion menu maintained at the bottom of

the screen. The shift keys are in the

right place for normal typing.

The rub-out key, used for back-

space/erase, is located just above the

return key, in the spot typically held

by the linefeed key on ASCII key-

boards. I initially tended to hit the

number-lock key located just above

the rub-out key, when backspacing.

The Hyperion portable computer shown with software and official 8088 flower.
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But this was a minor nuisance, and I

quickly adjusted to it.

The keyboard uses capacitive
switches, and people who like a

"light" keyboard will probably find

this one too springy or cushiony,

while those who prefer more spring

behind the keys, or who pound
keyboards, will be satisfied.

The keyboard is managed by its

own 8049 microprocessor and has a

built-in 16-character buffer. Data
from the keyboard is transmitted se-

rially to the computer. The keyboard
can be used flat on a table top, or two
internal legs can be used to lift the

back of it for a more normal typing

angle.

The keyboard assembly is excep-

tionally light, so it may tend to "walk"
during use on a smooth, hard surface.

The internal keyboard storage shelf in

the computer is convenient, allowing

the keyboard to be quickly tucked

away or pulled out for use.

The Screen

The screen color is officially called

amber. I found that it looked yellow if

the room was lit with incandescent

lights, and orange with fluorescent. In

any case, the contrast is excellent, and
the display sharp and steady.

The screen measures seven inches

on the diagonal, compared to five on
the Osborne 1, thus providing larger

characters. The brightness and con-

trast controls are conveniently located

on the right front panel, above the il-

luminated power switch. (This is one
of the few computers whose power
switch is where you can easily find it.)

The monitor module is made by
Phillips; the CRT is from Japan. A vid-

eo output jack on the back apron pro-

vides composite video for external

monitors.

The display as seen on my 12-inch

Ball Brothers monitor was clear and

free of flicker, "twinkling" or any
other kind of interference. As seen on
a larger monitor, there is a clear

separation of horizontal rows of dots,

and the characters look very "dot-

matrixish." (This effect, not visible on
the Hyperion screen, is the result of

deliberately spreading the dots to

make characters taller on the smaller

screen.)

The external video output is mono-
chrome (black and white). The char-

acter cell size is eight by ten dots; char-

acters are designed six dots high by
seven wide, with two dot descenders.

Graphics resolutions are 640 x 250 or

320x250, with four levels of gray

scale. (The Hyperion also offers

640x200 and 320x200 resolution

modes for IBM PC-compatibility.)

Other screen attributes include un-

derline, blink, intensify, reverse,

video, double size and super/subscript-

ing, all selectable on a character-by-

character basis. About 20K of memory
is reserved for the video display.

The Disk Drives

The two double-sided, double-

density disk drives are made by
REMEX, and are internally housed in

a shielded box. A small two-speed fan

continuously blows air into this box to

help cool them. Normally, the fan is

barely audible on low speed, but be-

comes quite noticeable during disk ac-

cess times, when it is switched to high.

The disk drives themselves make an
angry chunk-chunk kind of noise as

they switch from track to track. Over-

all, they sound just a little louder than

IBM's, but it's not objectionable.

Dynalogic says it is safe to leave

disks in the drives when the computer
is turned on or off; in spite of that

assurance, I am superstitious and still

take them out when I am not using the

computer or when I turn it on or off.

The Hyperion can use disks directly
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from the IBM PC, for full disk and file

compatibility. I ran the Hyperion suc-

cessfully with a DOS from IBM, and
had no trouble interchanging files and
disks. The only time it did not work
was when I called IBM's Basic. This is

because Hyperion's Basic is in RAM
(it has virtually no ROM except for the

power-on diagnostics and disk-boot

firmware), while IBM has part of

Basic in ROM, and the disk extensions

are loaded from disk.

The IBM PC does not work with the

Hyperion DOS or Basic, but data

files and Basic programs (not Basic

itself) ran normally. Iniscribe also did

not work, because of display memory
differences.

So there are cases where it may not

be possible to run a program written

for IBM or Hyperion on the other

machine. This will only occur, how-
ever, if the program operates directly

on the screen controller, rather than
through the operating system, or if

the program calls subroutines in

IBM's ROM.

The Hyperion keyboard, measuring a scant 16 inches wide by six inches deep.

A Capsule Look
At Dynalogic's Hyperion

Manufacturer
Dynalogic Info-Tech Corp., 8 Colonnade

Road, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2E 7M6;
613-226-1383 or 613-226-7013.

List Price

$4555 (for complete system, including

modem).

Standard Features

Intel 8088 16-bit CPU; 256K RAM; two

built-in 5^-inch floppy disk drives, 320K

each; 8088 bus connection for future Win-

chester hard disk systems; standard key-

board (83 keys), managed by its own 8049

microprocessor and with a built-in 16-char-

acter buffer; seven-inch (diagonal) CRT
with 80-column by 25-line display; built-in

serial RS-232C and Centronics parallel

printer interfaces; battery-backed calendar-

clock; MS-DOS operating system; 1 15 V ac

operation; IBM PC-compatible.

Proportions

Twenty-one pounds; 8.8 x 18.3 x 10 inches.

Software

Microsoft's MS-DOS, Multiplan and
BasicA; Dynalogic's Imscribe (a system

editor) and Imtouch (a telecommunications

manager); a version of UCSD Pascal will

become available.

Options and Accessories

Internal 300-baud modem (auto-answer,

autodial); Winchester hard disk system.

Documentation
Set-up guide and three manuals describing

the operating system and other software.
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The Hyperion Electronics

The computer's electronics is con-

tained on two printed circuit boards
sandwiched about an inch apart. They
are located along the rear apron of the

computer and together form a "chim-
ney/ which efficiently cools the two
boards through ventilation slots in the

top rear of the case. (The slots are ade-

quately screened to prevent things

from falling into the computer.)

All internal I/O connections (in-

cluding the keyboard) are mounted
directly on the circuit boards. The
only cables inside the Hyperion con-

nect to the CRT, the disk drives and

the power supply, which is located be-

tween the CRT and the disk drives.

The power supply is of the switch-

ing-mode type, minimizing weight
and heat inside the cabinet. The
Hyperion runs only barely warm to

the touch. The ac cord is detachable
and must be removed when the com-
puter is packed in its carrying case.

The on-off switch, mentioned earlier,

is on the front panel and lights up dur-

ing use, reassuring you that your
system is alive.

The Software

Besides the standard Microsoft of-

A top view of the Hyperion's interior. On the right is the CRT monitor. The power supply is in the center,

with the disk drive compartment to its left. Notice how the main circuit boards (bottom of photo) are

mounted to create a "chimney" for cooling air flow.

ferings mentioned earlier, a version of

UCSD Pascal soon will be available.

The two programs Dynalogic already

has released, Iniscribe (the system ed-

itor) and In:touch (the telecommunica-
tions manager), merit description.

Both Iniscribe and Inrtouch were
written in C, and consume a large

amount of memory. Both make exten-

sive use of the soft keys and function

menu displayed at the bottom of the

screen. In fact, neither is functional

without them. The arrangement of the

soft keys across the top of the key-

board, in direct physical alignment
with the menu blocks, is much easier

to use than the two vertical columns
found on the IBM keyboard.

Inscribe is the "what you see is

what you get" type of editor, and it

should be noted that it is not a text pro-

cessor. The only printing programs
provided with the Hyperion are the

DOS Type and Copy programs that

can simply print files directly from
the disk without further formatting.

Iniscribe does have a provision to al-

low control codes to be embedded into

text files, providing some degree of

printer control.

I enjoyed learning to use Iniscribe

because it is considerably different

from other editors I have used. A total

of nine different menus, some of them
accessed only through as many as two
previous ones, control editing opera-

tions. This was a little confounding at

first, because I knew what I wanted to

do, but couldn't find the menu com-
mand that I thought would be appro-
priate. (Naturally, the manual is the

slow way of learning anything new,
right?)

Circle 131 on Reader Service card.

BTA MODEL 953B EPROM PROGRAMMER -$359

•{BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES, inc.

HWY 603, P.O. BOX 387
BAY ST. LOUIS. MISSISSIPPI 39520

(601)467-8231

Programs 2508, 2758, 2516, 2716, 27C16, 2532, 2732, 2732A, 27C32, 2564,
2764, 27C64, MCM68766, 27128.
RS-232, 3 line serial interface, Xon/Xoff format, DB 25 I/O connector.
No personality modules - software control EPROM selection.

Extended diagnostics.

LED warning indicates power applied to EPROM socket.

Supports Intel, Motorola, and Intel 8086 data formats as well as HEX data
dump.
Automatic baud rate selection.

Textool zero insertion force socket.

Available CP/M software.

• Model 953A, programs most 24 pin EPROMS. Price - $269.00
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An example of my confusion oc-

curred when I first wanted to change
the margins. As it turned out, margins
are accessed through the set-up menu,
which in turn gives a Tabs? menu, but

Tabs? gives control over both the tabs

and margins. As an experienced com-
puterist, I found myself "fighting" the

menus. However, once you get used to

it, this editor is convenient. New com-
puterists will probably find it easy and
fun to use.

Imscribe is a capable but not fancy
editor. It can move blocks of text

around, justify and insert text and all

of that, but in terms of robustness, it

isn't very. I wrote some text (part of

this review) on the Hyperion, single-

spaced. The only way to make it print

double-spaced is to insert an extra

line-feed manually on every line.

Users of the Hyperion still will need to

buy a good text processor.

Combined with the modem and
Hyperion, Imtouch provides excep-

tional telecommunications capability.

It is also menu-driven, and connection

to phone lines is easy. Just plug the

modular jack from your phone into

the back of the Hyperion, or plug the

phone cable provided with the mo-
dem into your phone and the Hyper-
ion, and the installation is complete.

The phone still can be used normally,

but if you are lazy, the Hyperion can
dial all of your numbers for you. And,
at the touch of a button, it can time

your calls, so you can watch the

money running from your pocket into

Ma Bell's as you talk.

Imtouch can maintain a computer-

ized telephone directory as large as a

disk. Any number in the directory can

be located and automatically dialed

with about half-a-dozen keystrokes.

(They also can be dialed directly from
the keyboard.) A loudspeaker inside

the Hyperion monitors the call (you

can only hear, not talk) until a connec-

tion is made, at which time the com-
puters will start to talk—or you should
pick up the phone and talk yourself.

In.touch can automatically transfer

files and do all the normal electronic

mail things, but the profusion of the

menus and options cannot be ade-

quately described in a limited review.

Let it simply be said that they are well-

done. I was impressed and had a ball

playing with the phone.
Perhaps the most exciting software

feature (quietly buried in the manuals)

is an automatic, internal RAM-disk sys-

tem. The RAM-disk is a software pro-

gram that controls part of the 256K of

memory. Data from a disk can be read

into this memory area, then treated by
the operating system exactly as
though it were still on the disk, but at

memory speeds instead of at disk

speeds. (In fact, the operating system
doesn't even know this is going on.)

The net result is an incredible in-

crease in speed for operations that

normally would be disk-bound. It is

all automatic, done for you at no extra

cost in either hardware or software.
The RAM-disk is referred to as drive

"C:" and can be changed to almost
any size to optimize memory and disk

use. It is set to use 90K when the sys-

tem is initialized.

Such RAM-disks have been avail-

able for S-100-based systems and
other computers for some time. They
are usually large memory cards (up to

about 512K in most cases) and come
with system software to control the

disk copies in and out of them, and to

modify disk calls so that the RAM-disk
memory is used instead of the phys-

ical disk. What is new in the Hyperion
is that the RAM-disk is incorporated

as a basic part of the computer system,

and no new hardware or software need
be added to employ it.

Documentation

Dynalogic supplies four manuals
with the Hyperion. The Set-up Guide
is a small wire-bound short-form man-
ual intended to help get the computer
running and later to serve as a short

reference manual. Three major man-
uals bound in IBM-like binders de-

scribe the operation of MS-DOS,
Imscribe, In:touch, BasicA, the Macro
Assembler and Systems Programming
Tools, and Multiplan.

Since they are relatively new, these

manuals are still under revision. I

found them to be usually accurate, but

specific information must occasional-

ly be extracted with tooth and tong.

They appear to be complete, at least in

the In:touch and In:scribe sections,

where I spent most of my time, but
they are organized more like what
engineers call a "functional specifica-

tion,
' a formal document—typically

not easy reading—that establishes

how a particular piece of equipment
or a software package is to operate.

Although not nearly as intimidating

as a real functional specification, the

Hyperion manuals are not overly

user-friendly.

The Verdict

The Hyperion is a complete and
quality piece of computing equip-
ment. My one serious reservation is

not about the computer itself or its

software, but about the documenta-
tion. The complaint here is not so

much how the information is pre-

sented in the manuals, but the diffi-

culty in finding it. Hopefully, this

problem will be addressed as the man-
uals are revised.

As to the system itself, the combina-
tion of style, portability and perfor-

mance, not to mention IBM compati-
bility, promises to make the Hyperion
a successful product.

If you need a portable computer,
don't buy anything until you have
looked at the Hyperion. And if you
need a portable, but can't afford it,

don't look at this one. . .you may
spend the next week gnashing your
teeth at night like I did.B

Foreclosure on the Hyperion. The author loaned the Hyperion to friends at a nearby bank for a week ofac-
tual use. The president, although slightly reluctant, gracefully returned the computer to the author's assis-

tant as shown in this actual photo of the event.
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Discover the Secret

Of VIC's Inner Structure
This valuable machine-language programming tool is the key

to examining the ROM routines internal to the VIC-20.

By Thomas Henry

Listing 1. The VIC 20 Machine-Language Tool.

lO REM t**«***t*S**t***********************
11 REM *

12 REM * VIC-20 MACHINE LANGUAGE TOOL *
13 REM *

14 REM * THOMAS HENRY *

15 REM * TRANSONIC LABORATORIES *

16 REM * 249 NORTON STREET *
17 REM * MANKATO, MN 56001 *

18 REM *

19 REM *

20 REM *

21 REM *

22 REM *

23 REM ************************************
24 REM
25 REM
30 REM ***
31 REM *
32 REM * LISTING CONVENTIONS *
33 REM *

34 REM * CLEAR SCREEN CCLEAR I *
35 REM * HOME CURSOR CHOME 3 *

36 REM * CURSOR UP CUP! *
37 REM * CURSOR DOWN [DOWN] *

38 REM * CURSOR LEFT CLEFT 3 *

39 REM * CURSOR RIGHT C RIGHT 3 *

40 REM * REVERSE ON CRVSI *

41 REM * REVERSE OFF COFFI *

42 REM * BLUE CURSOR C BLUED *

43 REM * RED CURSOR [REDD *

44 REM *

45 REM * WHENEVER YOU SEE THESE BRACKETED *

46 REM * SYMBOLS, TYPE THE CORRESPONDING *
47 REM * CURSOR CONTROL KEY. A NUMBER *

48 REM * WITHIN THE BRACKETS MEANS YOU *
49 REM * SHOULD TYPE THE KEY THAT NUMBER *

50 REM * OF TIMES IN A ROW. *

51 REM ************************************
52 REM
53 REM
1 OO D I MBS ( 1 5 ) , A* ( 7 ) : POKE36879 , 220 : G0T0700
105 REM
106 REM
107 REM *** CONVERT DECIMAL TO HEX ***
108 REM
109 REM
HO D*=. • ffl 10*1
120 I=INT(D/16> : J=D-16*I s D*=CHR* < J+48-7* <J>9) ) +D*
130 G«G«-1 : D= I : I FG< BTHEN 1 20
140 RETURN
145 REM
146 REM
147 REM *** CONVERT HEX TO DECIMAL NUMBER ***
148 REM
149 REM
ISO E=0:

I

=0: IFLEN (E*)< >4THEN210
160 J=ASC<MID*<E*,4-I, 1) ) -48
170 IFJ<00RJ>22THEN210
180 IFJ>9ANDJ<17THEN210
190 E=E+(16A I)*(J+7»(J>9) ): 1 = 1 + 1 s IFIO4THEN160
200 RETURN
210 PRINT "C9 LEFT 3 ERROR "l I=0:G0T0200
215 REM More

The Commodore VIC-20 computer

is great for programming anima-

tion, thanks to its superb sound, color

and graphics capabilities. These fea-

tures all can be used in Basic, the resi-

dent language of the VIC-20. But for

greater speed, it is better to carry out

animation and other important appli-

cations in machine language.

This presents something of a prob-

lem to the home programmer, since

the VIC-20 has no internal machine-

language monitor. To further com-

pound the problem, good documenta-

tion on the internal structure of the

VIC-20 and detailed descriptions of the

ROM routines are hard to come by.

The program presented here is a

machine-language tool which will

generate hex dumps, ASCII dumps
and disassemblies; it also provides

several other important machine-lan-

guage programming functions. With
this program, the user can examine
the ROM routines internal to the

VIC-20 and thus gain first-hand

knowledge of the machine's structure.

In a sense, the user is writing his own
documentation!

About the Program

Examine Listing 1 to become famil-

iar with the structure of the VIC-20

Machine-Language Tool. The program

has been heavily documented with

REM statements; consequently, little

needs to be said about any particular

section.

Lines 110-140 form a decimal-to-

hex conversion routine. Many parts

of the program make use of this rou-

tine—primarily because the Peek

Address correspondence to Thomas Henry, 249

Norton St., Mankato, MN 56001.
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__-_. ___ _ 3702 N. Wells St.

D&N MICRO PRODUCTS, INC. ^""g-x-'S;!
8808

TERMS $3.00 shipping, Foreign orders add 15%, Indiana residents add 5% sales tax.

(219)484-6414

COMPUTER
MICRO-80 COMPUTER
Z-80A CPU with 4Mhz clock and
CP/M 2.2 operating system. 64K
low power static memory. Cen-
tronics parallel printer port. 3 serial

ports. 4" cooling fan. Two 8" single

or double sided floppy disk drives.

IBM single density 3740 format for

243K or storage, double density

format for604K of storage. Double
sided drives allow 1.2 meg on
each drive. Satin finish extruded
aluminum with vinyl woodgrain
decorative finish. 8 slot backplane,

48 pin buss compatible with OSI
boards.

MODEL 80-1 200 $2995
2 8" Single sided drives

MODEL 80-2400 $3495
2 8" Double sided drives

MICRO-65 COMPUTER
6502 CPU with 2Mhz clock and
DOS-65 operating system. 48K of

low power static memory. 2 serial

ports and 1 Centronics parallel

port. 2 8" single or double sided

drives. Satin finish extruded
aluminum with vinyl woodgrain
finish. 8 slot backplane, 48 pin buss
compatible with OSI. Will run OSI
65D and 65U software. Includes

Basic E/65 a compiled BASIC for

6502 CPU.
MODEL 65-1 $2995

2 8" Single sided drives

MODEL 65-2 $3495
2 8" Double sided drives

BP-580 8 Slot Backplane $ 47
OSI 48 pin Buss compatible

MEM-CM9 MEMORY/
FLOPPY CONTROLLER

24K memory/floppy controller card
uses 2114 memory chips, 1 8K and
1 16K partition. Supports OSI type
disk interface
24MEM-CM9 $325
16MEM-CM9 $260
8MEM-CM9 $180
BAREMEM-CM9 $ 50
Controller on assembled unit

add $ 90

BIO-1 600 Bare IO card $ 50
Supports 8K of memory, 2 16 bit

parallel ports, 5 serial ports,

with manual and Molex
connectors.

Circle 293 on Reader Service card.

PRINTERS
Okidata

ML82A,120cps,10" .$409
ML83A,120cps,15" .$895
ML84 Parallel, 200 caps, 15". $1150

C. loth

8510APProwriter, parallel ...$419
120 cps, correspondence quality

8510APDProwriter, serial $585
F10-40PU Starwriter, parallel $1319

Letter quality daisy wheel
F10-40RU Starwriter, serial. .$1319
F10-55PUPrintmaster $1610

parallel, Letter quality daisy
wheel

F10-55RU Printmaster, serial $1610
DISK DRIVES AND CABLES

8"ShugartSA801 $385
single sided

8"ShugartSA851 $585
double sided

FLC-6 6 ft cable from D&N $69
or OSI disk controller to 8" drive

5V4"MPIB51 disk drive with. .$450
cable, power supply and
cabinet. Specify computer type.

FLC-5V4 cable for connection .$75
to 5 1

/4 drive and D&N or OSI
controller, with data separator
and disk switch. Specify
computer type

VIS* [master charge
1 si

L. i

HARDWARE
OSI COMPATIBLE

IO-CA1 OX Serial Printer Port. $125
Specify Device #3 or #8
IO-CA9 Parallel Printer Port ..$150

CMOS-MEM
64K CMOS static memory board,

uses 6116 chips, 3 16K, 1 8K and 2

4K blocks, Partitionable for multi-

user, OSI type disk controller, 2 IO

mapped serial ports for use with
D&N-80 CPU. Ideal way to upgrade
from cassette to disk.

64KCMOS-MEM $500
48KCMOS-MEM $405
24KCMOS-MEM $260
16KCMOS-MEM $210
BARECMOS-MEM $ 50
Controller add.$ 90
2 IO mapped serial ports add. $125

on assembled memory board
Z80-IO 2 IO mapped serial $160

ports for use with D&N-80 CPU
card

FL470 Disk Controller $155
Specify 5 1

/4 or 8" drive

STANDARD
CP/M FOR OSI

D&N-80 CPU CARD
The D&N-80 CPU allows the owner
of an OSI static memory computer
to convert to Industrial Standard
IBM 3740 single density disk for-

mat and CP/M operating system.
Double density disk operation is

also supported for 608K of storage
on an 8" diskette. When used with

a 5 1/4 " disk system 200K of storage
is provided. Optional parallel

printer and real time clock. Also
available for polled keyboard and
video systems. Compatible with

C2, C3, C4 and 200 series OSI com-
puters.

INCLUDES CP/M 2.2

D&N-80-1 Serial 8" disk $595
D&N-80-2 Video 5 1A" disk $595
D&N-80-3 Video 8" disk $595
Option 001 $ 60

Parallel printer and
real time clock.

HARD DISK DRIVER $140
Allows D&N-80 CPU board to con-
trol OSI 40 or 80 meg hard disk unit.

Will not destroy OSI files. Will also
allow for a true 56K CP/M system.
Specify 40 or 80 meg drive.

BUSSTRANSFER $135
Allows for D&N-80 and OSI CPU to

be in the computer at the same
time. Toggle switch provides for

alternate CPU operation.

DISKTRANSFER $100
Utility program to transfer OSI
CP/M format disk to IBM 3740
single density format. Will also
transfer IBM to OSI format.

SYSTEM HARDWARE
REQUIREMENTS

D&N-80 CPU, D&N FL470 or OSI
470 controller, 48K memory at

0000-BFFF, 4K memory at D000--

DFFF, two disk drive cables.

FORMATTRANSFER $15
You supply software on 8" diskette

D&N will transfer OSI CP/M format

to IBM 3740 CP/M format. Can also

transfer IBM 3740 CP/M format to

OSI CP/M format. Original diskette

returned.
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Listing continued.

216
217
218
219
220
225
226
227
228
229
230
240
250
260
270
2BO
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
365
366
367
368
369
370
380
390
400
410
415
416
417
418
419
420
430
440

[OFF DC 6 LEFT 3" ; ES: G0SUB150: RETURN

REM
REM *** ADDRESS INPUT ROUTINE ***
REM
REM
I NPUT"C HOMEDSTART ADDRESS CRVSD
REM
REM
REM *tt DISASSEMBLY SUBROUTINES FOR DIFFERENT ADDRESSING MODES »**
REM
REM
F=0: RETURN
F= 1 : D=PEEK ( P«- 1 ) : B=3 : GOSUB 110
C*=C*+MID« (A* (O) , 3SA+1 , 3) +DS-H1ID* <A» (O) , 3*A-5, 3)
RETURN
F=1:D=PEEK(P-H )

IFD< 1 28THEND=P+D+2: B=5: GOSUB1 10: G0T0310
D= 1 28- ( 1 27ANDD ) : D=P-D+2 : B=5 : GOSUB 1 1 O : D=P-D+2
D=P-D+2:C*=C*+" *"+D*: RETURN
C*=C%+" *"+D*: RETURN
F=2: D=PEEK <P+1 > +256*PEEK <P+2> : B=5: GOSUB 1 10: RETURN
G0SUB320:C*=C*+" V+D*: RETURN

RETURN
RETURN
RETURN

CHOME]DECIMAL";

G0SUB320 : C»=C«+ * +D%+

"

,
X

"

G0SUB320:C*=C*+" V+D*-*-" , \

GOSUB320:C*=CS+ M <* M +D»+">
REM
REM
REM *»t USER DECIMAL TO HEX CONVERSION «**
REM
REM
PR I NT "C HOMED
INPUTD* : D=VAL

(

D* ) : B=5
IFD<10RD>65355THENPRINT"C7 LEFT D CUP DERROR " s G0T0410
GOSUBllO: PRINT" C7 LEFTDCUPD= »";D*
RETURN
REM
REM
REM ttt USER HEX TO DECIMAL CONVERSION *tt
REM
REM
PRINT" [HOMED
INPUT" C HOME DHEX " ; ES: PRINT" [UPD " ; : G0SUB150: E*=STRS (E) : E=LEN <E*> -1
I F I =OTHENRETURN

Circle 194 on Reader Service card.

FIVE POWERFUL SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

Plus the Suiting New Book

INSIDE THE COMMODORE 64"

THE BOOK
A complete clear explanation of machine
language, Assembly language, Commodore 64
architecture, graphics, joystick and sound effect
programming. Detailed step-by-step guide to the
use of the development tools. How to combine
BASIC and machine language, make auto-start
cartridges, interface with the internal ROM-
based programs of BASIC and the Kernal.
Sample programs fully explained.

THE TOOLS
Assembler/Editor/Loader/Decoder/Monitor
Full-featured Assembler allows use of labels,

comments and arithmetic expressions to create
machine language programs. Create, save,
modify Assembly language programs with the
Editor. Load and link machine language modules
with the Loader. Decode machine language back
into assembly language for study or input to the
Editor. Single-step program execution with the
Monitor. Combines Assembler/Editor for maxi-
mum ease of use.

ALL FOR $54.95 PLUS $2.00 POSTAGE AND HANDLING Add $5.00 for disk version.

Send check, M.O., VISA/MC ($2.00 S.C.) or specify C.O.D. (add $3.00) to:

/

o°dkTO* 1

P.O. Box 207, Cannon Falls, MN 55009

507-263-4821

Commodore 64"* is a registered TM of

Commodore Business Machines Inc.

function used in the disassembly and
hex dump subroutines yields a deci-

mal result. You enter the subroutine
with D equal to the decimal number
(between and 65355) and leave it

with D$ equal to the hexadecimal
equivalent. Note the use of the CHR$
function to generate the proper digits

(0-9 and A-F).
The subroutine at lines 150-210

performs the opposite function: a hex
number is converted to its decimal
equivalent. The routine begins with
E$ equal to the four-digit hex number
and ends with E equal to the decimal
equivalent. In this case, the ASC
function is used to derive the proper
number.

In addition, some error detection

has been worked into the subroutine.

If the hex entry contains some non-
hex digit, or if it is not exactly
four digits long, an error message ap-

pears and the user is returned to the

main loop.

The one-line routine at 220 simply
inputs a hex number. A reverse field,

four blocks long, is generated to indi-

cate to the user the desired length of

the input number.
Lines 230-360 contain subroutines

used by the disassembler. It is the du-
ty of these routines to generate the

proper 'punctuation" for the op-

erand field (commas, dollar signs,

parentheses, etc.). Since the disas-

sembler utilizes standard 6502 mne-
monics, a fair amount of work goes
into generating the proper punctua-
tion. Note that variable F is either 0, 1

or 2, depending on whether the oper-

and is 0, 1 or 2 bytes long. String

A$(0) contains most of the punctua-
tion needed, and the desired parts are

stripped off in line 250.

Lines 270-300 convert the relative

addresses to absolute addresses by
considering whether the branch is

backwards or forwards, and whether
it's subtracting or adding.

The routine at 370-410 provides
the user with a decimal-to-hex con-

version. (It's a tedious conversion by
hand, so let the computer do it.) The
routine essentially inputs a number
and then sends it to the subroutine at

line 110.

Hex-to-decimal conversion is

equally tedious, so lines 420-450 also

should be automated. Once again a
utility routine (at line 150) is called to

perform the task.

Lines 480-540 perform the hex
dump and ASCII dump routines.

Twenty lines of hex dump are printed

on the screen, with four entries to a
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line. This implies that the addresses
skip by fours, a convenient number
to work with in hexadecimal.

All of the memory contents are
printed out in hex. In addition, the
ASCII equivalents are printed in red
at the right of the screen. This is han-

dy when you' re looking for messages
embedded in code.

The disassembler is included in

lines 550-640. Most of the routines

used by the disassembler have al-

ready been discussed above.

Note, however, that line 600 takes

care of the "bad code" case by print-

ing three question marks in a row.
Line 630 calls the routine correspond-

ing with the addressing mode cur-

rently desired; the routine thus gen-

erates the proper punctuation. The
variable P keeps track of the current

address, while C$ is equal to the

mnemonic (e.g., LDA, STX, PLA).

Just how the disassembler works will

be discussed shortly.

Lines 650-690 comprise the top-

level routine. The programmable
function keys of the VIC-20 are used
to call the various features. For ex-

ample, the [f 1] key starts the disas-

sembly and [f5] starts the hex dump.
The function keys generate an ASCII
code of 133 to 137 and line numbers
680 and 690 scan for that fact.

Set-up and Tables

The final portion of the program is

the set-up and the tables. A string

variable array is used to store the

needed mnemonics. This type of

variable is perhaps a little slower to

use than others, but it has the advan-

tage of using relatively little space.

This is important, since the stock

VIC-20 has only 3.5K of user RAM.
Array A$( ) contains the 57 mnemon-
ics, while array B$( ) contains the ad-

dressing information.

To see how these arrays generate

the proper disassembly, consider an
example. Suppose a byte in memory
is found to be equal to hex 25. The
most significant digit (2 in this case)

calls up string B$(2). Now, looking at

line 590, the least significant digit (5)

is then multiplied by 3 and increased

by 1 to yield the number 16. W$ is

then set equal to MID$(B$(2),16,3),

which is 12C. This code is then

keyed to the proper mnemonic (rep-

resented by C$ in line 620) by taking

the second mnemonic (AND in this

example) in string A$(l)—hence the

12 in the 12C string.

The proper addressing mode is

found by taking ASC("C"), which is

Listing continued.

450
455
456
457
458
459
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
545
546
547
548
549
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
645
646
647
648
649
650
660
670
680
690
695
696

PRINT" C 12 LEFTD= #"; MID* <ES, 2, E) : RETURN
REM
REM
REM *** HEX AND ASCII DUMP ROUTINE **»
REM
REM
GOSUB220
P=E
PR INT H

CCLEAR J C 2 DOWN J";
F0RZ=1T020: D=P: B=5: GOSUB1 10: PRINTD*;
F0RY=1T04:PRINT" "; : B=3:D=PEEK <P> :GOSUBl 10:PRINTD*; :P=P+1 : NEXT
P=P-4 - PR INT " CRED 3

" ; 2 FORG= 1 T04 : D=PEEK (P

)

I FD< 320R ( D > 1 28ANDD< 161) THEND=46
PRINTCHR*(D> ; : P=P+1 : NEXT
POKE212,0: PRINT" CBLUED": NEXT: RETURN
REM
REM
REM *** DISASSEMBLY ROUTINE ttt
REM
REM
B0SUB220
P=E
PRINT" CCLEAR3C2 DOWNI";
FORZ = 1 T020 : D=P : B=5 : GOSUB 110: P*=D*
I = INT(PEEK(P) /16> : J=PEEK(P)-Itl6:W*=MID*(B«(I) , Jt3+1,3>
IFW*= "??? "THENC*=W* : F=0 : GO T0640
I=VAL(LEFT*(W*, 1 ) ) : J=VAL (MID* <W*, 2, 1))
C*=MID*(A*(I), J*3-2,3) :A=ASC(MID*(W*,3, 1 >

) -64
ONAGOSUB230, 240, 240, 330, 270, 240, 240, 340, 350, 240, 240, 360
PRINTP*+" "+C*:P*P+1«-F: NEXT: RETURN
REM
REM
REM *** TOP LEVEL ROUTINE ttt
REM
REM
GETF*: IFF*< >" "THEN650
PR INT "CHOMED";
GETF*: IFF*=""THEN670
IFASC (F*X 1 330RASC <F* ) > 1 38THEN670
1 = 1 39-ASC <F*> : ON I GOSUB37G, 420, 480, 460, 570, 550: G0T0650
REM
REM

Circle 167 on Reader Service card.

print this?

%%$%0&
It can if you add VIS Bridge REPORT? horn Solitions, Inc.

$79 + $4 shipping & handling for TRS-80® I, 11/12/16, m Apple® II + , HI, or IBM PC™
802 229 0368. 97 College St., Box 989, Montpelier, VT 05602. MASTERCARD OR VISA/Dealer

inquiries welcomed. Also: VISXBridge/SORT™ $89; VIS \Bridge/DJ™, $295.

All VIS/Bridge products are trademarks of Solutions Inc VisiCalc* is a trademark of VisiCorp TRS-80" is a trademark of Tandy Corp

IBM PC ,M is a trademark of IBM Corp Apple' is a trademark of Apple Computers Inc
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Listing continued.

697 REM ttt SET-UP AND TABLES *»t
698 REM
699 REM
700 PRINT" C CLEAR DC BLUE 3" : PRINT: PRINT" VIC-20 DISASSEMBLER" : PRINT
7 lO PRINT" BY THOMAS HENRY"
720 AS ( 1 ) ="ADCANDASLBCCBCSBEQBITBMI

"

730 AS ( 2 ) = " BNEBPLBRKBVCBVSCLCCLDCL I

"

740 AS(3)="CLVCMPCPXCPYDECDEXDEYEOR"
750 AS ( 4 ) = " I NC I NX I NYJMPJSRLDALDXLDY
760 AS <5 ) = "LSRNOPORAPHAPHPPLAPLPROL

"

770 AS ( 6 ) = "RORRT IRTSSBCSECSEDSE ISTA

"

7BO AS(7)="STXSTYTAXTAYTSXTXATXSTYA"
790 BS <O ) = "23A53J?????????53C 1 3C???55A53B 1 3A??????53D 1 3D???

"

800 BS ( 1 ) = "22E53K?????????53F 1 3F???26A53 I ?????????53H??????

"

810 BS ( 2 ) = "45D 1 2J?????? 1 7C 1 2C58C???57A 1 2B58A??? 1 7D 1 2D58D???

"

820 BS ( 3 ) = " 1 8E 1 2K????????? 1 2F58F???65A121 ????????? 1 2H58H???

"

830 BS < 4 ) = "62A38J?????????38C5 1C???54A38B5 1A???44D38D5 1 D???

"

840 B* <5>="24E38K?????????38F51F???28A38I?????????38H51H???"
850 BS (6 ) = "63A 1 1 J????????? 1 1C6 1 C???56A 1 1 B6 1A???44L 1 1 D6 1 D???

"

860 BS ( 7 ) = "25E 111 ????????? 1 1 F6 1 F???67

A

111 ????????? 1 1H6 1 H???

"

870 BS <8 ) = " ???68J??????72C68C7 1C???37A???76A???72D68D7 1 D???

"

880 BS (9) =" 14E68K??????72F68F71F???78A68I77A??????68H??????"
890 BS ( lO) ="48B46J47B???48C46C47C???74A46B73A???48D46D47D???"
900 BS ( 1 1 ) = " 1 5E46K??????48F46F47F???3 1 A46 I 75A???48H46H47 I ???
91 O BS ( 12) ="34B32J??????34C32C35C???43A32B36A???34D32D35D???"
920 BS ( 1 3 ) = " 2 1 E32K?????????32F35F???27A32 I ?????????32H35H???

"

930 BS ( 1 4 ) = " 33B64J??????33C64C4 1C???42A64B52A???33D64D4 1D???

"

940 AS(0)="C6 OFF3 #SCOFFD SCOFF3 , XCOFF3 , YCOFF] SCOFF} S,X)),Y (S <*'

950 G0T0650

67, and subtracting 64, which yields

3. Subroutine 330 is therefore called

in line 630, and this routine gener-

ates the proper punctuation. The
code is zero page addressed in this

example.
Although this routine may seem

fairly long, in actual practice the pro-

gram works fairly fast. Disassembling
20 lines takes about six seconds.

Entering the Program

Before typing in Listing 1, note that

even though many REM statements

are shown, they shouldn't be entered

into the computer. The VIC-20' s lim-

ited memory makes this an impossi-

bility. To make it easier to find the

statements which you should enter,

notice that the program starts at line

100 and increases by tens. All REM
statements are on other numbeis. So
simply start at 100 and enter all lines

which end in a 0.

Cursor controls are used occasion-

ally in Print and Input statements.

Since the printer used to generate this

listing will not print cursor control

symbols (only Commodore printers

will do this), another means has to be
employed. Bracketed abbreviations

are used to indicate cursor controls,

and the REMs in lines 31-51 tell how
to interpret these.

The program is easy to enter, but

be sure to type the spaces exactly as

shown in the various Print state-

ments. After entering the program,
save it on cassette. And after check-
ing for typing errors and testing the

program, make a backup copy.

Circle 166 on Reader Service card.

IBM® Personal Computer Products

DaVOng 5 MB Hard Disk System - $1495.00 12 MB - $1095.00

IBM PC-2 Drive System $ CALL
3" DUAL DRIVE SUBSYSTEM $725.00

Qliadram - Quadboard with Parallel

Port, Serial Port, Clock/Calendar, Expandable to 256K

64 K on brd. - $340.00 1 28 K on brd. - $395.00

192K on brd. - $439.00 256K on brd. - $499.00

Quadram Memory Expansion

192K Maximum

64 K on brd. -$230.00

1 92 K on brd. -$350.00

AST & PERSYST MEMORY EXPANSION PRODUCTS

Amdek Monitors

Mod 300 Phosphor - $150.00 Composite Color III - $345.00
IBM RGB Compatible Color II - $599.00 Color I

- $300.00

IBM/TBS SO Disk Drives/Cabinets

TM 100 Single 40 Track Drive - $189.00

TM 100-2 Double 40 Track Drive - $280.00

TEAC 5'A" SUM SINGLE ft DOUBLE DRIVE SUBSYSTEMS $ CALL

Apple II® Computer Products
SYSC0M APPLE COMPATIBLE SYSTEM $725.00

Apple Compatible Controller Card $ 79.95

Apple Compatible Disk Drive w/Cabinet & Cable 249.00

w/Controller 315.00
TEAC SLIM LINE 5%" DRIVE $265.00 DUAL SUM UNE $525.00

Printer/Graphics Interlace 99.95

Davong 5 MB Hard Disk System - $1495.00 — 12 MB - $1995.00

Apple Compatible Joysticks 29.95

128K on brd. - $290.00

$ CALL

Jfctei -*-

Epson/Smith-Corona Printers

MX80 $425.00 FX80 $550.00 MX100 $875.00

TRS 80 / Parallel Printer Cable $20.00

IBM Parallel Printer Cable $35.00

HAN MICRONICS 6EMINI 10 $ CALL

6EMINI 15 $ CALL

Smith Corona TP-1 Letter Quality Daisy Wheel $575.00

ELECTRONICS
INC.

TRS-80 MOD III Disk Controller Incl. Disk Controller Power

Supply. Mounting Hardware. Cables & Instruction Manuals $230.00

Dual 8" Slim Line- $180.00 Dual 5W -$ 99.00

Single 5%" - $ 89.00

3" DUAL DRIVE SUBSYSTEM FOR IBM $725.00

POWER SUPPLIES
AND CABINETS

VISA, MASTERCARD <$ioo Mm Add 2%)

Or Certified Check
90 Day Warranty (Parts & Labor)
TRS 80 is a Registered Trademark, Tandy Corp.

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

DATA— MAIL
P.O. Box818. Reseda, CA91 335

1-800-635-5555

FREE SHIPPING IN CONTINENTAL U.S.

(213) 993-4804
(IN CALIF.)
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Using the Program

Only the function keys, [fl]-[f7],

are used to operate the program.
First load and run the program. The

title will be displayed and the

computer will then wait for your
commands:

• [fl]—This key starts the disassem-

bly. After hitting it, you will be asked
for a start address. Type in a four-

digit hexadecimal number and hit

return. The disassembly then will

start. If you give an erroneous start

address, you'll receive an error

message.

• [f3]—This key will continue the dis-

assembly from where you left off. An-
other 20 lines will be disassembled.

• [f5]—This key starts the hex dump.
You will be asked for a start address.

Type in a four-digit hex number and
hit return; the hex dump then will

start. The column on the left will

show the address of memory in blue.

The next four columns, also in blue,

will show the memory contents. The
last four columns, in red, will show
the ASCII interpretation of the mem-
ory contents.

• [f7]—This key continues the hex

dump from where you left off.

• [f2]—This key allows you to convert
a hex number to a decimal. After hit-

ting [f2] you'll be asked for a hex
number. Type in a four-digit number
and hit return. The decimal equiva-
lent will be displayed. If you type in

an erroneous hex number, an error

message will appear.

• [f4]—After hitting this key, which
converts a decimal number to hexa-

decimal form, you will be asked for a

decimal number. Type it in and hit

return. The hex equivalent will be
displayed. Note that the input must
be between and 65535 or an error

message will be displayed.

To keep memorization to a

minimum, a cardboard template can
be used to detail the uses of the func-

tion keys. Fig. 1 shows such a template.

Simply cut out the template and glue

it to a piece of cardboard. Then cut

out the center area and discard. Final-

ly, seat the template around the func-

tion keys.

The VIC-20 Machine-Language
Tool should prove to be valuable in

making sense of the internal struc-

ture of the machine. By using the

VIC -20
MACHINE-LANGUAGE TOOL

(1

DIS-
ASSEMBLE

f 3
CONTINUE

CUT
OUT
CENTER
a
DISCARD

5

HEX DUMP

f 7

CONTINUE

f 2

HEX

f 4

DECIMAL

Fig. 1. Function keys cutout template.

disassembler, one can interpret rou-

tines and see what sort of set-ups are

required before entering the routine.

The ASCII dump should prove useful

in finding Basic keywords in memory
as well as error messages.

Circle 182 on Reader Service card.

Now You Can Afford Another 64K . .

.

COEX 64K S-100 CMOS STATIC RAM BOARD
Specifications

Especially when its less than

a half cent per bit!

Fully Static Operation

Supports S-100 IEEE-696 Standards

Uses Popular 2716 Pinout Type

static RAMS s

Board Access Time Under 200nS

ISOnS RAMS Standard

No Wait States Needed at 6.000MHz

High Quality FR-4 Type PC Board

All Data, Status and Address Lines

FuWy Buffered

Switch Selectable Phantom Line

Gold Plated Contact Fingers for Low
Contact Resistance and Long Life

Switch Selectable Extended Address

Lines for Up To 16 Mbytes

Extreme Low Power Dissapation

(<500mA Typical)

Top 8K May Be Switched Disabled

and/or Interchangeable with 2716

Type EPROMs

FOR
YOUR

APPLE He
COEX 64K Memory with built-in 80

Column x 24 Lines Upper and Lower Case.

Fully compatible with all Apple He Software.

Uses Auxiliary Slot 0. Gold edge fingers. Jumper

Set-up for extended high resolution. Full 90 day warranty.

only *Lyy Assembled & Tested only 14900
Assembled & tested

"Have You Kissed Your Computer Lately"

Components Express, Inc.
master charge

VISA*

1380 E. Edinger • Santa Ana, Calif. 92705 • 714/558-3972
TWX 910-595-1565 • ADVACON SNA • International Orders Welcome

Terms of Sale: Cash, Checks, Credit Cards, MO.. C.O.D. FOB Santa Ana. Calif, residents add 6% sales tax.
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Picture Magic on the VIO20
This VIC-20 program's memory tricks produce visual treats.

By Roger Hickey

Your Commcxlore VIC-20 can dis-

play some spectacular high-reso-

lution pictures once it is configured for

full-screen graphics. Basically, any-

thing that can be represented by a

mathematical expression can be plot-

ted on the screen.

In order to understand how the high-

resolution graphics capability works
on the VIC-20, you must understand
how characters are displayed on the

screen. The VIC screen is 22 charac-

ters wide by 23 characters high. Each
of the 506 RAM locations known as

"screen memory" contains a number
that determines which character is

displayed on the screen.

It is important to distinguish these

locations from "character memory,"
where the eight-byte codes for each

character are stored. For example, if

the first location in screen memory
contains the number 1 (the code for

the letter A), the VIC-20 goes to the

second set of eight bytes in character

memory to get the data to construct

"A" as an 8x8 grid of dots on the

screen. Character memory, which
normally resides in ROM, therefore

requires 506 x eight, or 4048, bytes.

The Video Interface Chip (VIC) al-

lows you to change a pointer in mem-
ory so that the character memory is

stored in RAM instead of ROM. Then,
if a location in screen memory con-

tains the number 1, the screen display

is still determined by the numbers
stored in the second eight bytes of

character memory, but the character

is no longer an "A."
In fact, since you can change the

contents of RAM locations, it is now
possible to determine, bit by bit, what

Address correspondence to F. Roger Hickey,

Physics Dept., Hartwick College, Oneonta, NY
13820.
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appears in this location on the screen.

Using all 4048 bytes, it is possible to

obtain a screen resolution of 176x
184 (32,384) dots. Any bit set to 1 pro-

duces a bright dot on the screen; bits

are dark.

The Problem

Since the unexpanded VIC-20 has

only 3583 free bytes, the entire char-

acter memory and your Basic program
obviously won't fit, and full-screen,

high-resolution graphics are impossi-

ble. The VIC-20 Programmer's Refer-

ence Guide gives a nice technique for

using a 64 x 64 dot area of the screen

for high-resolution graphics.

Unfortunately, it is not trivial to

modify that technique to obtain full-

screen resolution when you expand
your VIC-20 by either 8K or 16K of

RAM, because the VIC does not have
access to that expansion memory.
This means you can't store either

screen or character memory in the ex-

tra RAM. (This isn't true with a 3K
memory expander, because it uses a

different part of RAM that is accessi-

ble to the VIC.)

You can, however, store your Basic

program in the expansion memory.
The VIC-20 is configured so that when
8K or more of expansion memory is

inserted, it occupies addresses begin-

ning at 8192 or successively higher lo-

cations. Under this configuration, the

User Basic Area normally starts at lo-

cation 4608. But since you want to re-

serve this area for character and
screen memory, you must move the

User Basic Area to the expansion

memory.
This requires a couple of pokes to

the memory locations that hold the

pointer to the start of Basic (locations

43 and 44). Furthermore, the first

memory location in the User Area
must contain a zero. The following

line will do the trick:

POKE43,1:POKE44,32:POKE8192,0:NEW

NEW will cause all of the other Ba-

sic pointers to line up properly.

Note that this line must be typed be-

fore you enter your Basic program. If

you save your program and turn off

the computer, you must retype this

line before you load the program back
into memory. If you forget, the pro-

gram will load, but the system will

crash if you try to run it.

This still leaves a problem. With the

memory expansion in place, screen

memory normally occupies the 506

memory locations between 4096 and
4601. For full-screen, high-resolution

graphics, you want to move character

memory to RAM, as explained above,

but the only RAM starting locations al-

lowed by the VIC are 4096, 5120, 6144
or 7168.

Since the last accessible RAM loca-

tion is 8191, the only way to fit all 4K
of character memory into RAM is to

start at memory location 4096. But

this leaves no other VIC-accessible

506-byte block of memory in which to

put screen memory.

The Solution

One solution to the problem in-

volves using some of the other capa-

bilities of the powerful VIC. The trick

I am about to describe will result in a

resolution of 160 dots wide by 176

dots high. This is slighly less than the

full-screen resolution of 176x184.
Specifically, you will lose the right-

most 16 columns and the bottom eight

rows of dots.

Now it is possible to instruct the

VIC to use characters each made up of

16 bytes instead of eight, arranged in

an 8x 16 grid of dots. Under normal
conditions, these characters would
not be readable. In this case, however,

you are concerned not with the char-

acters, but only with the individual
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DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE /SOFTWARE
GTEK MODEL 7128 EPROM PROGRAMMER

Microprocessor based intelligence for ease of
use and interface. You send the data, the
7128 takes care of the rest.

RS-232 interface and ASCII data formats
make the 7128 compatible with virtually
any computer with an RS 232 serial inter-
face port.

Auto-select baud rate.

Use with or without handshaking.
Bidirectional Xon/Xoff supported.
CTS/DTR supported.

Devices supported as of DEC 82.
NMOS NMOS CMOS EEPROM MPU'S
2758 2508 27C16 5213 8748
2716 2516 27C32 X2816 8749
2732 2532 C6716 48016 8741
2732A 2564 27C64 8742
2764 68766 8751
27128 8755 8755

Read pin compatible ROMS also.

Automatic use of proper program voltage
based on type selected.

Menu driven eprom type selection, no per-
sonality modules required.

(40 pin devices require adapter)

INTEL, Motorola and MCS-86, Hex formats
Split facility for 16 bit data paths. Read, pro-
gram, and formatted list commands also.

Interupt driven type ahead, program and
verify real time while sending data.

Program single byte, block, or whole eprom.
Intelligent diagnostics discern between
eprom which is bad end one which merely
needs erasing.

Gtek INC.

• Verify erasure and compare commands.
• Busy light indicates when power is being ap-

plies to program socket.

• Complete with TEXTOOL zero insertion
force socket and integral 120 VAC power
supply. (240 VAC/50HZ available also)

• High Performance/Cost ratio.

• a* Modal 7128 PRICE $389.00 •••

MODEL 7128 SOCKET ADAPTERS
MODEL 481 allows programming of 8748,
8749, 8741, 8742 single chip processors.

Price $98.00

MODEL 511 allows programming the 8751,
Intel's high powered single chip processor.

Price $174.00
MODEL 755 allows programming the
8755 EPROM/IO chip

Price $135.00
MOOEL 7128/24 budget version of the
7128. Supports 24 pin parts thru 32K only
Upgradable to full 7128 capacity.

Price $289.00

Non-expandable, very low cost models avail-
able for specific devices.
MODEL 7128-L1 for 2716 only $149.00
MODE L 7 1 28 L2 for 2732 only $1 79.00

Also available from stock:
Eprom Erasers UVP model DE-4 . . $78.00
Avocet Systems Cross Assemblers $200.00
RS-232 Cable Assemblies $25 00
Programmable Devices ca ||

Complete development systems . $3240.00

Post Office Box 289
Waveland, Mississippi 39576

(601) 467-8048

Circle 392 on Reader Service card.

^WANTED%
u

Buyers* We}| pay the shippin
•CALL FREE"(800) 6544058-
"Call For Reduced Prices At Various Quantities"

Verbatim.
045

350

345

445

095

340

395

el" sin side
34 dblden.

cl" dblside
°4 dblden.

cl" sin-side
^n quad

1
m

8"

8"

8"

dblside
quad

sin-side
sin-den.

sin side
dblden.

dblside
dblden.

Head Cleaning

Kits.... 94Q

k Refills .1450
Prices perea.
10 per box the

Dvsan
^fCORPORATiqp

el" sin-side 950/4 dblden.

cl" dblside
0/A dblden.

53*
sin-side
quad

cl" dblside
°4 quad

sin side
sin-den.

sin- side
dblden.

dblside
dblden.

8"

8"

8"

445

445

4?5

345

445

4§5

We Stock
"Bulk-Packed

Diskettes

»»

^Scotch*
035

3
2-5

045

300

395

el" sin-side
°4 dblden.

cl " dblside
°4 dbl-den.

8" sin-side
sin -den.

8"

8"

sin-side
dblden.

dblside
dblden.

Diskette

Disk Minder
•Smoked Plastic
•Holds 75 Disks

17?5ea

Dealer Inquiries
Welcomed

PO Box 1674
Bethany OK.

730OB U)wieciiaf
'(Continental U.S. only. Add 3^00 orders under 40"-°) ^j

B

Commodore 64
and

VIC-20

DRAW
with your joystick!

Now, you can create high-resolution pictures
on-screen with your joystick as a "pen." Design critters,

objects, pie-charts — whatever your imagination wishes!
SAVE your creations to tape or disk, and PRINT
them on a VIC printer. Educational and fun!

Draw narrow or wide lines, curvy or straight; set points;

add captions; create background patterns; change
picture, background, and border colors; reverse colors for

a negative; even connect dots with straight lines

automatically! You control every dot on the screen.

A large "Picture Library" is included to get you started,

plus a 20-page instruction manual. Joystick required. VIC
printer and disk drive optional. On cassette.

For the Commodore 64.

'64 Panorama .

.

For the VIC-20:

VIC-PICS

. . $29.95

. . $29.95
(Full features need 8K mem exp; reduced
version included for unexpanded VIC)

'FLY" from Picture Library

PRINT (the unprintable) . .

.

with Smart ASCII Plus-$59.95
Now, print the unprintable Commodore graphics on
your dot-addressable printer* with Smart ASCII Plus. This

powerful, low-cost software interface converts your
USER PORT into a fast, intelligent port for "Centronics"

protocol parallel printers.

Six flexible print modes: GRAPHICS, TRANSLATE,
DaisyTRANSLATE, CBM ASCII, True ASCII, PIPELINE.

GRAPHICS mode creates actual VIC/64 keyboard
graphics. TRANSLATE converts normally unprintable

control-codes into text. (CLR), (RVS), (BLU), etc., with an
extended mode for Daisywheel printers. Convenient

set-up menu and simplified operation.

Smart ASCII Plus is compatible with most application

programs. WordPro 3+, EasyScnpt, Quick Brown Fox {for

the VIC), Writer's Assistant, etc.

Complete with connecting cable for printer and
instruction manual. On cassette. Copy to your disk for

quick loading. (Upgrades available for original Smart

ASCII owners.)

•Requires dot-addressable printer such as. Epson FX-80 or MX-80/100
with Graftrax, Okidata Microline 84; C Itoh Prownter 1 & 2. Star

Micronics Gemini- 10 or 15.

(816) 333-7200

MIDWEST
MICRO ,nc

Send for a free brochure.

MAIL ORDER: Add $1.50 shipping and
handling ($3.50 for C.O.D.); VISA/Mastercard
accepted (card# and exp. date). MO residents

add 5.625% sales tax. Foreign orders payable

U.S.$, U.S. Bank ONLY; add $5 shp/hndlg.

311 WEST 72nd ST. • KANSAS CITY • MO • 64114
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bits within each character.

The advantage of using 16-byte

characters is that you need only half as

many to fill the screen. Line 70 of List-

ing 1 makes this change. Line 60 ad-

justs the screen to 1 1 rows instead of

the usual 23, since each character is

now twice as high. This is where you
lose the bottom eight rows of bytes.

Now, if you're willing to give up the

last two rows of characters at the right

of the screen, you need only 20 char-

acters across by 1 1 characters down to

describe the screen, and screen mem-
ory can be compactly stored in 220

bytes instead of 506. Furthermore,

character memory will require only

20 bytes for screen width and 1 1 rows

by 16 bytes for screen height, for a

total of 3520.

Therefore, if character memory
starts at location 4096, it will occupy
successive locations up to 7616. This

just leaves room to tuck in the screen

memory at the page beginning at byte

7680. Lines 10 and 20 of Listing 1 com-
bine to make both of these changes.

To summarize, character memory
now starts at location 4096, screen

memory at 7680 and the User Basic

Area begins at location 8192.

Finishing Details

Only a few other steps remain to

complete the initialization process.

Line 30 of Listing 1 clears the charac-

ter memory so no dots are initially

turned on. Line 80 colors the screen

and border black. Line 40 moves the

screen display a little to the right to

compensate for the unused columns.

The loops in lines 90-110 map the

screen for use with the algorithm in

the subroutine at lines 270-320. This

was adapted from a similar algorithm

described in the VIC-20 Programmer's

Reference Guide. The mapping process

stores successive integers, column by
column, in screen memory. As de-

scribed above, this associates the up-

per left corner of the screen (where a

is stored) with the first 16 bytes of

character memory, the second row of

the first column (where a 1 is stored)

with the next 16 bytes, and so on for

all 220 locations in screen memory.
There is now a one-to-one corre-

spondence between every dot on the

5 REN FOURIER SERIES - SQUARE NAVE
1 P0KE36866 • REEK ( 368bb > OR 128
26 P0KE36869 • 252 ROKE648 , 30
30 FOR I -4996107673 POKE 1,8 NEXT
40 POKE 36864 , PEEK < 36S64 >AND 1 280R7
60 P0KE36S6? • PEEK <36867)AND1290R22
70 POKE36367 . PEEK < 36867 >0R

1

SO POKE 3687*3, 3 PRINTCHRtC 147> :

35
30 F0RL=0T0 1 3 F0RM=0T0 1

6

100 P0KE7680+M*22+L,K K=K+1
no ne::tm.l
112
114 F0RL=20T021 F0RM=0T012
1 1

5

P0KE7680+M*22+L , 22

1

:

117 NEXTM/L
1 30
140
150 F0RX=0T0153
1 55 V= I NT < 88+87*S I N < )</ 1 >

160 F0RN=3T07 STEP2
1 63 V=V+ 1 NT < 38+ ( 87, 'M > *S I N < N*X/ 1 > >

165 NEXT V=V/5-40
170 G0SUB270
175 V=<V+40>*5
130 F0RM=3T015 STEP2"
1 84 y=V+ 1 NT < 33+ ( 87/M > *S I N ( M*X/ 19)

)

135 NEXT V=V/6-13:
130 00SUB270
131 V='V+18)*6
132 F0RM=17T031 STEP2
1 54 V=V+ 1 NT < 88+ < 87/M > *S I N < M*X/ 16)

)

135 NEXT V=V/3-10-
133 G0SUB270
220 NEXT
221
222
230 G0T0230
240
270 CHAR= INT ( X/8 > * 1 1 + 1 NT < V/ 1 6

>

280 ROM" ( V/ 1 6- 1 NT ( V/ 1 6 > ) * 1

6

230 BVTE=4036+ 1 6*CHAR+R0W

:

300 BIT«7-<X-INT<X/8>*8) :

3 1 POKE BVTE , PEEK < BYTE ) 0R2 tB I T

:

320 RETURN
READY.

APPROXIMATION
REM SCREEN
REM
REM

10 AND 29)AT 7630 < LINES
CHARACTERS AT 4036
START WITH ALL BLANK CHARACTERS

REM MOVE SCREEN TO RIGHT
REM 11 ROWS
REM 8*16 CHARACTERS
REM BLACK SCREEN ft BORDER

REM THESE LOOPS MAP THE SCREEN,
REM (COLUMN BV COLUMN) TO
REM CHARACTER MEM0RV

REM THESE LOOPS CLEAR THE
REM UNUSED PORTION OF THE
REM SCREEN

REM FIRST
REM ADD 3

TERM IN SERIES
MORE TERMS

REM V POSITIONS TOP GRAPH
REM PLOT POINT FOR FIRST GRAPH
REM RESTORE V FOR NEXT CALCULATION
REM ADD NEXT FOUR TERMS

REM GRAPH IN MIDDLE OF SCREEN
REM PLOT POINT FOR SECOND GRAPH

REM ADD EIGHT MORE TERMS

REM GRAPH AT BOTTOM OF SCREEN
REM PLOT POINT FOR THIRD GRAPH

REM KEEP DISPLAV ON SCREEN

REM FIND CHARACTER ON SCREEN
REM FIND ROW WITHIN THE CHARACTER
REM FIND BVTE IN CHARACTER MEMORV
REM FIND BIT WITHIN THE BVTE
REM TURN THAT BIT "ON"

Listing 1. Basic program for fullscreen, high-resolution graphics. The middle section displays suc-

cessive approximations to a square wave.

screen and a bit in character memory.
The subroutine, lines 270-320, con-

verts a given pair of coordinates, X
and Y (in the correct range), to a partic-

ular bit in character memory and

pokes a 1 into that bit, thereby making

a dot appear on the screen.

Finally, the loops in lines 114-117

poke an unused, but zeroed, character

code into the unused portion of the

screen. If you fail to do this, an un-

wanted pattern may appear at the

right of the screen. Line 230 of the list-

ing is included to leave the display on

the screen when you have completed it.

To stop the program, hold down the

Run/Stop and Restore buttons simul-

taneously. This resets all of the point-

ers (except the start of User Basic

Area) to their normal value and dis-

plays Ready on the screen. The graph-

ics image will disappear.

Using the Graphics

Three examples are included here

to show possible types of uses of this

program. The middle part of Listing 1,

lines 150-220, computes successive ap-

proximations to a square wave, using

a Fourier Series. The program simul-

taneously displays three different

graphs.

At the top of the screen is plotted the

result of adding the first four terms of

the series. The middle and lower
graphs show the results of adding
eight and 16 terms, respectively, so

each graph is a better approximation

of a square wave. This display might
have application in an introductory

physics or electronics course. The Ba-

sic code for this part of the program is

quite simple and self-explanatory.

You can replace this section of the

program by the code shown in Listing

2. Now the same core program has be-

come an X-Y plotter. The display will

show a Lissajous figure, a closed loop-

ing curve familiar to anyone who has
used an oscilloscope. This program is

fun to watch as it creates the figure.

Finally, Listing 3 is a program seg-

ment that shows the striking effects

that can be achieved with the same
core program and a little additional ef-

fort. This code again replaces lines

150-220 of Listing 1. The X-Y plotting

capability is used here to make a

"three-dimensional," or perspective,

plot of the bell-shaped Gaussian sur-

face, Z = Aexp[-k(x2 + y
2
)].

There are two things worth men-
tioning about this section of code.

First, the top line of the screen, not the

bottom, corresponds to Y = 0. Unless

line 185 is present, the picture wiJJ be
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inverted. This didn't matter in the oth-

er examples, because of the symmetry
of the graphs, but it does here.

The other point is the technique for

dealing with hidden lines in the figure

on the screen. Since this is a perspec-
tive drawing, the "back" of the figure

should not be visible, so data points

corresponding to that part of the fig-

ure must be suppressed.

The simplest way to do that is to

keep track of the highest Y-value at

every X-location, and never plot a
point whose Y-coordinate is lower

156
155
160
176
220

FORK=0TO139STEP.3
X=INT<80+79*SIN<K/15>>
V=IHT(88+38*SIN<K/10>)
GOSUB 270:
NEXT

REM AMPLITUDE = 79; CENTERED BV 80
REM SAME EXCEPT 176 COLS IN Y-DIRECTION
REM PLOT THE POINT

REflDV.

Listing 2. Basic program segment to display a Lissajous figure. This code replaces lines 150-220 of

Listing 1.

145 X0=1V0=1 L-0 REM X0.V0 ARE HOR 4 VERT INCREMENTS
146 DIMM<200> FORX1=0TO200 MCX1> =175 NEXT
150 FORK=0TO55 REM K IS THE NUMBER OF SLICES
155 FORX1=0TO100
160 V1=K*SQR<X0T2+V0t2>: REM FOR CONSTANT INCREMENTS ON V-AXIS
165 R=<Xl-50)t2+';Vl-50>t2
170 Z=100*EXP<-0.003*R>: REM PEAK AT 100; .003 DETERMINES WIDTH
180 X=X1+K*X0
135 V=2+K*V0V=175-V REM V=0 IS AT THE TOP OF THE SCREEN
187 IFV>=M<X1+L>THEN220 REM CHECK FOR HIDDEN POINTS
1 2& I FV<M ( X 1 +L > THENM ( X 1 +L > =V

:

REM KEEP TRACK OF HEIGHT AT EACH X
130 GOSUB270: REM PLOT THE POINT
220 NEXTX 1

: L=L+ 1
: NEXTK

READY.

Listing 3. Three-dimensional, or perspective, plot ofa bell-shaped curve. This code replaces lines

150-220 of Listing 1.

than the maximum Y for that value of

X. Lines 187 and 188 of Listing 3 ac-

complish this. The variable L keeps
track of the fact that the X-axis keeps
shifting one dot to the right for each
new line in order to give perspective
to the drawing.

Suggestions for Improvement
The major problem with this pro-

gram is its lack of speed. It is slow,

plotting approximately three points

per second. This isn't terribly impor-
tant for the programs in Listings 1 and
2, but the third example, which plots

more than 5000 points, requires about
30 minutes to complete the picture.

The Basic code might be speeded up a
little by someone clever, but the best

solution probably lies in rewriting
some or all of the code in assembly
language.

It should be possible to label the

graphs with numbers or letters, al-

though I haven't tried this yet. The
somewhat tedious process would in-

volve poking the eight-byte codes for

the desired letters or numbers into the
appropriate bytes between locations

4096 and 7616. This should result in

some professional displays.

TRS-80-" "CAN YOU BUY DIRECT?"
HAVE YOU GOT OUR PRICES?

WILL YOU PAY TOO MUCH?
J WARRANTY:

the RADIO SHACK warranty

accompanies all R. S.

merchandise sold by us.

TM: TRADE MARK OF RADIO SHACK M
(Located 30 miles from Fort Worth)

377 Plaza • GRANBURY • NR FORT WORTH . TEXAS 76048

TOLL FREE NUMBER: 1 - 800 - 433-s-a-v-e
IN TEXAS CALL: 817-573-4111
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The Beleaguered Compaq
This IBM PC compatible has overcome shaky beginnings

to establish itself as an elegant little portable.

By Kenniston Lord

i iding the coattails" of a majorR computer manufacturer has

always been precipitous, at best, but

the problems that have been encoun-

tered by Compaq Computer Cor-

poration with its IBM-compatible
Compaq Portable Computer have not

been technical and have not been
with IBM.
The product, manufactured by three

former Texas Instruments employees,

has been plagued by law suits from
Texas Instruments, denigration by a

major IBM Personal Computer maga-
zine and an overwhelming inability to

quickly fill the marketplace with what
appears to be a superb product.

On the other side of the coin, The

New York Times has stated that the

Compaq Portable Computer might be

the Osborne 1 of 1983, prompting

Osborne, it would seem, to reenter the

field with an IBM-compatible model
of its new Executive, just in time for

Comdex, Atlanta. The prior Comdex
was also revealing, with industry

analyst Dr. Portia Isaacson's pro-

nouncements that the Compaq, and
only the Compaq, provided the much-
heralded IBM "look-alike" com-
patibility.

Not much has been heard from the

other compatibles—the Colby, the

Hyperion and a few others. Compaq
must be doing something right. They
can't build them fast enough.

The Compaq Portable Computer is

a delightful machine to own and use.

For the IBM PC owner with a need for

a second machine, the Compaq offers

a second machine for half to two-

thirds the price of the PC, depending

The Compaq Portable Computer features a nine-inch display, 128K RAM and, most importantly, IBM-PC

compatibility.
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upon selected configuration. And it of-

fers an effective alternative for a pur-

chaser who wants to benefit from the

wealth of PC-compatible software.

In an industry beset by the lack of

intermachine compatibility and sys-

tem standards, Compaq has provided

the first tool that may be integrated to

the growing number of PCs and XTs.

It's a simple fact—with the exception

of the way Basic is implemented, the

operation of the machine is identical

to the PC's. The Compaq computer is

portable, capable and a pleasure to

use. And the additional disk storage,

double-sided, single density (DSSD),

provides capacity not available with

the single-sided, single-density (SSSD)

drives purchased with the PC. More
on the disk drives a bit later.

The Compaq weighs 28 pounds (in

its shipped configuration) and is care-

fully and ruggedly constructed. This

system sits upright, not at an angle like

some portables. The package is hand-

some, exuding solidity and strength.

Both the system unit's case and the

detachable keyboard have swing-

down feet. Once the system unit has

been set upon those feet, with the bot-

tom of the case facing you, the key-

board may be detached.

The keyboard is a replica of the PC's

keyboard, and is connected to the sys-

tem unit by a six-foot retractable cord.

It is held to the package by a pair of

nylon slides that move from the bot-

tom of the keyboard case into the

computer's main case, on either side.

While the size of the slide is certainly

sufficient to hold the keyboard in

Address correspondence to Kenniston Lord, 45

School St., Winchendon, MA 01475.



place, extreme care must be taken to

ensure that both slides are fully ex-

tended before picking up the unit. A
longer slide mechanism would pro-

vide more security for the keyboard.
The Compaq uses a 16-bit 8088 Intel

processor. As delivered, the system
provides 128K of RAM; a single 320K
disk drive (a second drive is available

for $595); a nine-inch monochrome
display; standard IBM PC keyboard;
interfaces for parallel printers, RGB
(red-green-blue) color monitor, com-
posite monitor, and color or black-

and-white TV RF Modulator. There is

room for the installation of the Intel

8087 coprocessor, if your application

is heavily computational. Also an
asynchronous communications card is

available for $145. There is even a

nylon designer carrying case available

for $75.

The package includes Compaq's im-

plementation ofMS DOS and Basic. In

fact, while the IBM DOS will function

on the Compaq, the IBM Basic will

not. IBM Basic is tripartite, in building

blocks. Part of IBM's Basic (Cassette

Basic) is ROM-resident. Disk Basic

utilizes Cassette Basic. Advanced
Basic (BasicA) uses both the Cassette

Basic and Disk Basic. In the Compaq,
a single disk-resident Basic is used—
BasicA. MS DOS and BasicA are both
products of Microsoft, Inc.

Tests intermixing disks have pro-

vided some interesting results. So far,

with the exception of Basic, none of

the standard software in use has failed

to work on the Compaq. Some have

A Capsule Look at the
Compaq Portable Computer

Manufacturer

Compaq Computer Corporation, 12330

Perry Road, Houston, TX 77070

Base List Price

$2999.

Standard Features

One 5 lA-mch disk drive with 320K storage

capacity and room for a second drive; high-

resolution, nine-inch diagonal display; 16-

bit Intel 8088 microprocessor with 128K

RAM, expandable to 256K on main system

board; IBM PC compatibility; parallel

printer interface; three IBM PC-compatible

hardware expansion slots.

Proportions

Weighs 28 pounds; 20 x 8V2 x 16 inches.

Documentation
BasicA, system reference and system

operation manuals.

GET IBM-PC Capacity at a Fraction of IBM'S Price!

New NETRONICS 16 Bit EXPLORER 88-PC Kit

Starts at Just S399.95

It's true! Now you can enjoy the power of the

Intel 8088-the same microprocessor which
powers the IBM-PC—and run any program com-
piled for the IBM-PC... starting at only $399 95'

Take this easy, low cost way to learn 16 bit

technology! Two-board system features:

1. 8088 mother board with 5 slot expansion

bus; accepts any hardware designed for

IBM PC; and

2. 64K memory board, expandable to 256K;
with IBM compatible RS232 communica
cations port.

Any disk-operating system which works on the

IBM will work directly on the EXPLORER 88-PC.

and all programs compiled for the IBM will run

on it.

The system monitor ROM included in the Starter

system features a user friendly operating system

that allows easy program generation and debug
ging. The commands include display/modify

memory. ..display/modify registers. ..input/output

data to 1/0 ports. ..block moves. ..single-step

trace mode. ..go/run with optional breakpoint

and register reports. ..cassette load/save with hie

labels... plus a complete system test program
that tests and reports condition of ROM, RAM.
cassette interface, timer, DMA controller, inter

rupt controller, and the communications port

These test programs not only allow easy debug

ging of software but they serve as hardware and

software learning tools.

The EXPLORER 88-PC STARTER KIT includes a

mother board, memory/I/O board, all components

needed, sockets for IC's used, one 62 pin bus

connector and complete assembly/test instruc-

tions. All you need is a soldering iron, solder, a

power supply, and a standard RS232 terminal

(Netronics has 2 low-cost ones to choose from).

Explorer 88 PC Starter Kit. $399 95
+ 10.00 p&i

D (wired A tested, add $100.00)
D Extra 62-pin connectors at $4.25 ea.

1.00 p&i.

Use your own terminal with the EXPLORER 88-PC

or, if you plan to expand it to be fully IBM com-

patible, we offer our IBM compatible keyboard

and an IBM compatible color graphics board

(only available wired and tested).

Accepts All IBM Peripherals.

$299.95IBM compatible keyboard
10.00 p&i.

D IBM compatible color board $299 95
10.00 p&i.

D Additional ROM required. $35.00

Set your own pace! Invest and learn, a! the rate

YOU want! Add to your EXPLORER 88 PC:

Deluxe heavy-duty steel cabinet that houses
either two 5V«" floppies or a 5%" hard disk

with i i- fioopy. This cabinet features a

brush 'imsh front panel and a wood-grained

sleeve.

D EXPLORER 88-PC Cabinet. $199.95
+ 18.00 p&i.

A heavy-duty open frame power supply

with fan that can be used in your own cabi

net or installed into the Netronics cabinet is

available as follows:

D 10 amp power supply for system 2 flop

pies. ..$149,95 8.00 p&i.

GAs above + extra power for 1 hard disk...

$169.95 8.00 p&i.

IBM compatible disk controller board. Con-

trols four 5'/4" floppy drives (w/2 drive

cable). Available wired and tested only...

$250.00 + 8.00 p&i.

O Monitors and BIOS source listings: available

on either disk or hard copy at $35.00.
Please specify format and system required.

: INTEL 8086/8088 user manual. $15 00
1 50 p&i.

DTHI 8086 BOOK by RECTOR & ALEX
$16.00 - 1.50 p&i.

:2' \1»

Special IBM compatible system: with key-
board, color graphics board, floppy disk

controller. 64K RAM. cabinet, standard
power suoply and a single 5' 4

"
floppy drive...

S1899 95 - 25.00 p&i.

IBM compatible hard disks, built-in modern
board, eprom burner, print buffer system plus

more will be available shortly.

Over 100 EXCLUSIVE Products and Kits-
including the Speak Easy' universal voice

synthesizer, a Diagnostic card with built-in

logic probe for the IBM-PC. terminals, mom
tors, the ELF and EXPLORER 85 computers,
and much more, are described in our up-

cominq catalog. Its yours FREE if you check
here

For Canadian orders!

please double the amount
of p&i shown. IBM-PC is a

registered trademark of|

IBM Corporation.

stands postage insurance

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800 243-7428 for Charge Card Orders.

In Conn., call 203 354-9375, Conn. res. add sales tax.

TO ORDER BY MAIL. CHECK BOXES FOR PR00UCTS DESIRED AND MAIL ENTIRE AD 10:

I^NI

I (only available wired and tested)

D Amount enclosed

Acct. No.

Signature

PRINT NAME

Address

IETRONICSR&D LTD.

333 Litchfield Rd . New Milford. CT 06776

OR Charge my VISA

Exp. Oate

D MASTERCARD

City State Zip

Circl ider Service card

The Automatic Ribbon Re-Inker

Re- ink any type of ribbon (except carbon) for

less than 5 cents.

Extremely simple operation. 1) Load cartridge
or spool. 2) Add ink to reservoir. 3) Start

motor.

We have a MAC INKER for any printer—many
MAC INKER units support multiple printers.

Ink contains lubricant for safe dot matrix
printhead operation. Multicolored inks

available. Ask for brochure.
Computer
Friends
100 Northwest 86th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97229
(503) 297-2321

*

Price $54.95
plus $3.00 S&H.
Prices slightly

higher for some
printers. Total

satisfaction or

full refund.

US Patent Pending

Dealer inquiries

welcome

•^-M^li^M^^^MM^^L^lM^U^MMMMMM-MMMM
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worked a little differently than ex-

pected, but all have functioned.

Documents produced on the PC's

SSSD drives can be read on the DSSD
of the Compaq. The reverse is not

true—a document recorded on a disk

formatted on the Compaq will not run

on the PC.

Interestingly, if you format a SSSD
disk on the PC and then take that disk

to the Compaq, documents can be

copied onto it. This is true for both

word processing (ASCII) documents
and binary programs. The disk can

then be brought back to the PC and
read. This avoids the disruption of

printer attachments. On the other

hand, a DSSD disk formatted on the

Compaq will not receive a word pro-

cessing document on the PC. Thus,

there is a way in which compatibility

may be achieved using dissimilar

drives.

The arrangement must be carefully

thought out, or you're certain to lose a

document somewhere. Careful label-

ling of disks is the key.

Memory additions are available at

$195 per 64K. Compaq will handle up
to 256K on the main system board.

Add-ons which are compatible with

the IBM system are also compatible

with the Compaq; three expansion

ports are available. A second 256K
may be added on a second board,

bringing the total memory capacity to

512K. Compaq envisions the possibili-

ty of users adding a Winchester hard

disk, an internal direct-connect mo-
dem, and local area communication
network interfaces to this machine.
The nine-inch monochrome display

is easily viewed and an available

panel control lets you change the

brightness. There is no ability to

change contrast, however, and that

may be a serious deficiency for people

All the . . . programs

written for the IBM
will run on the

portable Compaq Computer

with no modification

whatsoever.

who rely on that capability.

One immediate difficulty was en-

countered in this regard, when it was
observed that the word processing

package in use did not change the

shading of a block of text when
marked. Likewise, the ruler line did

not get brighter when temporary ad-

justments were made to the left

margin. On the PC, you learn that this

capability is a function of the monitor'

s

contrast control, and while the word
processor's feature itself works, the

lack of contrast provides uncertainty.

The screen is a high-resolution

monochrome screen capable of high-

resolution graphics. According to the

literature, it "combines the high-

quality character font available on the

IBM monochrome display adapter

and the high-resolution graphics
available on the IBM color graphics

adapter, all in a manner which main-

tains total software compatibility.

That means the Compaq Portable can

display IBM-compatible graphics and
high-resolution numbers and text on a

single monitor." So, it would seem,

Compaq has gone IBM one better. The
screen displays 25 lines of 80 char-

acters. Graphics are depicted by a

7x9 dot-matrix configuration within
a 9x 14 cell.

If you purchase the Compaq in its

full configuration (512K, two drives,

1

\\&N* Resident
1 Virtual Programs

for the IBM PL with
FLEXIMEM™!

• Faster access to programs!

• Maximum flexibility!

• More memory!

Circle 247 on Reader Service card.

Use Fleximem 1" as a Read/Only (ROM) board
to configure utilities, interpreters, compilers,

operating systems, and applications programs
as resident virtual programs on your personal

computer. Orexpand your PCs memory capac-
ity with up to1 2SK of Read/Write (RAM) mem-
ory. In fact, Fleximem™ lets you have both

Read/Only AND Read/Write memory by install-

ing compatible RAM and ROM/PROM/EPROM/
EEPROM devices on the same board.

Call today for details on Fleximem s

special features. Ask for

Technical Note

Coll TOLL-FREE (800)854-1085. In Calif, call (619)270-4000.
4901 Moreno Boulevard, Building 900-A, Son Diego, CA 921 17
Also ask about our RAAAPLUS™ multifunction memory expansion board.

asynchronous communications card

and carrying case), your total expen-

diture would not exceed $5,000.

However, Compaq gives you more
than enough to be fully compatible

and operational with its minimum of

128K and one drive. While users may
be able to live with a single drive, no
doubt most of these systems will be

sold with dual drives.

Literature for the Compaq claims

that it "isn't a portable IBM Personal

Computer, but thinks like one. All the

impressively useful, popular pro-

grams written for the IBM will run on

the portable Compaq Computer with

no modification whatsoever."

You can understand why they

would say that, but while the two
machines may not be totally identical,

they are close enough to provide inter-

system usage. The owner of both sys-

tems won't really care what the Com-
paq is called; he'll be happy to have

two compatible systems.

Some might wonder why IBM
would permit such a thing to happen.

IBM has learned some valuable les-

sons over the years. One of those les-

sons is that arguments over similari-

ties weakens everybody's position,

and that everybody stands to gain by
avoiding them. IBM was a long time

learning that lesson, but the evidence

is that the company has done it.

Osborne, at least, has decided that

perhaps Compaq knew something,

and the IBM-compatible Osborne Ex-

ecutive may well become an active

challenger to the Compaq, particular-

ly if the original Osborne can be

retrofitted with compatibility.

It's doubtful that Compaq Com-
puter Corporation is worried; they are

already entrenched and assured of a

secure position once the distribution

channels are full. The Compaq is

scheduled in the ComputerLand chain

at about the time you'll be reading this

article.

Certainly Compaq Computer Cor-

poration isn't about to assail IBM's

dominance in the computer manufac-

turing business; it's really to IBM's ad-

vantage for Compaq to build and sell

its computer, because it will provide
free market research for 'Big Blue"

when it finally decides to step into the

portable sweepstakes for itself.

For many firms, living under the

IBM umbrella has been profitable for

years—troublesome to some, but
profitable for most.

So to be called an IBM Portable,

even by implication, may well pro-

vide benefits for all.B
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Circle 121 on Reader Service card.

X
H

DISK DRIVE DUST COVER

KEYBOARD DUST COVER

Dirt, dust, and smoke can
effect the successful operation

of your IBM pc;even shorten its

useful life.

Now you can protect your PC
from these damaging airborne
particles with our custom
designed disk and keyboard
dust covers.

CompuCable corporation, a

leader in the manufacture and
distribution of computer prod-

ucts and accessories, has pro-

duced these handsome dust
covers with you the PC owner
in mind.

We know that you value your
PC, so we've made both covers

of high quality, smoke colored
plastic that will protect your PC
for years to come, we've also

engineered them to enhance
the natural beauty of the
IBM PC.

Best of all, this durable dust
cover set can be yours at a sur-

prisingly affordable price.

You depend on your PC to ful-

fill your information processing

needs. Protect it!

For information on where to
get the IBM PC dust cover set,

call us at 800/222-2332. in

California call 800/821-0684,
in Alaska and Hawaii call 714/
635-7330. Dealer inquiries are
welcomed.

Developing manufacturing, and distributing

quality computer products and accessories.

Dust covers are manufactured
exclusively by CompuCable Corporation

© 1983, COMPUCABLE CORPORATION



Scope It with Your Apple
For computerists w/io occasionally need an oscilloscope,

this inexpensive way of measuring analog voltages will pay off.

At a cost of about $6 in parts, your homemade 'scope justifies

once- or twice-a-year use.

By Scott D. King

Have you ever needed an oscillo-

scope but couldn't afford to shell

out hundreds of dollars? Me too ... I

needed a quick and cheap method of

measuring some low-level analog sig-

nals, but I simply could not afford to

buy even a cheap scope. Add to that

the fact that I do analog work only

once or twice a year, and I could

hardly justify it to myself.

An Alternative

So I had to come up with something
else. I had often thought about how
nice it would be to use my Apple II as

a troubleshooting aid, but I hadn't ex-

pected to use it as a piece of test

equipment.
The hardest part—and the most ex-

pensive part—of using a computer to

measure analog voltages is the digi-

tal-to-analog converter. Most of the

D/A converters I've seen cost almost
as much as a complete oscilloscope.

So much for the cost effectiveness of

that idea.

Then I found an inexpensive D/A
converter. I was browsing through a

local Radio Shack store when there it

was—an LM 3914 bar graph driver,

which is a 16-pin IC used to make an
LED bar graph display.

Inside the little bugger there are ten

differential comparators attached to a

string of precision resistors. When set

up properly, these comparators will

turn on one at a time as the input

voltage is increased. Think of it as a

large bucket on the floor with a series

of holes drilled up one side; as you fill

up the bucket, the water spills

through the higher holes.

03U0- ft2 00 LDX •00 082C
0602- 18 CLC 082E
e&03- ftD 63 C0 LDft SC063 0631
0606- 29 80 ftND *S80 0632
B88S- 6ft ROR 0833
0B09 - 85 00 ST ft S00 0834
eseE- ftD 62 C0 LDft SC062 0835
080E- 29 80 ftND *S80 063B
3810- 05 00 ORft S00 0839
0612- 6ft ROR 083fi
0813- es 00 STR S00 083C
0615- ftD 61 C0 LDft SC061 083D
0816- 29 80 ftND *S80 0840
061ft- 05 00 ORft •00 0642
OSlC- 9D 00 0ft STft SOftOO ,

X

0844
061F- E8 INX 0847
0320- D0 E0 BNE S0802 0849
0622- Eft NOP 084B
0823- Eft NOP 084E
0824- Eft NOP 0851
0825- Eft NOP 0853
0626- Eft NOP 0855
0827- Eft NOP 0858
0826- Eft NOP 065B
0626- Eft NOP 085D
082ft- Eft NOP 085F
082E- Eft NOP i

ft2 00
BD 00 0ft

18
2ft

2ft

2ft

2ft

9D 00 0ft

E8
D0 F2
60
ftD 63 C0
29 60
D0 F9
ftD 63 C0
29 80
D0 B5
4C 44 08
ftD 63 CO
29 80
DO 03
4C 4E 08
ftD 63 CO
29 80
DO F9
4C 00 08

LDX
LDft

CLC
ROL
ROL
ROL
ROL
STft

INX
BNE
RTS
LDft

ftND

BNE
LDft

ftND

BNE
JMP
LDft

ftND

BNE
JMP
LDft

ftND

BNE
JMP

100
•0ft00,X

S0ft00,X

SQ82E

SCQ63
4*80
S083D
SCB63
4*80
•0800
•0844
SC063
•80
•0858
S084E
SC063
*S80
S0858
•0800

Listing 1. Machine-language routine for the Basic "no-frills, " high-speed sweep program for the

oscilloscope.

0800- ft2 00 LDX
0302- 18 CLC
GS03- ftD 61 CO LDft

0S06- 29 80 ftND
0806- 6ft ROR
B809- e5 00 STft

0eO6- ftD 62 CO LDft

080E- 29 80 ftND
0810- 05 00 ORft
0B12- 6ft ROR
0813- 85 00 STft
0815- ftD 63 CO LDft
0813- 29 80 ftND

081ft- 05 00 ORft

06 IC- 3D 00 Oft STft

081F- ft4 01 LDY
0621- C8 INY
0822- DO FD BNE
0824- E8 INX
0825- DO DB BNE
0627- Eft NOP
0628- Eft NOP
0629- Eft NOP
062ft- Eft NOP
082B- Eft NOP
082C- ft2 00 LDX
082E- BD 00 Oft LDft
8631- 18 CLC
0832- 2ft ROL
0833- 2ft ROL
0834- 2ft ROL
0835- 2ft ROL
0836- 3D 00 Oft STft
0839- E8 INX
0B3ft- DO F2 BNE
083C- 60 RTS
083D- ftD 63 CO LDft
0840- 29 80 ftND

0842- DO F9 BNE
0844- ftD 63 CO LDft
0847- 29 60 ftND
0849- DO B5 BNE
084B- 4C 44 08 JMP
084E- ftD 63 CO LDft
0851- 29 80 ftND
0853- DO 03 BNE
0855- 4C 4E 08 JMP
0858- ftD 63 CO LDft

885B- 29 BO ftND

085D- DO F9 BNE
085F- 4C 00 08 JMP

••00

SC061
•80

•00
•C062
•80

SO0

•00
SC063
*S80
•00
•OftOO ,

X

SOI

S0821

SO802

•00
•OftOO,

X

•OftOO ,

X

•082E

SC063
•80
S083D
•C063
•80

•0800
S0844
•C063
S80

•0858
•084E
•C063
•80
S085B
•0800

Listing la. Machine-language routine for oscil-

loscope—with the addition ofa variable sweep

rate (81FH through 823H).

Address correspondence to Scott D. King, 7905

59th Avenue N., New Hope, MN 55428.
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Anyway, now that we have this are we going to do with it? We're go-

wondrous little D/A converter, what ing to use it to allow the Apple to read

GAME I/O
CONNECTOR

3 T,e

*>

J

6 vcc

LM39I4

SIGNAL
IN

GND

10 II
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

vcc

74147

GND

A

B

C

6

;

8 II 12
i

5
12 13

ANALOG v 13
INPUT

*~

;.k

14 2

< 15 3
«

16 4 7

17 5 9

2 4

II <— GND
8

—HI >

5V(I )

SW0(2)
SWK3)
SW2(4)

GND(8)

Fig. 1. Schematic ofApple oscilloscope.
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Fig. 2. Random signals from the Apple as it was operating. A hi-res page dump was used to copy these

samples from the screen onto an MX-70 printer.

analog levels.

The folks at Apple, although they

didn't give us a real eight-bit input

port, did provide us with the game
port. And if you're like me, you al-

ready have about 20 different things

to plug into your game port. Well,

here's number 21.

The LM 3914 IC has ten output

pins—one for each step of the voltage

divider chain. So if the biasing is set

up right, you'll end up with one step

per volt, or a ten-volt full scale. Or, if

your situation requires it, you'll wind
up with a one-volt full scale, with
one-tenth-volt steps.

Now that we have

this wondrous little

D/A converter, what are

we going to do with it?

If you're working with the game
port (which provides only three TTL
inputs) instead of an eight-bit port,

you' 11 need to reduce the ten steps out

of the A/D converter to three bits. By
using a 74147 priority encoder, you'll

end up with three bits out for eight

bits in. The end result is a seven-step

digital-to-analog converter that the

Apple can read.

The output of the priority encoder
is fed to the TTL input pins on the

game port, and these in turn are mon-
itored by the software in the

computer.

Circle 326 on Reader Service card. Circle 128 on Reader Service card.
Circle 325 on Reader Service card.

Enjoy the

SEXPLOSION
Subscribe Today
to The Adult Book and
enjoy the latest guide

to bedroom programs and
games geared to creative

and joyful living and loving.

The
Adult

Bourbon Street Press

3225 Danny Pk . New Orleans LA 70002

Telephone (504) 455-5330

Supports the

6801 micro-
computer family

Only 4x6%"
Including a 4x2

'

prototyping area

2K Byte*
EPROM/2K Byte«J
RAM RS-232
Interface

Complete
documentation
(over 50 pages)

MC6801 APPLICATIONS PROTOTYPE BOARD
The APB is a small board which supports the MC6801 tamily ot microcomputers It is

described in Motorola's application note AN799 A typical 6801 member contains an

enhanced 6800 processor. 2K bytes ot ROM. 128 bytes ol RAM. a 16-bit programmable

timer, parallel I/O. and a serial communications interface In addition to the resources

ot the 6801. the APB provides an additional 2K bytes of EPROM (TMS2716), 2K bytes of

RAM (2114L). and a full duplex RS-232 interface It also supports special versions such

as the 6801G1 with its LILbug' monitor, and provides on-board programming of the

68701 EPROM version

The APB is an excellent educational eld which allows for evaluation and familiarization

ot 6801 family members It is great for prototype development. Since the nuts and

bolts' are already in place, the designer need only add the necessary interface circuits

for a particular application It can also be used as a simple cost-effective dedicated

controller tor those limited quantity applications

Besides being so practical it is a fun little board Order yours today'

TM of Motorola Semiconductor Products. Inc

APB-1 Bare board with documentation $ 19

APB-2 Above assembled with all parts less microcomputer and memory $ 69

APB-3 Above with MC6801G1 and LILbug manual $109
APB-4 Above with four 2114L RAMs $129

For the SS-30 Bus
AD-68A A/O Converter - 8 channels. 8 bit. 0-2 5V input. 6ms conversion time — $39 A&T
CI 68A Control Interface - 8 opto-isolated inputs. 8 reed relay outputs - $79 kit. $98 A&T

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

J
Terms Check. MO. VISA, or MC In US and Canada add $3 per item tor shipping Others

|

add $7 per item US funds only TX add 5% tax Shipped trom stock to two weeks

L

' 1

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
510 Oxford Park

Garland, TX 75043 (214) 270-8393

DE
maxell I verbatim
100% ERROR FREE

5Va SS/DD

28. 95

(BOX 10)

DATALIFE

CAPTAINS
SPECIAL

CAPTAINS
SPECIAL

BUY ONE
BOX

MAXELL
GET 10%
OFF

2nd BOX

VERBATIM
HEAD

CLEANING
KIT

with ONoen or disks

MX • 80
CARTRIDGE

4.95«
ADD 2.00 SHIP

5% TAX IN FLA.

800-327-1013

MEGA-BYTE
DEPT. MC

4699 S W 45th STREET
FORT LAUD., FLA 33314

305-587-1130
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Quantity Description Price

1 LM3914 Bar Graph Driver $2.49

1 74147 TTL Priority Encoder .98

2 1KV8 Watt Resistor .49

1 16-Pin Dip Header Plug 1.49

Total cost: $5.94

Table 1. Apple Scope parts list.

LIST

1.010 REM ***» SCOPE
20 CALL -936
30 REM REMEMBER TO LOAD THE MACHINE LANGUAGE ROUTINES BEFORE RUNNING THIS P

ROGRAM
40 REM ALSO LOMEM MUST BE SET TO 5000
50 REM NO TRIGGER SWEEP-2048
60 REM (+)TRIGGER SWEEP-2109
70 REM ( - )TRIGGER SWEEP-2126
80 SWEEP-2048
90 POKE 812,45
100 CALL 3072
110 INPUT "ENTER SWEEP RATE 0-255 " , SW
120 REM *** HERES THE SWEEP PART **
130 POKE l.SW
140 CALL 3086
150 CALL SWEEP
160 FOR-X-1 TO 255
170 Y- PEEK C2560+X)*10
180 POKE 802,

Y

190 POKE 800.X
200 POKE 801,0
210 CALL 3780
220 NEXT X
230 GOTO 120
240 END

Listing 2. Integer Basic display.

Software

Basic is great for programming ease

and for manipulating data when
speed isn't important. But when
you' re trying to look at the output of a

UART, or at the signal from your tape

recorder, you may need more speed.

The answer lies in good old ma-

chine language. I decided that in or-

der to get a decent sweep rate, the ac-

tual scanning would have to be done
in machine code; then I could cheat

and use Basic to plot the input data in

high-resolution graphics.

I also found that it just won't work
to try a real-time function—that is, to

display the sweep as it occurs. The
microprocessor in the Apple, or in

any other small computer, is just not

fast enough for that.

I decided to store a string of data

from the D/A as fast as possible and
then return to and display Basic. The
result is sort of a sampling scope

function, but not quite.

I started toying around with rou-

tines, trying to find the best one.

Some had adjustable sweep rate op-

tions, some had multiple traces be-

fore clearing the screen, and some
were even triggered.

Circle 183 on Reader Service card.

New! A solid wood
Work Center as efficient

as your computer
The Exeter, the complete computer work center, and also a tall, handsome
cabinet which conceals work clutter! Finished cabinet is antique (dark)

pine. 62 *h x 32"w x 253/4*'d. Also available unfinished in kit form.
• Fits most computers — • Pull-out shelves for computer
IBM, Apple. TRS 80. etc. keyboard and printer

• Paper tray below printer • Adjustable/removable shelf for CRT

Call toll-free: 1-800-258-4720
In New Hampshire: 1-800-552-0320

Visa, MasterCard, American Express

Only $499; plus shpg.

Closed, it's a
handsome armoire

ield House
Quality pine furniture for over 35 years

DepL MC38, North Conway, N.H. 03860

Please send the Exeter Computer Work Center.

Enclosed is $499.95 plus $50.00 shipping.

(Requires minor assembly)

Please send the easy-to-build unfinished Exeter kit.

Enclosed is $349.95 plus $35.00 shipping.

Please send free additional information.

Name (please print)

Address

1
City State Zip
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I came up with about ten different

formats for different uses. You see,

the adjustable sweep rate is nice and
flexible, but even on its fastest range

it can't come close to the high-speed

no-frills version. For every extra line

of code, you degrade the speed, so it

depends on what you want to do as to

which sweep section you use.

\n a\\ cases, Vm storing 256 bytes of

data per sweep, returning to Basic,

peeking the numbers back out of

memory and then plotting them with

high-resolution graphics. I elected to

use the Integer Basic and its hi-res

graphics tape to keep the speed as

high as possible.

Listing 1 shows the machine-lan-

guage routine for the Basic high-

speed oscilloscope and a modification

that will give you an adjustable

sweep rate. This is manipulated by
poking a number between 1 and 255
into memory location 1. The higher

the number, the faster the sweep.
You'll find the Basic display pro-

gram in Listing 2. Written in Integer

Basic, it uses the high-resolution

graphics software supplied by Apple.

The Finished Product

My prototype was built on a small

card and epoxied onto a 16-pin DIP
header plug that will go right into the

game I/O socket. I plan to build an-

other in an external box and to add
some gain adjustments to the unit. It

shows about five volts full scale.

For those with a parallel input card,

the speed can be increased substan-

tially by bringing the eight data

bits straight off the LM 3914 into an
input port.

The IC itself seems to be able to

handle about 30 to 35 kHz, while our
limited scanning can turn only about
12 kHz. I realize this isn't very fast,

but it's a step in the right direction.

The next step is to build an A/D
converter using the same guidelines

out of discrete components and hav-

ing it scanned by a real-time clock

and stored in external memory. Then
the computer will scan this memory
as though it were its own. It' s not pos-

sible to match the speed and accuracy
of an expensive oscilloscope, but
again, the whole plan here was to

keep it cheap.

Another point that needs to be
made is that this is a low-voltage

device. If you were to try to look at

your ac power line with this setup,

you probably would spend the rest of

the day scraping your Apple off the

ceiling.

If you need to monitor some higher

voltages and you want a safer setup,

you could put some opto-isolators in

between the 74147 and the game I/O

port. This will at least protect the Ap-
ple's input.

0C00- A9 20 8D 2E 03 ftD 57 C0 0D58- 6ft B0 BD 30 30 18 A5 27 0EBG- FF eE 23 03 AD 22 03 AE
0C0S- AD 53 C0 ftD 50 C0 ftD 2E 0D60- 2C B9 0D D0 22 06 26 B0 0EB3- 20 03 AC 21 03 20 26 0C
0C10- 03 85 IB ft0 00 84 1ft 98 0D68- 1ft 2C Bft 0D F0 05 69 IF 0EC0- AE 23 03 60 20 Bl 0E 4C
0C18- 91 1PI C8 D0 FB E6 IB ft5 0D70- 38 B0 12 69 23 48 ft5 26 0EC8- 7F 0C 8E 23 03 AD 20 03
0C20- IB 29 IF D0 F2 60 8D 2fl 0D78- 69 B0 B0 02 69 F0 85 26 0EDB- AE 21 03 AC 22 03 20 95
0C23- 03 8E 28 03 8C 29 03 48 8DB0- 68 B0 02 69 IF 66 26 69 0ED8- 0C ftE 23 03 60 8E 23 03
0C3S- 23 C0 85 26 4ft 4ft 05 26 0D88- FC 85 27 60 18 A5 27 69 0EE8- AD 26 83 8D 2F 03 AD 27
0C36- 85 26 68 85 27 0ft 0ft 0ft 0D90- 04 2C B9 0D D0 F3 06 26 0EE8- 03 ftC 24 03 AE 25 03 20
0C40- 26 27 0ft 26 27 0ft 66 26 0D9B- 90 19 69 E0 18 2C BB 0D 0EFB- BC 0D AE 23 03 60 FF FF
0C48- A5 27 29 IF 0D 2E 03 85 8DA0- F0 13 ft5 26 69 50 49 F0 0EF8- FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
0C50- 27 8ft C0 00 F0 05 ft0 23 0DA8- F0 02 49 F0 85 26 AD 2E 0F00- 80 83 86 89 8C 8F 92 95
0C58- 63 04 C8 E9 07 B0 FB 8C 0DB0- 03 90 02 69 E0 66 26 90 0F0S- 98 9C 3F A2 A5 A8 AB AE
0C60- 2D 03 ftft BD 7C 0B 85 30 0DB8- D0 IC 03 04 84 1ft 86 IB 0F10- B0 B3 B6 B9 BC BF CI C4
0C68- 38 4ft ftD 2C 03 90 03 0ft 0DC0- ftft 4fl 4ft 4ft 4ft 85 53 8ft 0F18- C7 C9 cc CE Dl D3 D5 D8
0C70- 63 00 85 IC 60 01 02 04 0DC8- 29 0F ftft BC 18 0E 84 50 0F20- Dft DC DE E0 E2 E4 E6 E8
2C78- 08 10 20 40 20 26 0C 51 BDDB- 49 0F Aft BC 19 0E C8 84 0F28- Eft EC ED EF F0 F2 F3 F5
0C60- 26 25 30 51 26 91 26 60 0DD8- 52 ftC 2D 03 ft2 00 ftl 1ft 0F30- F6 F7 F8 F9 FA FB FC FC
0C88- 48 A3 00 8D 28 03 8D 29 0DE0- 85 51 ft2 80 86 54 86 55 0F38- FD FE FE FF FF FF FF FF
0C30- 03 8D 2ft 03 68 48 38 ED 0DES- ftE 2F 03 ft5 54 38 65 50 0F40- FF FF FF FF FF FF FE FE
0C38- 28 03 48 8ft ED 29 03 85 0DF0- 85 54 90 04 28 3F 8D 18 0F48- FD FC FC FB FA F9 FB F7
0CR0- 53 B0 0ft 68 43 FF 69 01 0DF8- ft5 55 65 52 85 55 90 03 8F50- F6 F5 F3 F2 F0 EF ED £C
0CR8- 48 ft3 00 E5 53 85 51 85 OE00- 20 40 0D Cft D0 E5 ft5 51 0F58- Eft E8 E6 E4 E2 E0 DE DC
0CB0- 55 68 85 50 85 54 68 8D 0E08- 4ft 4ft 4ft D0 D3 E6 1ft D0 0F60- Dft D6 D5 D3 Dl CE CC C9
0CBS- 28 03 8E 29 03 98 18 ED 0E10- 02 E6 IB ftl 1ft D0 C9 60 0F68- C7 C4 CI BF BC B9 B6 B3
0CC8- 2A 03 90 04 49 FF 69 FE 0E18- FF FE Fft F4 EC El D4 C5 0F70- B0 ftE AB A8 A5 A2 9F 9C
0CC8- 85 52 8C 2ft 03 66 53 38 0E20- B4 ftl 8D 78 61 49 31 18 0F78- 98 95 92 8F 8C 89 86 83
0CD0- E5 50 85 ID ft9 FF E5 51 0E28- FF 84 1ft 86 IB 85 53 ftC 0F88- 7F 7C 79 76 73 70 6D 6A
0CD8- 8D 2B 03 ftC 2D 03 B0 05 BE3B- 2D 03 ft2 00 ftl 1A 85 51 BF88- 67 63 60 5D 5A 57 54 51
0CE0- 0A 20 18 0D 38 ftS 54 65 0E38- ftE 2F 03 20 3F 0D CA DO 0F90- 4F 4C 49 46 43 40 3E 3B
0CE8- 52 85 54 ft5 55 E9 00 85 0E40- Fft ft5 51 4ft 4ft 4ft D0 EE 6F98- 38 36 33 31 2E 2C 2A 27
0CF0- 55 E6 ID D0 05 EE 2B 03 0E48- E6 ift D0 02 E6 IB Al 1ft 0FAB- 25 23 21 IF ID IB 19 17

0CF8- F0 35 Bl 26 45 IC 25 30 0E50- D0 E4 60 ft5 26 0ft ft5 27 0FA8- 15 13 12 10 0F 0D BC 0A
0D00- 51 26 91 26 ft5 53 B0 D8 0E5e- 29 03 2ft 05 26 0ft 0ft 0ft 0F30- 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 03
0D08- 20 5B 0D 18 ft5 54 65 50 0E6B- 8D 2ft 03 ft5 27 4ft 4A 29 0FB8- 82 01 01 00 00 00 00 00
0D10- 85 54 ft5 55 65 51 50 D7 BE68- 07 0D 2ft 03 8D 2A 03 ftD 0FCO- 00 00 00 00 00 00 01 01
0D18- 10 16 46 30 90 11 88 10 0E70- 2D 03 0ft 6D 2D 03 0ft ftft 0FC8- 02 03 03 04 05 06 07 08
0D20- 02 ft0 27 ft9 40 65 30 8C 8E78- Cft ft5 30 E8 4ft D0 FC 8D 0FD8- 09 0ft 0C 0D 0F 10 12 13
0D28- 2D 03 ft5 IC 0ft 26 IC 60 8E80- 29 03 8ft 18 6D 2D 03 90 0FD8- 15 17 19 IB ID IF 21 23
0D30- 06 30 10 FB ft9 01 CB C0 0E88- 03 EE 29 03 8D 28 03 60 0FE0- 25 27 2A 2C 2E 31 33 36
0D38- 28 90 Eft ft0 00 B0 E6 18 0E90- 29 03 4ft 90 02 09 ftft 4ft 0FE8- 38 3B 3E 40 43 46 49 4C
0D40- A5 51 29 04 F0 0ft Bl 26 BE9S- 90 02 69 ft9 8D 2C 03 60 0FF0- 4F 51 54 57 5A 5D 60 63
0D48- 45 IC 25 30 51 26 91 26 0EA8- FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 0FF8- 67 6A 6D 70 73 76 79 7C
0D50- A5 51 65 53 29 03 C9 02 0EA8- FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

Listing 3. Madline-language, high-resolution graphics program siipplied by Apple.
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Atari's Joystick/

Printer Connection
With a little sleight ofhand, you can "fool"your Atari into

accommodating a printer through itsjoysticks ports.

By Clifford Engels

Have you been looking for a way
to attach an 80-column printer to

your Atari without the expense of

purchasing an interface module? If so,

why not attach your printer to the joy-

stick ports? It takes only two steps:

1. Make or buy a cable that attaches

your printer to the joystick ports.

2. Code a driver or handler pro-

gram that will operate the printer

through the joystick ports.

Before we can proceed, we need to

cover some information on how the

joystick ports operate and interface

with the Atari OS and CIO (central

I/O utility).

Joystick Interfacing

The joystick ports on the Atari are

connected to a 6520 PIA chip as

shown in Fig. 1. The 6520 has two
eight-bit bidirectional ports. These

ports normally are connected to the

joystick switches through the joystick

ports. The Atari's data bus bits to 3

are connected to joystick port 1, pins

1 to 4, through one-half of the 6520'

s

A port. Data bus bits 4 to 7 are con-

nected to joystick port 2, pins 1 to 4,

through the remaining half of the

6520' s A port. The data bus is con-

nected to joystick ports 3 and 4 in an
identical manner through the 6520'

s

B port.

In addition to the data lines, each

port on the 6520 has status and con-

trol lines. Unfortunately, these lines

are not available at the joystick ports.

To clarify Fig. 1, I have shown the

data bus in a logically reverse order.

Bit 0, the low-order bit, is on the left.

Bit 7, the high-order bit, is on the

right.

Each port on a 6520 has three

memory-addressable registers—the

control register, the data direction

register and the data register—that

control that port's operation. The data

direction and the data registers share

the same address.

Bit 2 of the control register deter-

mines if the data direction or the data

register is selected. If bit 2 = 0, the data

direction register will be addressed. If

bit 2= 1, the data register will be ad-

dressed. Port A of the 6520 uses ad-

dresses $D302 for the control register

and $D300 for the data direction and
data registers. Port B uses addresses

$D303 for the control register and
$D301 for the data direction and data

registers.

ATARI DATA BUS

LOW-ORDER 12 3 4 5 6 7 HIGH - ORDER
BIT

I I I I I I I I

g,T

6520 PIA

12 3 4 5 6 7

B

I 2 3 4 S 6 7

\23*V \67897 S.
* * 3 4 \) K \ | j \ V

\ • • • • / \ • • • • / \ • • • / \ • > 1 I /

JOYSTICK PORTS

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the data path from the Atari data bus to the joystick ports.
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The 6520 is initialized for input op-

eration by Atari's OS and CIO. This

allows the joystick switches to be read

by any program. If we want to output

data to a printer or any other device

from the joystick ports, we must reini-

tialize the 6520 for output operations.

An initializing sequence would be:

1. Store #$38 in $D302 for the A port

or #$30 in $D303 for the B port. Bit 3

of the A port and bits 4 and 5 for both

ports are set to 1 to ensure compatibil-

ity with OS. This step will allow us to

address the data direction register in

the next step.

2. Store #$FF in $D300 for the A
port or $D301 for the B port. This will

condition all bits of the port for output

operation.

3. Store #$3C in $D302 for the A
port or #$34 in $D303 for the B port.

This step will allow us to address the

data register and output data to the

printer on subsequent steps.

Central I/O Utility

Next, the Atari CIO. This is a part of

the Atari OS and is a common inter-

face to I/O devices and the outside

world. If you're using Basic or the

Editor Assembler, the CIO will be in-

voked automatically as a result of the

issuing of any input or output com-

mand, such as LPrint, List, Get, Put or

Input.

When the CIO is invoked, it will

search the Atari's device table for an
address to a device handler vector

table. The device table has a three-

byte entry for each I/O device, as

shown in Fig. 2.

The first byte in each entry is the

Address correspondence to Clifford Engels, 2812

Arlington Place, Fremont, CA 94536.



ASCII character, which represents

that unique I/O device. (For example,

the printer uses the character P and
the cassette uses a C.) This character is

followed by the address of the handler

vector table for that device. If we want
to access the printer, the CIO will

search for the ASCII character P and
then use the next two bytes as a jump
address to the printer's handler vector

table.

The handler vector table for each

device is 16 bytes long and contains

entry-point addresses for the various

I/O driver or handler routines, such as

Open, Close, Get or Put. The CIO then

jumps to the correct driver or handler

routine, using the address in the han-

dler vector table.

The selection of the proper address

and routine is determined by the com-
mand byte in the IOCB (I/O control

block). This command byte was set up
by the Basic or Assembler cartridge as

a result of the issuing of any input or

output command.
The device driver or handler rou-

tine controls all data going to or from
the I/O device, along with any hand-

shaking required by the device.

Our plan of attack should be clear-

ing up. All you do is write a driver pro-

gram and a handler vector table.

Then, store the address of the new

Listing 1. Assembler listing for non-DOS version of the print driver program.

0000
0000
0600
0603
0604
D301
D303
D013
0607
0609
060B
060D
060F
0611
0613
0614
0615
0616
0617
0618
0619
061R
061B
061C
061D

209E06
00
4C9D06

1D06
9906
9906
3906
9906
9906
4C
78
EE
00
00
00
00
01
50
3C
06

10

20
30
40
50
60
0100
0110
0120
0130
0140
0150
0160
0165
0170
0180
0190
0200
0210
0220
0230

RTflRI JOYSTICK PRINT DRIVER
CLIFFORD J. ENGELS
2812 RRLINGTON PL.

FREMONT, CR. 94536

.OPT NOEJECT

ASMENT

BRSENT
PDRTR
PTCTL
PTRIG
HVTRB

*
JSR
BRK
JMP

*600
INITR

INITB
$D301
$D303
*D013

.WORD 0PEN-1

.WORD RET-1

.WORD RET-1

.WORD WRITE-1

.WORD RET-1

.WORD RET-1

.BYTE $4C,*78,

ASSEMBLER ENTRY POINT

BRSIC ENTRY POINT
PORT DRTR REGESTER
PORT CONTROL REGESTER
TRIGGER INPUT/BUSY SENSE
OPEN VECTOR
CLOSE VECTOR
GET VECTOR
PUT VECTOR
STATUS VECTOR
SPECIAL VECTOR

$EE,00 INIT RDDR

0240

061E
0620
0623
0625
0628
062R
062D
062F
0632
0635
0638

R930
3D03D3
R9FF
8D01D3
R934
8D03D3
R980
8D01D3
RD1C06
8D1906
D054

063R C99B
063C D002
063E R90D

0260
0270
0280
0290
0300
0310
0320
0330
0340
0350
0360
0370
0380
0390
0400
0410
0420
0430
0440
0450
0460
0470
0480
0490
0500

L3CTR
CHCTP
TXCTR
LSCNT
CHCNT
TXCNT
OFCNT

.BYTE 00

.BYTE 00

.BYTE 00

.BYTE 01

.BYTE 80

.BYTE 60

. BYTE 6

LINE SPACE COUNTER
LINE LENGTH COUNTER
TEXT LENGTH COUNTER
LINE SPACE DEFAULT
LINE LENGTH COUNT DEFAULT
TEXT LENGTH DEFAULT
OVERFLOW SKIP DEFAULT

;0PEN ROUTINE

OPEN LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
BNE

#$30
PTCTL
#$FF
PDATA
#*34
PTCTL
#$80
PDATA
TXCNT
TXCTR
DONE

ALLOW ADDRESS
DIRECTION REGISTER
ALL BITS
OUT
ALLOW ADDRESS
DATA REGESTER
INSURE STROBE
RESET PORT
LOAD TEXT LENGTH COUNT
STORE IN TEXT LENGTH CTR
DO MORE SETUP

; PR I NT ROUTINE

WRITE CMP #$9B
BNE PRT

PRTCR LDA #$0D

TEST FOR ATASCI I EOL CHAR
NO
LOAD ASCII C/R CHAR

handler vector table into the device

table. The Atari CIO won't know the

difference and will use the driver rou-

tine as if it were the original Atari

print driver.

Attaching the Printer

Enough theory. Let's get on with the

attaching of the printer.

The first step involves the cable that

will attach the printer to the joystick

ports. The connections for this cable

are shown in Fig. 3. Notice that the

strobe line is connected to data out bit

7 at the joystick port. This is because

the joystick ports have only eight data

lines available.

We could use a third port for the

strobe line, but one look at an ASCII
code chart will tell you that none of

$03IAs
DEVICE
TABLE

DEVICE HANDLER
VECTOR TABLE

P
J
ADDR J OPEN

ADDR
CLOSE
ADDRC

J
ADDR

GET
ADDR

PUT
ADDRE | ADDR

S ; ADDR STATUS
ADDR

SPECIAL
ADDRK

J
ADDR

T

P

HREE BYTES
ER DEVICE

INITIALIZE
ADDR

NOT
USED

IOCB
1 FOR EACH SUPPORTED
I/O DEVICE

INDEX NUMBER
DEVICE NUMBER
COMMAND CODE

STATUS

BUFFER ADDR

PUT BYTE
ROUTINE ADDR

BUFFER LENGTH
AUX BYTE 1

AUX BYTE 2

SPARE

EIGHT IOCB'S MAXIMUM

Fig. 2. This diagram shows the contents and rela-

tionships of the various control blocks used by

the CIO.

A /D 8 channels + D/A 8 channels

APPLY YOUR MICRO TO ANALOG
SIGNAL PROCESSING A CONTROL

Connects to u processor buss of most Z80 & 6502
computers including Timex, TRS-80, Apple, CBM 64.

Our pin rearrangement feature eases interfacing.

FAST: 200,000 samples per sec with Z80A.

EASY TO PROGRAM: One PEEK chooses the chan-
nel, starts conversion & gets data Routines provided

SOFTWARE AVAILABLE: FFT in Z80. 256 points in

one second; storage scope for Timex.

LOW COST: Assembled & tested $ 1 95. Cable $ 1

5

Please call or write for free catalog.

omputer^f ontinuum
301 Sixteenth Avenue
San Francisco, CA94U8 (415) 752-6294
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the printable characters use the high-

order bit. This means we can tie bit 7
at the printer to a logic and the

printer still will operate. Obviously,
any printer function that uses bit 7
will be inoperative. The printer busy
line is sensed by the joystick trigger in-

put on ports 2 or 4.

I didn't include a point-to-point cable

diagram because each printer uses dif-

ferent plug designs and connections.

Consult your printer manual for the

correct plug and connections.

The second step is the software

driver that's necessary to make the

printer operate. I've included the

following functions to make the driver

program more versatile:

1. Adjustable line length and spacing.

2. Adjustable page overflow and
length.

This driver program should be load-

Listing 1 continued.

0640 RC13D0 0510 PRT LDY PTRIG TEST FOR BUSY RESET
0643 D0FB 0520 BNE PRT NO
0645 R6 0530 TRY YES-SAVE RCCUM
0646 0980 0540 ORR #$80 INSURE STROBE RESET
0648 8D01D3 0550 STR PDRTR OUTPUT TO PORT
064B 297F 0560 RND #*7F SET STROBE
064D 08 0570 PHP SRVE PROC STRTUS
064E 78 0580 SEI DISRBLE INTERRUPTS
064F 8D01D3 0590 STR PDRTR OUTPUT TO PORT
0652 R20R 0600 LDX #10 LORD STROBE DELRY
0654 CR 0610 DLY DEX
0655 D0FD 0620 BNE DLY
0657 R980 0630 LDR #980 RESET DRTR
0659 8D01D3 0640 STR PDRTR OUTPUT TO PORT
065C 23 0650 PLP RESTORE PROC STATUS
065D 93 0660

0670 j

TYR RESTORE RCCUM

9680 ;CRRR RET / LINE FEED ROUT
0690 i

065E C90D 0700 CMP #$0D TEST FOR C/R
0660 F01D 0710 BEQ LINFD YES
0662 C90R 0720 CMP #$0R TEST FOR L/F
0664 F007 0730 BEQ PRGECT YES
0666 CE1306 0740 DEC CHCTR NO-VALID CHRP
0669 F0D3 0750 BEQ PRTCR LRST PRINT CHRR?
066B D02D Q76Q BNE RET NO-RETURN
066D RE 1906 0770 PRGEC1" LDX TXCTR LRST PRT LINE?
0670 D00D 0780 BNE LINFD NO
0672 RD1D06 0790 LDR OFCNT GET OVERFLOW SKIP COUNT
0675 8D1706 0800 STR LSCTR STORE IN LINE SPRCE CTR
0678 13 0810 CLC INSURE CRRRY RESET
0679 6D1C06 0820 RDC TXCNT RDD TEXT LENGTH COUNT
067C 8D1 906 0830 STR TXCTR STORE IN TEXT LENGTH CTR
Q67F RE 1706 0840 LINFD LDX LSCTR TEST FOR REMAINING LINE SPACES
0682 F00R 0350 BEQ DONE NONE REMAINING
0684 CE1706 0860 DEC LSCTR YES-DEC LINE SPACE CTR
0687 CE19Q6 0870 DEC TXCTR DEC TEXT LENGTH CTR
068R R90R 0880 LDR #$0R LOAD L/F CHAR
068C D0B2 0390 BNE PRT SEND IT
068E RD1B06 0900 DONE LDR CHCNT RESTORE LINE
0691 8D1806 0910 STR CHCTR LENGTH COUNTER
0694 RD1R06 0920 LDA LSCNT RESTORE LINE
0697 8D1706 0930 STA LSCTR SPACE COUNTER
069R R001 0940 RET LDY #1 SET RETURN CODE
069C 60 0950

0960 i

RTS RETURN TO CRLLER

0970 ; INITIALIZATION AND SYSTEM RESET ROUTINE
0980 t

069D 63 0990 INITB PLR POP STRCK FOR BASIC
069E R99E 1000 INITA LDR #INITR & $00FF STORE SYSTEM
06R0 850C 1010 STR $0C RESET ENTRY
06R2 R906 1020 LDR #INITfl/256 POINT ADDRESS
06R4 850D 1030 STR $0D

SET FLAG TO06R6 R901 1040 LDR #1
06RS 8509 1050 STR $9 INDICATE SUCCESS
06RR R907 1060 LDR #HVTRBt$00FF STORE HRNDLER
06RC 8D1B03 1070 STR $03 IB VECTOR TABLE
06RF R906 1080 LDR #HVTRB/256 RDDRESS IN
06B1 8D1C03 1090 STR $03 1C DEVICE TABLE
06B4 60 1100 RTS

ed and run as the first program after

power up. If you're using the Assem-
bler, load the driver using the follow-

ing instructions:

1. Load the object code or enter and
assemble the source code.

2. Enter debug.

3. Enter G600, and press return.

This will execute the program.
4. Return to edit.

If you're using the Basic cartridge,

load and run the Basic version of this

program. After the program has run
and initialized, it does not have to be
run again.

Driver Program Routines

The driver program itself is rela-

tively simple. The four main routines

are: open, print, carriage return/line-

feed and initialization. The close

routine is simply a return to caller.

The first three instructions are entry
points for Basic and Editor Assembler.
The next 16 bytes of the program
make up the handler vector table. The
only vectors we use are: open, close

and put; the unused vectors point to

the close routine. Notice that the vec-

tors point to their respective entry

points -1. This is a requirement of the

Atari OS.
The next seven bytes are the default

values and counters for line spacing,

line length, text length and overflow
skip count. Line spacing is controlled

by the value in location $061A. Use 1

for single-spacing, 2 for double-
spacing and 3 for triple-spacing.

The number of characters in a print

line is controlled by the value in loca-

tion $061B. The default value in this

program will print an 80-character line.

Location $061C contains the value
for the number of lines of text on a
page. This value, along with the over-

flow skip count in location $06ID,
will give a limited degree of page for-

matting. These two values, when add-
ed, must equal the number of print

lines possible on a page. For example,

PRINTER CONNECTOR

DATA BITS

12 3

B
U
S
Y

5 6

\ I 2 3 « */
\ * * t • / K*iii/

i
I OR 3 2 OR 4

JOYSTICK PORTS

Fig. 3. Printer-to-joystick port cable diagram.
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KILOBAUD KLASSROOM
by George Young and Peter Stark

Makes learning electronics fun and easy. First published as a series in Kilobaud Microcomputing, the

book combines the learning of essential theory with practical, hands-on experience. The course begins

with basic electronic projects and culminates in the construction of your own programmable
microcomputer. The direct instructional methods of authors Young & Stark make KILOBAUD
KLASSROOM a simple way for you to acquire a solid background in digital electronics.

BK7386 (419 pages) $14.95
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THE SELECTRIC INTERFACE by George Young

You need the quality print that a daisy wheel printer provides but the thought of buying one makes
sour wallet wilt. The SELECTRIC™ INTERFACE, a step-by-step guide to interfacing an IBM
Seleetrie I/O Writer to your microcomputer, will give you that quality at a fraction of the price.

George Young, co-author of Kilobaud Microcomputing magazines popular "Kilobaud Klassroom"
series, offers a low-cost alternative to buying a daisy wheel printer. The SELECTRIC INTERFACE
includes: step-in -step instructions, tips on purchasing a used Seleetrie, information on various Seleetrie

models, including the 2740, 2980, and Dura 1041, driver software for Z80, 8080, and 6502 chips, tips

on interfacing techniques. With The SELECTRIC INTERFACE and some background in electronics,

you can have a high-quality, low-cost, letter-quality printer. Petals not included.

BK7388 (125 pages) $12.97

TEXTEDIT
A Complete Word Processing System in Kit Form

by Irwin Rappaport
TEXTEDIT is an inexpensive word processor that can be adapted to suit your differing needs—from
form letters to lengthy texts. Written in TRS-80 Disk BASIC, the system consists of several modules,
permitting the loading and use of only those portions needed. A disk is also available which provides
the direct loading of the modules, however, the book is required for documentation. For Model I and
III with TRSDOS CONVERT. , one disk drive (2 disk drives or copy utility needed to transfer to system
disk). Runs under TRSDOS 2.2/2.3. May not function under other systems.

BK7387 (book, 90 pages) $9.97
DS7387 (disk) $19.97

Disk is manufactured by Instant Software, a division of Wayne Green Inc.

TEXTEDIT
a complete
wordproces^ng
system in kit
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by
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ANNOTATED BASIC
A New Technique for Neophytes

Put your RASIC knowledge to work for you with this 2-volume set of TRS-80 Level II RASIC pro-
grams. Gain a better understanding of the elements and techniques involved in programming. AN-
NOTATED BASIC'S uniquely designed format breaks each program down for you to include: initial

documentation and instruction, definitions of New RASIC Concepts, flowchart, annotations of sec-

tions, showing how each part fits into the whole, and explaining why certain RASIC commands are
chosen over similar ones.

Using the programs as they are or modifying them to sharpen your programming skills, ANNOTAT-
ED RASIC is a helpful tool for any RASIC programmer.

BK7384(Vol. 1,152 pages) $10.95
BK7385 (Vol. 2, 136 pages) $10.95

is

iBmim

COMPUTER CARNIVAL by Richard Ramella

Your child can become a crackerjack computerist with the sixty TRS-80 Level II pro-
grams in COMPUTER CARNIVAL. This large-type, spiral bound book for beginners
is a veritable funhouse of games, graphics, quizzes and puzzles. Written by 80 Micro
columnist Richard Ramella, the programs are challenging enough to ensure contin-
ued learning, yet short enough to provide your child with the immediate delight and
reward of mastering basic computing skills. And for even greater enjoyment, get the
CARNIVAL COMPANION, a 30-minute cassette containing all the programs in the

book. Eliminates tiresome typing and lets your child spend more time enjoying the

programs.

BK7389 Book (218 pages) $16.97
CC7389 Book & Cassette "Carnival Companion" $24.97

FOR TOLL-FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473

WAYNE GREEN BOOKS*PETERBOROUGH NH 03458
Itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to Wayne Green Books, Att: Sales, Peterborough, NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed

credit card information. (Visa, MC or AMEX accepted.) No C.O.D. orders accepted. All orders add $1 .50 for the first book, postage and handling; $1 .00 each
additional book; $10.00 per book foreign air mail. Please allow 4-6 weeks after publication for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to

Customer Service at the above address.
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11-inch paper at six-lines-per-inch

spacing would allow 66 print lines

per page.

Top and bottom margins can be ob-

tained by adjusting the text and over-

flow counts as necessary. For example,

if you want a six-line top and bottom
margin, set the text count to 54 and the

overflow skip count to 12. Manually
adjust the top margin on the first page

prior to printing. The printer will print

54 lines and then space 12 lines, giving

the required six-line top and bottom

margins.

Any or all of these default values

may be changed prior to loading the

program, or after loading, by poking or

changing the correct storage location.

Open Routine

Next is the open routine; it functions

identically to the sample described

Listing 2. Basic listing for the non-DOS version of the print driver program.

3220Q
32210
32220
3223©
32240
32250
32260
32261
32262
32263
32264
32265
32266
32267
32268
32270

ST=1536 : RESTORE 32240
READ fl IF R=999 THEN 32230
POKE ST,R:ST=ST+1=G0T0 32210
fi=USR< 1540) 'END
DRTfl 32,158,6,0,76,157,6,29,6,153
DRTR 6,153,6,57,6,153,6,153,6,76
DATA 120,238,0,0,0,0
DRTR 1

REM LINE SPACE COUNT CHANGE ABOVE OR POKE 1562

DATA 80
REM CHARACTER COUNT CHANGE ABOVE OR POKE 1563
DATA 60
REM TEXT COUNT CHANGE ABOVE OR POKE 1564

DATA 6

REM OVERFLOW COUNT CHANGE ABOVE OR POKE 1565
DATA 169,48,141,3,211,169,255,141,1,211

earlier. In addition, the open routine

loads the various page-formatting

values into their respective counters.

There are two functions included in

the print routine. First, substitute an

ASCII carriage return character for

every ATASCII EOL character found.

Second, perform the required hand-

shaking to send the print character to

the printer. The only unique thing

here is saving the processes s\a\\is and

disabling interrupts prior to setting the

strobe pulse active.

I found this step necessary because

if the Atari vblank interrupt occurred

when the strobe pulse was active, my
printer would print extra characters.

Setting the interrupt disable bit will

shorten the length of the vblank inter-

rupt. The PLP instruction will restore

the processor status after the strobe

pulse is reset.

Next is the carriage return/linefeed

subroutine. This subroutine has sev-

eral functions. The first is to keep count

of the number of print characters on a

line and to send a carriage return char-

acter if the amount of characters to be

printed on a line exceeds the default

value in the driver program. This will

prevent the printhead from jamming
on the right side of the carriage.

Circle 230 on Reader Service card.

UOLISP
An Optimizing Compiler and

Assembler

An Excellent System for

A.I. Robotics & Intelligent Systems

Documentation
Comprehensive manual

covering all aspects of the

system. Numerous examples

of each facility are included.

Interpreter

Over 125 functions

implemented in base

interpreter

Additional Development
Software Available

Fast Load Libraries

Compiled code can be stored in relocatable files

Requirements
CP/M System - Also available for TRS-80 Model I or

Model III 48K. dual disks

Ordering

System Manual - $20
Complete System - $150

VISA and Mastercard

Please include expiration date and Card No.

FAR WEST
S & SOFTWARE, INC.

alo Alto, CA 94305 Ph. (41 5) 941 -0900

Circle 72 on Reader Service card.

ATTENTION EPSON OWNERS
The ultimate solution to your paper storage £q q |"

problem at an unbelievable low cost of only ^ -/• -73 SET

MX-70/80 MX-100

PRINTER-STILTS" printer supports
FEATURES:

• Precision machined from solid a\uminum.

• Tilted to facilitate viewing paper.

• Soft rubber feet to absorb vibration.

• Easy to install — no tools required.

O-rings insure tight fit into printer recesses.

• Natural finish aluminum.

^vaXBleintwostyles(M)r"70/80 or MX-100) for your

EPSON Printer. The MX-70/80 style also fits the IBM & Tl

PC dot matrix printers and the H P82905 B printer. To order

PRINTER-STILTS"" printer supports give style and send

$9.95 plus $2.00 postage/handling or call today:

Louisiana residents add 5% tax.

VISA

DATATEK INC.
Dept. 200

P.O. Box 5956
-J Shreveport, La. 71135

(318) 868-0068 or 868-2241 til 10 PM CST

master cnarge
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Listing 2 continued.

32289
32290
32300
32310
32320
32330
32340
32350
32360
32370
32380
32390
32393
32394
32395
32396
32400
32410
32420

DATA 169,32, 141,3,211, 169, 128, 141, 1,211
DATA 173,28,6,141,25,6,208,84,201,155
DATA 208,2, 169, 13, 172, 19,208,208,251, 168

DATA 9, 128, 141, 1,211,41, 127,8, 120, 141

DATA 1,211, 162, 10, 202, 208, 253, 169, 128, 141

DATA 1,211,40,132,201,13,240,29,201,10
DATA 240,7,206,24,6,248,211,208,45,174
DATA 25,6,208,13,173,29,6,141,23,6
DATA 24,109,28,6,141,25,6,174,23,6
DATA 240,10,206,23,6,206,25,6,169,10
DATA 203,178,173,27,6,141,24,6,173,26
DATA 6,141,23,6,160,1,96
REM
REM INITIALIZATION AND SYSTEM RESET ROUTINE FOLLOWS
REM
DATA 104,169,158
DATA 133, 12, 169,6, 133, 13, 169, 1, 133,9
DATA 169,7,141,27,3,169,6,141,28,3
DATA 96,999

069D 0955
0960 J

.OPT LIST

0970 ; INITIALIZATION RND SYSTEM RESET ROUTINE
0980 j DOS VERSION
0990 l

069D 66 1000 INITB PLR POP STACK FOR BASIC
069E R50C 1010 INITfl LDR *0C SAVE DISK
06R0 8DBF06 1020 STfl DSKINT+1 INITIALIZATION
06R3 R50D 1030 LDR NO ADDRESS
06R5 8DC086 1040 STR DSKINT+2
06R8 R9BB 1050 LDR »RESET I $08FF STORE SYSTEM
06RR 830C 1060 STfl *0C RESET ENTRY
06RC R906 1070 LDR #RESET/256 POINT ADDRESS
06RE 830D 1080 STR *0D
06B0 R907 1090 LDHTRB LDR #HVTAB I *WFF STORE HANDLER
06B2 8D1B03 1100 STR •03IB VECTOR TABLE
06B5 R906 1110 LDR #HVTAB/256 ADDRESS IN
06B7 8D1C03 1120 STR «031C DEVICE TABLE
06BR 60 1130 RTS
06BB 20B006 1140 RESET JSR LDHTAB SYSTEM RESET ENTRY POINT

1150 ; JUMP TO DISK INITIALIZATION ROUTINES
1160 ; THE RDDRESS PORTION OF THIS INSTRUCTION
1170 ; MILL BE MODIFIED BY THE INITIALZATION
1180 ; ROUTINE RBOVE

06BE 4CBE06 1190 DSKINT JMP DSKINT JUMP TO DOS INITIALIZATION

Listing 3. DOS initialization and system reset routine. Rephice lines 960 through 1100 of Listing 1

with these lines ifyou are using DOS.

°23^° PEM
32394 REM DOS INITIALIZATION AND SYSTEM RESET FOLLOWS
32295 pem
32396 DATA 194,163,12
32409 DATA 141,191,6,165,13,141,192,6,169,137
32419 DATA 133,12,169,6,133,13,169,7,141,27
32420 DATA 3,169,6,141,28,3,96,32,176,6
32430 DATA 76,190,6,999

Listing 4. DOS initialization and system reset routine. Replace lines 32393 through 32420 ofListing2
with these lines ifyou are using DOS.

The next function is to send the

amount of linefeed characters speci-

fied for proper line spacing, and to

keep count of the number of print

lines per page. When the number of

print lines equals the text count, this

subroutine will insert the proper
number of linefeed characters to form
the top and bottom margins.

Routine Explaining

The initialization and system reset

routines require a short explanation.

The initialization routine substitutes

the print handler vector table address
for the system-supplied address in the

device table. The CIO willjump to our
handler—instead of to the OS print

handler—for print operations.

Unfortunately, Atari's OS reinitial-

izes the device table during a system
reset. This means our device handler
vector table address will be overlaid

by the OS-supplied address whenever
the system reset button is pushed.
The driver program overcomes this

problem by jumping to a subroutine
that reinserts our handler vector table

address into the device table during a

system reset. The jump address for

this subroutine is stored at locations

$0C and SOD by the initialization rou-

tine when this program is first run.

If you're using DOS, the values at

location $0C and SOD must first be
saved. These values form the address
for DOS initialization during system
reset. You must jump to this address,

after modifying the device table with
our handler vector table address, so

that DOS can be initialized after a sys-

tem reset.

If you're not using DOS, the values

in location SOC and SOD don't have to

be saved. You must, however, store a

#01 into location $09. Then, after

modifying the device table with the

handler vector table address, issue an
RTS instruction instead of jumping to

the DOS initialization address.

In Summary . . .

There are two initialization and sys-

tem reset routines for this program—
the DOS version and the non-DOS
version. The one you choose depends
on how your system is configured.

The non-DOS versions of the entire

program are shown in Listing 1 for the

Assembler and Listing 2 for Basic. The
DOS initialization routines are shown
in Listing 3 for the Assembler and List-

ing 4 for Basic. Replace the initializa-

tion routine only if you are using DOS.
And that wraps it up. I told you it

was easy.B
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The Born*Again
Word Processor

Here's a simple text processing program for the C-64 that was

originally published for the Apple in Microcomputing. With the

plethora ofprograms that can be converted for the C-64, you

needn't be suffering from a lack of software for this system.

By Gary McClellan

Program listing. The author's text processor for the C-64 was adapted from Henry Simpson's "A Simple

Text Processor, " which appeared in the May 1981 Microcomputing.

1 POKE532S0, 12
LM=5LL=70PS=3 PE=3PP«1 PE=500 ; REM DEFAULT PRINT PARAMETERS
R0t=CHPta9 > : RFMCNR*<146) ' CL**CHP*r 157>

: CR*"CNR*<29) : CD**CHR*<17:
CUt=CHPt < 1 45 :• : HOt=CHRt < 19)
D I MAt < 500 > 2=65536 OOTO330
REM ********************#***********
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM ***« AVAILABLE MEMORV SUBROUTINE ****
W-FRE<6) IFM<0THENM=M+Z
PRINT" " :CHR*<1S>" BYTES REMAINING
REM *** EDIT TEXT BLOCK ROUTINE ***
PRINTCHRf <147> J

"

PR I NTROt " REF# J P i RFt FORK* 1 T08 : PR I NT : NEXTX
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT"
IFAt<P>

2 P0KE53281
10
15
1?
20
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
39
41
43
70
30
90
95
100
102
104
106
108
110
112
114
116
118
120
122
124
126
128
130
132
134
136
138
140
142
144
146
143
150
152
154
156
158
J 60
162
164
166

168
170
172'

174
240
245
250
255
260
265

230
285
295
300
305
310
320

A SIMPLE TEXT PROCESSOR
THE COMMODORE 64

BV GARV D. MCCLELLAN

FOP

ADAPTED FROM 'A SIMPLE TEXT
PROCESSOR' BV HENERV SIMPSON

MICROCOMPUTING, MRV 1981

*
*

*

*
*

M : RETURN

CLP/HOME KEV
SHIFT CLP/HOME

CRSR LEFT/RIGHT
INST/DEL Y£W

SHIFT INST/DEL
RETURN KEV

-'"'THENAfP::'-"

CURSOR
CURSOR
CURSOR
DELETE
INSERT
RETURN

TO END OF LINE.

'

TO BEGINNING OF
MOVES LEFT AND
CHARACTER.

"

SPACES IN LINE.

'

TO REVIEW MODE.

'

L, l);CL*i

GOTO 170

:L=L-1 :Pft!NTCL*CLt; GOTO 172

GOTO 122
-I EN<fl*<P>>

,! ":CLtROt;" ";CL
a*<p>«left*<a*<p:>

PR I NTHOtCBtCDt .: A* < P >

L= 1 PR I NTHOtCDtCDtROt .; M I Dt < A* < P >

GETE*: IFEt=""THEN124
E=ASC<Et> : IFE-13THEN00T0174
I FE>3 1 ANDE<96THENG0T0 1 62
I FE=29ANDL+ 1 >240THENOOTO 1 24
I FE=29THENPR I NTRFt ; M I Dt < A* < P > , L , 1 >

IFE=157ANDL-K1THENG0T0124
I FE= 1 57THENPP I NTRF* ; MID* <fl*<P> * L#

1

I FE« 1 450RE- 1 7THENG0T0 1 24
I FE= 1 48ANDL+ 1 >240THENGOTO 1 24
I FE= 1 47THENPR I NTRF* J M I Dt < AS < P > , L , 1

I FE» 1 9THENPP I NTRFtHOtCDtCDt : At < P > i CL t i

IFEO 1 48THENG0T0 1 54
PR I NTRF* ; M I Dt f A* r P > , L , 1 ) j CLt ; CHPt < 1 48

)

TCt«At t. P > : TCt=R I GHTt < TCt , LEN< TCt ) -L+ 1 >

At' p;.=At<P>+Et+TCt G0T0124
I FEO20THENGOTO 1 62
L»L- 1

: I FL< 1 THENGOTO 1 22
TC*=A* <rp:-' :TC**RIONT*<TC**LEN<TC*>-L >

At'P>=At<P>+TCt PRINTCNR*<20) i GOTO 124
I FL+ 1 >240THENGOTG 1 24
TCt»flfP> TCt«P I GHTt'. TCt, LEN' TCt >-L> i At '::P>*LEFTt < At^P
fit < P > =*fit < P > +Et+TCt

PR I NTRFf • M I Dt < A* < P • . L . 1 > !

L=L+1 IFH1H$<**<P'>>Lj 1 >« M "TNENR*<P -.=a*<:p> + " "

PR T NTROt M I Dt < At < P > . L • 1 > i CLt i GOTO 1 24
PPINTPF* ; MIDt''At'' P •

, L 1 RETURN
PEM **#* DATA ENTPV SUBROUTINE ****
Rf<P>«NM
FORN=1TO240
GETFt I FB«- "

" THEN255
BA=AC>C ( Bt •

I FBA=20THENG0SUB 1 500 : PR I NTCHRt < 1 57 > ; CHPt ( 32 > j CHPt < 1 57

IFBA- 1 3TNENN-240 G0T0305
IFBA=94THENPPINT"
IFBA=43THENPPIHT
PPINTB?
Rfp .=AfP '+Bt
NEXT
RETURN
REM- **** DISPLAY ROUTINE ****

?0T0172

L-n £t='

At < P > «LEFTt <\ At (. P > , L-

1

L-l">

GOTO30*

One nice thing about having six

years worth of back issues of

Microcomputing is that I seldom have

to buy application software. By look-

ing through the article index included

in every December issue, I usually

can find a previously published pro-

gram that can be used as is, or easily

converted to run on my Commo-
dore-64.

An example is Henry Simpson's "A
Simple Text Processor," which ap-

peared in the May 1981 Microcom-

puting. The program was written to

run on an Apple computer, but it

operates quite well—with a few modi-

fications—on the C-64.

The following article and listing de-

scribes the modifications and ad-

ditions that were made to Simpson's

original. The program supports the

Commodore 1525 printer and 1541

single-drive floppy disk.

Modifications

The modified program conforms to

Simpson's basic design. Text is com-

posed at the keyboard and stored in

character string elements in a string

array. Each element has an assigned

reference number, and each can hold

240 characters. Once created, these

text blocks can be edited and re-

viewed, written to a floppy disk file,

read from a floppy disk file or printed

on the 1525 Commodore printer.

In the original program, the Apple

VTAB and HTAB commands were
used frequently. Since the C-64

doesn't support an equivalent VTAB
command, I used print statements

with cursor key commands to gener-

ate the screen formats. The cursor

Address correspondence to Gary D. McClellan,

Wizard Works, PO Box 1750, Flagstaff, AZ 86002.
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Listing continued.

338
341
351
371
380
398
405
41d
420
425

440
445
450
460
470
480
484
425
490
500
510
515
520
520
540
550

570
580
598
600
602
603
605
610
620
620
635
640
658

•

680
6?0
700
710
720

I FA* < P ) = " " THENPETURN
I FASC < LEFT* (At<P> , 1 > 5 =?4THENPP I NT " "

: A$ < P

:

I FP.SC < LEFT* < fl* < P > , 1 > ) =43THENPR I NT : PR I NTA* •' P > I

PRINTfi*<P) RETURN
REM *** MR IN MENU **«

CNR*(142) PRINT

MR IN MENU

; RETURN
RETURN

PRINTCHR*<147:
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT"
FR I NT
PR1H7 PRINT"
PRINT PRINT"
PRINT PRINT"
PRINT PRINT"
PRINT PRINT"
PRINT PRINT"
PRINT PRINT"
PRINT G08UB70
PR I NT PR I NT

"

GETAO* IFRGf* 1

1.

i .

3.
4.

5.
6.

WRITE TEXT BLOCK"
REVIEW/EDIT TEXT BLOCK"
INSERT, 'COPY TEXT BLOCK"
RERD FROM DISK"
WRITE TO DISK"
PRINT HARD COPV"
OU I T "

FNTER
'THEN498

SELECTION

IFAO*="1"THEN570
IFfiO*="2"THEN6S0
I FAO*= "

3
" THEN00SUB2 1 00

IFA0*="4"THEN00T0 1140
I FA0*= "

5
" TNENGOSUB 1 200

I FRRt = "
6

" THENOOSUB 1 060
I FRO*= "

7
" THENCLOSE200 ' ENB

00TO380
REM **** WRITE ROUTINE *+*
FORQ-1TO580
I FA* ' '

"
" THENF-Q 0*508

NEXT
PR I NTCHP* -'147"'

PRINT" ENTER REFtt np
!FF<80RF: 50fiTHENPPINT"ENTEP
PR I MTC HPT ''147'

i

"

F0RP-FT0588
PR I NTCHP*'' 18 ' :P;CHRf<146
I FR* C P - O "

" THENPP I NTCHP* ( 1

9

GOSUB240
IF<A* r

NEXT
G0T0330
REM ****
PRINTCHP*'!47

i

INPUT "ENTER REF# FOP REV I EW "
.: P

I FP : 1 ORP: 500THENPP I NTPO* " ENTER 1

REM *»** DISPLAY TEXT REF ****

'RETURN' FOR NEXT RVRILRBLE REFtt "

1 THRU 500 PLERSE" 00T060
M

; CHR*'! 14?

INPUTF

" REF BLOCK RCT I VE
"

'
FOPv= J JO 1 00 NEXTX • 00T0660

'=""THENP=500

REVIEW/EDIT DISPLRV ***#

THRU 500 PLEASE- MRF*G0T0788

725 PR I NTCHP*n 47->

730
740
760
730
800
820
820
835
840
350
860
870
880
390
900
905
910
920
930
940
341
945
950
960
970
988
930
1800
1010
102O
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
186?
1071
1072
1 075
1077
1083
1 085
1087
108?
1091
1093
1095
1097
1100
1110
1120
1 1 25
1130

PP I NTCHP* '14 V. PO*: "PEF#" :
P

; PF*
IFR*'F THEN800
PR I NTC HP* r 1 8 ) J " EMPTY

"

GOTO820
G0SUB320
PR I NTHO* FORX= 1 T03 PP I NTCD*
FF'INJ"
PPINTPO*"KEV CODES "PF*

NEXTX

FORWARD

"

BACKWARD"
EXIT"
DELETE"
EDIT"

"RF*

PRINT" -F-'

PRINT" B
PRINT" )'/

PRINT" 'D'
PRINT" 'E'
PRINT
PR INTRO* "CONTROL CODES
PR I NT " '

I?
'

PRINT" 'T r

PRINT" ''
PRINT" '«-'

PP INTRO* "CHOICE : ?
OETRO* : IFAO*=" "THEN941
FRINTCHR*<147
IFRO*="X"THEN330
I FRO*= "

F
" RNDP<500THENP=P+

1

IFRO**"F"THEN720
I FRO*= "

B
" PNDP> 1 TNENP-P-

1

OOTO720
IFRO*="B"THEN720
IFAO*- ME MTHENOOSUB188 GOTO720
I FRO* "

D
" THENR* <P>« " "

: OOTO720
G0T0725
REM **** MRKE HRRD COPV »***
PRINTCHR*<'147
PR I NT "CONFIGURE PRINT ROUTINE?"
PRINT "ENTER LEFT MARGIN (NUMBER
LM=5 INPUTLM- IFLM>70THENPPINT"

1

PR I NT "ENTER LINE LENGTH WANTED
IFLL<20ORLL:S0THENPRINT"20 THRU

PRINT
DOUBLE WIDTH TVPE"
NEW PRRRGPRPH"
SKIP LINE"
LEFT MARGIN"

RF*

OOTO720

1 i

/"•: "'INPUTQ*: IFLEFT*^*
OF CHARACTERS >"

THRU 70 PLEASE" GOTO1063
NUMBER OF TOTAL CHARACTERS')
SO PLEASE-" GOTO 1065

L I NES >

"

PLER3E" GOTO 1867
OF LINES>"
PLEASE" 'GOTO 1071

V"THEN103f

! I

=7H TNP'ITi

588 PLEASE" : GOTO1875

PS=3 PPINT"ENTEP TOP MARGIN -'NUMBER OF
INPUTPS' IFPS<10RPS:65THENPPINT" 3 TO £5
PE=3 PRINT "ENTER BOTTOM MARGIN (NUMBER
INPUTPE IFFE<10RPE:-65THEHPRINT"1 TO 65
PP«1 -PRINT "ENTER STARTING REF#"
I NPUTRP T FRP< 1 ORRP>500THENPR I NT " 1 THRU
RE=500 PR I NT " ENTER END I NO REF#- "

: I NPUTRE : I FRE< 1 ORRE>500THENGOTO 1 07!
PR I NT 'SET TOP OF FORM OF PRINTER. PRESS HNV KEV TO CONTINUE"
OETO* I FQ*-"" THEN 1027
REM **** TURN ON PRINTER ****
0PEN4 ,4,7 CMD4 : GOSUB 1 387
LM*=" " FORJ=1T01 M I.M*-! M*+CHR*-r 32 '- : NEXTJ : RF»0
FORP=RPTORE
I FA* < P :- = " " ANDA* < P+ 1 :• = " " THENP=500 : GOTO 1110
GOSUB1380
NEXT
IFPF=1THENP0*=LM*+B* PP INTRO*
PPIHT44 CL0SE4
RETURN

keys, reverse on/off and home key
values are assigned to string variables

in lines 15 and 17 of the program and
are used, instead of the Commodore
graphics characters, in the listing. This
was done to make for an easier-to-read

listing.

The control characters used while
writing new text have been modified.
DEL will perform a true backspace
and delete when pressed. Rather than
a control key/secondary key sequence
to enter control characters at the be-

ginning of a text block, single-key con-
trol characters are used.

An up-arrow symbol will cause a
new paragraph to be printed, with the

starting text character indented five

spaces. A left arrow symbol causes
the text to start on the next line at the
left-hand margin.

A plus sign causes a line skip and
then continuation of the text. An am-
persand will cause the text block to be
printed in double-width character
mode when printed on the 1525. As in

the original program, pressing the

return key twice returns the user to

the menu.
The write function has been further

modified to prompt the user for the

text block to begin writing in when the

function is first entered. If the return

key is pressed, the first available emp-
ty text block will be selected. If

the user selects a block containing
text, a "ref block active" message will

be displayed and the array will be
searched for the next available empty
block.

Extended Editing Support

The review/edit function also has
been heavily modified to allow ex-

tended editing support rather than re-

typing over the text. After selecting

the review/edit option on the menu,
press the E key to put the program in-

to edit mode. The text block will be
displayed with edit commands on the

bottom half of the screen. At this

point, the text can be typed over or

modified.

CLR/HOME will position the cursor

over the beginning character of the

text block. Shifted CLR/HOME will

position the cursor over the last char-

acter of the text block. Cursor left and
right move the cursor in the chosen di-

rection. INST/DEL will delete the

character to the left of the cursor and
move the remaining text one space to

the left. Shifted INST/DEL will move
the character under the cursor, along

with all text to the right of the cursor,

one space to the right, and insert a
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OflD TM PROORES!

Listing continued.

1140 REM *•** PERU TEXT FILE *•**
114? PPINTCHPt- 147 • PP I NT "TEXT FILE
114?. 0PEN15.S. 15
1 1 50 OPEN? , 8 , 5 •

" : TEXTF I LE , S .

P

"

1152 GOSUE200O IPERslTHENEP^O FI=0 GOTO 1 IPO
1155 INPUT#5FI
llt'O F0RP=1T0FI •Rt<P>-""
1 1 62 GET#5 , C* I FRSC < C* •O 1 3TNENR* ' P '• "»R* < P '•€*

'
GOTO j 1 62

1175 PRINT". " NEXT
] ipfi CLOSES CLOSE
117:2 PRINT PRINT PRINTFI; "TEXT BLOCKS RERD. PRESS RNV KEV TO CONTINUE"

1 1 S4 GETQt I FQ«" "
" THEN 1 i 84

1 i 90 GOTO380
1200 REM ***• WRITE TEXT FILE ***#
1 202 PR I NTCHR* ( 1 47 • PP I NT " TEXT FILE SRVE I N PROGRESS " FP I NT

1 >05 0PEN15 8.15
1 210 OPEN?, S • 5 •

"r?o TEXTF I L E , S • N"

1213 OOSUB2000 IFEF-ITHENEP^OF 1=0 GOTO 1273
1240 FOPP=1T0500
1 245 I FRt P >O " " THENF I =P
1250 NEXTP
1255 PRINT*?. F

I

1260 F0PP=1T0FI
12€3 PRINT#?.R*'P -'

1270 NEXTP
1 273 r\ OSES CLOSE 1

5

1280 PRINTFI; "TEXT FLOCKS SAVED. PRESS RNV KEV TO CONTINUE"
1285 QETO* TFQf=" "THEN12S5
1 290 RETURN
1S00 REM **** PRINTER ROUTINE ••**
1 205 I FR* < P > = "

" THENRETUPN
1310 TC«flSC < LEFT* ( fi* ( P )

• 1 >

>

1315 IFTC-94TNEN00SUB 1 380 CC=LM+? B$=

"

1 220 I FTC =43THENG0SUP 1 380 ' PR I NT : LC=LC+

1

PF-i GOTO 1340
GOSUB 1 383 ' GOTO 1 340

1325 IFTC-64THENG0SUB1380 DW*1 PRINTCNR*<14) ; GOSUB 1 340 : GOSUB 1380 : RETURN

Ip-TC*=" "THENPF=0 : RETURN

1 330 IFTC-85THENG0SUB1380 : GOTO 1340
1335 TC*»R*<P> : GOTO 1345
1340 TC*"RI0HT*<R*<P>*LEN<R*<P>>-1

)

1 345 I FPF"0TNENB*- " "

1346 FOPX=lTOLEN'TCf • IFF**" "RNDMID* CTC* . X, l>»CMR*<32>THENCOCOi LX-X+1

3 r r=rr+ i B**B*+M I D* ' TC* x . 1

)

1 355 T FLL-CCC 1 ORNDM I D* '. TC* , X , 1 > " " THENPF= 1 : GOSUB 1 380
1 3:60 I FCC >LL THENPF= 1 GOSUB 1 380
1 365 NEXTX I FBtO " " THENPF= 1

1375 RETURN
1380 IFPF=lRNDBt<: -" "THEMPOf =i .M**B* PRINTPO* : £*="

"

: CC=LM : LC-LC+1
1 381 IFDM»1TNENPRINTCNR*<15> i

DW-0
1 383 IFLC' ' 66-PE > THEN 1 399
1 383 FOP I = 1 TOPE PR I NT : NEXT I

1 387 FOR I = 1 TOPS PR I NT NEXT

I

1339 LOPS
1 399 pp*=0 : RETURN
1500 REM **** DELETE KEV ROUTINE FOR WRITE BLOCK ****
1 505 I FLEN •' R t < P > • < 1 THENRt < P > = " "

• B*= " " N*240 ' GOTO 1 530
1510 R* •" P • "LEFT* •' R* •' P ' • LEN < R* (. P '•

> - 1

'

1 520 IFNMORN-1 THFNN=N-1
1570 RETURN
2088 REM **** DISK ERROR NRNDLER ****
20 1 O I NPUT* 15/ SI

*

> S2* , S3* • S4*
2020 I FVRL •' S 1 1 •

* riTHENPR I NTS 1 * S2* • S3* • 81 * CL0SE3 : CLOSE 1 5 ER-

1

2030 RETURN
2 lOO PR INTCHR* < 147 •

2110 PRINT"'!' INSERT EMPTV BLOCK RT PCS*'
("1 PRINT" 'C COPV riNO BLOCK TO NEW REF#"

2 l 30 I NPUT " COMMAND " J Q I

2140 IF0t="C"THEN22C0
2 j 50 IFQ*« H I"THEN24O0
2160 GOTO "30
2200 REM COPV BLOCK
2210 PRINT PR INT" REF# TO COPV FROM"
3220 INPUTP1 IFP1 090RP1" 500THEN2210
7235 THPUT"PEF# TO COPV TO " P

2270 I FP :80RP: 580TNEN22 1

2240 PRINT MREF* "PI" WILL BE
2330 0*-"M" INPUTQ* : IFLEFT*<Q*

40 G0T0330
j -:-*:& R*<P>«R*<P1 )

2360 PRINT"RNOTHEP COPV? : "

2870 ri*="N" INPUTQ*: IFLEFTfOt
2330 G0T0380
24*Fi REM INSERT BLRNK TEXT Si OCK RT REFtt

24 IP PRINT PR INT" REF# TO INSERT EMPTV TEXT BLOCK?
2420 INPUTP1 IFPK0ORP1>500TNENOOTO2410
2430 FORP=P 1 T0300 : I FR* ( P •'

" " RNDRt ' P- 1 > " " THENP2»P
2440 NEXTP
2450 F0RX=P?T0P1 8TEF-1 R*<X>"R*<X-1 >

: NEXTX
2455 Rt-'Pl • = ""

2460 PPINT"PEF# ";Pli ,: RVRILRBLE FOR TEXT INPUT"
-•470 nr^-'N" INPUT"RNOTHER INSERT?: ";Q*
2480 IFLEFTt-TQ*, 1 • = " V"THEN24l
2490 G0T0380
5000 REM ******** REM VRPIfiBLE LIST *******
5010 REM PP=STRRTING PEF RE=ENBING REF LL
5020 REM PS = PRGE STPRT
5030 REM HO*=HOME KEV
5O40 REM CU*«CRSR UP

R*<P>«TEXT BLOCK
FI=TEMP VRRIRBLE

COPIED TO REF# m iPi
1 -. = " v " TNENOOTO2350

1 > = "
V

" THEN00T022 1

OK'

1 p-300

LINE LENGTH
r=LEFT MARGIN STRING

rnr=rr"-;P noun

5050 REM
5060 REM
5070 REM
5080 REM
5090 RFM
5100 REM
5110 REM
5120 REM
5 1 30 REM

RE * PROE END
CL*=CRSR LEFT CR*-CRSR RIGHT
Q*»TEMP VRRIRBLE FOR QUERVS
rrrrv P«RRRRV POINTER P1*TEMP POINT
FILE HRNDLINO RO*»STRING VRRIRBLE MENU COMMRNDS

S1*TNRUS4*-VRRIRBLES FOR ERROR HANDLING B*»WORK STRING
TC*-TEMP WORK STRING ROf=PEVEPSE ON RF*-REV OFF

E*H40RK ciTPIN"-i, EDIT C*«WORK STRING, FILE HANDLING
RO*«WORK STRING FOR PRINTING PF=FLRG FOR PRINT WORK STRING STATUS
N-COUNTER E-RSC VALUE FOP EDI T MODE
I =MID STRING POINTER G'LOOP COUNTER
DW-DOUBLE WIDTH FLRG ER-ERROR FLRG F-COUNTER

PFRDV

blank under the cursor. The return

key will save all text on the screen in

the text block, regardless of the cursor

position, and redisplay the text block

in review mode.
When editing a nearly full text

block, the insert and delete text move-

ments may not be seen when the keys

are pressed. The functions are taking

place, however, and by pressing the

return key, the user will see the text

block redisplayed in review mode
with the changes made. Pressing the E

key will put the display back into edit

mode, and more editing can take

place.

An insert/copy option

lets you insert text blocks

wherever needed, without

destroying existing text.

The write to disk routine will save

the text array to a sequential file on

the floppy disk labeled Text File. A
text file previously saved to disk will

be written over by the new file, so care

should be used when saving the file.

Since the C-64's input command
will support only up to 80 characters,

the routine to load the file from floppy

disk uses the get command and builds

each element of the array as it goes.

This is rather slow, so as each element

is built, a period is displayed on the

screen following TEXT FILE LOAD
IN PROGRESS to let the user know
that a file load is occurring.

Additions

An insert/copy option was added to

the menu to allow copying of a text

block from one reference number to

another or to allow insertion of an

empty text block at any reference

desired. When selected, the program
will prompt the user to choose either

the copy function or insert function.

If copy is selected, the program will

prompt for the text block to copy from

and to, and then issue a verify prompt,

which must be responded to before

the copy will take place. If the insert

option is selected, the program will

prompt the user to type in the

desired reference number. The rou-

tine will shift existing text blocks one
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Circle 132 on Reader Service card.

reference number higher, starting

with the reference block selected.

This allows the user to insert text

blocks wherever needed, without de-

stroying existing text.

A major addition to the program is a

printer formatting routine. When the

hard copy option is selected, the user

is prompted to choose the formatting

routine or the standard default

parameters.

The default values are: five-charac-

ter left margin, 70-character line

length (including left margin charac-

ters), three-line top margin and three-

line bottom margin. As the text is be-

ing printed, the program checks for a

space in the last ten characters of the

line, and issues a carriage return to the

printer if found. Otherwise, the line

terminates when the character count

reaches the line length. This results in

a ragged right margin of unbroken
words (providing a word longer than

ten characters isn't encountered). The
primary reason for this is to make the

printed text more readable.

The program also prompts for top

of form so it can keep track of total

lines printed on a page and do a page

eject (print bottom and top margins)

to avoid printing on the fold of the

paper. To set top of form on the 1525

printer, advance the paper until the

fan fold crease is at the top of the

printer ribbon.

To aid in further modification of the

program, a list of all variables used

starts at line 5000. The printer format

defaults are initialized in line 10 and
can easily be changed to suit personal

requirements.

Circle 36 on Reader Service card.

Subscription.

Pidblem.
Microcomputing does not
keep subscription records on
the premises, therefore calling

us only adds time and doesn't

solve the problem.
Please send a description of

the problem and your most re-

cent address label to:

Microcomputing
Subscription Dept.

PO Box 997
Farmingdale, NY 11737

'68' MICRO
JOURNAL m

6800-6809-68000

it The only ALL 66XX Computer Magazine

USA
1 YR— $24.50 2 Yr—$42.50 3 Yr— $64.50
'Foreign Surface Add $12 Yr. to USA Price
Foreign Air Mail Add $35 Yr. to USA Price

•Canada & Mexico Add $5.50 Yr. to USA Price

OK. PLEASE ENTER MY
SUBSCRIPTION

Bill my: M/C - VISA D
Card #

Expiration Date

For D 1-Yr. n 2 Yrs D3 Yrs

Enclosed $

Name

Street.

City _

State Zip.

68 Micro Journal
5900 Cassandra Smith Rd.
Hixson, TN 37343

Circle 204 on Reader Service card.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

JgZ\/M 91 Specify Soft

3 V4 10 or 16 Sectors prices/10

MD525 1 side/dbl dens $24.90
MD550 2 sides/dbl dens 35.00
MD577 1 side/quad 96tpi 33.75
MD557 2 sides/quad 96tpi 44.50

8"
Specify Soft or 32 Sector

FD34-9000 1 side/sgl dens 30.00
FD34-8000 1 side/dbl dens 33.00

DD34-4001 2 sides/dbl dens 41.00

Checks-VISA-MC-C.O.D./Add $2 Shipping

Call or write for our discount catalog.

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper Ave., St. Clair Shores, Ml 48081

Phone: (313) 777-7780

DATALIFE • THE NAME IS THE PROMISE
THE WARRANTY IS THE PROOF

Circle 342 on Reader Service card.

Grandma's
Software

CLUBUST: Granny uses this program to keep track of

her quirting club. Records names etc., dues expiration,

prints out roster. 8K Version up to 25 members, 16K

Version 90. $11.95

MATH DRILL: This one is so all the younguns can

practice their ciphers. 3 levels of difficulty on all four

arithmetic operations. $9.95

MORSE CODE: Drills user in code recognition $9.95

AMORTPRINT: Compute payment amount & print an

amortization table. $9.95

If you want a program list or have a dandy program for

sale write to Grandma's.

Grandma's Software

Box 1105

San Bernardino, California 92402

California folks please add 6% for sales tax.

SLICK PAGES? NO!
GREAT DEALS? YES!

Computer Shopper pages aren't slick because they
were designed for one purpose: to put buyers in touch
with sellers at the lowest possible cost. This resulted
in bargains on new and used equipment and software.

Individuals nationwide are able to list their pre-

owned items for only a few dollars This created hund-
reds of classified ads in over 100 big 11x14 pages

And to make sure there were enough buyers for

advertisers, the subscription price was set low, too!

So strike your first deal by taking advantage of this

special trial subscription offer, today' 6 months, $6 or

12 months, $10. Money back guarantee MasterCard
and VISA accepted

P.O. Box F567»Titusville, FL 32780
305-269-3218

Circle 288 on Reader Service card.

With every box of 3M or Nashua diskettes you will

receive FREE a durable plastic library case for

convenient storage of your diskettes.

Order NOW. Offer good for a limited time.
Specify 3M or Nashua.

Both quality disks . Both competitively priced.

5V«
9 3 Specify Soft

4 10 or 16 Sector price/box of 10*

1 side sngl/dbl density '26.00/box
2 sides dbl density '34.007box

8
ff

Specify Soft or 32 Sector
1 side sngl density $28.00
1 side dbl density $32.00

Call or write for complete list of other products avail.

*NO HIDDEN SHIPPING CHARGES
All orders shipped freight prepaid

r-5
^

KEYSTONE INFORMATION PRODUCTS
\ /10 Bloody Brook Road. Amherst, NH 03031
N ' (603) 673-2287

Checks VISA MC vrsA

Circle 172 on Reader Service card.

MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DISCS

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD!! Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and informatioa Dealer

inquiries invited and CO.D.'s

accepted

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

San Luis Obispo, CA
93401 InCaL call

(800)592-5935 or

J805)543-1037
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The Changing Micro Scene
While major announcements and new developments at Comdex

and NCC this year were few, the shows did present a few

surprises and reflected an industry in transition.

By Frank J. Derfler

The Brother HR-15 daisy wheel printer provides letter-

quality print at a reasonable price. It features a 3K data

buffer, proportional spacing, automatic overstrike,

subscripts and superscripts and many other capabilities.

The retail price is $599.

The National Computer Conference
and spring Comdex shows, which

were held within two weeks of each

other, traditionally bring a flood of

new announcements. The flood this

year, though, was much smaller than

in previous years, and the announce-
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ments were of a different nature than

before.

Gavilan, Chameleon, Tandy IV . . .

The new equipment announcements
at Comdex and NCC centered around
plotters, printers and other peripherals.

Only one new microcomputer, the

Gavilan, created a big stir—even
though it was exhibited only in proto-

type and won't be available until the

end of the year. (Gavilan Computer
Corp. is located at 240 Hacienda Ave.,

Campbell, CA 95008.)

The Chameleon Plus from Seequa

(209 West St., Annapolis, MD 21401)

was there in the flesh, but the system is

back-ordered for many months. The
Chameleon, a $1995 portable, can run

both IBM PC and CP/M-80 programs.

Tandy displayed the Model IV, but

everyone seemed happier about the

news that Tandy will support CP/M.
The Tandy 100 drew large crowds that

were ready to buy. Apple's Lisa drew

Address correspondence to FrankJ. Derfler, Jr., PO
Box 691, Herndon, VA 22070.



get it

in gear
with ..

' Cache/Q
THE Software Accelerator

techno

Why wait longer, to buy it ... to try it?
• speeds up your programs, saves time and money
• faster dBase II, Wordstar and many more
• makes your computer investment really pay
• gets your computer in gear ... gets you in gear

Cache/Q features automatic memory management for your IBM PC providing:

Disk-buttering that can speed up your application programs up to four

or more times the speed you are now getting.

Background print-buffering that will allow you unrestricted use of

your computer with concurrent operation of up to five attached
printers, each with an independent data stream.

Automatic write-thru to your disks protecting your working data from
power failure.

Capability for specifying selective buffering of data according to disk-

drive, file, even extension.

VERSATILE • FLEXIBLE • EFFICIENT • EFFECTIVE

Cache/Q Specifications

OPERATING SYSTEMS:
PC-DOS

(Also Available for CP/M 2.2)

BUFFERING TECHNIQUE:
Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm

controls disk-buffering; automatic disk/

print buffering dynamically adjusted for

highest efficiency.

BUFFERING CAPABILITY:
Utilizing up to 590K of memory. Cache/Q
will operate with up to 16 attached mass
storage devices, with sector sizes ranging
from 128 bytes to 16K bytes and can
operate up to 5 attached printers.

INSTALLATION:
No modification of existing programs,
operating procedures, or hardware
required. A simple interactive configura-

tion program needs no special expertise to

operate.

To order call NOW: (800) 835-9595 in Calif. (800) 835-9594 Dealer Inquiries Welcome
IN CANADA CONTACT: CYBERTECH TRADING CORP.
Unit 9, 1 1720 Voyageur Way • Richmond, B.C. V6X 3EI

Telephone (604) 278-4848 • Toll Free 1(800) 663-9767

Techne' Software Corp. • 3685 Mt. Diablo Blvd.. Suite 210 • Lafayette. CA 94549 techne*
Cache/Q is a trademark of Techne Software Corp. • Cache/Q is a product of Techne Software Corp. • Copyright® 1982 by Techne Software Corp.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, IBM and PC-DOS of IBM Corp., dBase II of Ashton-Tate, Inc., Wordstar of MicroPro, Inc.
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large crowds, but they weren't ready to

buy. The modem makers had some
new releases, and both Hayes Micro-

computer Products and U.S. Robotics

showed interesting new modems.

Apple/IBM Compatibility

The people at the Quadram booth

92 Microcomputing, August 1983

amazed visitors with their demonstra-
tions of Apple II software running on
the IBM PC. The secret was a new
board for the IBM called the Quad-
Link. It gives the IBM the ability to

read and write Apple II disks and to

run Apple II software. Quadram
seems to have found a big audience of

people and businesses who have Ap-
ples and PCs and who would like to

share files and software between them.

Quadram Corp. will tell you more
about QuadLink if you write them at

4357 Park Drive, Norcross, GA 30093.

STM Electronics Corp. also hit a

new philosophical note when it made
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The Mannesmann Tally plotter joined several new plotters in

the market. It provides a three-pen capability and sells for $795.

An RS-232C serial capability is available for another $85.

us realize that a portable computer

doesn't always have to include a built-

in display. Monitors are the largest

and heaviest part of most portable mi-

crocomputers, but because they have

a relatively low price, monitors can be

prepositioned at the most common
working locations.

STM's Pied Piper portable micro-

computer is designed to be used with

any available monitor. It costs $1299
and runs a full line of CP/M software.

The address for STM Electronics

Corp. is 525 East Middlefield Road,
Suite 130, Menlo Park, CA 94025.

In keeping pace with the mass-stor-

age trend, Non-Linear Systems has re-

leased a ten megabyte hard disk ver-

sion of the Kaypro II. Called the

Kaypro 10, the system features, in ad-

dition to the hard disk, full graphics

capability and comes programmed
with all of the Kaypro II 's software

packages (worth about $2500 if pur-
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This keyboard attaches to the Brother HR-15 to make it a highly capable elec-

tronic typewriter. The low-profile keyboard sells for $199.

Quadram Corp. provided this "exploded" view of

their Microfazer print buffer. The Microfazer installs

between the printerand computer and frees the com-

puter to do other work while the Microfazer feeds

the printer.. These devices are available with various

buffer sizes and port configurations.

mmmmm

Hayes Microcomputer Products released a new 1200-baud in-

ternal modem for the IBM PC. This modem slides into one of

the expansion slots of the PC. The $599 price includes the

Hayes Smartcom II communications software. The Smart-

modem 1200B sells for $599. Contact Hayes Microcomputer

Products, 5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., Norcross, GA
30092.

Qu-dllnk Compare
Software

W
Preliminary List

I

The Quadram QuadLink gives the IBM PC the ability to work as an Apple II

microcomputer. The QuadLink board can run a wide range ofApple II soft-

ware while using the IBM PC's peripheral devices.

chased separately).

The Kaypro 10 costs $2795. For

more details contact Non-Linear Sys-

tems, Inc., 533 Stevens Ave., Solana

Beach, CA 92075.

Commodore Business Machines

(1200 Wilson Drive, West Chester, PA
19380) unveiled its first portable com-
puter, the Executive-64. The system

94 Microcomputing, August 1983

weighs about 28 pounds and features

64K, a single built-in 170K disk drive

and a six-inch monitor. The Execu-

tive-64 costs $995. (A dual drive ver-

sion is available for $1195.)

Printer Wars

The war of the printers continues.

Okidata seems to be in the lead with

their new Microline 92 and 93 160

characters per second printers, but

they have strong competition on every

front.

For instance, Mannesmann Tally re-

duced the price of its dot printers. Its

MT160 now sells for $698 for the data

processing version and $798 for the

version able to produce correspon-



Cir ider Service card

Save now by building the Heathkit H-100
yourself. Save later because your computer
investment won't become obsolete for

many years to come.

Save by building it yourself. You can save hundreds of
dollars over assembled prices when you choose the new
H-100 16-Bit/8-Bit Computer Kit money you can use
to buy the peripherals and software of your choice.

H-100 SERIES COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS:
USER MEMORY:
192K-768K bytes*

MICROPROCESSORS:
16-bit: 8088
8-bit: 8085

DISK STORAGE:
5.25 disk drive,

8 disk drive

Winchester drive

KEYBOARD:
Typewriter style, 95 keys,
13 function keys,
18-key numeric pad

GRAPHICS:
Always in graphics mode.
640h 225v resolution; up to

eight colors are available**

COMMUNICATIONS:
Two RS-232C Serial

Interface Ports and
one parallel port

DIAGNOSTICS:
Memory self-test

on power-up

AVAILABLE SOFTWARE:
Z-DOS (MS-DOS)
CP/M U

Z-BASIC Language
Microsoft BASIC
Multiplan

SuperCalc
WordStar

"I92K bytes standard.
'Optional.

CP/M is a registered

trademark of Digital
Research.

MailMerge
Data Base Manager
File Manager
General Ledger
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
Inventory Control
Sales Invoicing
Lotus 1,2,3

PeachText 5000
Fortran-86

Cobol-86
Pascal
Basic Compiler
Most standard
8-bit CP M
Software

Y

The H-100 is easy to build - the step-by-step Heathkit
manual shows you how. And every step of the way you
have our pledge - "We won't let you fail." Help is as close
as your phone, or the nearest Heathkit Electronic Center.;

And what better way to learn state-of-the-art computing
techniques than to build the world's only 16-bit/8-bit

computer kit? To run today's higher-speed, higher-per-
formance 16-bit software, you need an H-100. It makes
a big difference by processing more data faster.

Dual microprocessors for power and compatibility. The
H-100 handles both high-performance 16-bit software
and most current Heath/Zenith 8-bit software.

Want room to grow? The H-100's standard 192K byte
Random Access Memory complement can be expanded
to 768K bytes - compared to a 64K standard for many
desktop computers.

And the industry-standard S-100 card slots support
memory expansion and additional peripheral devices,
allowing your investment to grow.

High-capacity disk storage, too. The H-100's 5.25" floppy

disk drive can store 320K bytes on a single disk. The
computer also supports an optional second 5.25" and
external 8" floppy disk drives. For maximum storage, an
optional internal Winchester disk drive is also available.

For more information, circle the reader service number
below. Better yet, visit your Heathkit Electronic Center
for a demonstration!

The H-100 gives me
the most for my
computer dollar!

—
sidiary of Zenith Radio Corporation

Heathkit
mpa

Heathkit Electronic Centers are units of Ventechnology Electronics Corporation



dence-quality text.

The Japanese firm Brother intro-

duced the HR-15 daisy wheel printer.

It produces perfect letter-quality print

and has a list price of $599. It runs

slowly at 13 cps, but it has some unique

features. For $199 you can add a key-

board that turns the printer into an
electronic typewriter, complete with

an automatic correction capability. A
tractor feed costs $149 and a cut-sheet

feeder is $259.

The HR-15 looks like a significant

challenge to the market position oc-

cupied by the Smith-Corona TP series

of printers.

Graphics Battles

And Software Integration

The next obvious battleground will

be in graphics plotters. Hewlett-Pack-

ard has had the strong lead in this area

for a long time, but it is being chal-

lenged by many manufacturers, in-

cluding Amdek and Mannesmann
Tally (which sells its Pixy 3 Micro
Plotter for $795).

The hard disk vendors were both

happy and sad over IBM's entry into

their territory with the IBM PC XT.
They were happy because IBM had le-

Was It Worth It?

The spring Comdex computer
show and the National Com-

puter Conference (NCC) both lacked

any surprising new releases.

We saw the continuation of some
trends in the industry—more por-

table systems, more integrated soft-

ware and more letter-quality print-

ers—but except for a few programs

(like Microstuf's Infoscope), we
didn't see any new directions or

big breakthroughs. What we did

see was a change in the nature of

the marketing and the size of com-

petition.

The microcomputer industry has

passed quickly through its adoles-

cence and is in a transition to its

young adult status. It has gained

strength and stamina. It has grown
confident and is acquiring sophis-

tication. In the meantime, much
of the simplicity and many of the

(continued on page 97}

gitimized the hard disk and sad be-

cause they did it at such a competitive

price and with DOS 2.0 and a special

RAM.
In the software world, we saw the

continued trend toward integrated

families of software. MicroPro in-

troduced four new products, includ-

ing PlanStar, a financial modeling
tool, StarBurst, which links MicroSoft

software together, WordStar 3.3 with

Circle 344 on Reader Service card.

TONfctft*
DAISY WHEEL

PRINTER

Full Olive
typewrite
warranty
U.L.
Listed

us shipping
FEATURES
• Typewriter operation with nothing to disconnect • 10, 12 or 15 characters per
inch switch selectable • Portable with carrying case • Entire interface mounted
internally in the Olivetti Praxis 30 typewriter • Underlining • Cables available for

most computers • Service from Olivetti dealers • Centronics compatible parallel

input • Built in self test • Cartridge ribbon • 2nd keyboard switch selectabl-

CBYTE WRITER
125 NORTHVIEW RD., ITHACA, N.Y. 14850

(607) 272-1 132

better documentation and installation,

and Starlndex, which allows Word-
Star to create a table of contents and

an alphabetized index, among other

features. MicroPro is at 33 San Pablo

Ave., San Rafael, CA 94903.

Infoscope

Microstuf demonstrated its refined

communications program, Crosstalk

XVI, for MS DOS and the IBM PC. It

also demonstrated a unique new data

management and display program—
Infoscope-for MS DOS (PC DOS).

This is a new kind of program that

allows you to have full access and

power over a data file, regardless of

its file format.

You can capture data from a dial-up

utility or other bulletin board, and sort

and arrange it with Infoscope. In-

foscope lets you make sense out of

otherwise cluttered data and text files.

The program is also unique in that it

can expand its command language to

include words you find easy to use. If

you type a command incorrectly, it

even finds a match and asks if that

was what you meant to say.

Microstuf is located at 1845 The Ex-

change, Atlanta, GA 30339.

Hayes Microcomputer Products
showed a new communications pro-

gram for its IBM PC-integrated

modem. SSM showed a prototype elec-

tronic message system, and VM Per-

sonal Computing released a low-cost

electronic mail software package.

SuperSoft (1713 S. Neil St., PO Box
1628, Champaign, IL 61820) demon-
strated VoiceDrive, a voice input sys-

tem for its Scratchpad spreadsheet.

The user can make spreadsheet inputs

and calculations without ever touch-

ing the microcomputer's keyboard.
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(from page 96}

joys of adolescence are being aban-

doned.

Micros Attract Attention

Only a few years ago, NCC rele-

gated microcomputer manufac-
turers and dealers to a basement
hall away from the "real" com-
puters. This year, the big machines
occupied quiet sections of vendors'

booths while the crowds gathered

around the microcomputers that

flooded the hall.

There is a change, though. The
small companies who were in the

basement have grown to rival the

traditional giants, while the giants

have taken on some of the same
characteristics as the once-small

guys. The industry has become
broader and heavier in the last year,

instead of taller.

The buyers are changed, too. The
jeans and T-shirts have become
three-piece suits. Nuts-and-bolts

dropped in technical sophistica-

tion. It costs more to reach the

buyers, and they take longer to

shop. Competition is cutting prices

to the bone and overhead is in-

creasing as more sophisticated ads,

stores and sales people are needed.

The higher start-up costs will

bring more conservatism to the in-

dustry. We're going to see fewer
exciting announcements coming
out each month and more effort be-

ing made to let product lines ma-
ture and pay for themselves several

times over before they are totally

superseded. I still get about 30

press releases a month from var-

ious agencies, but now they usually

detail new company financing plans

or a change of executive officers

rather than a new processor or

printer.

I predict that this conservative

level of activity will go on for about

a year, then three things will happen
to force some hardware changes.

The buyers and lookers at today's shows

couldn't tell a RAM chip from a CPU
if they found it in their soup.

technical talk is difficult to find and
discussions of profit margins and
markups are everywhere. The buy-

ers and lookers at today's shows
couldn't tell a RAM chip from a

CPU if they found it in their soup.

It's hard to find a major comput-

er manufacturer who does not offer

a microcomputer. Digital Equip-

ment, NCR, Honeywell, Wang and,

of course, IBM, all offer capable

microcomputer systems. Apple and
Tandy have become Wall Street gi-

ants, and software companies are

considered hot stock opportunities.

Are the small start-up firms

gone? No—they're still there selling

hardware—such as hard disk drives,

network interfaces, and plotters—

and they're still there selling soft-

ware, but they have a much tougher

course ahead of them.

Staying Alive

It takes a great deal more money
to start a business and to stay in

business now than it did just one

year ago. The microcomputer buy-

ing market has grown in size and

The hardware changes will precip-

itate another evolution in software

and we'll be off again on another

cycle.

The first two forces that will

cause hardware changes are at

the chip level. The impact of the

256K RAM wars expected in late

1983 should be seen in hardware in

early 1984.

The Forces of

Hardware Change

The Japanese will be lined up
against AT&T, Intel, Motorola and
Texas Instruments to see who will

win the greatest share of the 256K
RAM market. In the process, the

consumer should see even lower

memory prices and greater use of

RAM disk and memory partition-

ing. This also may cause the final

end of the eight-bit processor as a

central CPU. The eight-bit pro-

cessor's limit of 64K of direct ad-

dress space will probably be too

restrictive on the next waves of ap-

plication software.

The second force that will bring

hardware changes in early 1984 is

the availability of 32-bit processors.

Speed of processing, rather than

memory-addressing capability, will

be the main advantage, but pro-

cessor speed becomes more impor-

tant as the price of RAM goes down
and the size of RAM goes up.

The third force that will change
microcomputers in 1984 will be
regulatory. Almost everyone who
has used a microcomputer at home
knows that they are hostile to local

television receivers. Microcomput-
ers are great polluters of the radio

frequency spectrum and they in-

terfere with television and critical

radio sevices such as police, fire

and air traffic control.

The Federal Communications
Commission has been lenient on
this pollution so far, but the prob-

lems will multiply as the number of

microcomputers in the environ-

ment goes up. The FCC is expected

to enforce tough new radio fre-

quency emission standards starting

in November 1983.

There will probably be excep-

tions, "grandfathering" and ap-

peals, but it's a sure bet that most of

the microcomputers we know and
love today will not meet the new
standards. The FCC is right in do-

ing this. My IBM PC shouldn't

wipe out TV channels 2 and 4 the

way it does, but we'll have to pay
for the changes.

Reducing radio frequency energy

means better design and better

shielding. It means more material

and more manufacturing time. All

of this means more cost. The added
cost can be very little when it is

spread over thousands of systems,

but it can be a big factor for start-up

companies and those companies
who are not getting their desired

corporate rate of return from their

microcomputer investments.

No Small Change

The Comdex and NCC computer
shows did bring us some new hard-

ware and software, but they prob-

ably served better to show how the

industry has changed in the last

year and what changes will be
coming in the next.

The year 1983 is one of transi-

tion. The year 1984 will be one of

significant, though conservative,

change. F.D.
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Roll Your Own!
When it comes to saving a few bucks, there 's no one more in-

genious than the microcomputer hobbyist. Here's a seven-cent

solution to a five-dollar problem that will keep the good times

rolling with your Epson HX-20.

By Doan Hansen

Epson's HX-20, despite its usability

and versatility, has a singular dis-

advantage: the paper for the built-in

printer. The refills are a) too expen-

sive (usually around $4.95) and b)

never in stock.

After several hours of intensive lab

work and an exhaustive combing of

the literature, I discovered that HX-20
printer paper is close in width to the

39c roll of 2 14-inch adding machine
paper. Even so, my research team was
unable to insert the three-inch-diam-

eter roll of adding machine paper into

the one-inch-diameter HX-20 paper
storage compartment.

Until work in this area proves suc-

cessful (don't hold your breath), two
alternative methods we've developed
will provide ample printer paper.

Method 1

Using a coat hanger, construct the

apparatus shown in Fig. 1. I suggest

Here are two

methods for providing

ample printer paper

for the Epson HX-20

that only an all-wire coat hanger be
used for this purpose, since plastic

hangers break if you try to bend them
and wooden hangers splinter under
similar circumstances. The wire coat

hanger allows you to feed the larger

but less-expensive adding machine
paper into the printer from outside the

paper storage compartment.

Method 2

This method will appeal particularly

to computer-using members of the

counterculture.

From the roll of adding machine
paper, tear off approximately six feet

(this is roughly 14 floppy disks laid

end-to-end) . Roll the paper into a tight

coil (see Fig. 2). Some users feel that

this works best when the paper is rolled

around a lead pencil.

Regardless of the manner of rolling,

place the tightly wound paper co\\ into

the paper chamber, insert the end and
close the lid.

It Makes Cents

I hope that these two methods will

be of benefit to HX-20 users world-

wide. Since approximately six Epson-
sized rolls can be made from one 39c

adding machine roll, the equivalent

cost, using adding machine paper, is

roughly seven cents per roll.

It's a pleasure to be a part of the cur-

rent breakneck pace of microcom-
puter research and development. It's

progress through independent re-

search such as this (unfunded no less)

that constantly injects new, creative

blood into the industry. Move over,

Wozniak.H

Fig. 1. Coat-hanger method for dispensing adding machine paper to the Epson HX-20 printer.
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Fig. 2. For portable use, adding machine paper can

be rerolled to fit into the HX-20 paper storage

compartment.

Address correspondence to Doan Hansen, do The
School of Public Health, University of Michigan,

Ann Arbor, MI 48109.



HOWTOCONTROLYOUR
CP/AA MICRO-ATONLY$3.

COMMAND.
A Remarkable Program For CP/M
Users.
Qf course, CP/M is a wonderful operat-

ing system. That's why so much serious

business software has been created for it.

BUT, CP/M is not easy to work with.

That's why you need to take the POWER!
trip.

POWER! is a super-power-packed,

user-friendly program that lets you take

immediate and complete control of CP/M.
And at a cost of only $3. per command, it's

the software buy of the year.

Over 55 Housekeeping Utilities.

POWER! is over 55 prompted, user-

friendly CP/M utility programs all rolled

into one 15k package. It takes care of all of

these frustrations and more:
—BDOS errors? POWER! ends BDOS
errors and gives you a way out.

—Accidentally erased a file? If you

accidentally erase a program or disk file,

POWER! restores the erased files.

—Can't remember file names?
POWER! assigns a number to each file on

your disk. So, to copy files from disk to

disk, you don't have to fiddle with PIP any-

more. You just pick the file from a num-
bered menu and POWER! copies it for

you. No more typing errors! POWER!
also marks original files and their copies for

you; and you can compare files to find

identical copies regardless of name.

—Lose data on a glitched disk? If a

glitched disk makes it impossible to call up

a long word processing text, POWER!
can fix the glitch. This means you may
have to retype only a couple of sentences

instead of losing 20 pages of text.

—Trouble with "bargain" disks?
POWERI's disk testing function gathers

any bad sectors of the disk into a special

file so that CP/M thinks those parts

of the disk are already used and

never attempts to write to

them. The rest of the

disk is then safe to use.

—CP/M scrolls

too fast through
text files?

POWER!
through files

for you,

page by page, file by file, or line by line with

instant halt by touching the space bar.

—Need to reorganize files?

POWER! sorts and formats the directory

in 4 different ways. And you can easily

copy or move files from user area to user

area. POWER! creates 32 user areas

instead of CP/M's 16.

—Need to change memory?
POWER! searches, displays and lets you

change memory wherever you want. You
can even automatically run software any-

where in memory. And you can inter-mix

your search with as many wild card jokers

as you need to find, for instance, all occur-

rences of "Sam Jones" and "Sid James"

just by typing "S??J??". And POWER!
also lets you read or write to any sector

or track very simply.

—Changing disks? You can forget the

ubiquitous Control C to change disks.

POWER! can do it for you automatically.

And POWER! doesn't require a system

disk in any drive, so Drive A is open for

use, when POWER! is in control of CP/M.
—Afraid of HEX numbers? POWER!
automatically converts Hex to Decimal,

Binary or ASCII.

Special Password Protection, loo.
POWER! now includes a special pro-

gram that lets you lock sensitive files, so

that only you can access them. Without

the secret PASSWORD which you can

create and change at will, no prying eyes

will ever know your secret file even exists.

A great way to protect financial or scien-

tific data from unauthorized eyes. Just this

single program alone would be worth the

price of POWER!, but there are over 55

more just as valuable programs in this

power- packed -package.

At $169., It's A Bargain.
_Space doesn't permit

describing all

the wonder-
ful ways

InfoWorld
Software Report Card

Power
Version 2.55 i

8

Performance D D D
Documentation D D D
Ka*cofl)Ke D D D
Error Handling D D D

can put you
in complete

control of

your CP/M
micro. But

see for your-

self. There's a

Money Back

Guarantee. At © 1982 by Popular Computing, Inc. A
subsidiary of CW Communications Inc.

,

the lOW pnce Of Framingham MA. Reprinted from InfoWorid.

$169.
f
each

powerful command costs you less than $3.

A true bargain!

POWER! Is Better Than Ever!
Eventhough "InforWorld", "Microsystems"

and "Interface Age' call POWER! great, we
have improved POWER!—including a com-

pletely rewritten 120-page easy-to-read docu-

mentation. (Previous purchasers of POWER!
may exchange their original disk for an

updated version with the new commands
and a brand new manual—for only $35.)

lake The POWER! Trip Today!
POWER! will operate in any standard

CP/M or MP/M system, including CP/M-86,

IBM PC, Apple (Z80 card), Osborne, Kaypro, HP,

TeleVideo, TRS-80 conversions, S100's includ-

ing NorthStar, Vector, Morrow, CompuPro, etc.

Up and running immediately, no configuration

necessary—for hard disks and floppies.

At only $3. per command, you can

afford to Take the POWER! Trip. Call

or send in your order today.

NOWAVAILABLE PORMS-DOS, TOO.
ONLY $169. Money Back Guarantee.
Charge & COD Orders Welcome.

TOLL FREE (800) 428-7825 Ext. 96AH
IN CA : (800) 428-7824 Ext. 96AH
DEALERS AND OEM'S (415)
567-1634 Ext. 96AH

COMPUTING!
2519AH Greenwich San Francisco, CA 94123

TOLL FREE (800) 428-7825 Ext. 96AH
IN CA: (800) 428-7824 Ext. 96AH
DEALERS AND OEM'S (41 5) 567-1634 Ext. 96AH

ONLY $169. Calif, add 6 1/2% sales tax

CP/M $169. D CP/M-86 $169. MP/M $249.
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Buyer*s Guide
To Systems Under $1000

Today's microcomputer market is flooded
with a seemingly endless stream ofsystems-
varying in memory, disk-drive capacity,

screen display size . . ., but which one should
you buy? Microcomputing can help you de-

cide. This month's buyer's guide, the first of
a series on microcomputer systems, focuses
on systems under $1000. It breaks each mi-
cro down into 11 categories, so you can com-
pare the capabilities most important to you.

Next month, Microcomputing wi/Z cover sys-

tems in the $1000 to $2500 range.

Manufacturer
Name/Address Model

Dimensions
(in inches) Weight Price*

Micro-
processor

Bit

Configuration

Commodore Business Machines, Inc.

1200 Wilson Drive

VIC-20 18x13x6 10 lbs. 199.95 6502A 8-Bit

West Chester, PA 19380

Video Technology (U.S.), Inc.

2633 Greenleaf Ave.

VZ200 Color PC 2xll l/2 x6 1
/4 5 lbs. 99.00 6502 8-Bit

Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

Timex Computer Corp.

PO Box 2655

Waterbury, CT 06725

Timex-Sinclair 1000

Timex-Sinclair 2000

6x6 l/2 xl l/2

9x5 l/2 xl»/4

12 oz.

20 oz.

49.95

199.95

Z-80A

Z-80A

8-Bit

8-Bit

Mattel Electronics

5150 Rosecrans Ave.

Mattel Aquarius 13x6x2 Wz lbs. 200.00 Z-80A 8-Bit

Hawthorne, CA 90250

Sharp Electronics Corp.

10 Sharp Plaza

Sharp PC- 1500 7% x 1 x 3% .8 lbs. 220.00 CMOS 8-Bit

Paramus, NJ 07652

Texas Instruments

Data Systems Group
PO Box 402430 H-651

Dallas, TX 75240

TI CC-40 9V2x5 3/4xl 22 oz. 249.95 TMS-9995 16-Bit

Commodore Business Machines, Inc.

1200 Wilson Drive

C-64 18x13x6 10 lbs. 499.95 6570 8-Bit

West Chester, PA 19380

Atari Home Computer Division

PO Box 50047

Atari 400 13 1/2Xll»/2X4 1/2 5 3
/4 lbs. 299.00 6502B 8-Bit

San Jose, CA 95150

Spectra Video, Inc.

39 West 37th St.

SV318 3x8%xl6 3% lbs. 299.00 Z-80A 8-Bit

New York, NY 10018

* Suggested retail price COInpiled by Michele Christiai
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tThe Timex-Sinclair 2000 offers 16K and col-

or graphics for $199.95.

Jp « ii » m~m m * m "*

* ..." » « c ¥ . * • « - » 4. <*.

TMattel's Aquarius comes of age

tThe Commodore-64 features

the power of 64K and a price tag

of $499.95.

TTexas Instruments CC-40 weighs just 22 ounces. tThe SV318, from Spectra Video, Inc., has memory
capacity of 144K.

Memory
Capacity

Disk Drive
Capacity Size

Operating
System

Hard
Disk

Screen
Display Color Interface

5K-32K RAM
20K ROM

4K-64K RAM
12K optional

1K-16KRAM 8KROM
16K RAM 16K ROM

170K 5% Basic 2.0 N/A 22x23 RS-232-standard

Available '84 Microsoft Available 84 N/A

N/A N/A
100K per drive 3"

Basic

Basic

N/A
N/A

32x24
32x24

N
Y

4K RAM 8K ROM Available

late 83

3.5K-7.5KRAM N/A
16K ROM

6K-16KRAM N/A
34K ROM

64K RAM 170K

up to 64K ROM

N/A

CP/M Late 83

PC- 1500

N/A

N/A

40x24

26 Char. LCD N

RS-232-standard

Parallel-optional

Parallel

Parallel-standard

RS-232-optional

RS-232-standard

Parallel, RS-232-standard

N/A TI Basic N/A 31 Char. LCD N RS-232-standard

5 Va" Basic 2.0 N/A 40x25

16K RAM 10K ROM 88K 5 l
/4

32K-144KRAM
32K-96K ROM

170K 5'/4"

Formatted

Atari

DOS/FMS

Basic, CP/M

N/A 40x24

RS-232-standard

Parallel-standard

N/A 40x24
LCD in ROM

Parallel-optional

N/A = Not available
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tThe 64K Atari 1200 XL.

^-Personal Microcomputers' EPS-80.

The Atari 800.-

Manufacturer
Name/Address Model

Dimensions
(in inches) Weight Price*

Micro-
processor

Bit

Configuration
Quasar

9401 W. Grand Ave.

Franklin Park, IL 60131

Quasar HHC 3 3/4 x 8% x 1 Vi 14 oz. 329.00 6502 8-Bit

Panasonic Corp.

1 Panasonic Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094

Panasonic

JR-200

13'/2 x8 SVi lbs. 349.95 6802 8-Bit

Texas Instruments

Data Systems Group
PO Box 402430 H-651

Dallas, TX 75240

TI 99/4A 10'/4X llx2 3/4 less than

5 lbs.

100.00 TMS 9900 16-Bit

Olympia

Route 22 N. and Orr Drive

Somerville, NJ 08876

OL-H004 9x3 3/4 xl 1
/4 21 oz. 380.00 6502 8-Bit

Multi-Tech Electronics

195 W. El Camino Real

Sunnyvale, CA 9403d

Micro Professor II 7x10x1 6 lbs. 399.00 R6502 8-Bit

Tandy Corp

Radio Shack

1 Tandy Center

Fort Worth, TX 76102

TRS-80 CoCo 3V2X 13% x 14% Less than

50 lbs.

399.95 6809E 8-Bit

Grundy Business Systems, Ltd.

Somerset Road, Teddington

Middlesex TW 11 8TD, England

New Brain AD 11x61/4x2 3.3 lbs. 470.00 Z-80A 8-Bit

Personal Microcomputers, Inc.

475 Ellis St.

Mountain View, CA 94043

PMC 80/81 4 3/4x21 1/4X 15 19 lbs. 595.00 Z-80 8-Bit

Atari Home Computer Division

PO Box 50047

San Jose, CA 95150

Atari 800 16 x 12 1/2 x4 1/2 9 3/4 lbs. 649.00 6502 B 8-Bit

i

Syntron Corp.

39 W. 300 North

Provo, UT 84601

Syscorn II 15x 18x5 17 lbs. 695.00 6502 8-Bit

Personal Microcomputers, Inc.

475 Ellis St.

Mountain View, CA 94043

EPS-80 21 1/4 xl5x4 3
/4 20 lbs. 795.00 Z-80 8-Bit

Epson

3415 Kashiwa St.

Torrance, CA 90505

Epson HX-20 H/4X \\%xSV2 4 lbs. 795.00 6301 8-Bit

Atari Home Computer Division

PO Box 50047

San Jose, CA 95150

Atari 1200 XL 2 3/4xl47
/8 xl2% 6V8 lbs. 899.00 6502 B 8-Bit

Lobo Systems, Inc.

358 S. Fairview Ave.

Goleta, CA93117 |

Lobo MAX-80 3xl8 l/4 19 lbs. 945.00 Z-80B 8-Bit

* Suggested retail price
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tThe Quasar HHC measures 33
/4 x87

/8 x

1V4 and wieghs a mere 14 ounces.

tThe notebook-size Epson HX-20 features a

328K disk-drive capacity.

The SVz-pound Tandy Model 100 is menu-
driven with internal firmware.

Memory
Capacity

Disk Drive
Capacity Size

Operating
System

Hard
Disk

Screen
Display Color Interface

2K RAM 16K ROM N/A N/A N/A N/A 32 Char. LCD Y RS-232-optional

32K RAM 16K ROM N/A N/A Basic N/A 32x24
not included

Y Parallel, standard

RS-232-optional

16K-32K RAM 26K ROM 256K 5V4* NMOS N/A 32x24 Y RS-232-standard

4K-52K RAM
64K ROM

N/A N/A N/A N/A not included Y RS-232-optional

64K RAM 16K ROM 190K

per drive

5%" Basic N/A 40 x 24 Y Centronics

4K-64K RAM
8K ROM

161K 5V4* TRS DOS N/A 32x 16 Y RS-232, standard

32K-2M RAM
5K ROM

N/A N/A New
Brain OS

Optional not included N RS-232-standard

16K-48K RAM 14K ROM 102K 5»/4" TRS DOS 5*4"

5-40 MB
64x16
12" Monitor

N RS-232-optional

16K-48K RAM 10K ROM 88K 5 V*" Atari

DOS/FMS
N/A

•

40 x 24 Y Parallel-standard

48K-64K RAM
12KROM

140K 5*4" Apple DOS 5 lA" or 8"

10-40 MB
40x24 Y RS-232 -standard

Parallel-optional

48K RAM 20K ROM 102K 5'/4" TRS DOS
optional

N/A 64x16 N Parallel-standard

RS-232-optional

16K-32K RAM
32K ROM

320K 5 lA" Microsoft Basic•N/A 20 Char, x

4 Line LCD
N RS-232-standard

64K RAM 24K ROM 88K 5'/4" Atari

DOS/FMS
N/A 40x24 Y RS-232-standard

64K-128KRAM Varies 8" and 5*4"

Available

CP/M & LDOS Capacity

varies

S'/i" or 8"

80x24 N Parallel-standard

N/A = Not available
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Manufacturer
Name/Address

Nabu Manufacturing Corp.

1051 Baxter Road

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2C 3P2

NEC Home Electronics

Personal Computer Division

1401 Estes Ave.

Elk Grove, I L 60007

Tandy Corp.

Radio Shack

1 Tandy Center

Fort Worth, TX 76102

Model

Nabu PC

NEC PC 8001 A

Model 100

TRS-80 III

•Suggested retail price

Dimensions
(in inches)

3 l/2Xl8 !/2

167
/8 xl0 l/4x3V8

ll 3/4X8 1/2Xl 7
^

12 1/2 xl8 3/4x21 1/2

Weight

12 lbs.

Price*

975.00

14 lbs.

3 l/2 lbs.

995.00

999.00

Less than

50 lbs.

Micro-
processor

Z-80A

80C85

Z-80

Bit

Configuration

8-Bit

Z-80A 8-Bit

Compatible

8-Bit

8-Bit

Circle 90 on Reader Service card

CDMPuCaUErY

COVER YOUR INVESTMENT
• Static Free
• Cloth Backed Vinyl

• Custom Fitted

• Clear Plastic

WE COVER ALL SYSTEMS
FROM ADDS TO ZENITH

1-800-874-6391
ORDER LINE

Dealer Inquiries Invited

CompuCover
P O Box 324 Dept A
Mary Esther. FL 32569

Customer
Service

(904)243-5793
Telex 469783

CALL TOLL FREE

Circle 383 on Reader Service card. Circle 366 on Reader Service card.

| Educational Software
S For The COMMODORE

VIC-20

Wide Variety Of Subjects

Available For All Ages

FOR FREE BROCHURE WRITE

BOWLSTAT
A COMPLETE CP/M BOWLING LEAGUE
STATISTICS PACKAGE. EASY TO SET UP
FOR ALMOST ANY LEAGUE SITUATION.
ONCE SETUP IS ACCOMPLISHED, THE
OPERATOR NEED ONLY ENTER GAME
SCORES AS THEY HAPPEN. THE COMPUTER
DOES THE REST. ALL REPORTS ARE
SELECTED FROM A MENU AND THERE IS A
BATCH OPTION TO GENERATE SEVERAL
REPORTS IN ONE RUN. REQUIRES AN 80
COLUMN PRINTER. PACKAGE CONSISTS OF
FIVE PROGRAMS READY TO RUN ON THE
FOLLOWING COMPUTERS:

- KAYPRO II
- XEROX 820
- OSBORNE

ALSO DISTRIBUTED IN CP/M 8" SINGLE
DENSITY FORMAT WITH SYSTEM TERMINAL
DEFINITION PROGRAM TO CUSTOMIZE
BOWLSTAT TO A WIDE VARIETY OF
COMPUTERS. PLEASE SPECIFY SYSTEM
FORMAT WHEN ORDERING.

<<< • 49. 93 >>>

R K S MARKETING
P.O. BOX 340
OXFORD, PA. 19363

Circle 165 on Reader Service card.

SAVE UP TO 50% ON
Floppy Disks
& Computer
Supplies

we Discount the Top Brands

3M-scotch • • verbatim® • Dysan
Memorex • BASF • Maxell®

we also stock
Ribbons • Paper • Labels
Cleaning Kits • Printwheels

Storage Products
Call, write, or utilize Reader
Service for our FREE new

discount catalog

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper

St. Clair Shores, Ml 48081
(313) 777-7780

Offering Reliability and Same Day Service

Circle 108 on Reader Service card.

YOUR NA^IEHERE

PERSONALIZED
COMPUTER PAPER

Printed with your name, club, anything.

Paper is white 20* stock and fits all

printers using 9Vfex1 1 continuous paper
[8Vax11 when detached]. 500 sheets
114.95, 1000 sheets S24.95. We
pay shipping. Texas orders add 5V2%
tax. Select ink color: red, blue, brown,
gray or canary. Specify name[s] up to 30
letters & spaces. Enclose check or money
order. No COD's. Allow 3 weeks. Faster

delivery with M/C. Visa phone orders.

Write or phone Personalized Computer
Peper F, Box 20539/San Antonio, Tx.

78220/[512] 227-0585.

PRESERVE
MICROCOMPUTING
WITH
BINDERS
& FILE CASES.
Keep your issues of Microcomputing handy and pro-

tected in handsome and durable library tile boxes or
bindei s. Both styles are bound in dark blue leather-

ette with the magazine logo stamped in gold.

File boxes: each file box holds 12 issues, with spines

visible for easy reference.

$5.95 each, 3 for $17.00, 6 for $30.00

Binders: each binder holds 12 issues and opens flat

for easy reading.

$7.50 each, 3 for $21.75, 6 for $42.00

(USA postage paid. Foreign orders must include

$2.50 per item.)

Please state years desired (1977 to 1984).

Send check or money order to:

Jesse Jones Box Corp., P.O. Box 5120, Philadelphia,

PA 19141; please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery-

Sorry, no C.O.D. or phone orders.
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Memory
Capacity

80K RAM 4K ROM

16K-32K RAM 24K ROM

Disk Drive
Capacity Size

Varies

8K-32K RAM UK ROM

16K-48K RAM 14K ROM

156K

per drive

N/A

184K

N/A = Not available

5 l/4

5>/4

N/A

5V4"

Operating
System

CP/M

CP/M

Menu Driven

Int. Firmware

TRS DOS

Hard
Disk

N/A

N/A

N/A

Available

5-20 MB

Screen
Display

40x24

80x25
12" Monitor

Built-in LCD
40x8
Built-in 9"

64x16

Color

N

N

Interface

RS-232-optional

Parallel-standard

RS-232-optional

RS-232 or Parallel

Parallel-standard

Circle 359 on Reader Service card. Circle 120 on Reader Service card

Foreign Computer
Stores/ Magazine Dealers

You have a larj^e technical audience that

speaks English and is in need of the kind of

microcomputer information the Wayne
Green Publications group provides.

Provide your audience with the maga-

zines thev need and make monev at the

same time. For details on selling Micro-

computing , HO Micro , Desktop Computing ,

inCider . HOT CoCo . Instant Software and

Waune Green Books contact:

Sandra Joseph
World Wide Media
386 Park Ave. South
New York, N.Y. 10016
Phone—(212) 686-1520

Telex—620430
J

80 CHARACTER VIDEO BOARD-S-100

All This on ONE BOARD:
Keyboard port with TYPE-AHEAD buffer

8275 CRT controller with light pen port

Two 2716s -program & character rom's
Optional 2716 for CHARACTER GRAPHICS
All screen & keyboard ram
SIMULTANEOUS I/O or Memory mapped
Z-80 MPU-2 or 4 Mhz system clock
Easy to adapt Software
Uses only EASYTO-GET parts

Use in any S-100 system
696 Bus Compliance: D8 M16 18 T200
Build for less than $200

Now includes crystal & heat sink.

Introducing The VDB-A
Bare board with Documentation $49.50

+ $2.50 S&H (III. res add 6% tax)
Add 3% for Mastercard and Visa

^implii
P.O.

Hmpuway PRODUCTS CO.
Box 601, Hoffman Estates, IL 60195

312/359-7337

V Head Cleaning
/ kit with any
purchase over

$100 during our
GIANT AUGUST SALE

by N

We're offering

BIG SAVINGS

on all our stock of

computers, access

ories, and software.

Everything is on

sale!

Slack

Apple

F tooo

EPSON
id mar^ndii nui nuda.

Comnutpr 1 West M,,f° rd Ma "wwiupwivi w t Mllford N j

DiSCOUnt I 07480-2,9

nf AmprirA J ,n New Jerse vut nmtrntd ^ Call 201 728-808o

IRDER TOLL FREE: 800-526-5313

thb publication
is averitable in

microform

Circle 334 on Reader Service card

University Microfilms International

300 North Zeeb Road
Dept.P.R.
Ann Arbor, Ml 48106
USA.

18 Bedford Row
Dept. PR
London, WC1R4EJ
England

COMPOSE YOURSELF
r
. MUSIC FOR THE TIMEX-SINCLAIR COMPUTER -<

J You've balanced your checkbook, calculated your bioryhthms and chased ** V

the Klingons out of the galaxy—now isn't it about time to do something creative?

Introducing

MOZART
plugs into all ZX81 and TS1000 without •

modification.
allows addition of RAM pack and other

modules. •

three pitched voices for musical tones
and noise generator for sound effects,
programmable in BASIC or machine •

code.

yours for^70 OA
a songV/ * •*

menu-driven screen oriented music
editor allows user to enter, save, or

modify a musical composition.
three voices may be individually

arranged to be played, transposed, or

repeated.
complete instruction manual with
programming examples included.

S3.00 shipping and handling
15 day unconditional money-Pack guarantee

RIGON 572 AVENIDA DE LA PLATA
NEWBURY PARK. CALIF 91320 (805) 498-1735
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Micro Software Digest
Compiled by Swain Pratt

Micro Software Digest presents capsulized software reviews from various computer-related publications.

Synthy-64

System Requirements: Commodore-64; 64K RAM; 1541 single

disk drive.

Manufacturer: Abacus Software, PO Box 7211, Grand Rapids, MI
49510

Price: $35

Comments: Synthy-64, according to the review, is a program that

overcomes the slowness of Commodore's Basic interpreter and lets

you quickly and easily code music for the excellent Commodore
sound interface device.

The manual could be more precise, but the review concludes that

"If you want to learn about sound synthesis by experiment, without

drudgery, and create some decent compositions, then you will like

Synthy-64." Reader Service number 401

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, May 16, 1983)

NECPrint

System Requirements: IBM PC; 64K RAM; one or two disk drives

Manufacturer: Aegis Systems, 202 West Bennett St., Saline, MI
48176

Price: $25

Comments: NECPrint, according to the review, "fills a software

void between the PC and the NEC 8023A printer. . . . NECPrint
simplifies your printing tasks with a menu of printer set-up and text

formatting options."

"If you're concerned," concludes the review, "only with choosing

type styles, numbering pages or setting margins, just load Basic, run
NECPrint, make your choices from NECPrint's menu and print your
file. It's that easy." Reader Service number 402

(Reviewed in Softalk for the IBM Personal Computer, January 1983)

Executive Suite

System Requirements: IBM PC; 64K RAM; one or two disk drives

Manufacturer: Armonk, 610 Newport Center Drive, Suite 955,

Newport Beach, CA 92660

Price: $39.95

Comments: "Executive Suite," says the review, "gives you the op-

portunity to fight your way up the corporate ladder rather than
thinking your way past dragons. . .you'll have to keep your wits

about you and make tough decisions that will affect your business

and personal life as you vie for higher paying positions."

Unlike most adventure games, states the review, you make your
action choices from a series of multiple-choice menus. "Be prepared
for fun and surprises when playing Executive Suite," concludes the

review, "and remember to bring your towel." Reader Service

number 403

(Reviewed in Softalk for the IBM Personal Computer, January 1983)

Legionnaire

System Requirements: Atari 400/800; 16K RAM; disk or cassette;

joystick, 410 recorder or disk drive

Manufacturer: Avalon Hill Microcomputer Games, Inc., 4517
Harford Road, Baltimore, MD 21214

Price: $35

Comments: The review says that "Legionnaire is a game you must
learn and think about while you play." You are Caesar in Gaul, sub-

duing barbarian tribes with always outnumbered forces.

"Legionnaire," states the review, "takes computer-game design into

new territory ... its complex elegance contrasts markedly with the in-

stant bedazzlement that sells so many of the mindless shoot- em-ups
now cluttering the market." Reader Service number 404

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, February 14, 1983)

Molec

System Requirements: Apple II Plus; DOS 3.3; 64K RAM; 16K
RAM card or Apple Language Card; one disk drive

Manufacturer: Cambridge Development Laboratory, 36 Pleasant

St., Watertown, MA 02172

Price: $150

Comments: This program, according to the review, is designed to

assist in the study of molecular structure. A single student may use
it, or, says the review, "Molec displays large enough three-

dimensional molecules on the computer's screen for an average-size

class to see."

"You can draw and store your own molecules with this program,"

states the review, but "creating all but the simplest molecules is a

real chore. The hard part is calculating the x, y and z coordinates of

each atomic nucleus." Once these trigonometric calculations are

done, the entering and editing of the data is easy. Reader Service

number 405

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, February 14, 1983)

VIXEL
System Requirements: Commodore VIC-20; joystick; color

monitor recommended
Manufacturer: Code Works, 5266 Hollister, Suite 224, Santa Bar-

bara, CA 93111

Price: $12.95 per tape

Comments: According to the review, VIXEL is a cassette tape

magazine in three volumes, each volume containing three programs.

There are seven games and two graphics utilities in all.

The Superfont graphics utility, says the review, "allows you to

program special characters by moving the cursor around a screen

grid . . . the program is intended as a graphics aid for VIC program-
mers." The review concludes that "If you want some hassle-free

games for the VIC, it's a good value." Reader Service number 406

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, May 16, 1983)
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Palantir

System Requirements: 8080-, Z-80-, or 8086-based system; CP/M,

MP/M I or II (with patches) or Turbo-DOS; minimum of 56K RAM;
two 5Vi-inch or eight-inch disk drives

Manufacturer: Designer Software, 3400 Montrose, Suite 718,

Houston, TX 77006

Price: $450

Comments: As a word processing system, "Palantir has more than

its share of features," says the review, "including many of the 'most

desired' functions and is reasonably easy to learn."

Stating that "Palantir fulfills its intended purpose. . .well," the

review concludes that the program "should be considered a serious

candidate if you're looking for a good word processing system. The

price is higher than that of most other . . . systems, but Palantir in-

cludes, in a single package, features that you have to pay extra for in

other packages." Reader Service number 407

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, April 25, 1983)

Madame Shepp's Tarot

System Requirements: Apple II or II Plus; 48K RAM; ROM Ap-

plesoft; at least one disk drive

Manufacturer: G.Y.S.T., 540 Midvale Way, Mill Valley, CA 94941

Price: $37.50

Comments: The review says that "Madame Shepp has done an ex-

cellent job of adapting traditional tarot readings to the microcom-

puter. Her readings are based on the Rider-Waite tarot deck and

every attempt is made to individualize each reading."

Although hi-res pictures would improve the effect, according to

the review, "This program is not designed as a game, but as a serious

attempt to provide computerized tarot readings . . . [the program] is

refreshingly delightful and intriguing, even for nonbelievers."

Reader Service number 409

(Reviewed in Softalk, February 1983)

Ken Uston's Professional Blackjack

System Requirements: IBM PC; 64K RAM; one or two disk drives

Manufacturer: Intelligent Statements, Box 2602, Chapel Hill, NC
27514

Price: $89.95

Comments: "This is a complete toolkit for the serious twenty-one

player," says the review. "The program teaches and coaches three

levels of card-counting strategy."

The documentation, according to the review, is a condensation of

Uston's book, Million Dollar Blackjack, and both text and color

charts "are distinct improvements over the originals; some players

may find the charts alone to be worth the price of the program."

Reader Service number 410

(Reviewed in Softalk for the IBM Personal Computer, January 1983)

Easyproof Spelling Checker

System Requirements: IBM PC; PC-DOS; 64K RAM minimum,

128K preferred; at least one, preferably two, disk drives

Manufacturer: Nordell Data Systems, 3400 Wilshire Blvd., PO Box

70127, Los Angeles, CA 90010

Price: $79.95

Comments: Easyproof is a spelling checker, according to the

review, that scans your text files and notes any words that are not

currently in the program dictionary files. Misspellings are, of course,

noted.

The review says the program is easy to install and use, and con-

cludes that "Programs of this type can be a wonderful addition to

any software library that includes large numbers of text-related pro-

cessing and filing programs." Reader Service number 412

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, March 21, 1983)

IBM Pascal and Pascal MT + 86

System Requirements: IBM PC with two disk drives for both pro-

grams; IBM PC-DOS and 128K RAM for IBM Pascal; CP/M-86 and

192K RAM for Pascal MT + 86

Manufacturers: IBM Pascal manufactured by Microsoft, 10700

Northup Way, Bellevue, WA 98004; Pascal MT + 86 manufactured

by Digital Research, Inc., PO Box 579, Pacific Grove, CA 93950

Prices: IBM Pascal, $300; Pascal MT + 86, $400

Comments: The review compares these two Pascal compilers. Ac-

cording to the review, both programs compiled the 50 Pascal pro-

grams fed to them, with IBM Pascal performing more nearly as ex-

pected. The Digital compiler proved better with numeric precision,

its compiling time was faster and its command files less bulky than

the Microsoft program.

The review states that IBM Pascal has some advantage in error

handling and documentation, although the latter was intensely

technical. The reviewer concludes that "The IBM Pascal compiler is

a solid product," with reliability and a close match to the standard

language, whereas "I liked the speed of Pascal MT + 86 and its ex-

cellent numeric precision ... I would be willing to base a major pro-

gramming project on either compiler." Reader Service numbers 408

and 411

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, March 21, 1983)

The Norton Utilities

System Requirements: IBM PC; 64K RAM; one or two disk drives

Manufacturer: Peter Norton, 1716 Main St., Venice, CA 90291

Price: $80 for the complete package

Comments: According to the review, The Norton Utilities com-

prise four main programs—Disklook, Secmod, Filehide and Un-

erase—written in IBM Pascal, which makes execution very fast.

Disklook displays a disk's directory and shows for each file its size in

bytes, number of sectors used, time and date created and starting

track and sector numbers. "Filehide," says the review, "allows you

to control hidden and system file attributes, setting them on or off

at will."

Secmod' s function, states the review, is to modify data on

specified disk sectors, while Unerase recovers whatever is recover-

able from accidentally erased files. Although the programs can be

purchased individually, the complete package brings the bonus of

ten additional little programs that sort, print and perform other file

operations. Reader Service number 413

(Reviewed in Softalk for the IBM Personal Computer, January 1983)

Cache/Q

System Requirements: CP/M 2.2; 32K RAM; one disk drive

Manufacturer: Techne Software Corp., 3685 Mt. Diablo, Suite 130,

Lafayette, CA 94549

Price: $195

Comments: Cache/Q is a disk-buffering enhancement for CP/M.

According to the review, the program speeds up disk work with

CP/M by storing disk sectors in a cache in RAM. "If subsequently

you want to read them," says the review, "Cache/Q fetches them

directly from memory, bypassing the disk access. CP/M is ap-

propriately fooled into ignoring the change."

Stating that the documentation is extensive and clear, the review

concludes that "Cache/Q is a professional, useful, easy-to-use prod-

uct. I would recommend it to anyone who wants to speed up his

CP/M applications and work environment without having to invest

in a lot of new hardware." Reader Service number 419

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, February 14, 1983)
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Manual Maker
System Requirements: Z-80 system; CP/M; 56K RAM; dual disk

drives (the software comes on an eight-inch disk); printer and word

processor

Manufacturer: PromptDoc, Inc., 833 West Colorado Ave., Col-

orado Springs, CO 80905

Price: $245

Comments: "Manual Maker," says the review, "is intended to

simplify and speed up the process of document creation." The pro-

gram performs well, states the review, and the documentation is

professional and clear.

"In a business environment," the review concludes, "with five to

25 employees involved in a constant documentation effort, Manual

Maker might serve its users well." Reader Service number 414

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, March 14, 1983}

List Handler

System Requirements: Apple II or II Plus; 48K RAM; ROM Ap-

plesoft; at least one disk drive

Manufacturer: Silicon Valley Systems, 1625 El Camino Real, Bel-

mont, CA 94002

Price: $89.95

Comments: In addition to List Handler's main function of manag-

ing large lists of information, the review states that "the program

allows you to create customized form letters based on the content of

a list file." According to the review, the program is easy to use, with

an excellent manual and helpful on-screen menus.

"List Handler is a bargain," concludes the review, "especially in

view of the form letter capability and the large and flexible record

and field sizes allowed." Reader Service number 415

(Reviewed in Softalk, February 1983}

Filewhiz

System Requirements: Apple II, one disk drive; printer optional

Manufacturer: Softhouse, PO Box 6383, Rochester, MN 55903

Price: $79

Comments: According to the review, "Filewhiz provides a simple,

effective and inexpensive way to store, manipulate and retrieve

data." It is easy to learn, states the review, and is thus a good system

for beginners in database management.

"While Filewhiz may not be the ultimate database manager," con-

cludes the review, "it does offer a reasonably good balance between

low price and useful performance." Reader Service number 416

(Reviewed in Popular Computing, April 1983}

The Optimizer

System Requirements: IBM PC; 48K RAM; one or two disk drives

Manufacturer: Supersoft, Box 1628, Champaign, IL 61820

Price: $200

Comments: "This program," states the review, "can help you and

your firm find optimal solutions to business and manufacturing

problems." Although internal error trapping is poor and data entry

difficult, according to the review, "File control is good. .
." and

"The Optimizer's algorithms are robust. Neither trivial errors nor

mathematical degeneracies will faze it."

The program requires only 48K, but is limited in its decision

variables and constraints, concludes the review. "These limitations

may be appropriate for small, less powerful computers. They aren't

adequate when the PC's extended memory capacity is taken into

consideration." Reader Service number 417

(Reviewed in Softalk for the IBM Personal Computer, January 1983}

The Landlord

System Requirements: IBM PC; monochrome adapter; 80-col-

umn parallel printer; 128K RAM; two disk drives; the file

BASRUN.EXE (on the library disk of the IBM Basic Compiler, pro-

vided separately for $30 if you don't already have it)

Manufacturer: Systems Plus, Inc., 1120 San Antonio Road, Palo

Alto, CA 94303

Price: $595

Comments: "The Landlord," says the review, "handles the ac-

counting and record-keeping activities involved in managing

income-producing property. The program consists of two systems: a

financial package and a records-management package."

According to the review, the program is easy to operate, even for

computer novices, and "the documentation deserves applause for its

completeness and readability." Reader Service number 418

(Reviewed in PC World, May 1983}

VisiCalc Advanced Version

System Requirements: Apple III; SOS (Sophisticated Operating

System); 128K RAM; one 5^-inch floppy-disk drive plus one addi-

tional drive

Manufacturer: VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Road, San Jose, CA 95134

Price: $400

Comments: VisiCalc Advanced Version, according to the review,

adds many features to the original VisiCalc that put it on a par with

more recent leading spreadsheets. "For many accountants," says

the review, "the most gratifying improvement will be the ability to

easily consolidate many worksheets to create one unified plan."

With a clear and businesslike manual, VisiCalc Advanced is, con-

cludes the review, "an excellent product, worth every penny. If its

features are the ones you're looking for, you'll be absolutely

delighted with it." Reader Service number 420

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, March 21, 1983}

Target Plannercalc

System Requirements: Any CP/M (version 2.2)-based computer

Manufacturer: Comshare Target Software, 1935 Cliff Valley

Way, Atlanta, GA 30329

Price: $99

Comments: The review praises Target Plannercalc as a spread-

sheet program, saying "Both its ease of use and its relatively low

price make this program an attractive and very competitive alter-

native to any of the other popular electronic-spreadsheet programs."

Despite reservations about skimpy documentation, the review

concludes: "If it were twice or three times the price, it would still

be an effective software offering." Reader Service number 421

(Reviewed in Popular Computing, April 1983}

InfoWorld, published by Popular Computing, Inc., 375 Cochituate Road, Box

880, Framingham, MA 01701.

PC World, published by PC World Communications, Inc., 555 DeHaro St., San

Francis.o, CA 94107.

Popular Computing, published by BYTE Publications, Inc., 70 Main St., Peter-

borough, NH 03458.

Softalk and Softalk for the IBM Personal Computer, 1 1 160 McCormick St., North

Hollywood, CA 91601.

Table. Addresses of the magazines publishing the software reviews digested in this

department.
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LINKER Software
SOFTWARE DESCRIPTIONS

"PM (TPM I) - $80 A Z80 only operating system which is

bapable of running CP/M programs. Includes many features not

jound in CP/M such as independent disk directory partitioning for

jp to 255 user partitions, space, time and version commands, date

ind time, create FCB. chain program, direct disk I/O. abbreviated

:ommands and more! Available for North Star (either single or

Jouble density). TRS—80 Model I (offset 4200H) or II. Versafloppy

. or Tarbell I.

"PM-II - S125 An expanded version of TPM which is fully CP/M
2 compatible but still retains the extra features our customers

lave come to depend on This version is super FAST Extended

jensity capability allows over 600K per side on an 8" disk Availa-

ble preconfigured for Versafloppy II (8" or 5"). Epson QX-10.

Jsborne II or TRS-80 Model II

COHFIGUMTQR 1

This package provides all the necessary programs for

customizing TPM for a floppy controller which we do

not support We suggest ordering this on single den-

sity (8SD)

Includes TPM-II (S125) Sample PIOS (BIOS) SOURCE

(SFREE) MACRO II (S100) LINKER (S80) DEBUG I (S80)

QED (S150). ZEDIT (S50) TOP I (S80) BASIC I (S50) and

BASIC II (S100) ynu/ t9Rn
$815 Value "WW *£DU

CONFIGURATOR II

Includes: TPM-II (S125). Sample PIOS (BIOS) SOURCE
(SFREE) MACRO II (S100) MACRO III (S150) LINKER

(S80) DEBUG I (S80) DEBUG II (S100) QSAL (S200) QED

($150) ZTEL (S80) TOP II (SlOOr BUSINESS BASIC

(S200) and MODEM SOURCE (S40) and DISASSEMBLER

(S80)

$1485 Value NOW $400

MOOEL I PROGRAMMER
This package is only for the TRS-80 Model I Note

These are the ONLY CDL programs available for the

Model I It includes TPM I (S80) BUSINESS BASIC

(S200). MACRO I (S80) DEBUG I (S80) ZDDT (S40) ZTEL

(S80). TOP I (S80) and MODEM (S40)

$680 Value NOW $175

MOOEL II PROGRAMMER
This package is only for the TRS-80 Model II

It includes TPM-II (S125) BUSINESS BASIC (S200)

MACRO II ($100) MACRO III (S150) LINKER (S80)

DEBUG I (S80) DEBUG II (S100) QED (S150) ZTEL (S80)

TOP II (S100) ZDDT (S40) ZAPPLE SOURCE (S80)

MODEM (S40) MODEM SOURCE ($40) and DISAS

SEMBLER (S80)
t

$1445 Value WUW do/O

BASIC I S50 a 12K • basic interpreter with 7 digit precision

BASIC II - S100 A 12 digit precision version of Basic I

BUSINESS BASIC S200 A full disk extended basic with

random or sequential disk file handling and 12 digit precision

(even for TRIG functions) Also includes PRIVACY command to

[protect source code fixed and variable record lengths simultane-

ous access to multiple disk files global editing and more'

ACCOUNTING PACKAGE S300 Written in Business

Basic Includes General Ledger Accounts Receivable/Payable

land Payroll Set up for Hazeltine 1500 terminal Minor modifica-

kY\t)V^> vetted \w o\tw terminals Provided in unprotected source

llorm

MACRO I S80 A Z80/8080 assembler which uses CDL/TOL
Imnemonics Handles MACROs and generates relocateable code

Includes 14 conditionals 16 listing controls 54 pseudo-ops 11

(arithmetic/logical ops local and global symbols linkable module

(generation and more 1

MACRO II S100 An improved version of Macro I with

lexpanded linking capabilities and more listing options Also inter-

Inal code has been greatly improved for faster more reliable

Ioperation

MACRO III S150 Anenchanced version of Macro II Internal

buffers have been increased to achieve a significant improvement

m speed of assembly Additional features include line numbers
cross reference compressed PRN files form feeds page parity

additional pseudo-ops internal setting of time and date and

expanded assembly-time data entry

OEVELOPER I

Includes MACRO I (S80) DEBUG I ($80) ZEDIT (S50)

TOP I ($80) BASIC I (S50) and BASIC II (S100)

$440 Value NOW SI 50

—DEVELOPER II

Includes: MACRO II ($100). MACRO III ($150). LINKER

($80). DEBUG I (S80). DEBUG II (S100). BUSINESS BASIC

($200). QED ($150), TOP II (S100). ZDDT ($40). ZAPPLE

SOURCE ($80). MODEM SOURCE ($40). ZTEL ($80). and

DISASSEMBLER ($80).

$1280 Value NOW $350

OEVELOPER
Includes QSAL (S200). QED (S150). BUSINESS BASIC

($200) ZTEL (S80) and TOP II (S100) ammmM
$730 Value NOW $300

COMBO
Includes DEVELOPER II (S1280) ACCOUNTING PACK-

AGE (S300). QSAL (S200) and 6502X (S150)

$1930 Value NOW $500

LINKER - S80 A linking loader for handling the linkable

modules created by the above assemblers

DEBUG I - S80 A tool for debugging Z80 or 8080 code

Disassembles to CDL/TDL mnemonics compatible with above

assemblers Traces code even through ROM Commands include

Calculate Display Examine Fill Goto List Mode Open File Put

Set Wait Trace and Search

DEBUG II S1O0 A superset of Debug I Adds Instruction

Interpretei Radix change Set Trap/Conditional display Trace

options and Zap FCB

6502X - S150 A 6502 cross assembler Runs on the Z80 but

assembles 6502 instructions into 6502 ob|ect code 1 Similar features

as out Macro assemblers

QSAL S200 A SUPER FAST Z80 assembler Up to 10 times

faster than conventional assemblers Directly generates code into

memoiy in one pass but also to offset for execution in its own
memory space Pascal like structures repeat until if then else

while do begin end case of Multiple statements per line

special register handling expressions long symbol names, auto

and modular assembly and more 1 This one uses ZILOG Mnemonics

QED S150 A screen editor which is both FAST and easy to

learn Commands include block delete copy and move to a

named file or within text repeat previous command change

locate find at start of line and numerous cursor and window
movement functions Works with any CRT having clear screen

addressable cursor, clear to end of line, clear to end of screen, and

ZTEL - S80 An extensive text editing language and editor

modelled after DEC s TECO

ZEDIT - S50 A mini text editor Character/line oriented Works

well with hardcopy terminals and is easy to use Includes macro

command capability

TOP I - S80 A Text Output Processor for formatting manuals,

documents etc Interprets commands which are entered into the

text by an editor Commands include justify page number, head-

ing subheading centering and more

TOP II S100 A superset of TOP I Adds embedded control

characters in the file page at a time printing selected portion

punting include/merge files form feed/CRLF option for paging

instant start up and final page election

ZDDT - S40 This is the disk version of our famous Zapple

monitor It will also load hex and relocatable files

ZAPPLE SOURCE - S80 This is the source to the SMB
ROM version of our famous Zapple monitor It can be used to

create youi own custom version or as an example of the features

of our assemblers Must be assembled using one of our assemblers

MODEM - A communication program for file transfer between

systems or using a system as a terminal Based on the user group

version but modified to work with our SMB board or TRS-80

Models I or II You must specify which version you want

MODEM SOURCE - S40 For making your own custom

version Reguires one of our Macro Assemblers

DISASSEMBLER - S80 Does bulk disassembly of object

files creating source files which can be assembled by one of our

assemblers

HARDWARE
S-100 — SMB II Bare Board $50. System Monitor Board for

S-100 systems 2 serial ports 2 parallel ports cassette inter-

face 4K memory (ROM 2708 EPROM 2114 RAM) and power
on jump When used with Zapple ROM below, it makes putting

a S-100 system together a snap

Zapple ROM $35. Properly initializes SMB l/ll hardware pro-

vides a powerful debug monitor

IBM PC — Big Blue Z80 board $595. Add Z80 capability to your

IBM Personal Computer Runs CP/M programs but does not

require CP/M or TPM Complete with Z80 CPU 64K add on

memory serial port parallel port time and date clock with

battery backup, hard disk interface and software to attach to

PC DOS and transfer programs Mfr d by QCS
50% Oiscount on all CDL software ordered at the same time as

a Big Blue (and for the Big Blue)

APPLE II — Chairman Z80 $345. Add Z80 capability to your
Apple ll/ll Plus computer Runs CP/M programs with our

more powerful TPM Includes 64K memory add on (unlike the

competition this is also useable by the 6502/D0S as well as

the Z80) TPM. QSAL assembler QED Screen Editor and Busi-

ness Basic Mfr d by AMT Research

Apple Special $175. Buy the Apple Z80 Developer at the same
time as the Chairman and pay only S175 instead of S325

— APPLE Z80 DEVELOPER
Includes 6502X (S150). MACRO II (S100). MACRO III

($150) QSAL (S200). QED ($150). LINKER ($80). DEBUG I

(S80). DEBUG II (S100). ZDDT (S40) and BUSINESS

BASIC ($200)

VALUE: $1250 NOW $325
S175 when purchased with AMT Chairman Board

80X24

DISK FORMATS
When ordering software specify which disk format you would ike

CODE DESCRIPTION

8SD 8" IBM 3740 Single Density ( 128 bytes/26 sectors/77 tracks)

8DD 8" Double Density (256 bytes/26 sectors/77 tracks)

8XD 8" CDL Extended Density (1024 bytes/8 sectcr/77 traceks 616K)

5SD 5.25" Single Density (TRS80 Model I. Versafloppy I. Tarbell I)

5EP 5 25" Epson Double Density

5PC 5 25" IBM PC Double Density

5XE 5.25" Xerox 820 Single Density

50S 5 25" Osborne Single Density

5ZA 5.25" Z80 Apple (Softcard compatible)

Mosli'rCaid

u

ORDERING INFORMATION:
VISA/MasterCard/C.O.D.
Call or Write With Ordering

Information.

OEMS: ^™
Many CDL products are available for

licensing to OEM's. Write to Carl

Galletti with your requirements.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

TPM INFO When ordering TPM I or II. in addition to Disk Format please specify one of the following codes

TPM I

TPM

DESCRIPTION

North Star Single Density for Horizon I/O

North Star Single Density for Zapple I/O

North Star Double Density for Horizon I/O

North Star Double Density for Zapple I/O

TRS-80 Model I (4200H Offset)

TRS-80 Model II

Versafloppy I

8"

Versafloppy I 5 25"

Versafloppy II 8" (XD)

Versafloppy II 5 25

TRS-80 Model II (XD)

Prices and Specifications subject to change without notice

TPM Z80 CP/M TRS80 are trademarks of CDL. Zilog. DRI and Tandy respectively

CODE

NSSO/H

NSSO/Z

NSDO/H

NSOO/Z

TRS80-I

TRS80II

VI8

VI5

VII8

VII5

TRS80II

For Phone Orders ONLY Call Toll Free...

1-1800)458-3491
Ask For Extension #15

For information and Tech Queries call

(609) 599-2146

(Except Pa.)

Computer Design Labs
342 Columbus Avenue/Trenton. NJ 08629
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YOUR FIRST

WORD PROCESSING

THE 8086/8088 PRIMER—An Introduction to their Ar-

chitecture, System Design and Programming, Second
Edition by Stephen P. Morse This is written by the man
responsible for the design of the 8086 microprocessor
and provides novices and professionals alike with a
through introduction to Intel's 8086 and 8088
microprocessors. The book discusses architecture

—

the machine organization of the 8086/8088, covering
register and memory structure, addressing modes and
the 8086/8088 instruction set. Chapters on program-
ming include a low level programming language,
ASM-86, and a high level language, PUM-86, plus the
PASCAL language. BK1274 $11.95

MICROCOMPUTER DATA COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS by Frank J. Derfler. This text has a lot of

good information on message systems and informa-
tion utilities; the fundamentals of data communica-
tions, modems, terminals, and software for specific
microcomputers. Interesting and informative for the
beginner, yet a good reference for the experienced
data communications user. BK1243 $12.95

MASTERING CP/M— by Alan R. Miller For advanced
CP/M users or systems programmers who want max-
imum use of the CP/M operating system, this book
takes up where the CP/M Handbook leaves off. It will

give you an in-depth understanding of the CP/M
modules such as CCP (Console Command Processor),
BIOS (Basic Input/Output System), and BDOS (Basic
Disk Operating System). It explains the incorporation
of additional peripherals to the system, console I/O,

the use of the file control block and much more. It also
includes a library of useful macros and a comprehen-
sive set of appendices. BK1263 $15.95

DON'T (or How to Care for Your Computer)— by Rod
nay Zaks. In plain language, with numerous illustra-

tions, this book tells all the do's and don't's of the care,
preservation and correct operation of the small com-
puter system. Specific chapters cover each piece of
hardware and software, as well as safety and security
precautions and help for problem situations. Have
your computer work right the first time and keep it

working. No technical background required. For all

computer users. BK1237 $11.95.

YOUR FIRST COMPUTER— by Rodnay Zaks Whether
you are using a computer, thinking about using one or
considering purchasing one, this book is indispen
sable It explains what a computer system is, what it

can do, how it works and how to select various compo-
nents and peripheral units It is written in everyday Ian
guage and contains invaluable information for the nov
ice and the experienced programmer (The first edition
of this book was published under the title An In-

troduction to Personal and Business Computing )

BK1191 $895*

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING TECHNIQUES
by Austin Lesea & Rodnay Zaks— will teach you how to

interconnect a complete system and interface it to all

the usual peripherals. It covers hardware and software
skills and techniques, including the use and design of

model buses such as the IEEE 488 or S-100 BK1037
$17 95

*

THE CP/M HANDBOOK (with MP/M)— by Rodnay Zaks.
A complete guide and reference handbook for CP/M—
the industry standard in operating systems. Step-by-
step instruction for everything from turning on the
system and inserting the diskette to correct user
discipline and remedial action for problem situations.
This also includes a complete discussion of all ver-

sions of CP/M up to and including 2.2, MP/M and
CDOS. BK1 187 $14.95.*

HOW TO MAKE MONEY WITH COMPUTERS— In 10 in-

formation-packed chapters, Jerry Felsen describes

more than 30 computer-related, money-making, high

profit, low capital investment opportunities.
BK1003 $15.00.*

A USER GUIDE TO THE UNIX SYSTEM by Jean Yates
and Rebecca Thomas. Here at last is a clearly written
book that allows you to use the Unix operating system
easily, and at a fraction of the time it previously took. If

you're using, evaluating or simply curious about this sys-
tem, this is your book. BK1242 $15.99

WORDSTAR MADE EASY by Walter A. Ettlin. Now Word-
Star is as simple to learn as it is easy to use. This book
teaches WordStar in 14 easy lessons, saving hours of
hard work, it comes with a convenient pull-out Command
Card. BK1239 $11.95

INTRODUCTION TO WORD PROCESSING by Hal
Glatzer. This book explains in plain language what a
word processor can do, how to use one, how it improves
productivity— especially in businesses that handle lots

of words—and how to buy one wisely. No technical
knowledge required, for all first-time users and those
considering purchasing a word processor. BK1238 $12.95

WAYNE GREEN BOOKS

G Learn Digital

Electronics While
Building Your

•mputer!

**$****

• A Hanrt^ on Approach

by

George
Young

A. New
TecK«1,<*

ue

COMPUTER CARNIVAL— by Richard Ramella. Your
child can become a crackerjack computerist with the
Sixty TRS-80 Level II programs in COMPUTER CARNI-
VAL. This large-type, spiral bound book for beginners
is a veritable funhouse of games, graphics, quizzes
and puzzles. Written by 80 Micro columnist Richard
Ramella, the programs are challenging enough to en-
sure continued learning, yet short enough to provide
your child with the immediate delight and reward of

mastering basic computing skills. And for even greater
enjoyment, get the CARNIVAL COMPANION, a 30-mi-

nute cassette containing all the programs in the book.
Eliminates tiresome typing and lets your child spend
more time enjoying the programs. BK7389 $16.97
CC7389 Book and Cassette $24.97

THE NEW WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK-by Dr.

Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT. Here is the completely up-
dated and revised edition containing all the informa-
tion on the most sophisticated and effective space-
craft now in orbit. This book serves both the experi-
enced amateur satellite enthusiast and the newcomer.
It is an introduction to satellite watching, providing ah
the information required to construct a complete and
highly effective ground station. Solid hardware
designs and all the instructions necessary to operate
the equipment are included. For experimenters who
are operating stations, the book details all procedures
necessary to modify equipment for the new series of
spacecraft. Amateur weather satellite activity repre-

sents a unique blend of interests encompassing elec-

tronics, meteorology and astronautics. Join the privi-

leged few in watching the spectacle of earth as seen
from space on your own monitoring equipment.
BK7383$8.95.*

TEXTEDIT—A Complete Word Processing System in

Kit Form— by Irwin Rappaport. TEXTEDIT is an inex-

pensive word processor that you can adapt to suit your
differing needs— from form letters to lengthy texts.

Written in TRS-80 Disk BASIC, the system consists of

several modules, permitting the loading and use of on-
ly those portions needed. A disk is also available which
provides the direct loading of the modules, however,
the book is required for documentation. For Model I

and III with TRSDOS CONVERT., one disk drive (2 disk
drives or copy utility needed to transfer to system
disk). Runs under TRSDOS 2.2/2.3. May not function
under other systems. BK7387 $9.97 Disk DS7387 $19.97

THE SELECTRIC INTERFACE— by George Young. You
need the quality print that a daisy wheel printer pro-

vides but the thought of buying one makes your wallet
wilt. SELECTRICTM INTERFACE, a step-by-step guide
to interfacing an IBM Selectric I/O Writer to your micro-
computer, will give you that quality at a fraction of the
price. George Young, co-author of Kilobaud Microcom-
puting magazine's popular "Kilobaud Klassroom"
series, offers a low-cost alternative to buying a daisy
wheel printer. SELECTRIC INTERFACE includes: step-

by-step instructions, tips on purchasing a used Selec-
tric, information on various Selectric models, includ-

ing the 2740, 2980, and Dura 1041, driver software for

Z80, 8080, and 6502 chips, tips on interfacing tech-

niques. With SELECTRIC INTERFACE and some back-
ground in electronics, you can have a high-quality, low-

cost, letter-quality printer. Petals not included. BK7388
(125 pages) $12.97

L

KILOBAUD KLASSROOM— by George Young and Peter
Stark. Learning electronics theory without practice isn't

easy And it's no fun to build an electronics project that
you can't use Kilobaud Klassroom the popular series
first published in Kilobaud Microcomputing, combines
theory with practice. This is a practical course in digital
electronics. It starts out with very simple electronics
projects, and by the end of the course you'll construct
your own working microcomputer!

Authors Young and Stark are experienced teachers,
and their approach is simple and direct. Whether you're
learning at home or in the classroom, this book provides
you with a solid background in electronics—and you'll

own a computer that you built yourself! BK7386 $14.95

*Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to Microcomputing Book Department • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure

to include check or detailed credit card information. No COD. orders accepted. All orders add $1 .50 for the first book, $1 .00 each additional book for U.S. and foreign sur-

face. $10.00 per book foreign airmail. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address.

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473

ANNOTATED BASIC A New Technique for Neo-
phytes— Put your BASIC knowledge to work for you
with this 2-volume set of TRS-80 Level II BASIC pro-

grams. Gain a better understanding of the elements
and techniques involved in programming. Annotated
BASIC'S uniquely designed format breaks each pro-

gram down for you to include: initial documentation
and instruction, definitions of New BASIC Concepts,
flowchart, annotations of sections, showing how each
part fits into the whole, and explaining why certain
BASIC commands are chosen over similar ones.
Using the programs as they are or modifying them to

sharpen your programming skills, Annotated BASIC is

a helpful tool for any BASIC programmer.
BK7384 (Vol. 1, 152 pages) $10.95
BK7385 (Vol. 2, 136 pages) $10.95
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Programming/Languages
6502/Apple/Vic

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING FOR THE
APPLE II— by Robert Mottolz. This comprehensive,
easy to understand introduction provides solid
groundwork for getting started in assembly language
programming on the Apple II." Many subroutines writ-

ten in assembly language are provided, and most ex-
planations are shown with equivalent examples in

BASIC. There's an excellent section on hexadecimal
arithmetic included, as well as appendices for further
study. BK1249 $15.95

APPLE MACHINE LANGUAGE— by Don Inman and
Kurt Inman. APPLE MACHINE LANGUAGE builds
upon your previous knowledge of BASIC, and teaches
you the machine language in small, easy, completely
illustrated steps. Following this guide, you will be able
to write machine language programs directly, using
the Apple System Monitor. Each new program is

thoroughly presented in functional blocks, with
sketches of how each step will actually appear on the
video screen. Soon you will be entering and executing
your own machine language programs, with predic-
table results! BK1248 $14.95

APPLE BASIC FOR BUSINESS: for the Apple II— by
Alan J. Parker and John Stewart. Unlike most introduc-
tory BASIC books, this book uses files extensively. It is

written specifically for the Apple II microcomputer
with DOS Version 3.2. All programs presented are com-
patible with DOS Version 3.3. With the emphasis on
problem-solving, the focus of this book is the point at
which problem elements meet language capabilities.
BK1247 $15.95

II tuft f *t /#**/#»*/«• I t KktJfttlft t h*4 <$r i

the custom tipple
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THE CUSTOM APPLE AND OTHER MYSTERIES-by
Winifred Hofacker and Ekkehard Floegel. This is the
guide to customizing Apple software and hardware, pub-
lished by the folks at IJ6. It contains such hands on infor

mation such as: data acquisition and control applica-
tions. Programming the 6522 Internal timer. Construct-
ing the 6522 I/O board. An Eprom Burner for the Apple
Computer. An Eprom/RAM board. The Apple Slot Re-
peater, and much, much more. BK1246 $24.95.

THE APPLE II USER'S GUIDE— By Lon Poole, Martin
McNiff, and Steven Cook This guide is the key to
unlocking the full power of your Apple II or Apple II

Plus. Topics include: "Applesoft and Integer BASIC
Programming"—espec\aUy how \o make the best use
of Apple's sound, color and graphics capabilities.
"Machine Level Programming,'' "Hardware Features"
—which covers the disk drive and printer, and "Ad-
vanced Programming"— describing high resolution
<yaphics techniques and other advanced applications.
Well organized and easy to use. BK1220 $17.95

SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS, APPLE II EDI-
TION— by Lon Poole e\ al. A powerful collection of fi-

nancial, statistical, home management and mathemat-
ics programs— 76 in all— Each program is presented
with BASIC source code, operating instructions and
descriptions. If you're a beginning programmer you
can learn from this book what well designed and
documented programs look like. BK1232 $16.95

PROGRAMMING THE 6502 (Third Edition) By Rodnay
Zaks— Has designed a self-contained text to learn pro-
gramming, using the 6502. It can be used by a person
who has never programmed before, and should be of
value to anyone using the 6502. The many exercises
will allow you to test yourself and practice the con-
cepts presented. BK1005 $13.95

COMPUTEf'S 1ST BOOK OF VIC—Compiled by the
Editor of COMPUTE! Magazine. This book is a selec-
tion of some of the finest articles on the Vic 20 that
have appeared in COMPUTE! Magazine, and a collec-
tion of previously unpublished material. Whether you
are just starting out with your Vic, or are already an ad-
vanced user, you'll quickly discover that this book is a
valuable addition to your computer library. Easy to use,
sprial bound. BK1255 $12.95

heBASIC

Encyct* 'he

BASIC Computer Language

Basic/Pascal
LEARNING IBM BASIC FOR THE PERSONAL COM-
PUTER— by David A. Lien This is a comprehensive
how-to book that will help you get the most for your
IBM-PC. A completer BASIC tutorial, it puts your PC to
work while you learn BASIC. This has been written with
the beginner in mind and encourages learning in a
relaxed and enjoyable manner with its easy step-by-
step instructions. It's also a excellent text for the
classroom. BK1273 $19.95

THE BASIC HANDBOOK—SECOND EDITION— by
David Lien. This book is unique. It is a virtual

ENCYCLOPEDIA of BASIC. While not favoring one
computer over another, it explains over 250 BASIC
words, how to use them and alternate strategies. If a
computer does not possess the capabilities of a need-
ed or specified word, there are often ways to ac-
complish the same function by using another word or
combination of words. That's where the HANDBOOK
comes in. It helps you get the most from your com-
puter, be it a "bottom-of-the-line" micro or an oversized
monster. BK1 174 $19.95."

INTRODUCTION TO PASCAL-by Rodnay Zaks A
step-by-step introduction for anyone wanting to learn
the language quickly and completely. Each concept is

explained simply and in a logical order. All features of
the language are presented in a clear, easy-to
understand format with exercises to test the reader at
the end of each chapter. It describes both standard
PASCAL and UCSD PASCAL— the most widely used
dialect for small computers. No computer or program-
ming experience is necessary. BK1 189 $14.95.*

PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL— by Peter Grogono. A
NEW REVISED EDITION. The computer programming
language PASCAL was the first language to embody in

a coherent way the concepts of structured program-
ming, which has been defined by Edsger Dijkstra and
C.A.R. Hoare. As such, it is a landmark in the develop-
ment of programming languages. PASCAL was devel-
oped by Niklaus Wirth in Zurich; it is derived from the
language ALGOL 60 but is more powerful and easier to
use. PASCAL is now widely accepted as a useful lan-
guage that can be efficiently implemented, and as an
excellent teaching tool. It does not assume knowledge
of any other programming language; it is therefore
suitable for an introductory course. BK1140 $12.95.*

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

MICROBOOK: DATA BASE MANAGEMENT FOR THE
APPLE II— by Ted Lewis This book provides you with
an affordable data base management system for your
Apple II. These programs turn your Apple II into a com-
bination filing cabinet, information gathering/retrieval
system and data processing engine. Written in Pascal,
the program simulate a library. Information is main-
tained and broken down into books, chapters and
pages and index to pages. Photographs of the Apple II

screen are abundant, and they show you step-by-step
the effect of each of your entries. Microbook can be
used for almost any application involving the storage
and retrivial of information. BK1261 $19.95

APPLE GRAPHICS AND ARCADE GAME DESIGN— by
Jeffrey Stanton The only book available that explains
how to design arcade games from start to finish
through the use of text, flow charts and working ex-
amples. Learn how to speed up your graphics, and the
theory of how to design a playable game. This book re-

quires a solid foundation in BASIC programming on
the Apple II. BK1259 $19.95

THE APPLE CONNECTION— by James W. Coffron
Connect your Apple to household applicances for
greater control. With this book you will learn about
elementary interfacing and about BASIC program-
ming, including input/output techniques and devices,
building real systems, and even analog to digital and
digital to analog conversion. All programs are written
in BASIC and no prior electronic knowledge is re-

quired. BK1262 $12.95

INSIDE LEVEL II— For machine language program-
mers. This is a comprehensive reference guide to the
Level II ROMs, allowing easy utilization of the
sophisticated routines they contain. It concisely ex-
plains set-ups, calling sequences, variable passage
and I/O routines. Part Tl presents an entirely new com-
posite program structure which unloads under the
SYSTEM command and executes in both BASIC and
machine code with the speed and efficiency of a com-
piler. Special consideration is given to disk systems.
BK1 183 $15.95.*

PROGRAMMING THE Z-80— by Rodnay Zaks. Here is

assembly language programming for the Z-80 present-
ed as a progressive, step-by-step course. This book is

both an educational text and a self-contained
reference book, useful to both the beginning and the
experienced programmer who wish to learn about the
Z-80. Exercises to test the reader are included. BK1 122
$15.95.*

Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING— by
Lance A. Leventhal. This book thoroughly covers the
Z-80 instruction set, abounding in simple programming
examples illustrating software development concepts
and actual assembly language usage. Features in-

clude Z-80 I/O devices and interfacing methods, as-
sembler conventions, and comparisons with 8080A/
8085 instruction sets and interrupt structure.
BK1 177 $18.95

68000/6809
68000 MICROPROCESSOR HANDBOOK— By Gerry
Kane. Whether you're currently using the 68000, plan-
ning to use it, or simply curious about one of the
newest and most powerful microprocessors, this
handbook has all the answers. A clear presentation of
signal conversions, timing diagram conventions, func-
tional logic, three different instruction set tables, ex-
ception processing, and family support devices pro-
vides more information about the 68000 than the manu-
facturer's data sheets. A stand alone reference book
which can also be used as a supplement to An Intro-

duction to Microcomputers: Vol. 2—Some Real Micro-
processors. BK1216$9.95

68000 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING— by
Gerry Kane, et al. A straightforward self teaching text

book on assembly language programming for the 68000
microprocessor. This book contains the entire instruc-
tion set, describes the function of assemblers and
assembly instructions and discusses basic software
development concepts A large number of practical pro-
gramming examples are included. BK1233 $18.95

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473
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Pari No "Pini Price

7400

SN7400N

SN7401N
SN7402N
SN7403N

SN7404N
SN7405N
SN7406N
SN7407N
SN7408N
SN7409N
SN7410N
SN7411N
SN7412N
SN7413N
SN7414N
SN7416N
SN7417N

SN7420N
SN7421N

SN7422N
SN7423N

SN7425N
SN7426N
SN7427N
SN7428N

SN7430N
SN7432N
SN7437N
SN7438N
SN7439N
SN7440N
SN7441N
SN7442N
SN7443N
SN7444N
SN7445N
SN7446N
SN7447N
SN7448N
SN7460N
SN7451N
SN7453N
SN7454N
SN7459A
SN7460N
SN7470N

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

16

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

It

16

16

16

If

IS

II

II

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

74LS00
74LS01
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LS08
74LS09
74LS10
74LS11
74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS38
74LS40
74LS42
74LS47
74LS48
74LS49
74LS51
74LS54
74LS55
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90

14
14

14

14
14

14

14
14
14
14
14

14
14

14

14
14

14
14
14
14
14
14
14

14
14
14

II
II
II
14
14
14

14
14

14
II
II
14

II
II
14
14

74S00

74S02

74S03

74S04

74S05
74S08

74S09

74S10

74S11

74S15

74S20

74S22

74S30

74S32

74S38

74S40

74S51

74S64

74S65

74S74

74S86

74S112

74S113

74S114

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

18

14

14

CA3010H

CA3013H
CA3023H
CA3035H
CA3039H
CA3046N 14

C04000 14

CD4001 14

CD4002 14

C04006 14

CD40O7 14
CD4009 II

CD4010 II

CD4011 14

CD4012 14

CD4013 14

CD4014 II

CD4015 II

CD4016 14

CD4017
C04018

CD4019
CD4020
CD4021

CD4022

CD4023

C04024
CD4025
C 04026

CD4027

C04028
C04029
CD4030

C04034

. CD4035

18

11

II

II

II

II

14

14

14

II

II

II

II

14

24

II

19

19

25

25

25

25

29

29

25

25

25

25

35

35

49

25

25

19

35

45

59

29

29

25

49

25

29

25

29

59

19

89

45

99

99

69

69

69

69

19

19

19

19

25

19

29

Part No "Plus Met

25
25
25

25
29

29
29
29

29
35
35
39
59
35
29
29
.29
29
29
35
29
35
55
35
35
29
55
75

75
75

25
25
29
39
39
39
39

39
65
69
39
55

35

35

35

45

45

39

39

35

35

35

35

35

35

45

89

39

35

39

39

55

55

55

55

55

99

2 15

325
5 95
1 35

89

CA3Q59N 14 3 25

29

.29

29

69
29

39

39

29

.15

39

79

.39

39

75

79

39

75

79

79

29

69

23

2 49

45

69

79

39

1 95

89

SN7472N
SN7473N
SN7474N
SN7475N
SN7476N
SN7479N
SN7480N
SN7482N
SN7483N
SN7485N
SN7486N
SN7489N
SN7490N
SN7491N
SN7492N
SN7493N
SN7494N
SN7495N
SN7496N

SN7497N
SN74100N

SN74104N
SN74105N
SN74107N 14

SN74109N 18

SN74116N 24

SN74121N
SN74122N

SN74123N
SN74125N
SN74126N
SN74132N
SN74136N
SN74141N
SN74142N
SN74143N
SN74144N
SN74145N
SN74147N
SN74148N
SN74150N
SN74151N
SN74152N
SN74153N
SN74154N
SN74155N

14

14

14

II

II

14

14

14

II

II

14

II

14

14

14

14

14

14

II

II

24

14

14

14

14

16

14

14

14

14

16

16

24

74

16

16

16

?4

16

14

16

24

16

29

35

35

45

35

495
69

1.19

59

59

35

2 25

39

59

39

39

69

49

49

2 75

1 49

89

89

.29

39

1 49

39

55

49

45

45

49

69

69

295
295
295
59

1 49

1 19

1 19

59

59

59

1 25

59

74LS
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74LS107
74LS109
74LS112
74LS113
74LS114
74LS122
74LS123
74LS125
74LS126
74LS132
74LS133
74LS136
74LS138
74LS139
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS164
74LS165
74LS168
74LS169
74LS170
74LS173
741 Si 74

74LS175
74LS181
74LS190
74LS191

14

14

14
II
14

II
II
14

14
14

II
14
14
14

II
14
II
11
II
II
24
II
II
II
II

II
II
II

II
14

II
II
II

II
II
II
II

24
II
II

55
55
79

89
39
39
39
39
39
49
79
49
49
59
59
39
59
59
59
59
99
69
69
69
59
69
69
69
69
69

1 19
1.19

1 19

1 49
69
59
59

2 49
89
89

74S/PR0MS*
74S124

74S133

74S134

74S135

74S136

74S138

74S139

74S140
74S151

74S153

74S157

74S158

74S160

74S174

74S175

74S188*

74S194

74S195

74S196

74S240

74S241

74S242

II

II

II

II

14

II

II

14

II

11

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

14

20

20

14

295
45

50

69
1 39

89

89

55

99

99

99

99

249
99

99

1 49

1 49

1 49

1 49

225
2 25

2 49
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MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS Digitalker

(Mar* In Catalog)

SN74156N
SN74157N
SN74160N
SN74161N
SN74162N
SN74163N
SN74164N
SN74165N
SN74166N
SN74167N
SN74170N
SN74172N

SN74173N
SN74174N
SN74175N
SN74176N
SN74177N

SN74179N
SN 741SON

SN74181N

SN74182N

SN74184N

SN74185N

SN74190N

SN74191N

SN74192N

SN74193N

SN74194N
SN74195N

SN74196N
SN74197N
SN74198N
SN74199N
SN74221N
SN74251N
SN74276N
SN74279N
SN74283N
SN742B4N
SN74285N
SN74365N
SN74366N
SN74367N
SN74368N
SN74390N

SN74393N

18

II

II

II

II

II

14

II

II

II

II

24

II

II

II

14

14

II

14

24

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

14

14

24

24

II

II

20

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

14

59

.59

69

69

69

69

69

69

89
2 79

1 29
4 95

69

69

69

69

69

1 49

69

1 95

89

95

9b

69

69

69

69

69

69

89

89

1 19

1 19

1 19

79

1 95

79

1 49

295
2 95

55

55

55

.55

1 49

1 49

74LS192
74LS193
74LS194
74LS195
74LS197
74LS221

II

II
11
II
14

11
74LS240 20
74LS241
74LS242
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245
74LS247
74LS248
74LS249
74LS251
74LS253
74LS257
74LS258
74LS260
74LS266
74LS273
74LS279
74LS283
74LS290
74LS293
74LS298
74LS352
74LS353
74LS365
74LS366
74LS367
74LS368
74LS373
74LS374
74LS375
74LS386
74LS393
74LS399
74LS670
81LS95
81LS97

20
14
14

20
20
II
II
II
II

II
II
II
14
14
20
II
II
14
14

11
II

II
II
II
II
II

20
20
II
14
14

II

II
20
20

79
79

69
69

79

89
.09

09
09
09
09
49
09
09
09
59
59
.59

59
59
69

1 49
49
69
89
79

89
1 29
1 29
49
49
49
49

1.29

1 29
69
.45

1 19

1 49
1 49
1 49
1.49

74S243

74S244

74S251

74S253

74S257

74S258

74S260

74S280

74S287*

74S288*

74S373

74S374

74S387*

74S471*

74S472*

74S473*

74S474*

74S475*

74S570*

74S571*

74S572*

74S573*

74S940

74S941

14

20

II

II

II

II

14

14

II

II

29

20

10

20

20

20

24

24

II

II

II

II

20

20

249
249
1.19

1 19

1.19

1.19

79

1 95
1 95

1 95

249
2 49

1 95

595
495
495
495
495
295
295
4.95

495
2.49

2 49

MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS
Part No "Pins Fuscosn

CDP1802 40 CPU $9 95
2650 40 MPU 14.95
IDM2901ADC 40 CPU — 4b*1 slice (Com Temp Gr ) 19.95

MCS6502 40 MPU w/Clock 9.95

MC6802CP 40 MPU w/Clockand RAM 7 95
INS8035N-6 40 MPU-8-bit (6MHz) 5 95
INS8039N-6 40 CPU Sgl chipS-bit ( 1 28 Dts Ram) 5.95

INS8040N 6 40 CPU (256 bytes RAM) 5 95
INS8070N 40 CPU (64 bytes RAM) 1195
INS8073N 40 CPU w/Basic Micro Interpreter 14.95
P8085A 40 CPU 5 95

Z80. Z80A, Z80B, Z8000 SERIES
Z80 40 CPU (MK3880N)(780C) 2MHz $4 95
Z80-CTC 28 Counter Timer Circuit 5 95
Z80-DART 40 Dual Asynchronous Rec /Trans 1195
180 DMA 40 Direct Memory Access Circuit 15.95

Z80-P10 40 Parallel I/O Interlace Controller 5.95

Z80-S10/0 40 Serial I/O (TxCB and RxCB Bonded) 15 95
Z80-S10/1 40 Serial I/O (Lacks DTRB) 15 95
Z80 S10/2 40 Serial I/O (Lacks SYNCB) 15.95

Z80-S10/9 40 Serial I/O 15.95
Z80A 40 CPU(MK3880N-4)(780C-1)4MH7 5.95

Z80A CTC 21 Counter Timer Circuit 5 95
Z80A DART 40 Dual Asynchronous Rec /Trans 1195
Z80A-DMA 40 Direct Memory Access Circuit 17 95
Z80A-P10 40 Parallel I/O Interface Controller 5.95

Z80A-S10/0 40 Serial I/O (TxCB and RxCB bonded) 16.95

Z80A-S10/1 40 Serial I/O (Lacks DTRB) 16.95

Z80A-S10/2 40 Serial I/O (Lacks SYNCB) 16 95
Z80A-S10/9 40 Serial I/O 16 95
Z80B 40 CPU(MK3880N-6)6MHz 11.95

Z80B-CTC 28 Counter Timer Circuit 13 95
Z80B-P10 40 Parallel I/O Interlace Controller 13 95
Z8001 41 CPU Segmented 51 95
Z80O2 40 CPU Non-Segmented 55 95
Z8030 40 Serial Comm Controller 44 95
Z8036 40 Counter/Timer & Parallel I/O Unit 29 95

6800/68000 SERIES
MC68O0 40 MPU 4.95

MC6802CP 40 MPU with clock and RAM 7 95
MC6810API 24 128x8 Static RAM 3 95
MC6821 40 Peripheral Inter Adapt (MC6820) 4 95
MC6828 24 Priority Interrupt Controller 15 95
MC6830L8 24 1024x8 bit ROM (MC68A30 8) 10.95
MC6850 24 Asynchronous Comm Adapter 4 95
MC6852 24 Synchronous Serial Data Adapter 5 75
MC6860 24 600bps Digital MODEM 9.95

MC6862 24 2400bps Modulator 12 95
MC6880A II Quad 3-state bus trans (MC8T26) 2 25
MC68000L8 14 MPU 16-Bit (8MHz) 69 95
MC68488P 40 General Purpose I nt Adapter 8 95
MC68652P2 40 Multi Protocol Comm Controller 24 95
MC68661PB 21 Enhanced Prog Comm Int 8 95

SY6522 40 Peripheral Inter Adapter 7 95

8080A SERIES
INS8080A 40 CPU 3.95

TMS5501 40 Synchronous Data Interface (SIRC I 14 95

INS8154 40 128 Byte RAM 16-Bit I/O 13 95
INS82C06 20 Octal 6 Flip Flop Tn-State (74C374) 2.49

0P8212 24 8-bit Input/Output (74S412) 2 25

DP8214 24 Priority Interrupt Control 3 95

DP8216 18 Bi- Directional Bus Driver 2 25

DP8224 II Clock Generator/Driver 2 25

0P8226 II Bus Driver 2.25

DP8228 21 System Cont /Bus Driver (74S428) 3 49
DP8238 21 System Controller (74S438) 4 49

INS8243 24 I/O Expander lor 48 Series 5 95
INS8245 II 16-Key Keyboard Encoder (74C922) 4 49

INSB246 20 20-Key Keyboard Encoder (74C923) 4.95

INS8247 28 Display Controller (74C911) 8 95
INS8248 21 Display Controller (74C9 12) 8 95
INS8250N 40 Asyn Comm Element .10 95
DP8251 21 Prog Comm I/O (USART) 4.49

DP8253 24 Prog Interval Timer 6.95

OP8255 40 Prog Peripheral I/O (PPI) 4.49

DP8257 40 Prog DMA Control 7.95

DP8259 28 Prog Interrupt Control 6.95

DP8275 40 Prog CRT Controller 29 95
DP8279 40 Prog Keyboard /Display Interface 8 95
DP8303 20 8 Bit Tn State Bi Directional Trans 3 95
DP8304 20 8 bit Bi- Directional Receiver 2 49
DP8307 20 8 bit Bi Directional Receiver 2 49
DP8308 20 8-bit Bi- Directional Receiver 2.49

DP8310 20 Octal Latched Peripheral Driver 4 95
DP8311 20 Octal Latched Peripheral Driver 4 95

MICROPROCESSOR MANUALS* DATA BOOKS
M Z80 User Manual 7 50

M-CDP1802 User Manual 7 50

M 2650 User Manual 5 00

30001 1981 Nat CMOS Data Book (640 pg ) 6 95

30003 1982 Nat Linear Book (1952 pg) 1195
30008 1980 Nat Memory Data Book (464 pg j 6 95
30011 1980 Nat Linear Applications (736 pg) 15.95

30013 1983 Zilog Data Book (641 pg ) 7 95

SPECIAL FUNCTION
DS0025CN I Dual MOS Clock Driver (5MZ) 2.49

DS0026CN I Dual MOS Clock Driver (5MZ) 1.95

INS1771N-1 40 Floppy Disk Controller 16.95

INS2651N 21 Communication Chip 8 95
MM58167N 24 Microprocessor Real Time Clock 8 95
MM58174N II Micro Compatible Time Clock 7 95
C0P402N 40 Microcontroller w/64-digit RAM 5.95

and Direct LED Drive

COP402MN 40 Microprocessor w/64 digit RAM 5 95
& Direct LEO Drive w/N Buss Int

COP470N 20 32 seg VAC Fluor Drvr (20-pin pkg ) 3 25

MM5369EST 8 Prog Oscillator/Divider (100Hz) 1 19

DYNAMIC RAMS
Part Ns. "Piss

1103 II 1024x1 (300ns) 99
4027 16 4096x1 (250ns) 2.49
4116N2 II 16.384x1 (150ns) 189 8/14 95
4116N-3 18 16.384x1 (200ns) 169-8/12 95
4116N-4 18 16.384x1 (250ns) 149-8/10 95
4164N-150 16 65.536x1 (150ns) 7 95 8/59 95
4164N -200 II 65.536x1 (200ns) 7 49 8/54 95
MM5261 II 1024x1 (300ns) 49 8/1 95
MM5262 22 2046x1 (365ns) 49 — 8/1.95
MM5270 IS 4096x1 (250ns) MK4096 4 95
MM5280 22 4096x1 (200ns) 2107 3 95
MM5290 2 16 16.384x1 (150ns) 1 89 8/14 95
MM5290-3 16 16.384x1 (200ns) 169-8/1295
MM5290-4 16 16.384x1 (250ns) 149-8/10 95
MM5298-3 16 8192x1 (200ns) 1.69

STATIC RAMS
1101 16 256x1 (650ns) 1 49
2101 22 256x4 (450ns) 8101 2 49
2102 16 1024x1 (350ns) 89
21102 16 1024x1 (450ns) LP 1.49

2111 IS 256x4 (450ns) 81 11 2 95
2112 16 256x4 (450ns) MOS 2 95
2114 IS 1024x4 (450ns) 1.95-8/13 95
2114L IS 1024x4 (450ns) LP 2 25-8/15 95
2114-2 18 1024x4 (200ns) 2 25-8/15 95
2114L-2 IS 1024x4 (200ns) LP 2 49-8/17 95
2147 IB 4096x1 (70ns) 4 95
2148 IS 1024x4 (70ns) 8 95
TMS4044 IS 4096x1 (450ns) 3 95
TMS4045 IS 1024x4 (450ns) 3 95
5101 22 256x4 (450ns) CMOS 4 95
MM5257 IS 4096x1 (450ns) 4044 4.95
HM6116P-3 24 2048x8 (150ns) CMOS 7 95
HM6116 4 24 2048x8 (200ns) CMOS 6 95
HM6116LP4 24 2048x8 (200ns) L P CMOS 7.95
7489 16 16x4 (50ns) 2 25

74C921 IS 256x4 (250ns) CMOS 3.95
74C929 16 1024x1 (250ns) CMOS (6501) 3 95
74C930 18 1024x1 (250ns) CMOS (6518) 3 95
74S189 16 16x4 (35ns) 93405 195
74S200 16 256x1 (80ns) 93410 3 95
74S206 16 256x1 (60ns) 93411 3 95
74S289 16 16x4 (35ns) 3101 2 25
82S10 16 1024x1 (50ns) C (93415) 3 95
82S25 16 16x4 (50ns) C (74S289) 2 25

EPROMS
1702A 24 256x8 (1us) 4 95
2708 24 1024x8 (450ns) 3 95
2708-5 24 1024x8 (550ns) SM00246 2 95
TMS2516 24 2048x8 (450ns) 2716 6 95
TMS2532 24 4096x8 (450ns) NMC2532 9 95
TMS2564 28 8192x8 (450ns) 19 95
TMS2716 24 2048x8 (450ns) 3 voltage 7 95
2716 24 2048x8 (450ns) 4 95
2716-1 24 2048x8 (350ns) 6 95
2732 24 4096x8 (450ns) 9 95
2758Q 24 1024x8 (450ns) single +5V 2 95
MM2764 28 8192x8 (450ns) 16 95
MM2764 3 28 8192x8 (300ns) 19.95

MCM68764 24 8192x8 (450ns) 39 95
74S18t) 16 32x8 PROM OC (6330-1) 149
745287 16 256x4 PROM TS (6301-1) 195
745288 16 32x8 PROM TS (6331-1) 195
74S387 16 256x4 PROM OC (6300-1) 195
745471 20 256x8 PROM T S (6309- 1 ) 5 95
745472 20 512x8 PROM TS (6349-1) 4 95
745473 20 512x8 PROM OC (6348) 4 95
745474 24 512x8 PROM T S (DM87S296N) 4 95
745475 24 512x8 PROM OC (6340) 4 95
74S478 24 1024x8 PROM T S (TBP28S86) 8 95
745570 16 512x4 PROM OC (6305) 2 95
745571 16 512x4 PROM TS (6306) 2 95
745572 18 1024x4 PROM C (6352) 4 95
745573 18 1024x4 PROMTS (82S137) 4 95
82S23 16 32x8 PROM C (27S18) 2 95
82S115 24 512x8 PROM T S (27S15) 9 95
82S123 16 32x8 PROM T S (27S19) 2 95
82S126 16 256x4 PROM C (27S20) 3 95
825129 16 256x4 PROM T S (27S21) 3 95
825130 16 512x4 PROM C (27S12) 5 95
82S185 IS 2048x4 PROM T S (TBP24S81) 9 95
DM87S180N 24 1024x8 PROMO C (82S180) 9 95
DM87S181N 24 1024x8 PROMTS (82S181) 9 95
DM87S184N IS 2048x4 PROMO C (82S184) 9 95
DM87S185N IS 2048x4 PROMTS (82S185) 9 95
0M87S190N 24 2048x4 PROM C (82S190) 19.95
DM87S191N 24 2048x8 PROMTS (82S191) 19 95

DATA ACQUISITION
0C10 Mostek DC/DC Convert *5V to 9V 2 95
MC3470P 18 Floppy Disk Read AMP System 4 95
MC1408L7 16 7-bit 0/A Converter (DAC0807LCN) 2 49
MC1408L8 IS 8-bttO/A Converter (DAC0808LCN) 2 95
ADC0804 20 8 bit A/D Converter (USB) 3 49
DAC0806 16 8 bit D/A Converter (0 78% Lin ) 1 95
ADC0809 28 8-bit A/D Converter (8-Ch Multi ) 4 49

ADC0817 40 8 bit A/D Converter (16 Ch Multi) 9 95
DAC1000 24 10-bitD/AConv Micro Comp (0 05S)13 95
0AC1008 29 10 bit D/A Conv Micro Comp (0 20%) 7 95
DAC1020 16 10 bit D/A Conv (0 05% Lin ) 8 49
0AC1022 16 10-bit D/A Conv (0 20% Lin ) 5 95
0AC1222 18 1? bit D/A Conv (0 20% Lin ) 6 95
AF100-1CN 16 Universal Active Filter 2 5% 5 95
AF121 1CJ 24 Touch Tone Low Band Filter 19 95
AF122 tCJ 24 Touch Tone High Band Filter 19 95
LM334Z Constant Current Source 1 19
LM335Z Temperature Transducer 1 40
LM399H Temp Comp Prec Ret ( 5ppm/C*) 5 00
AY-5-101JA 40 30K Baud Usrt (T81602) 4.98

QUALITY COMPONENTS AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES!

\jr\ LiiiLnn CA3089N

CA3096N
16

16

1 69

1 19CA3060N 16 3 25

CA308OE S 89 CA3130E 1 1 49

CA3081N IS 1 49 CA3140E S 99

CA3082N 16 1 49 CA3160H 1 95

CA3083N 16 1 49 CA3401N 14 59

CA3086N 14 69 CA36O0N 14 3 95

CD-CMOS CD4098 IS 1 95
C04506
CD4507

16

14

1 19

39CD4040 16 79

CD4041 14 79 C04508 24 395
C04O4? 11 69 C04S10 16 80
CD4043 16 79 C04511 16 89
C04044 16 79 CD4512 16 89
CD4046 16 89 C04514 24 1 79
CD4047 14 89 C04515 24 1 79
CD4048 16 39 CD4516 16 99
CD404B 16 .39 CD4518 IS 99
C04050 11 39 C04519 16 39
CD4051 11 79 C04520 11 79
CD4052 11 79 C04526 11 1.19
CD4053 11 79 C04528 11 1.19
C04056 11 295 C04529 11 1 19
C04059 24 7 95 CD4543 11 1 19
C04060 11 89 CD4562 14 6 95
CD4066 14 39 C04566 11 1 39
CD4068 14 39 C04583 11 249
CD4069 14 29 CD4584 14 59
CD4070 14 39 C04723 11 1 19

C04071 14 29 C04724 11 1 19

CD4072 14 29 MCI 4409 11 1395
C04073 14 29 MC14410 11 1395
C04075 14 29 MC14411 24 11 95
CD4076 11 79 MC14412 11 13 95
CD4078 14 49 MC14419 11 795
CD4081 14 .29 MC14433 24 13 95
CD4082 14 29 MC 14538 11 1 19

CD4093 14 49 MC14541 14 1.19

LOW PROFILE
(TIN) SOCKETS

1-9 10-99 100-up

8 pin LP

14 pin LP

16 pin LP

18 pin LP

20 pis LP

22 pin LP

24 pin LP

28 pis LP

36 pin LP

40 pis LP

16

.17

.19

26

30

31

33

40

46

49

14

.15

.17

.24

.27

28

.30

.37

.42

46

.13

.14

.16

23

25

.26

.28

35

.39

.43

SOLDERTAIL (GOLD)
STANDARD
1-9 10-99 100-up

8 pin SG 30

14 pis SG 43

16 pis SG .47

18 pis SB 53

24 pis SG 69

28 pis SG 81

36 pin SG 1.09

40 pin SG 1.21

.27

39

43

49

65

76

1.03

1.14

25

.37

.41

.47

61

72

.97

1 08

T
LP

oVsf
TrrTnT

SG

mm
TrrTnT

ST

SOLDERTAIL
STANDARD (TIN)

1-9 10-99 100-up

14 pin ST .29

16 pin ST 34

18 pis ST 38

20 pin ST 45

24 pin ST .49

28 pin ST 69

40 pin ST .99

.27

.32

.36

43

46

.67

.95

25

30

.34

.41

43

.63

89

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS
(GOLD) LEVEL #3

1-9 10-99 100-up

.42

.99

59

61

.79

.99

1.15

1.1S

1.45

1.89

179

Spin WW 49 .45

10 pm ww M .62

14 pis WW .65 .62

16 pin WW .69 65

18 pis WW 89 85

20 pis WW 1 09 1 05

22 pis WW 1.25 1.19

24 pis WW 1 29 1.23

28 pis WW 1.59 1 50

36 pis WW 1 85 1 75

40 pis WW 199 1.19

$10.00 Minimum Order — U.S. Funds Only
California Residents Add 6Vi% Sales Tax
Shipping — Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance
Send S.A.S.E. for Monthly Safes Flyer!

Spec Sheets — 30c each
Send $1.00 Postage for your
FREE 1983 JAMECO CATALOG
Prices Subject to Change

Wail Order Electronics - Worldwide I

ameco
ELECTRONICS

VISA

DT1050 — Applications: Teaching aids,

appliances, clocks, automotive, telecommunica-

tions, language translations, etc.

The DT1050 is a standard DIGITALKER kit encoded with 137 separate

and useful words, 2 tones, and 5 different silence durations. The

words and tonee have been assigned discrete addresses, making it

possible to output single words or words concatenated into phrases

or even sentences. The "voice" output of the DT105O is a highly in-

telligible male voice. Female and children's voices can be synthesiz-

ed. The vocabulary is chosen so that it is applicable to many pro-

ducts and markets.

The DT1050 consists ol a Speech Professor Chip, MMS4104 (40-pin)

and two (2) Speech ROMs MM52164SSR1 and MM521 64SSR2 (24 pin)

along with a Master Word list and a recommended schematic

diagram on the application sheet.

DT1050 Digitalker™ $34.95 ea.

DT1057 — Expands the DT1050 vocabulary

from 137 to over 260 words. Incl. 2 ROMs and specs.

DT1057 $24.95 ea.

* Evaluation
Kits

titt Fttwctiaji Pnca

7045IPI 28 CMOS Precision Timer 14 95

7045EV/Kif 28 Stopwatch Chip. XTL 19 95

7106CPL 40 3V* Digit A/D (LCD Drive) 9 95

FE0203D 3Vi Digit LCD Display lor 7106 & 71 16 19 95

7106EV/KH* 46 IC. Circuit Board. Display 34 95

7107CPL 40 3V> Digit A/D (LED Drive) 1195
7107EV/Krt* 46 IC. Circuit Board. Display 29 95

7116CPL 40 3V> Digit A/D LCD Dis HLD 16 95

7117CPL 40 3V> Digit A/D LED Dis HLD 15 95

720 1 1US Low Battery Volt Indicator 2 25

7205IPG 24 CMOS LED Stopwatch/Timer 12 95

7205EV/Krt* 24 Stopwatch Chip XTL 14 95

7206CJPE 16 Tone Generator 4 95
7206CEV/Krt* 16 Tone Generator Chip. XTL 7 95

7207AIPO 14 Oscillator Controller 5 95

7207AEV/KiT 14 Freq Counter Chip. XTL 7 95

7208IPI 28 Seven Decade Counter 15 95

7209IPA B Clock Generator 3 95

7215IPG 24 4Func CMOS Stopwatch CKT 13 95

7215EV/KIT 24 4 Func Stopwatch Chip. XTL 14 95

7216AUI 28 8 Digit Univ Counter C A 29 95

7216CIJI 28 8 Digit Freq Counter C A 24 95

7216DIPI 28 8 Digit Freq Counter C C 19 95

7217IJI 28 4 Digit LED Up/Down Counter C A 10 95

7217AIPI 28 4 Digit LED Up/Down Counter C C 1195
7224IPL 49 LCD 4V> Digit Up Counter DRI 10 95

7226AUL 40 8 Digit Univ Counter 29 95
7226AEV/KH* 40 5 Function Counter Chip. XTL 74 95

1 30009 1983 INTERSIL Data Book (1356 P > $9.95

1

PRODUCT' 74HC High Speed CMOS
74HC00 14 75 74HC132 14 89 74HC257 11 1 19 '

74HC02 14 75 74HC138 16 1 49 74HC259 11 1 49
74HC03 14 75 74HC139 16 1 49 74HC266 14 99
74HC04 14 69 74HC147 16 1.19 74HC280 14 495
74HCU04 14 75 74HC151 16 1 19 74HC373 20 395
74HC08 14 75 74HC153 16 99 74HC374 20 395
74HC10 14 75 74HC157 16 1 19 74HC390 11 1 49
74HC11 14 69 74HC158 16 1 59 74HC393 14 1 49
74HC14 14 85 74HC160 16 1 79 74HC533 20 3 95
74HC20 14 75 74HC161 16 1 79 74HC534 20 395
74HC27 14 75 74HC164 14 1 79 74HC595 3 75

74HC32 14 75 74HC165 16 239 74HC688 3 19

74HC42 16 1 39 74HC173 11 1 59 74HC4002 14 79

74HC73 14 75 74HC174 11 1 39 74HC4020 11 2 19

74HC74 14 99 74HC175 11 1 39 74HC4024 14 1 59
74HC75 IS 99 74HC192 11 1 39 74HC4040 11 2 19

74HC76 IS 75 74HC193 11 1 39 74HC4060 11 2 19

74HC85 16 2 19 74HC194 11 1 59 74HC4075 14 75

74HC86 14 99 74HC195 11 1 49 74HC4078 14 69
74HC107 14 75 74HC242 14 2 79 74HC4511 11 3 29

74HC109 18 1 39 74HC243 14 2 79 74HC4514 24 4 79

74HC112 11 75 74HC251 11 1 19 74HC4538 11 2 95
74HC113 14 75 74HC253 11 99 74HC4543 16 4 95

74HCU04 s unbuttered Ml others are Send S.30 lor Dats Sheet

Programmable Array Logic (PALS)
Part No

PAL10H8 20 Octal 10-lnput AND OR Gale Array (High Output I $5 95
PAL12H6 20 Hex 12 Input AND-OR Gate Array (High Output) 5 95
PAL14H4 20 Ouad 14- input AND-OR Gate Array (High Output) 5 95
PAL10L8 20 Octal 10-lnput AND-OR Invert Gate Array (Low Output) 5 95
PAL12L6 20 Hex 12 input AND-OR invert Gale Array (Low Output) 5 95
PAL14L4 20 Quad 14 Input AND OR Invert Gate Array (Low Output) 5 95
PAL16L8 29 Octal 16-lnput AND-OR Invert Gate Array (Low Output) 9 95
PAL16R8 20 Octal 16 Input Register AND-OR Gate Array 9 95
PAL16R6 20 Hex 16-lnpul Register AND OR Gate Array 9 95
PAL16R4 20 Quad 16-lnput Register ANO OR Gate Array 9 95

130012 1982 NATIONAL PAL Data Book (176 P ) . . $5.95

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002
8/83 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME — (415) 592-8097 Telex: 176043

74COO
74C02
74C04
74C08
74C10
74C14
74C20
74C30
74C32
74C42
74C48
74C73
74C74
74C85
74C86
74C89
74C90
74C93

14
14

14

14
14
14

14
14
14

II
II

14
14

II
14
II
14
14

35
35

29
35
35

59
35
35
39

1 39
1 95
79

69
1 95
39

595
1 19

1 19

74C-C/M0S
74C95
74C107
74C151
74C154
74C157
74C160
74C161
74C162
74C163
74C164
74C173
74C174
74C175
74C192
74C193
74C195

14
14

II
24

II

II
II

II
II

14
II

II

11
II
II
II

1 39
89

249
349
225
1 19

1.19

1 19

1 19

1 49
79

1.19

1 19

1 49
1 69
1 39

74C221
74C240
74C244
74C373
74C374
74C901
74C903
74C906
74C911
74C912
74C915
74C917
74C922
74C923
74C925
74C926
80C95
80C97

II
20
20
20
20
14

14

14

21
21
11

28
18

20
II
II
II

II

1 95
1 95
1 95
249
249
59
59

59
895
895
1 19

895
449
495
595
5 95
39
39

TL071CP
TL072CP

TL074CN
TL081CP

TL082CP

TL084CN
LM301CN
LM302H
LM304H
LM305H
LM307CN
LM308CN
LM309K
LM310CN
LM311CN
LM312H
LM317T
LM317K
LM318CN
LM319N
LM320K 5

LM320K 12

LM320K 15

LM320T5
LM320T-12
LM320T-15
LM323K
LM324N
LM337T
LM338K
LM339N
LM340K-5
LM340K 12

LM340K-15

8

8

14

8

8

14

8

14

14

r

79

39

9b

59

19

95

35

9b

9b
99
4b

69

25

75

69

49

19

9b

9b

9b

35

3b

3b

89

89

89

9b

b9

9b

9b

69

3b

3b

3b

LINEAR
LM340T-5 79

LM340T-12 79
LM340T-15 79

LM348N 14 99
LM350K 4 95
LF355N 8 1 10

LF356N 8 1 10

LM370N 14 4 49
LM373N 14 395
LM377N 14 1 95
LM380N 14 89
LM381N 14 1 79

LM382N 14 1 39

LM384N 14 1 79

LM386N 3 S 89

TL494CN 11 2 95

TL496CP s 1 19

NE510A 14 4 95

NE529A 14 295
NE531V S 2 95
NE536H 8 95
NE540H 4 95
NE544N 14 295
NE550A 14 1 95
NE555V S 35
LM556N 14 69
NE564N 16 295
LM565N 14 1.19

LM566CN S 1 49
LM567V S 89
NE570N IS 3 95

LM703CN s 1 19

49

69

79

55

1 00

1 95

35

69
59

\«A
59

69

69

1 95

1 49

1 95

295
1 49

1 59

59
t. VI

99

349
3 49

3 49

1.25

1 95

2 49

1 69

395
1 19

LM13600N 16 1 19

MORE AVAILABLE

LM709N 14

LM710N 14

LM711N 14

LM723N 14

LM733N 14

LM739N 14

LM741CN S

LM747N 14

LM748N 8

IM\3.\QM >A
LM1458CN B
LM1488N 14

LM1489N 14

IM1496N 14

LM1800N IS

LM1889N IS

LM1896N 14

LM2002T
LM3189N IS

LM39O0N 14

LM.3H05CK %
LM3909N S

LM3914N IS

LM3915N IS

LM3916N IS

RC4136N 14

RC4151NB s

NE5532 B

NE5534 S
ICL8038B 14

LM13080N S

30003 1982 Nat. Linear Data Book (1952 pgs) .$11.95,
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CONCORD 2910 B E. La Palma

COMPUTER Anaheim, Ca. 92806 CHECK- M

10.MIN ORDER/ CA RES ADO 6% NO P. O. BOX
SHIPMENTSI

illiw im. mi if

PfRMAL CHECK IS KIT

(714)

632-6790
send*1oo
for
catalog

Freight:

*10 -49 -*2POi*250-499-**9.oo
50 -99 —4" 500-999- II00

100- 240- 8P° 1000- UP— Call

Store Hours:

|
Weekdays

10 to 6pm.
|Sa,Urdav

10to3pm.

\Diskette SALE!!
"Wabash*

5-4 8«ch

SS/SD *17.50 moo

Bare Bones APPLE II
EURO

Keyboard
48KRAM

2tenpaks "IS.00^ 18P°ea.

SS/DD 26.00 28.00

DSWD31.00 35.00

[qty price avail
I

Authorized Wabath Pitt.

REAL-TIME CLOCK
CALENDAR (MSM SS32)

Pwr. Supply

*6.45
V'iffCt

XTAL

MONITORS

ZENITH * ZVM-121
12in. 15MHz /GREEN Phos

* 94.00...

*j.'cs.*kG-i2
i2ini8 mhz./green p*x».
Non- Glare Screen | 1 14 DO

BMC*BM-AU9i9iu
13in. -COLOR-

* 324.00
.,

'BMC#BMi401RGB
1 3in «RGB» COLOR k . _ _ __
with Apple interface ! ! *42 5.00

Microswitch: Power Supply : APPLE
Keyboard : w/iwk... "Reference Manl

*75oo : *7&oo : »18.oo

BORDER LINE-fr

(800)435-0907
(Outside Calif

)

Please use for Ordering !

!

DISK DRIVE FOR APPLE !

• metal cabinet ~SUMUNE~
• 35 track
• with corrtcard 345.00
D.C.Hayes

Micromodwn II
—*31O00MMM

sssssr
--" - ,24*°°

SSBBSS""
^$69ao°

Micron«tori 100—»36S00

IC MASTER
2 Vols

H2.95

SYSTEM SAVER R>r apple

Power AC Filter

Mounts Outside *73.95

BMC "HALF- HIGH
•Apple compat. Drive
•Control card

$325.00

"DATAFAX"
A computerized filing

system using database
programming.

$159l00
(APPLE)

Diskette Storage BOX
5l|iiiv5 i Bin 5

*2 so./ *10POitt5o' $15.00

SPECIALS

2764— $12.50

21141 2—

^

8/$13.95

UPD 765-^24.95

78H05— *5.95
(5amp 5v)

Flip & File

Disk Storage Box

!

Holds 50 Diskettes

5V- $1995

8 - *23.95

TEXTOOL'
^Z.I.F.^

16pin

24pin
*7.95

Power Supply -for apple*
v" 5- 3.5a
12-* 2.0a $-5- 500ma 79.50
-12— 500ma

RANASystems Apple Drive'

$395P° w, Controller

^'O^O yJKJ
m w/o Controller

7400

COMP0>NE:IMITS
t

LINEAR
7400 18 7430 17 7482 65 74126 45 74176 75 LM300M 35
7402 18 7437 21 7485 50 74136 39 74177 75 LM301N 30
7403 18 7438 24 7486 35 74141 49 74180 65 LM301H 45
7404 18 7440 16 7489 3 25 74145 45 74182 75 LM307H 45
7405 21 7443 46 7490 30 74148 1 20 74186 650 LM308AN 2 25
7406 25 7444 69 7491 35 74152 55 74190 75 LM309K 1 25
7406 22 7445 55 7492 35 74153 55 74191 75 LM310 145
7409 17 7447 45 7493 30 74154 1 26 74192 65 LM311 50
7410 17 7448 55 7494 65 74155 55 74194 65 LM317K 3 85
7412 21 7450 16 7495 45 74160 65 74195 75 LM318H 145
7413 21 7451 18 74107 30 74161 65 74197 60 LM322

LM323K
LM324
LM339
LM348
LM358
LM380

1 55
4 95
55
99

1 25
65

1 10

7414 32 7454 '.6 74109 38 74164 69 74221 1 10
7416 25 7472 23 74110 45 74165 69 74279 65
7420 18 7474 28 74121 28 74166 90 74293 65
7425 24 7475 36 74122 35 74173 65 74298 65
7426 29 7476 30 74123 39 74174 89 74367 55
7427
7429

25
40

7480 46 74125 35 74175 75 74393 1 35

LM381 1 65
74LS LM386 1 40

74LS00 21 74LS55 25 74LS139 50 741S194 85 74LS299 1 95 LM531 1 95

74LS02 24 74L173 36 74LS145 1 15 74LS195 85 74LS323 4 55 LM555 27
74LS03 24 74LS74 35 74LS147 1 75 74LS196 75 741S352 1 05 LM556 1 10
74LS04 23 74LS75 38 74LS148 1 35 74LS197 75 74LS353 1 05 LM558 2 45
74LS05 20 74LS76 36 74LS151 55 74LS221 95 74LS365 45 LM565 95
74LS06 24 74LS78 42 74LS153 50 74LS240 95 74LS366 45 LMS66 1 45
74LS09 24 74LS83 48 74LS154 1 75 74LS241 95 74LS367 75 LM703 75
74LS10 23 74LS85 60 74LS155 75 74LS242 95 74LS368 45 LM709 40
74LS11 30 74LS86 30 74LS156 75 74LS243 1 25 74LS373 90 LM710 75
74LS12 29 74LS90 50 74LS157 55 74LS244 85 74LS374 95 LM711 49
74LS13 40 74LS91 85 74LS158 65 74LS245 165 74LS375 75 LM720 1 75
74LS14 45 74LS92 50 74LS160 69 74LS247 1 10 74LS377 95 LM723

LM733
LM741 8
LM741N 14

LM741H
LM747
LM775
1330
1349
1350

55
95
35
35
35
65
25

1 60
1 75
1 15

74LS15 29 74LS93 50 74LS161 85 74LS248 1 10 74LS378 95
74LS20 24 74LS95 65 74LS162 69 74LS249 1 10 74LS379 1 10

74L*21 20 74LS96 89 74LS163 65 74LS251 55 74LS386 45

74LS22 24 74LS107 38 74LS164 65 74LS253 55 74LS390 1 15

74LS26 26 74LS109 38 74LS165 85 74LS257 50 74LS393 1 15

74LS27 28 74LS112 38 74LS166 1 75 74LS258 55 74LS395 1 15

74LS28 28 74LS1 3 38 74LS168 1 55 74LS2S9 1 25 74LS399 1 25
74ILS30 24 74l«",14 38 74LS169 1 55 74LS260 55 74LS490 1 75
TILS32 27 74LS122 45 74L0170 1 35 74LS266 55 74LS623 1 75
74ILS33 35 74LS123 85 74LS173 65 74LS273 1 45 74LS668 1 25
74LS37 30 74LS125 45 74LS174 55 741*279 45 74LS669 1 25

1358 1 35

74LS36 32 74LS126 48 74LS175 85 74LS280 1 85 74LS670 1 45
1372 4 95

74LS42 45 74LS132 58 74LS181 1 95 74LS283 65 74LS683 2 75
1458 55

74LS48 75 74LS133 55 74LS190 89 741*290 95 74LS685 2 75 1488 85

74LS49 75 74LS136 38 74LS191 89 74LS293 85 74LS687 3 50
1489 85

74LS51 24 74LS137 85 74LS192 75 74LS295 95 74LS783 1695 1496 85

74LS54 25 74LS138 50 74LS193 75 74LS298 85 1889
4501

1 55
1 SO

74S 4556 75

74S00 30 74S32 40 74S138 85 74S194 1 25 74S280 1 75
74S02 30 74S37 85 74S140 40 74S195 1 25 74S287 2 95
74S03 30 74S38 85 74S151 95 74S201 650 74S288 1 75 VOlTAGC

MfGUI A TO*1

74S04 30 74S50 25 74S157 95 74S240 1 95 74S289 5 95 '•OS*
74S05 30 74S51 25 74S158 95 74S241 195 74S299 5 95 TWO* >v
74S08 30 74S64 35 74S161 1 75 74S244 2 95 74S373 2 45 7908 X\
74S09 35 74S65 35 74S163 375 74S251 85 74S374 2 45 mi 7 \
74S10 35 74S74 50 74S174 95 74S253 65 74S387 1 90 7916 95 >
74S11 35 74S85 1 25 74S175 95 74S257 85 74S454 4 50 7906 X
74S15 35 74S86 35 74S162 1 75 74S258 •5 74S471 4 75 I!?? /
74S20 35 74S112 45 74S188 1 55 74S260 55 74S472 4 75 79U /
74S22 35 74S124 2 50 74S189 4 95 74S275 12 95 74S474 4 75
74S30 30 74S132 1 10

.

8000

8038 2 55 8155 7 95 8212 2 95 8251

A

5 75 8 50

B080A 3 75 8202 24 50 8224 1 75 8255 445 8748 8 22 SO

8085A 8 50

RAMS
2016 200NS 4 10 210? 85 21141

2

165 4116 150NS 8/13 95 4164 150NS 7 25

2101 195 2111 2 95 4116 200NS 6/11 95 4 164 2O0NS 6 25

6500-6800

6502 5 95 6800 6 25 6810 2 95 6645 12 50 6852 5 25

6522 6 75 6802 7 75 6821 300 6847 1 1 95 6660 950
6532 1025 6809 1250 6840 10 50 6850 3 25

EPROMS
1702 3 95 2716 3 25 2532 825 2732 4 95 1250

2708 3 95

Z80
zsocpu 3 95 Z80PIO 5 95 ZSOSIO 15 50 ZSOACPU 6 OO Z80APIO 6 25

zeOCTC 5 95 Z80SIO/2 12 50 Z80ACTC 8 50
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Circle 48 on Reader Service card.

S-100 Memory Boards S-100 I/O Boards S-100 CPU Boards

64K Static RAM - JADE
Uses new 2k x 8 static RAMs, fully supports IEEE 696 24 bit

extended addressing, 200ns RAMs lower 32K or entire

board phantomable, 2716 EPROMs may be subbed for

RAMs, any 2K segment of upper 8K may be disabled, low
power typically less than 500ma

MEM-99152B Bare board $49.95
MEM-99152K Kit less RAM $99.95
MEM-32152K 32K kit $199.95
MEM-56152K 56K kit $289.95
MEM-64152K 64K kit $299.95
Assembled & Tested add $50.00

EXPANDORAM III

ExpandoRAM III expandable from 64K to 256K using
64K x 1 RAM chips, compatiblewith CP/M, MP/M, Oasis, &
most other Z-80 based systems, functions as ultra-high

speed disk drive when used with optional RAMDISK
software

MEM-65064A 64K A & T

MEM-65128A 128K A & T
MEM-65192A 192K A & T
MEM-65256A 256K A & T
SFC-55009000F RAMDISK sftwr CP/M 2.2

SFC-5500900F RAMDISK with EXRAM III .

$474.95

$274.95

$674.95

$774.95
_ $44.95

$24.95

Letter Quality Printers

The Bus Probe - JADE
Inexpensive S-100 Diagnostic Analyzer

TSX-200B Bare board
TSX-200K Kit

TSX-200A A & T

I/0-4 - SSM Microcomputer
2 serial I/O ports plus 2 parallel I/O ports

IOI-1010A A & T

I/O -5 - SSM Microcomputer
Two serial & 3 parallel ports, 110-19 2K Baud

IOI-1015A A & T

Interfacer 4 - CompuPro
3 serial, 1 parallel, 1 Centronics parallel

IOI-1840A A & T

IOI-1840C CSC

$59.95

$129.95

$159.95

$249.95

$289.95

$314.95

$414.95

S-100 EPROM Boards

PB-1 - SSM Microcomputer
2708, 2716 EPROM board with on-board programmer

MEM-99510A A & T with manual $219.95

SBC-200 - SD Systems
4 MHz Z-80A CPU with serial & parallel I/O. 1K RAM. 8K
ROM space, monitor PROM included

CPC-30200A A & T $329.95

The Big Z - JADE
2 or 4 MHz switchable Z-80 CPU board with serial I/O,

accommodates 2708, 2716, or 2732 EPROM. baud rates

from 75 to 9600

CPU-30201B Bare board wlmanual
CPU-30201K Kit with Manual
CPU-30201A A & T with Manual

$35.00

$149.95

$199.95

2810 Z-80 CPU - CCS.
2 or 4 MHz Z-80 CPU with serial I/O port & on board
monitor PROM, front panel compatible

CPU-30400A A & T with PROM $289.95

CPU-Z CompuPro
2 or 4 MHz Z-80A CPU, 24 bit addressing

CPU-30500A 2/4 MHz AS, T

CPU-30500C 3/6 MHz CSC
$279.95

$374.95

8085/8088 - CompuPro
Both8 & 16 bit CPUs, standard 8 bit S-100 bus. up to 8 MHz.
accesses 16 Megabytes of memory

CPU-20510A MHz A & T $398.95
CPU-20510C 6/8 MHz CSC $479.95

Lowest Price Daisywheel Printer - JUKI
Full featured daisywheel printer with graphics mode and
built-in word processing functions 18 CPS print speed,
13-inch platen, 10. 12. or 15 pitch plus proportional

spacing Uses standard IBM ribbons This is an extremely
reliable letter quality printer, at an unheard of low price!

PRD-61001 Parallel $629.95
PRD-61002 RS232 serial board $59.95
PRA-61000 Tractor option $139.95

380Z by Data Terminals & Communications
Based on the same quality mechanism as the Comrex
printer, the 380Z contains electronic enhancements that

allow it to print at speeds up to 32 CPS Other features

include a 48K buffer, proportional spacing and Diablo

1640/1650/630 compatible protocol Comes with
printwheel, ribbon and users manual. Serial, parallel, and
IEEE 488 interfaces standard

PRD-11300 380Z printer

PRA-11000 Tractor option

PRA- 12000 Cut Sheet Feeder

$1295.00

. $169.95

_ $699.95

Printers From JADE
SEIKOSHA 10" Graphics, 30 CPS
OKIDATA 82 10" 120 CPS
OKIDATA 92 10" 160 CPS
OKIDATA 93 T5" T60 CPS
OKIDATA 83 15" 120 CPS
OKIDATA 84 15" 200 CPS
OKIDATA 2350 15" 350 CPS
OKIDATA 2410 15" 350 CPS
DAISYWRITER 2000 48K Daisywheel
GEMINI 10 100 CPS with Graphics _
GEMINI 15 15" with Graphics
COMREX CR1

_ $229.95
_ CALL
_ CALL

CALL
_ CALL
_ CALL
_ CALL

CALL
$1395.00

$349.95

$499.95

$849.95

PROM-100 - SD Systems
2708, 2716, 2732 EPROM programmer with software

MEM-99520K Kit with software $189.95
MEM-99520A A & T with software $249.95

32K PROM/RAM Board
The 32K S-100 PROM/RAM board can hold up to 16 each
2716 style EPROMs, 6116 style RAMs. or 8 each style

EPROMs This board was designed to fit into holder S-100
systems as well as the newer IEEE-696 machines. Uses 5
volt only EPROM/RAMs. allows operation as a 2K to 32K
board, meets IEEE-696 S-100 proposed standard,
addressable as two 16K blocks on any 64K page, supports
Cromemco as well as Northstar bank select, perfect for

MP/M systems

MEM-99153B Bare board & manual $49.95
MEM-99153K Kit with No RAM $89.95
MEM-99153A A & T with No RAM
MEM-16153K Kit with 16K RAM
MEM-16153A A & T with 16K RAM
MEM-32153K Kit with 32K RAM
MEM-32153A A & T with 32K RAM

$139.95

$129.95

$179.95

$179.95

$229.95
Call Us For Lowest Prices On EPROMs - 2732s _ $4.90

Video Monitors

Video Monitors - USI
Ultra-high (1000 lines) resolution, 20 MHz bandwidth.
Available in 9 inch or 1 2 inch, amber or green screen. USI is

the "Cadillac" of monochrome video monitors!

VDM-740920 9" green $129.95
VDM-740910 9" amber $149.95
VDM- 74 1220 12" green $159.95
VDM-741210 12" amber $179.95

PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE

Dual Disk Sub-Systems

Disk Sub-Systems - JADE
Handsome metal cabinet with proportionally balanced air

flow system, rugged dual drive power supply, power cable

kit, power switch, line cord, fuse holder, cooling fan, never

mar rubber feet, all necessary hardware to mount 2-8 inch

disk drives, power supply, and fan, does not include signal

cable

Dual 8-inch Sub-Assembly Cabinet
END-000420 Bare cabinet $49.95
END-000421 Cabinet kit $199.95
END-000431 A & T $249.95

8-inch Sub-Systems - Single Sided, Double Density
END-000423 Kit w/2 Siemens FD100-8Ds $650.00
END-000424 A & T w/2 Siemens FD100-8Ds _ $695.00
END-000433 Kit w/2 Shugart SA-801Rs $999.95
END-000434 A & T w/2 Shugart SA-801Rs $1195.00

8-inch Sub-Systems - Double-Sided Double Density
END-000426 Kit w/2 Qume DT-8s $1274.95
END-000427 A & T w/2 Qume D-8s $1474.95
END-000436 Kit w/2 Shugart SA-851Rs $1274.95
END-000437 A & T w/2 Shugart SA-851Rs $1474.95

EPROM Erasers

Ultra-Violet EPROM ERASERS
Inexpensive erasers for industry or home

XME-3100A Spectronics w/o timer

XME-3101A Spectronics with timer

XME-3200A Logical Devices

$69.50

$94.95

$49.95

Continental U.S.

800-421-5500
Inside California

800-262-1710
We accept cash, checks, credit cards, or Purchase Orders from qualified firms and institutions
Minimum prepaid order $15.00 California residents add 6'/2% tax Export customers outside the U.S. or
Canada please add 10% to all prices Prices and availibility subject to change without notice.
Shipping and handling charges via UPS Ground 50C/lh UPS Air $1 00/lb minimum charge $3 00

For Technical Inquires

or Customer Service call:

213-973-7707



5 1
/4 inch Disk Drives Modems Board Computer

Tandon TM 100-1 single sided, double density 48 TPI
MSM-551001 $219 95 ea 2 for $199.95 ea

Shugart SA 400L Sigle sided, double density 40 track

MSM-104000 $234 95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea

Tandon TM 100-2 Double sided, double density 48 TPI
MSM-551002 $294 95 ea 2 for $269.95 ea

TEAC FD5SA Single sided, double density 40 track
MSM-660551 $299 95 ea 2 for $239.95 ea

5 1
/4 inch Cabinets with Power Supply

END-000216 Single cab w power supply $69.95
END-000226 Dual cab w/power supply $94.95

S-100 Motherboards

ISO-BUS - JADE
Silent, simple and on sale - a Better Motherboard

6 Slot (5% inch x 8% inch)

MBS-061B Bare board $22.95
MBS-061K Kit $39.95
MBS-061A A & T $69.95

12 Slot (9% inch x 8% inch)

MBS-121B Bare board
MBS-121K Kit

MBS-121A A & T

18 Slot (14y2 inch x 8% inch)

MBS-181B Bare board
MBS-181K Kit

MBS-181A A & T

_ $34.95

_ $69.95
$109.95

$54.95

$99.95

$149.95

8 inch Disk Drives

Siemens FDD
MSF-201120 _

100-8 Single sided, double density

$274 95 ea 2 for $249.95 ea

Shugart SA 801

R

MSF-10801R
Single sided, double density

$394.95 ea 2 for $389.95 ea

Shugart SA851R
MSF-10851R

Qume DT-8
MSF-750080 _

Double sided, double density
$554 95 2 for $529.95 ea

Double sided, double density
$554.95 2 for $529.95 ea

Tandon TM848-1 Single sided, double density thin line

MSF-558481 $379 95 ea 2 for $369.95 ea

Tandon TM848-2 Double sided, double density thin line

MSF-558482 $494 95 ea 2 for $484.95 ea

NEC FD1165 Double sided, double density half high
MSF-558482 $485 00 ea 2 for $449.95 ea

NEW! CP/M plus 3.0

CP/M 3.0 is Digital Research's latest version of the
industry standard disk operating system. It features many
performance improvements, such as intelligent record
buffering, improved diretory handling, "HELP"
facility, time date stamping of files and many more
improvements AND A TREMENDOUS INCREASE IN
SPEED)! it is fully CP/M 2.2 compatible and requires no
changes to your existing application software. Available

only to Versafloppy II owners with SBC-200 CPUs

SFC-55009059F Unbanked.
SFC-55009057F Banked,
SFC-55009057D Manual _

$250.00

$250.00

_ $50.00

CP/M Plus On EPROM
SFC-55009059E Unbanked RS232
SFC-55009057E Banked RS232

$400.00

$400.00

Smart Buy in MODEMS - Signalman
1200 and/or 300 baud, direct connect, automatic answer
or originate selection, auto-answer/auto-dial on deluxe
models. 9v battery allows total portability, full one
year warranty

IOM-5600A 300 baud direct connect $89.95
IOM-5610A 300 baud Deluxe $149.95

$369.95

$119.95
$269.95

IOM-5620A 1200/300 baud Deluxe
IOM-5650A 300 baud for Osborne
IOM-5630A 300 baud card for IBM

Smartmodem - HAYES
Sophisticated direct-connect auto answer/auto dial

modem, touch tone or pulse dialing. RS-232C interface,

programmable

IOM-5500A Smartmodem 1200 $599.95
IOM-5400A Smartmodem 300 $224.95
IOK-1500A Hayes Chronograph $218.95
IOM-1100A Micromodem 100 $368.95
IOM-2010A Micromodem II w/term prgm $329.95
IOM-2012A Terminal program for MMII $89.95

1200 Baud Smart Cat - NOVATION
103/212 Smart Cat & 103 Smart Cat, 1200 & 300 baud,
built-in dialer, auto redial if busy, auto answer/disconnect,
direct connect, LED readout displays mode, analog/digital
loopback self tests, usable with multi line phones

IOM-5241 A 300 baud 103 Smart Cat $229.95
IOM-5251 A 7200 baud 212/103 Smart Cat $549.95

J-CAT Modem - NOVATION
1/5 the size of ordinary modems, Bell 103, manual or
auto-answer, automatic answer/originate, direct connect,
built in self test, two LEDs and audio beeps provide
status information

IOM-5261 A Novation $149.95

S-100 Controllers

DISK 1 - CompuPro
8 inch or 5y4 inch DMA disk controller, single or double
density, single or double sided, 10MHz
IOD-1810A A & T $449.95
IOD-1810C CSC $554.95

Versafloppy II - SD Systems
Double density disk controller for any combination of

5% inch and 8 inch single or double sided, analog phase
locked loop data seperator, vectored interrupts. CP/M 2.2

Oasis compatible, control/diagnostic software PROM
included

IOD-1160A A & T with PROM
SFC-55009047F CP/M 3.0 with VF-11

$359.95
$139.95

2422 Disk Controller - CCS.
5 1

/4 inch or 8 inch double density disk controller with on
board boot loader ROM, FREE CP/M 2.2 & manual set

IOD-1300A A & T with CP/M 2.2 $399.95

Double D - JADE
High reliability double density disk controller with on
board Z-80A, auxiliary printer port. IEEE S-100 can
function in multi-user interrupt driven bus

IOD-1200B Bare board & hdwr man $59.95
IOD-1200K Kit wIhdwr & sftwr man $299.95
IOD-1200A A & T wIhdwr <& sftwr man
SFC-59002001F CP/M 2.2 with Double D

$325.95

$99.95

Superquad - ADV. MICRO DIGITAL
Single board standard size S-100 computer system, 4 MHz
Z-80A single or double density disk controller for 5y4 inch
or 8 inch drives. 64K RAM extended sddressing, up to 4K of

EPROM, 2 serial & 2 parallel I/O ports, real time interrupt

clock, CP/M compatible

CPC-3800A A & T $724.95
IOX-4232A Serial I/O adapter $29.95

8" Slimline Sub-Systems

Dual Slimline Sub-Systems - JADE
Handsome vertical cabinet with scratch resistant baked
enamel finish, proportionally balanced air flow system,
quiet cooling fan, rugged dual drive power cables, power
switch, line cord, fuse holder, cooling fan, all necessary
hardware to mount 2-8 inch slimline disk drives, does not
include signal cable

Dual 8-inch Slimline Cabinet
END-000820 Bare cabinet $59.95
END-000822 A & T w/o drives $179.95

Dual 8-inch Slimline Sub-Systems
END-000823 Kit w/2 SS DD $919.95
END-000824 A & T w/2 SS DD $949.95
END-000833 Kit w/2 DS DD $1149.95
END-000834 A & T w/2 DS DD $1179.95

Accessories for Apple™ II

DISK DRIVE - Apple™ Compatible
Totally Appie T" compatible. 143,360 bytes per drive on
DOS 3.3, full one year factory warranty, half track
capability reads all Apple software, plugs right into Apple
controller as second drive, DOS 3.3, 3.2 1 Pascal & CP/M
compatible

MSM-431010 Drive for Apple $239.95
MSM-431030 Controller only $59.95
MSM-431040 Controller w/software $99.95

16K RAM Card for Apple™ II

Expand your Apple 7" II to 64K, use as language card, full

one year warranty. Why spend $175.00?

MEX-16700A Save over $115.00 $49.95

Z-CARD for Apple™ II - A.L.S.
Two computers in one, Z-80 & 6502. more than doubles
the power and potential of your Apple, includes Z-80
CPU card CP/M 2.2 and complete manual set, Pascal
compatible, utilities are menu-driven, one year warranty

CPX-62800A A & T with CP/M 2.2 $149.95

80 COLUMN Apple Card
80 column x 24 line video card for Apple II,

addressable 25th status line, normal/inverse or high/low
video, 128 ASCII characters, upper and lower case, 7x9
dot matrix with true descenders CP/M, Pascal & Fortran
compatible 50/60 Hz 40/80 column selection from
keyboard Best 80 column card!

IOV-2450A Viewmax 80 $149.95
IOV-2455A Preboot disk for above $29.95

Serial I/O Card - A.L.S.
Full feature serial card for modems & printers, baud rates
from 110 to 19,200, CTC/RTS & X-on/X-off protocols,
auto line feed, RS-232C cable interface included

IOI-1000A A & T 'Dispatcher Card" $129.95

CP/M 3.0 Card For Apple™ - A.L.S.
The most powerful card available for your Apple!

6 MHz, Z-80B, additional 64K RAM, CP/M graphics, 300%
faster than any other CP/M for Apple. One year warranty

CPX-62810A A.L.S. CP/M card $349.95

Circle 48 on Reader Service card.

Computer Products
4901 West Rosecrans Ave. Hawthorne, California 90250
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CCe 277 on Reader Service card SIXTH ANNIVERSARY SALE!
NOT JUST AN ORDINARY SALE! WE HAVE SLASHED PRICES TO THEBONE AS OUR WAY OF THANKING

YOU, OUR VALUED CUSTOMERS FOR 6 YEARS OF LOYALTY. WE'VE CONTINUOUSLY GROWN AND EXPANDED DY

OFFERING YOU THE REST VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY WITH THE DEST AFTER-SALE SUPPORT

S

ol

2

CPU DOARDS
68 K - 66000 16 DIT CPU

: 6 bit 8 or 10 MHz on-Doard sockets for 2716 2732 or 2764

EPROMs for uc to 8K x 16 o< memory

Pari No.

KTGBT184A

KTGBT184C

Description

A&T 8MHz
CSC 10MHz

List Price Our Price

S695 00 L-
S850 00 $765.00

CP/M NOW AVAILADLEM
Now CompuPro and Digita Research Dnng you CP M tor the 68000"

KT6BTCPM68K 68000 CP M' $350.00

FORTH OPERATING SYSTEM FOR 66K CPU
Requiresa DISK 1 64 K of CompuPro memory andaniNTERFACER3or4

KTSBT68K0S FORTH operating system $200.00

CO-PROCESSOR 6066/6067
16 bit 8 or 10 MHz 8086 CPU with sockets for 8087 and 80136

KT6BT186A A&T 8MHz 8086 only $ 750.00 $494.95
KTGBT186C CSC 10MHz 8086 only $850 00 $764.89

KTGBT186A87 A&T with 8087 option $105000 $939.00

KT6BT186C87 CSC with 8087 option' $1150 00 $1065.00

•8087 Limits clock speed to 5MHz

DUAL PROCESSOR 6065-6066
6 or 8 MHz provides true 16 Bit Power with a standard 8 bit S-100 bus

KT6BT16I2A

KTGBT1612C

A&T 6MHz
CSC 6/8 MHz

$49500
$595 00

S318.97
$497.87

CPUZ - Z60D CPU NOW 6MHz!
3/6 MHz Z80B CPU with 24 Bit Addressing

FASTEST Z80 CPU AVAILABLE!

KTGBT160A

KTGBT160C

3/6 MHz A&T

3/6 MHz CSC

$325 00 S228.95
$425.00 $374.87

DISK CONTROLLERS
DISK 1 DMA FLOPPY CONTROLLER

Fast DMA. Soft Sector. Controls Up to Four 8" or 5V*" Single or

Double Density Drives!

BSPDB171ACPM A&T w/CPM 2.2* & BIOS $670 00 $489.00

When purchased w/two 8" disk drives only $450.00

CSC w/CP/M 2 2* & BIOS $770 00 $595.00

Disk 1 Controller A&T $495.00 $368.95

Disk 1 Controller CSC $595 00 $550.00

CP/M 2 2' for Z80/8085 w/manual & $148.95

BIOS 8" S/D disk

CP/M 2 2" for 8086 w/manuals & BIOS $258.95

8" S/D disk

DISK 2/SELECTOR CHANNEL
HARD DISK CONTROLLER

Fast DMA 2 board set controls 4 Shugart 4000 series or Fu|itsu 2300

type drives Includes CP/M 2.2*.

KT6BT171CCPM
KT6BT171A

KTGBT171C

KT6BTCPM80

KT6BTCPM86

KT6BT177A

KT6BT177C

Assembled & Tested

CSC
$79500
$895 00

$568.95
$850.00

M-DRIVE/H HARDWARE LOGICAL DISK SYSTEM
Interfaces through two I/O ports, and runs at 10MHz IEEE 696 compatible

Requires any CompuPro CPU and a DISK 1 Each board contains 51 2K of

fast, low power (900mA) RAM. with parity checking

KTGBT197A M-DRIVE/H w/software. A&T $1895 00 $1295.00
KTGBT197C M-DRIVE/H w/software, CSC $2095 00 $1495.00

STATIC RAM
RAM 17 - 64K CMOS STATIC RAM

12 MHz, RAM 17, 2 Watt, DMA Compatible 24 Bit Addressing

KTGBT175A64

KTGBT175C64

64K A&T 12MHz
64K CSC 12MHz

$499.00

$599.00

$460.00

$550.00

RAM 16 - 02K x 16 DIT CMOS STATIC RAM
8 and/or 16 Bit 12MHz, RAM 16, 32Kx 16or64Kx8 IEEE/696

16 Bit 2 Watt, 24 Bit Addressing

$550 00 $510.00KTGBT180A
KTGBT180C

64K A&T 12MHz
64K CSC 12MHz $650 00 $610.00

RAM 21 - 126K STATIC RAM
816 RAM 21 12MHz, 128K x 8 or 64K x 16 IEEE/696

8 or 16 Bit, 12 Amps, 24 Bit Addressing

$109500 $995.00KT6BT190A

KTGBT190C

128K A&T
128K CSC $1245 00 $1125.00

I/O DOARDS
SYSTEM SUPPORT 1 MULTIFUNCTION DOARD
Serial port (software prog, baud), 4K RAM included, 15 levels of

interrupt real time clock, optional math processor

Part No. Description List Prlct Our Price

KTGBT162A Assembled & Tested $450.00 $308.95
KTGBT162C CSC $550.00 $495.00

KT6BT8231 Math Chip $195.00

KTGBT8232 Math Chip $195.00

KTGBT162AM1 A&TW/8231 Math Chip-

-

$645.00 $538.95
KTGBT162CM1 CSC w/8231 Math Chip $745.00 $670.00

KTGBT162AM2 A&T w/8232 Math Chip $645.00 $538.95
KTGBT162CM2 CSC w/8232 Math Chip $74500 $670.89

MPX CHANNEL DOARDS
1/0 Multiplexer, using 8085A-2 CPU on board w/16K RAM

KT6BT166A16

KT6BT166C16

Assembled & Tested

CSC

INTERFACE* 1

Two Serial I/O

$64900 $584.89
$749.00 $674.89

KTGBT133A

KTGBT133C

Assembled & Tested

CSC
$295.00 $198.95
$37000 $329.00

KTGBT150A

KTGBT150C

INTERFACER 2
Three parallel, one serial 1/0 board

$32500 $249.00
$399.00 $359.00

Assembled & Tested

CSC

INTERFACER 3
Eight-channel multi-user serial 1/0 board

KTGBT1748A

KTGBT1748C

KTGBT1745A

KTGBT1745C

Assembled & Tested

CSC 200 hr. 8 port

Assembled & Tested

CSC 200 hr. 5 port

$699 00 $448.95
$84900 $748.89

$599.00 $518.95
$699.00 $628.89

KTGBT187A

KT6BT187C

INTERFACER 4
Three Serial, 1 Parallel, 1 Centronics Parallel

$450.00 $314.87Assembled & Tested

CSC $54000 $414.87

S-100 MOTHERBOARDS
Active Termination, 6-12-20 Slot

KT6BT153A

KT6BT153C

KTGBT154A

KTGBT154C

KTGBT155A

KTGBT155C

A&T 6 slot (2 lbs.)

CSC 6 slot (2 lbs.)

A&T 1 2 slot (3 lbs.)

CSC 12 slot (3 lbs.)

A&T 20 slot (4 lbs.)

CSC 20 slot (4 lbs

)

$140.00

$190.00

$175.00

$240.00

$265.00

$340.00

$125.00
$155.00

$155.00
$220.00

$235.00
$310.00

California Computer Syst

Z60 CPU 2 or 4MHz
On board RS232 Serial port, On board 2K Monitor, ROM, Power on

jump to any location in 64 K, LED status indicators for ROM select,

halfstate and interrupts.

KTCCS2810A Z80A 4 MHz CPU A&T $325.00 $258.95

CCS271901
KTCCS271901 2 Serial, 2 Parallel, A&T $360 00 $288.95

CCS272001

KTCCS272001 4 Port Parallel, A&T $275 00 $218.95

CCS271001
KTCCS271001 4 Port Serial, A&T $325 00 $278.95

CCS260001

KTCCS283001 Assembled & Tested $55000 $428.95

CCS206601
64K Dynamic S-100 RAM Cromemco CROMIX™ Compatible

KTCCS206601 Assembled & Tested $45000 $425.00

CCS2422A
Floppy disk controller w/CP/M 2.2®

$475.00 $338.95KTCCS2422A Assembled & Tested

105
2 Serial, 3 Parallel S-100 Interface

Part Ho. Description List Price Our Price

KTSSMI05A Assembled & Tested $32900 $269.95

106
8 Port Serial 1/0 S-100 Board

KTSSMI08A Assembled & Tested $55000 $450.00

104
2 Serial, 2 Parallel I/O S-100 Board

RTSSMI04A Assembled & Tested $29000 $245.00

2708/27 16 EPROM PROGRAMMERG EPROM DOARD
Programs 2708 and 271 6 EPROMs. Holds 4 2708s (4 K) or 4 271 6s (8K)

XTSSMB8A Assembled & Tested $265.00 $219.67

DUAL.
NON VOLATILE CMOS RAMS

8, 16. or 32 K 8 or 16 Bit Data. Battery Backup On Board 6 MHz.

Bank Selectable

KTDULCMEMS 8K A&T
KT0ULCMEM16 16K A&T
KTDULCNEM32 32K A&T

$49500 $456.00

$595.00 $550.00

$69500 $650.00

256K DYNAMIC MEMORY
256K, 230 ns access time, 2 x 128K organization, 24 bit addressing,

parity error detection.

KTDULDI8EIJ256I Assembled & Tested $1295.00 $1195.00

02/64K EPROM DOARD
8 or 16 bit data holds 2716s (32K), or 2732s (64K)

KTDULEPR0M32

KTDULEPR0M64

For 2716s A&T

For 2732s A&T
$29500 $275.00

$295.00 $275.06

A/D CONVERTER
12 Bit Resolution 16 or 32 Channel Input

KTDULAIM12

KTDULAIM12B

Assembled & Tested

Without instru. Amp
$69500 $625.06

$645.00 $598.00

D/A CONVERTER
4 Channel. 12 Bit 3 Output Modes

KTDULA0M12 Assembled & Tested $695 00 $618.95

sierra aam sciences

S-100 SDC DOARD
Z80A 4MHz, 2 Serial RS232 interfaces, 1 parallel interface, 64K RAM,

Floppy Disk Controller, provisions for one 2732 EPROM —
ALL ON THIS ONE BOARD!!

KTS0SS6C Z80ASBCA&T $895 00 $655.00

KTSMCPM CP/M* Operating System on 8" disk SI 50.00

KTS0STURBIS Single User TurboDos'" on 8" disk $450.00

KTSDSTURBDM Multi-User TurboDos'" on 8" disk $750.00

S-100 Z60A SLAVE SDC
Z80A 4 MHz, 2 RS232 Serial ports, 4 parallel ports, 64 K RAM, EPROM

Programmer Used in multi-user computer system with SDSSBC

KTSDSSBCSE Slave Z80 SBC A&T
"

$82500 $565.00

64K - 4MHz
IEEE/S-100

California Computer Systems QYNAMIC RAM
• Operates with either an 8080 or Z-80. providing processor transparent

refreshes • Bank-select system • Any 16K block can be made bank-

independent • Phantom input • Assembled & Tested

REGULAR LIST PRICE IS $37500

$175,00 each
4/$640.00

KTCCS20653 (Shipping Weight 2 lbs.)

RAM BOARD DISK DRIVE BONUS!
As an added bonus, PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS is giving away

software developed by Micro Resources that will allow 4 CCS20653
boards to be used as an in-memory disk drive! This allows for an incredible

speed increase in your computer! This software is available only with the

purchase of 4 CCS20653 memory boards Use Part Number KTMRSR0SK.

(Shipping Weight: 1 lb.)

RETAIL STORE PHONE NUMDERS: (Chotsworth:) (210) 709-5464 - (IRVINE:) (714) 660-1411



Circle 277 on Reade, Serv.ce card PRIORITY ONE IS NUMBER 1!
OTHERS COME AND GO, WHILE WE HAVE BECOME THE LARGEST MAIL-ORDER DISTRIBUTOR IN THE MICRO-
COMPUTER INDUSTRY. ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE. WHEN YOU HAVE A QUESTION, WE'LL BE HERE NEXT WEEK, NEXT

MONTH AND NEXT YEAR! WE'RE NUMBER 1 AND STILL TRYING HARDER!

SIEMENS FDD100-8
8 FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
SIMftlE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY

SHUGART801R COMPATIBLE

90 DAY WARRANTY!
ONCE AGAIN, YOU
RECEIVE THE
DENEFIT

OF OUR
UNEQUALLED
PURCHASING
POWER!

$199.00 each

$185.00 2 to 9

CALL for 10+
OEM INQUIRIES INVITED

(Include $7 00 per drive lor shipping)

KTSIEFDDI008

ORDER NOWAND SAVE!

DUY DRIVE & CABINET
TOGETHER AND (SAVE!!

DUAL 8" SIEMENS FDD1 008
DUAL 8" CABINET POWER SUPPLY
AND INTERNAL POWER CABLES

• Positive Pressure Filter Cooling

• Power Supply 4A@+5V. 3A@+24V
1A p -5V

• Each output is individually fused

Hinged to for easy access

Heavy non-flex 090 aluminum

base

Modular power connectors

IF BOUGHT SEPARATELY: S890.00
OUR ANNIVERSARY PRICE:

$675.00
KTPDBIIISIE (Include $30.00 for shipping)

KTIIIFDE002 CABINET ONLY (Sh. Wt. 38 lbs.)

(Include $30.00 for shipping)

THE LEMON™ SOURS SURGES!
MEW!

From

The LEMON, LIME, ORANGE, and PEACH are solid

state and EMI-RFI noise filters designed to protect all

mini and micro computers, word processors, printers,

disc drives, and other computer-controlled equipment

that is plugged into an AC power line. There may be

nothing more terrifying than to lose all of your software

or data files due to a high voltage spike or noisefrom an

adjacent elevator, air conditioner, or any other high

powered equipment being operated in the nearby area

With a LEMON. LIME, ORANGE, or PEACH, you can be

sure that the FRUITS of your computer labor will be

protected from most voltage spikes and EMI-RFI

interferences.

5 1/*" FLOPPY DISKETTES
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Part No.

AC SURGE PROTECTORS
Description List PriceList Price Our Price

KTEPDLEMON 6 outlet wall mount

KTEPDLIME 6 outlet 4 V2" cord

w/power switch
(Shipping Weight 4 lbs each)

$5995
89 50

>44.95

J69.95

DOUBLE
DENSITY!
FEATURES:

• Includes reinforcement ring

• 100% Surface tested

ULTRA
MW.M IH.s

LIFETIME
WARRANTY!
Write protect with tabs

Lifetime warranty!

SINGLE SIDED
40 TRACKS —
DOUBLE DENSITY

1 BOX

OF 10:

ORDERING INFORMATION

KTULT5140I Soft Sector

KTULT5I410 10 Sector

KTULT51410 16 Sector

2

BOXES:

10

BOXES:

$ 25.00
$ 40.00

$180.00
KTULT5240I

KTULTS2410

KTULT52416

1 BOX OF 10

Soft sector. 40 track, 2 sided (Sh Wt
10 sector. 40 track, 2 sided 1 lb.

16 sector, 40 track 2 sided per box)

2 BOXES 10 BOXES

$35.00 $60.00 $280.00

EMI-RFI FILTERED AC SURGE PROTECTOR
KTEP00RANGE 6 outlet 4 1/2" cord $13995 $104.95

w/Dower switch

KTEPOPEACH 3 outlet wall mount $97.50 $ 74.95
(Shipping Weight 4 lbs each)

64K 10MHz LOW POWER
S-100 IEEE STATIC RAMS

RAM 17
64K 8 BIT 24 BIT AD0RESS

(ompuPro

RT6BTRAM17 List Price $499.00

RAM 16
64K 8 or 32 K 16 BIT 24 BIT AD0RESS

KTGBTRAM10 List Price $550.00

MODEMS
U.S. ROBOTICS

Part No. Description List Price SALE PRICE

KTUSRA0IAL212A 1 200 baud Auto Orig/Answer $599.00

KTUSRPASSWORD 1 200 baud Auto Orig/Answer $449 00
KTUSRTELPAC8

KTUSRTELPAC5A

KTUSRMLNK300

KTUSRHHJIK1200

KTUSRALNR300

KTUSRALNR1200

Password Comm. Software 8" CP/M
Password Comm Software 5V4" Apple

Micro Link 300 Baud $1 79.00

Micro Link 1200 Baud $449 00

Auto Link 300 Baud $219 00

Auto Link 1200 Baud $499.00
(Shipping Weights on above items 4 lbs each)

SEE PAGE 194 OF JULY'S BYTE
FOR MORE INFORMATION

195.00

125.00

79.00

79.00

1159.00

5369.00

1 175.00

(399.00

D.C HAYES
KTDCH0400P 1200 Baud Smartmodem (3 lbs.)

KTDCH0200P 300 Baud Smartmodem (3 lbs.)

RTBCN0300P Chronograph (2 lbs.)

KTDCM0100P MicroModem 100 (2 lbs.)

KTDCH0000P MicroModem II (2 lbs)

$69500
$279 00

$249.00

$399 00

$37900

RIXON

mxopy izmx

!fWLUOmt*r MOD0*
1200 BAUD
AUTO DIAL

DIRECT CONNECT MODEMS WITH 10 NUMBER MEMORY
KTRIXR2I 2A 1 200 Baud Stand Alone unit (2 lbs.) $495 00 $475.00
RTRIXPC212A 1200 IBM PC" modem (2 lbs.) $495.00 $475.00
KTRMPCCINJ1 IBM PC" Modem Software (1 lb.) t 89.00
RTPOBRIXIBM IBM Modem & Software Together (3 lbs.) $539.00

SEE PAGE 445 OF JULY'S BYTE
FOR MORE INFORMATION

MURA DIRECT CONNECT MODEM
$79.00

- 300 BAUD
MURA MM- 100

- 300 Baud

RS232C interface

Full duplex

Carrier detect indicator

Bell 103 compatible

Low voltage

Originate/Answer switch selectable Ust Price Our Price

KTMURMM100 - 300 baud modem (2 lbs.)

RTCN0R232RF RS232 cable

$9995 $79.00
$10.05

DUAL 6" HALF HEIGHT
FLOPPY CABINET
• 24V @ 4A, 5V (S> 3A

-5V @ 800ma
• Fan cooled

• Socketed power connections

• All supplies regulated

ffl

List Price Our Price

KTIIIDTL002 Dual Thin Line Cabinet (12 lbs) $225 00

DUY THE CABINET 6 DRIVES AND
With 2 Tandon Thlnllnes

KTPOBIIITNOI Cabinet w/2 TNDTM8481 - 1 sided (30 lbs)

KTPDBIIITND2 Cabinet w/2 TNDTM8482 - 2 sided (30 lbs)

With 2 MPI Slimlines

$165.00

SAVE!

$ 005.00

$1115.00

RTP0BIIIMPH

KTPDBMIMPI2

Cabinet w/2 MPI41M
Cabinet w/2 MPI42M

1 sided (30 lbs

)

2 sided (30 lbs.)

$ 020.00

$1000.00

Options

KTIIIDTLMPIKIT MPI drive adaptor mounting kit (2 lbs.) $24.05

KTIIIDCCSHU Shugart / AC/DC power connector kit (2 lbs.) $14.05
(For full size single SA801 or compatible drives)

PRIORITYLonlJELECTRONICS MasterCard

9161 Deenng Ave„, ChatsworthCA 91311

ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 420-5922 - CA, AK, HI CALL (213) 709-51 1

1

Terms U S VISA. MC. BAC. Check. Money Order. U S FTjndsOnly CA residents add 6V2% Sales Tax MINIMUM PREPAID ORDER $1 5^0 Include MINIMUM SHIP-
ING & HANDLING of $3 00 for the first 3 lbs plus 40C for each additional pound Orders over 50 lbs sent freight collect Just in case, include your phone number Prices
subiect to change without notice We will do our best to maintain prices through August. 1 983 Many quantities are limited Sorry, no rainchecks. no refunds or exchang-
es on sale merchandise Credit Card orders will be charged appropriate freight Sale prices for prepaid orders only We are not responsible for typographical errors

RETAIL STORE PHONE NUMBERS: (Chotsworth:) (213) 709-5464 - (IRVINE:) (714) 660-141

1
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DIGITAL RESEARCH COMPUTERS
(214) 271-3538

32K S-100 EPROM CARD
PRICE CUT!

$59.95
USES 2716s

Blank PC Board - $34

ASSEMBLED & TESTED
ADD $30

SPECIAL: 2716 EPROM s (450 NS) Are $4.95 Ea. With Above Kit.

64K S100 STATIC RAM
$229S,9
NEW!
LOW POWER!

RAM OR EPROM!

KIT FEATURES
1 Uses +5V only 2716 (2Kx8) EPROM s

2 Allows up to 32K of software on line'

3 IEEE S-100 Compat.ble

4. Addressable as two independent 16K

blocks

5 Cromemco extended or Northstar bank

select

7 Any or all EPROM locations can be

disabled

8 Double sided PC board, solder-masked

silk-screened

9 Gold plated contact fingers

10 Unselected EPROM s automatically

powered down for low power

11 Fully bufferrd and bvpassed

BLANK PC BOARD
WITH DOCUMENTATION

$55

SUPPORT ICt CAPS
$17.50

FULL SOCKET SET
$14.50

FULLY SUPPORTS THE
NEW IEEE 696 S100

STANDARD
(AS PROPOSED)

FOR 56K KIT $199

6 On board wait state circuitry if needed 12 Easy and quick to assemble

16K STATIC RAM KIT-S 100 BUSS
PRICE CUT!

jl II II II II I Ml III

;iii 1 1 i.i i.i 1 1 mi i i

PRICE CUT

KIT FEATURES
1 Addressable as four separate 4K Blocks

2 ON BOARD BANK SELECT circuitry (Cro-

memco Standard') Allows up to 512K on line'

3 Uses 2114 (450NS) 4K Static Rams
4 ON BOARD SELECTABLE WAIT STATES
5 Double sided PC Board with solder mask and

silk screened layout Gold plated contact fingers

6 All address and data lines fully buffered

7 Kit includes ALL parts and sockets

8 PHANTOM is jumpered to PIN 67

9 LOW POWER under 1 5 amps TYPICAL from

the +8 Volt Buss
10 Blank PC Board can be populated as any

multiple of 4K

ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED ADD $50

FEATURES:
* Um new 2K x 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAMt.
* Fully supports IEEE 696 24 BIT Extended

Addressing.
* 64K draws only approximately 500 MA.
* 200 NS RAMs art standard. (TOSHIBA makes
TMM 2016s as fast as 100 NS. FOR YOUR HIGH
SPEED APPLICATIONS.)

* SUPPORTS PHANTOM (BOTH LOWER 32K
AND ENTIRE BOARD).

* 2716 EPROMs may be installed in any ot lop 4BK.
* Any of the top 8K (E000 H AND ABOVE) may

be disabled to provide windows to eliminate

any possible conflicts with your system monitor,
disk controller, etc.

* Perfect for small systems since BOTH RAM and
EPROM may co-exist on the same board.

* BOARD may be partially populated as 56K.

64K SS-50 STATIC RAM
$17900(48K KIT)

NEW!
LOW POWER!

RAM OR EPROM!

BLANK PC BOARD W/DATA-$24

LOW PROFILE SOCKET SET-$9

SUPPORT IC'S & CAPS- $12.95

ASSEMBLED & TESTED-ADD $35

OUR #1 SELLING
RAM BOARD! I

BLANK PC BOARD
WITH

DOCUMENTATION
$52

SUPPORT ICs + CAPS
$18.00

FULL SOCKET SET
$15.00

56K Kit $219

64K Kit $249

ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED ADD $50

' " rv-

FEATURES:
* Uses new 2K x 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAMs.
* Fully supports Extended Addressing.
* 64K draws only approximately 500 MA.
* 200 NS RAMs are standard. (TOSHIBA makes
TMM 2016s as fast as 100 NS. FOR YOUR HIGH
SPEED APPLICATIONS.)

* Board is configured as 3-16K blocks and 8-2K
blocks (within any 64K block) for maximum
flexibility.

* 2716 EPROMs may be installed anywhere on
Board.

* Top 16K may be disabled in 2K blocks to avoid
any I/O conflicts.

* One Board supports both RAM and EPROM.
* RAM supports 2MHZ operation at no extra

charge!
* Board may be partially populated in 16K

increments.

STEREO! »e»,
S-100 SOUND COMPUTER BOARD

32K S100 EPROM/STATIC RAM

COMPLETE KIT!

$5995
(WITH DATA MANUAL)

*

BLANK PC
BOARD W/DATA

$27.50

At last, an S-100 Board that unleashes the full power of two
unbelievable General Instruments AY3-8910NMOS computer
sound ICs Allows you under total computer control to

generate an infinite number of special sound effects for

games or any other program Sounds can be called in BASIC.
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE, etc

KIT FEATURES:
* TWO Gl SOUND COMPUTER ICS
FOUR PARALLEL I/O PORTS ON BOARD
USES ON BOARD AUDIO AMPS OR YOUR STEREO
ON BOARD PROTO TYPING AREA
ALL SOCKETS. PARTS AND HARDWARE. ARE INCLUDED
PC BOARD IS SOLDERMASKED. SILK SCREENED. WITH GOLD CONTACTS
EASY. QUICK. AND FUN TO BUILD WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS
USES PROGRAMMED I/O FOR MAXIMUM SYSTEM FLEXIBILITY

Both Basic and Assembly Language Programming examples are included

SOFTWARE:
SCL *" is now available! Our Sound Command Language makes writing Sound Effects programs
a SNAP! SCL" also includes routines for Register-Examine-Modify. Memory-Examine- Modity

.

and Play-Memory. SCL™ is available on CP/M* compatible diskette or 2708 or 2716. Diskette -

824.86 2708 - 818.86 2716 - 828.88. Diskette includes the source EPROM'S are ORG at

E000H (Diskette Is 8 Inch Soft Sectored)

PRICE
CUT!

NEW! G.I. COMPUTER SOUND CHIP
AY3-8910 As featured in July. 1979 BYTE' A fantastically powerful Sound & Music

Generator Perfect for use with any 8 Bit Microprocessor Contains: 3 Tone Channels,

Noise Generator, 3 Channels of Amplitude Control 16 bit Envelope Period Control. 2-8

Bit Parallel I/O. 3 D to A Converters, plus much more! All in one 40 Pin DIP. Super easy

interface to the S-100 or other busses. $9.95 PRICE CUT!

SPECIAL OFFER: **4*S each Add $3 for 60 page Data Manual.

FOUR FUNCTION BOARD!

EPROM II

FULL
EPROM KIT

SS0.00

AST EPROM
ADO $35.00

BLANK
PC BOARD
WITH DATA

S3S.SS

We took our very popular 32K S100 EPROM Card and added

additional logic to create a more versatile EPROM/RAM Board.

FEATURES:

SUPPORT
IC'S

PLUS CAPS
$23.00

FULL
SOCKET SET

$18

Digital Research Computers
P.O. BOX 461565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75046 • (214)271-3538

This on* board can be used in any one of tour ways:

A As a 32K 2716 EPROM Board
B. As a 32K 2732 EPROM Board (Using Every Other Socket)

C. As a mixed 32K 2716 EPROM/2K x 8 RAM Board

D. As a 32K Static RAM Board
Uses New 2K x 8 (TMM2016 or HM6116) RAM »

Fully Supports IEEE 696 Buss Standard (As Proposed)
Supports 24 Bit Extended Adressing
200 NS (FASTI) RAM'S are standard on the RAM Kit

Supports both Cromemco and North Star Bank Select

Supports Phantom
On Board wait State Generator
Every 2K Block may be disabled

Addressed as two separate 16K Blocks on any 64K Boundary
Perfect for MP/M* Systems
RAM KN Is very low power (300 MA typical)

32K STATIC RAM KIT — S 139.95
For RAM Kit A&T Add $40

TERMS: Add $2 00 postage. We pay balance. Orders under $15 add 75C

handling. No C.O.D. We accept Visa and MasterCharge. Tex. Res. add 5%
Tax. Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20% P & H. Orders over $50, add
85$ for insurance.

*TM OF DIGITAL RESEARCH INC. (CALIF.) WE ARE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH INC. (CALIF.) THE SUPPLIERS OF CPM SOFTWARE



"THE ORIGINAL BIG BOARD"
OEM - INDUSTRIAL - BUSINESS - SCIENTIFIC

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER KIT!
Z-80 CPU! 64K RAM!

(DO NOT CONFUSE WITH ANY OF OUR FLATTERING IMITATORS!)

(/)

"O CQ

m

THE BIG BOARD PROJECT: With thousands sold worldwide and over two years of field experience, the Big

Board may just be one of the most reliable single board computers available today. This is the same design that

was licensed by Xerox Corp. as the basis for their 820 computer.
The Big Board gives you the right mix of most needed computing features all on one board. The Big Board was

designed from scratch to run the latest version of CP/M*. Just imagine all the off-the-shelf software that can be
run on the Big Board without any modifications needed.

*31 999
(64K KIT
BASIC I/O)

FULLY SOCKETED! FEATURES: (Remember, all this on one board!)

SIZE: 8'/2 x 13 3
« IN.

SAME AS AN 8 IN. DRIVE.
REQUIRES: +5V @ 3 AMPS

- 12V @ .5 AMPS.

64K RAM
Use* Industry standard 4116 RAM's. All 64K is available to the user, our VIDEO
and EPROM sections do not make holes in system RAM. Also, very special care

was taken in the RAM array PC layout to eliminate potential noise and glitches.

Z-80 CPU
Running at 2.5 MHZ. Handles all 4116 RAM refresh and supports Mode 2

INTERUPTS. Fully buffered and runs 8080 software.

24 x 80 CHARACTER VIDEO
With a crisp, flicker-free display that looks extremely sharp even on small
monitors. Hardware scroll and full cursor control. Composite video or split video
and sync. Character set is supplied on a 2716 style ROM, making customized
fonts easy. Sync pulses can be any desired length or polarity. Video may be
inverted or true. 5x7 Matrix - Upper & Lower Case.

SERIAL I/O (OPTIONAL)
Full 2 channels using the Z80 SIO and the SMC 8116 Baud Rate Generator. FULL
RS232! For synchronous or asynchronous communication. In synchronous
mode, the clocks can be transmitted or received by a modem. Both channels can

be set up for either data-communication or data-terminals. Supports mode 2 Int.

Price for all parts and connectors: $39.95

FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER
Uses WD1771 controller chip with a TTL Data Separator for enhanced reliability.

IBM 3740 compatible. Supports up to four 8 inch disc drives. Directly compatible
with standard Shugart drives such as the SA800 or SA801. Drives can be
configured for remote AC off-on. Runs CP/M* 2.2.

BASIC I/O

Consists of separate parallel port (Z80 PIO) for use with an ASCII encoded
keyboard for input. Output would be on the 80 x 24 Video Display.

TWO PORT PARALLEL I/O (OPTIONAL)
Uses Z-80 PIO. Full 16 bits, fully buffered, bi-directional. Uses selectable hand
shake polarity. Set of all parts and connectors for parallel I/O: $19.95

REAL TIME CLOCK (OPTIONAL)
Uses Z-80 CTC. Can be configured as a Counter on Real Time Clock. Set of all

parts: $9.95

BLANK PC BOARD — $119
The blank Big Board PC Board comes complete with full

documentation (including schematics), the character ROM,
the PFM 3.3 MONITOR ROM, and a diskette with the source

of our BIOS, BOOT, and PFM 3.3 MONITOR.

CP/M* 2.2 FOR BIG BOARD
The popular CP/M* D.O.S. to run on Big Board is available for $139.00.

BIG BOARD SOFTWARE SPECIAL — $149
Through special arrangement with CDL we offer a powerful package of TDL Z-80
software that has a suggested retail of almost $600. Includes: Extended Disk

Business Basic, ZEDIT text editor, MACRO II Macro Assembler, LINKER,
DEBUG I and DEBUG II. Supplied on 8 in. diskette with extensive manual.

PFM 3.3 2K SYSTEM MONITOR
The real power of the Big Board lies in its PFM 3.3 on board monitor. PFM commands include: Dump Memory, Boot CP/M*, Copy, Examine, Fill Memory, Test Memory, Go To,

Read and Write I/O Ports, Disc Read (Drive, Track, Sector), and Search PFM occupies one of the four 2716 EPROM locations provided. Z-80 is a Trademark of Zllog.

Digital Research Computersw (OF TEXAS)
P.O. BOX 461565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75046 • (214)271-3538

TERMS: Shipments will be made approximately 3 to 6 weeks after we
receive your order. VISA, MC, cash accepted. We will accept COD's (for the
Big Board only) with a $75 deposit. Balance UPS COD. Add $4.00 shipping.

USA AND CANADA ONLY

•TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH. NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA, THE ORIGINATORS OF CPM SOFTWARE
"1 TO 4 PIECE DOMESTIC USA PRICE.



CONVERSIONS

Each month Microcomputing will publish translations of

selected programs published in the magazine. We encourage

our readers to submit a hard copy of their conversions along

with a cassette or disk of the program. Include a self-

addressed, stamped envelope for the return of magnetic

media if not selectedfor publication. Authors whose transla-

tions are chosen will receive paymentfor their efforts.

Doctor Dementia's House ofDoom program (February 1 983)

converted by Robert Black (100 St. Regis Drive, Newark, DE
1971 1) to run on the Commodore-64.

| REM'+
1 REM
2 REM
3 REM
4 REM
5 REM
6 REM

DP DEMENTIA MICROCOMPUTING FEE S3
CBM 64 EV R.E.BLFO JF

iee ST REGIS DF
NEWARK DE 19711

REM
8 REM
9 REM
I ri REM*
II REM*
11 REM*
1? REM*
14 REM*
15 REM*
16 REM*
17 REM*
18 REM*
19 REM*

LISTING COVENTIONS

CLEAF SCREEN
CURSOR HOME

DOWN
RIGHT

CURSOR BLACK
REVERSE ON
REVERSE OFF
SPAl

"»"
"«"

"H"

„r
••"

SPACE

. n R£M»»»*»»»«»»»»»»M«»»»»»»»»»«»»»»»»»»»»i»»«»»«»»»»»»«»»»»«»»»«»»»»»»»»»l>

38 REM* •

31 REM** VIC-28 PROGRAM WITH CHANGES TO np ADDED STATEMENTS *******************
- EM* 3'-*

1 88 1 88 • 288-228 • 320 - 3 35 • 380-4 1 , 460-430 • 508-540 .
570-688 < 636-656 *

REM* 690- ? 30 760 770 , 800-830 • 058-870,900 938- 1000-1 100 *

34 F'EM* *

35 PEM********#****4»t**4*************************************>******>*********
»9152 FORI"BXTOBX*10 POKE 1,0 NEXT REM CLP SPACE FOP HI SCORES EACH TORTURE

100 GOSUB1000 G0T0460
HO r*="" EMftIOHT0<STHf<J>/l> F0PI = 1T0L D*=MIDf'A* ,1. 1)

120 IFB*=E«THEN140
1 M C01 *+B*
140 NEXT
150 A*=C* L=LEN''A1 •

IFL=0THENRETURN
17A X«L*RND< 8)*1 J«VAL<MID*< At .

;
. 1 >) S' J •=HP+2*J-h~-*V' J)*2

180 C'=PEEK' S< J ) POK EHF> 1 i NO+J POKEWF •'
1 > 129

190 IFPEEKCS' 32ANDV' T,+ l '.BTHENPOKES': J> .F GOTO680
208 IFD-HTHENPO* ES< J ' • F PO* EHF< 1 ' 12S RETURN
210 IFQ«FTHENV« F>«V<J>*1 IFV<J>-BTHENPOKES<J>*C,H POKEMFU)/ 128 : RETURN

GOSUB110 POKEWF- 1 • • 120 IFL=OTHEN??0
RETURN
IFF LXTHENIFPEEK- P-2 --HANDPEEK: P-2>-FTHEHP0KEP+l ,32 -P»P-1
GOTO270
IFF :RXTHENIFPEEK'P*2 . -HANDPEEK C P+2 '-FTHENP0KEP-1, 32 P=P+1

a ifp=lxthenpo=i '

rHENP2"171
290 I FF 0=

1

? 3 THEN I F P2- 1 7 1 THENP 1 = 1 35 P0= 1 60 R2= 1 60
300 POKEP-1.P0 POKER. PI POKEP+1 P2 RETURN
310 U=254 PI "Pl-1 POKER- FT R=P-C

PO* ER • RA POKEHF < 2 > , U POKEWF (2) » 17 U=U- 1 R-R-C I FPEEK ( R ) -HORPEEK ( P ) "FTHEN350
3^0 IFR<HP-2THENPOKER*C 32 F0RI-1T03 FORJ-1TO10 POF EHF' 2 > ,

"5* J • NE:-IT J . I

335 IF P HP-2THENP0f EMF f.2>* 16 GOTO J

POKER+C 32 GOTO
350 PO* ER • 32 PO* ER-K • 32 J" I NT < < P-LX • ,-'2 • V i J > =V ( J >-l I FV ( J >0-l THEN380

..UB 118 IFL=OTHEN750
• SC*SC*1008
8 POKEWF <2 '16 RETURN

RDF-ITODI JV^PEEK' 56320 'AND 15 FB=-« 'PEE* • 56320 ; AND 16 '=0 ' REM 7=L11=R.1=F
480 IF rV*7THENGOSUB260
410 IF JV= 1 1 THENGOSUB240

IFFB=1ANDR1 1 76THENOOSUB310
4 30 CX»2+3*<<<-l)tIX>*l>/2 IX=I:>1 P0KEMI..CX POKEPLLX
448 PRINT"WTA1<22-LEN<STW OiTiSC SC«SC*10 NEXTDF
4 c ,u GOSUB170 GOTO:; •

PO* EBO 1 PO* EBA • 1 POf E646 • 1

1

470 PRINT 'TIB I AM DOCTOR DEMENTIA "

400 PR I NT" II OUT OF THE GOODNESS OF MV HEART . I GIVE VOU A CHOICE OF TORTURE "

500 pr i nt " www f i rst degree ( 1
>

"

CT0 PRINT"* SECOND DEGREE (2)"
520 PRINT" « THIRD DEGREE

PR 1 N T
" KlWiHW SHOW CHOOSE! (1, 2, OR I >W

540 PRINT" WW USE JOY PORT « 2"

550 QETAA* IFAA*=" "THEN550
560 DI-VALXAA*) ID=DI IFDK1ORDI>3THEN550
570 DI-4-DI HB«1.
500 C S-55296 EB= 1 035 HP= 1 1 04 F' l 9 1 4 LX=F ..; > 1

9

;• • 140 PL=CE-1
.4 P0.160 PI =135 P2>160 H"126 : F«97 : RA" •' B=21

• 1 L=3 POKEBO/6 P0KEBA,3 PRINT"mw "•

V' I '=0 PRINTLHR*' 161 >" " NEXT
630 PRINT"* "; POKE 1904 173 POKE 1925, 171

FORI-HBTOHB+21 P0KEI,P2 NEXT
645 f 1 g i -HB+40TOHB+6 1 POI E I • P2 NEXT POKEVL • 15
650 BS<ID)«256*PEEK<BX+ID*ID)*PEEK<BX+ID*ID-1 • PRINT"«ani
660 PR I N TTAB < 1 1 ) " S&CORE "

670 FORI-CSTOCE POKE1,0 NEXT QOSUB380 A$= "01 2345678" G0T0390
630 GOSUB370
690 PRINT" WW VOU WERE IMPALED'",

PRINT" BUT I SEE IT'S ONLY A FLESH-WOUND 1 B

OSUB930
720 PRINT" ami DO VOU HAVE THE COURAGE TO "•

rSO PRINT" 8TRV AGAIN? "
pi G0T03

1

iBS' ID',"*",

• GOSUB870
PRINT"

770 PR I NT "»
730 30T0€

• ;70

PR I NT "

SWtMiW SO VOU WON! DARE VOU
TRV IT AGAIN"4

3H1WW I VE GOT VOU TRAPPED 1

G0SUB930

GOSUB930

Listing continued.

830
340
350
355
868

390
300

GOSUB1000 END

810 PR I NT "311 DO VOU HAVE ENOUGH "•

820 PRINT" SIJERVE TO PLAV AGAIN?!";
GETXX* i IFXX*="N"THENP0KE646, PR I NT"T
IFXX*O"V"THEN830
IFSC>»BSnD)THENBS' ID)"SC-10 HI"INT<BS< IDV256) LO«BS' ID)-256*HI

I FSC : =BS ' I D ' THENPOKE ( BX+ 1 D* I D- 1 ) , LO POK E ' BX+ 1 D* I D > , H

I

SC"0 GOSUB1000 G0T0460
878 POKEHF < 1 > 128 POKEWF' 2 > 16 : PR I NT "mill"

380 F0RI = 1T020 PPINT"M II" . NEXT

PRINT"! "' PRINT-WWDBIW". FORJ-IT
FOR T=1T02 PRINT" " F0RI=1T04

9 1 POF EHF < 1 >
•
245 POKEHF < 1 '

• 1 29 PR I NT " HA '

"
•
FORK" 1 TO 1 5 POKEVL .

K

•h20 POKEHF < 1 • • HO+K - ? MEXTK , I J POKEWF < 1 '
, 1 23 POKEVL ,

RETURN

930 PRINT" «Mfl VOUR SCORE WAS" . SC PR INT "HIGH SCORE FOR VOUR TORTURE LEVEL" .BS' ID >

PETI IRN

1008 REM**STARTUP SID, BORDER, i' BACK GROUND REGISTERS******
1010 LC*54272 VL=LC+24 B0=5 3230 BA=B0+1
1 020 F0RMC=LCT0VL : POKEMC , O NEXT
1 O30 LF < 1 • =LC HF ( 1 ' =L C + 1 WF ( 1 ' =LC>4
1040 AD' 1 '=LC>5 SP>: 1 '=LC+6
105O FOFT=2T03 LFvI ^=LFCI-l>+7
1060 HF<I)*HF<I-1>*7 WFU '=WF' I-l ' + 7
1878 flD<I)"AD(I-l>+7 SR<I>-SR<I-1)*7HEXTI IFXX#-"N"THENRETURN REM** QUIT!*****
1880 REM** SETUP SOUNDS ** V01CE1- NOISE ** V0ICE2* SOUND *********«****
1090 PMFEAD' 1 , 15 POK ESP'.' 1), 133 POF ELF 1 1 , 200
1 1 00 POKEADC 2

'
• 7 POF ESP 2 1 33 POF ELF ( 2 • , 1 28 RETURN

Program conversion of the Bookshelf Database program

(November 1982 Microcomputing, p. 69) for the Heath/

Zenith computers. By Raymond Abbitt, 370 Appian Way,

Union City, CA 94587.

10 'BOOK DATA BASE FILED BY AUTHOR
12 'BY Lind« M. McKinnon
13 'CourtUnd Av*. RFD«3
14 Manchester, NH. 031*3
13 'From MICROCOMPUTING, Novtmbtr 1982
16 ' **«»#*#****•*»»•••»•*»#••*#••*•***•****••*»••
17 'ConvtPttd *nd Modified for HDOS MBASIC
18 BY R«y Abbitt
19 '370 Appi*r. W*y
20 'Union City, C*. 94387
21 ' *•**#•*••*•***••*#**«•••*«•**•••******•••*•****
22 'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ENTRIES CHANGED TO 200
23 'DUMMY RECORD ADDED (ACCENSION NUMBER 0) TO ALLOW DELETION OF ANY ENTRY

24 'SUBROUTINE AT 5000 ADDED TO CORRECT PRINTOUT IF AUTHOR IS EDITED
23 'RECORDS STORED AT 1*1 IE N(l)-2
26 ' #**•«***«**•••••*•*•**•***•*»*••*•*•*•*******************
50 CLEAR 5000
100 DIM AU*(200),TI*(200),PU*(200),YR»(200),IS*(200),CA*(200)
103 DIM N<200)
110 DIM LC*<200),K1*(2*0),K2*<200>,K3*<200>,L7.<200>,R7.<200>
120 AU*<1>-"MMMMMMMM— "|J«1
130 PRINT CHR*(27);"E"
160 PRINT "ARE YOU CREATING A NEW FILE? <Y/N>";
170 Q*-INPUT*(1)jPRINT Q*: INPUT"F ILENAME"* (CR)";FI»

180 IF Q*-"v" OR Q*-"Y" THEN 212
190 OPEN "I ,T

, 1,FI*
193 INPUT 01, R,

J

196 FOR 1-1 TO J+l
197 INPUT •1,N<I),AU*<I),TI*<I>,PU*<I>,YR*<I>,IS*<I>,CA»<I),LC*<I>
198 INPUT •l,Kl*(I),K2»<I),K3»(I),Lr.<I),Rr.(I)
199 NEXT I

200 CLOSE 1

212 PRINT CHR*<27); "E"
215 X*-"BOOKSHELF DATA BASE"
217 PRINT TAB(20-(LEN(X*))/2);X*i PRINTi PRINT: PRINT
220 PRINT TAB( 10); "1-BOOK INPUT MODE"
230 PRINT TAB(10);"2-LIST ALL BOOKS"
240 PRINT TAB(10)l"3-DELETE A BOOK"
243 PRINT TAB<10>l"4-EDIT A CITATION"
250 PRINT TAB<10); M3-SEARCH DATA BASE"
260 PRINT TAB<10); "6-SAVE BOOKSHELF St CONTINUE"
262 PRINT TABU0M"7-QUIT AND UPDATE BOOKSHELF"
270 PRINTi PRINT: PRINT
275 PRINT"ENTER OPTION" :QQ-VAL< INPUT»( 1 )

)

280 IF QQ < 1 OR QO > 7 THEN 275
290 ON QQ OOSUB 400, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000,8000, 80**
300 IF QQ <> 7 THEN 212
310 END
400 REM BOOK INPUT MODE SUBROUTINE
405 X*-"BOOK INPUT MODE"
410 PRINT CHR*(27);"E":PRINT TAB<20-(LEN( X») ) /2) } XfiPRINT: PRINT

420 R * R 1iJ»J+ 1

430 I - 1: REM SEARCH AT ROOT NODE
435 PRINT HFOLLOW ALL ENTRIES WITH A CARRIAGE RETURN" : PRINT "ACC 01 "|J-1
440 INPUT "AUTHOR: ";A1»: IF LEN(A1*)<1 THEN 440
430 INPUT "TITLE: "|TI0I IF LEN(T1»)<1 THEN 43»
46C» INPUT "PUBLISH: "jPl»: IF LEN(P1*)<1 THEN 460
470 INPUT "YEAR: ";Yl*l IF LEN(Y1*)<1 THEN 470
480 INPUT "ISBN: "5 114: IF LEN< 114X1 THEN 480
482 INPUT "CAT NO: "|Cl»l IF LENICUX1 THEN 482
484 INPUT "LC NO: ";L14: IF LEN(L1*X1 THEN 484
490 INPUT "KEYWORD l"iKA4: IF LEN(KA4X1 THEN 490
500 INPUT "KEYWORD 2"; KB*: IF LEN(KB4X1 THEN 300
310 INPUT "KEYWORD 3 M |KC0t IF LEN(KC4X1 THEN 310
320 IF A14>AU4(I) THEN 730 REM SEARCH RIGHT BRANCH
330 GOTO 380 'REM ELSE SEARCH LEFT BRANCH
340 PRINT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE"
550 Q4-INPUT4U): IF 04OCHR4U3) THEN 550
560 RETURN
580 REM SEARCH LEFT BRANCH SUBROUT I NE < I F IT ISN'T FULL)
590 IF L7.<I> <>0 THEN I -LX< I > : OOTO 520
600 REM ADD NEW LEFT LINK
610 L7.< I)-J
615 N(J)-J-1
620 AU«(J>-A1«: 'ADD NEW RECORD
630 TI»(J)-T1*
640 PU*<J)-P14
650 YR*<J)-Y1*
652 IS»(J)-I14 (More
634 CA*<J)«C14
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Circle 92 on Reader Service card.

Listing continued.

636
660
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
760
770
775
780
790
800
810
820
824
826
830
840
850
860
870
880
1000
1010
1020

1021
1022
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1081

LC«(J)-L1»
K1*(J)-KA4
K2*(J)-KB»
K3»(J)«KC»
L7.(J)=0
R7. ( J ) -0
GOTO540
REM SEARCH
IF RT.(I) <>

RIGHT BRANCH IF NOT FULL
THEN I=R7.(I):GOTO520

QGlf

1090
1100
1103
1105
1110
1112
1115
1118
1120
1122
1125
1130
1140
1150
1151
1152
1133
1160
1170
1180
1190
2000
2004
2005
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050

2080
2083
2090
2095
2096
2097
2098
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2194
2195
2200

2202
2205
2210
2220
2222
2224
2230
2232
2234
2236
2238
2240
2242
2244
2246
2248
2270
2272
2274
2276
2278
2280
2282
2284
2286
2290
2300
2305
2310
2330
2340
2350
2351
2352
2355
2360
2370
2372
2380
3000
3003
3006
3010
3020
3030
3040

REM ADD RIGHT NODE
R7.< I )-J
N(J)"J-1
AU«(J)*A1»
TI»<J)«T1»
PU»(J)-P1»
YR4(J)«Y1»
IS»(J)-I14
CA»(J)-C14
LC»(J)-L1»
Kl«( J)-KA«
K2*(J)-KB4
K3*( J)*KC4
R7. < J ) -0
L7. ( J ) -0
OOTO540
REM LIST ALL BOOKS SUBROUTINE
P«l:T-0iPRINT CHR*<27); "E" 'REM INITIALIZE VARIABLES
PRINT"DO YOU WANT A HARD COPY ( Y/N >-'";: QQ*»INPUT» < 1 ): IF
THEN QQ-1 ELSE IF QQ*- M N" OR QQ*«"n" THEN QQ-0
IF QQ-1 THEN OPEN "0",2,"LPi M

IF QQ-0 THEN OPEN M M ,2,"TT: H

PRINT CHR4<27) j "E"
T-T*l
S7.(T)«P 'REM PUSH ON STACK
IF PO0 THEN P-L7.(P):GOTO 1040
T-T-l
IF T<0 THEN CLOSE 2: PR I NT "ALL BOOKS LISTED"
IF T<0 THEN PRINVPRESS C TO CONTINUE" : A4»INPUT»( 1 ): IF A*-"C" OR A*
THEN RETURN ELSE 1081
P-S7.<T) 'REM POP THE STACK
X»«"LIST ALL BOOKS MODE"
IF N(P)«0 THEN GOTO1170
PRINT TAB(20-(LEN(X») )/2);X4
PRINT:PRINTiPRINT
PRINT #2, "AC tt: ";N(P)

•2,"AUs ";AU«<P>
•2, "Til ";TI»(P):PRINT
•2, "YRi ";YR4<P)lPRINT
•2, "CAT: ';CA4(P)iPRINT
•2, "KEY1i"jK1»(P)iPRINT
02, "KEY3: ";K34(P)
•2,CHR4( 13),CHR»( 13),CHR»( 13)

THEN CLOSE 2 ELSE 1170

OR GQ*="g"0

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
IF QQ«

• 2,
•2,
02,
•2,

PUi
IS:
LI:
KEY2l

; PU» < P

)

; I3*<P)
;LC»(P)
;K24(P)

PRINT "PRESS C TO SEE THE NEXT CITATION"
A»-INPUT»(1 ): IF A*<>"C" AND A*0"c" THEN 1151
OPEN "0",2,"TTi"
PRINT CHR4<27); "E"
T-T-l
P-R7.(P)
GOTO 1040
REM DELETE A BOOK SUBROUTINE
REM RTEMP AND LTEMP ARE POINTERS TO RECORD WE WANT TO DELETE
RTEMP-0:LTEMP-0
PRINT CHR*<27); "E"
X*-"DELETE A BOOK MODE"
PRINT TAB(20-(LEN(X*) ) /2 ); X4: PRINT: PRINT
INPUT "ACCESSION NO. TO BE DELETED: ( CR )

" ; DLTE: DLTE=DLTE+1
IF(N(DLTE)<1) OR <N(DLTE)>J) THEN PR I NT "ACCESS I ON NUMBER NOT IN DATA BASE"t
: PR I NT "TRY AGAIN": GOTO 2040
PRINT : 1-1 :REM START AT BEGINNING OF TREE
AS»« "»•••••**••*•»•»*": PRINT AS*; AS*; AS4; AS*
I F AU* < DLTE ) >AU* < I ) THEN2360
IF AU»(DLTEXAU*(I )THEN2340
IF N(DLTE)ON(I) THEN 2360
REM RECORD FOUND
PRINT "AC»: ";N(I)

" ; AU* < I

)

M ;TI*(I)
" ; PU* < I

)

";YR*<I>
"; IS*(I)
";CA*(I>
";LC*(I>
•;K1*(I)
;K2*(I)
';K3*(I

)

PRINT-AU:
PRINT"TI:
PRINT-PU:
PRINT-YR:
PRINT" IS:
PRINT"CAT
PRINT"LCi
PRINT"KEY1:
PRINT"KEY2:
PRINT"KEY3:
PRINT
PRINT AS*; AS*; AS*; AS*
PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO DELETE THIS ITEM FROM THE DATABASE^ (Y/N)";:«
A»-INPUT*<1)
IF A»-"N" OR A*-"n" THEN 2330
IF A*<>"Y" AND A*<>"y" THEN 2200
REM LOOK UP NODE PTRS-LTEMP OR RTEMP ARE POINTERS TO N(DLTE)
IF RTEMPO0 THEN R7.< RTEMP )=R7.( DLTE > : GOTO 2230
REM IF RTEMP-0 THEN LTEMP POINTS TO N<DLTE)
IF LTEMPO0 THEN L7. ( LTEMP )-L7.< DLTE ): GOTO 2270
I-li REM RECORD GETS ENTERED AGAIN
IF AU»(L7.(DLTE> ) >- AU*<L7.<I>> THEN 2242
REM SEARCH LEFT BRANCH
IF L7.(I)<>0 THEN I-L7.<I)i GOTO 2232
REM ADD NEW LINK
L7. ( I ) -L7. ( DLTE ) l GOTO 2300
REM SEARCH RIGHT BRANCH
IF R7.(I)<>0 THEN I -R7. ( I > : GOTO 2232
REM ADD NEW LINK
R7. ( I ) -L7. ( DLTE ) I GOTO 2300
I-ll REM RECORD GETS REENTERED
IF AU*(R7.(DLTE) ) >- AU* ( I > THEN 2282
REM SEARCH LEFT BRANCH
IF L7.(I)<>0 THEN I -L7. ( I ) i GOTO 2272
REM ADD NEW LINK
L7.(I )-R7.( DLTE): GOTO 2300
REM SEARCH RIGHT BRANCH
IF R7.(I)<>0 THEN I - R7.(I)iGOTO 2272
REM ADD NEW LINK
R7.(I)»R7.(DLTE)
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT-ACCESSION ";N<DLTE); M HAS BEEN DELETED"
R-R-l
PRINT-PRESS C TO CONTINUE" : A*-INPUT*< 1 ) : IF A*-"C" OR A*-"c" THEN 212
RETURN
REM SEARCH LEFT SIDE OF TREE FOR RECORD AND POINTER TO RECORD
IF L7.(I)<>0 THEN IF L7.( I XX DLTE ) THEN I-L7.( I > :GOTO 2090
IF L7.( I )-< DLTE) THEN LTEMP- 1 : I-L7.< I ) : GOTO 2090
IF L7.CD-0 THEN PRINT "BOOK NOT IN DATA BASE"
PRINT-PRESS C TO CONTINUE" : A*- INPUT* ( 1 ): IF A*-"C" OR A*-"c" THEN 212
REM SEARCH RIGHT SIDE OF TREE FOR POINTER TO RECORD AND FOR RECORD
IF R7.(IX>0 THEN IF R7.(IXXDLTE) THEN I -R7. ( I ) : GOTO 2090
IF R7.< I)-(DLTE) THEN RTEMP- 1 : I -R7. ( I ) I GOTO 2090
IF R7.(I)-0 THEN GOTO 2352
REM EDIT A BOOK SUBROUTINE
REM RTEMP AND LTEMP ARE POINTERS TO RECORD WE WANT TO EDIT
RTEMP-0: LTEMP-0
PRINT CHR*(27);"E"
X*-"EDIT A BOOK MODE-
PRINT TAB(20-(LEN(X*) ) /2) ; X*: PRINT: PRINT
INPUT "ACCESS I ON NO. TO EDIT: <CR)";ED: ED-ED-M

68 XX
Products $ALE

JPC is closing out some of its SS-50/30
Product Line . . . and having a Sale on
the rest! Close out when stock is gone,
Sale ends Sept. 30, 1983.

CLOSE OUT
MX-6 SS-50 Extender $15.95

CK-7 Real Time Clock $45.95

DAC-5 Dual Channel A/D $59.95

PA-1 5 Parallel Interface Sold Out

TS-1 1 Motor Control Sold Out

SALE (*)
TC-3 High Speed Cassette Interface $49.95

AD-16 16 Channel A/D $69.95

CFM/3 Cassette File Manager on Cassette $19.95
CFM/3 Cassette File Manager on EPROM $24.95

BASIC/3 High Speed Cassette Basic $39.95

(*)Specify 6800 or 6809

Terms: Cash, Master Card or Visa

Shipping & Handling $3.50 (US)

$5.50 (Canada) $15.00 (Foreign)

PRODUCTS CO.

Phone (505) 294-4623
12021 Paisano Ct.

Albuquerque, N.M. 87112

Circle 94 on Reader Service card.

I*

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
FOR

IBM-PC f OSBORNE, NORTHSTAR f

RADIO SHACK, XEROX, EPSON QX-K)i

CBW a MS-DOS
LL SOFTWARE INCLUDES SOURCE CODE

PRICE INCLUDES FULL SUPPORT
= $= TAX/PACK =$ =

TAX/PACK FOR PRACTITIONERS IS COMPLETE, COORDINATED,
AND INCLUDES MOST-USED FORMS ANO SCHEDULES. PRINTS
ALL SCHEDULES, NO MASKS, NO DATA FIELD ENTERED MORE
THAN ONCE. ALL DATA PASSED AUTOMATICALLY BETWEEN
SCHEDULES AND 1040. FULLY SUPPORTED ALL YEAR. PAR-
TIAL OR FULL SYSTEM. CAN BE USED FOR SINGLE OH
MULTIPLE RETURNS. EXTREMELY FLEXIBLE. COMPUTING
TAXES FOR OVER FIVE YEARS. STILL $730 00 TIL SEPT. 'BS.

$« ALSO« *$*
MAIL LIST MANAGER

UTILITY BILLING SYSTEM
REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL SYSTEM
PETROLEUM DISTRIBUTORS SYSTEM

RETAIL INVENTORY B BILLING SYSTEM

635 Main StrMtAnalytical

Processes

Corporation

or

ISIS

Mowttot, CO.

81402 m ii

(3031 «4S-HOO

VBA - UC
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Listing continued.

3050

3080
3090
3100
3103
3103
3110
3112
3113
3120
3130
3140
3145
3150
3160
3170
3180
3190
3200
3210
3220
3230
3240
3250
3260
3270
3280
3290
3300
3310
3320
3330
3340
3350
3351
3352
3355
3360
3370
3372
3380
4000
4005
4010
4020
4030
4040
4050
4060
4070
4075
4080
4085
4087
4090
4200
4220
4300
4310

4311
4312
4320
4330
4340
4350
4360
4370

4380
4385
4410
4420
4430
4440
4445
4450
4460
4470
4480

ACCESSION NUMBER NOT IN DATA BASE"t

TREE

•Q14:G1«>

IF (N(EDXl) OR <N(ED)>J) THEN PRINT
l PRINT "TRY AOAIN"iOOTO3040
PRINTjI-Ii REM SEARCH AT BEGINNING OF
IF AU*(ED)>AU*( I ) THEN 3360
IF AU4(EDXAU4( I ) THEN 3340
IF N(ED>ON(I) THEN 3340
REM RECORD FOUND AND POINTERS SET
PRINT" IF ITEM IS NOT TO BE CHANOED PRESS RETURN
PRINT-PRESS RETURN AFTER ALL ENTRIES-
PRINT TAB(15); »*••••»•»••«••***»"
PRINT"ACC •« ";N(I

)

PRINT-OLD AUTHORi ";AU»< I )|Q14-""
INPUT'NEW AUTHORi ";Gl«i IF 014O"" THEN AU*<I>
GOSUB 5000
PRINT M OLD TITLEi";TI4(I)

TITLEi ";G1»I IF Ql»<>"" THEN TI»( I )-Ql»i 014«""
PUBL I SHER i

" ; PU4 < I

)

PUBLISHER! -;Q1»I IF 014O"" THEN PU»( I >-QltiQl«
YEAR: ";YR4(I

)

YEARi ";Ql»iIF Q10O"" THEN YR»< I >-Ql»i Ql»«"

"

ISBNt "j IS*(I

)

ISBNi ";Ql»iIF Ql»<>-" THEN IS* ( I >-Ql*: Ql *-"

"

CATALOG

i

";CA4< I)

CATALOG! "

J

Ql«l IF Ql»<>"" THEN CA*< I ) -Ql«i Q14-"
LIBRARY CONGO: ";LC»(I>
LIBRARY CONG0I ";Q14l IF Ql»<>

ELSE 3150

INPUT "NEW
PRINT"OLD
INPUT "NEW
PR I NT "OLD
INPUT "NEW
PR I NT "OLD
INPUT "NEW
PRINT "OLD
INPUT "NEW
PR I NT "OLD
INPUT "NEW
PR I NT "OLD
INPUT "NEW
PRINT'OLD
INPUT "NEW
PR I NT "OLD
INPUT "NEW

THEN LCttn-Ql^Ql*- 1

KEY
KEY
KEY
KEY
KEY
KEY

ll";Kl*< I)

1: ";01*i IF
2i";K2*< I

)

2i ";Q14: IF
3: ";K34(I

)

3: ";Ql*i IF

Ql»<>"" THEN K14(I)*Q1»:G14"

Ql»<>"" THEN K2*<

I

>-Ql*iQl»-""

O10O* THEN K3*<I )-Q14:Q14-""

THEN 212

RETURN
REM SEARCH THE LEFT SIDE OF TREE
IF L7.<I><>0 THEN IF LXCIKXOl THEN I-L7.C I > t GOTO 3090
IF L7.(I)-<ED> THEN LTEMP-I : I-L7.( I ) : GOTO 3090
IF L7.(I)-0 THEN PRINT "BOOK NOT IN DATA BASE"
PRINT"PRESS C TO CONTINUE" : A4-INPUT»< 1 ) I IF A»»"C" OR A4«
REM SEARCH THE RIGHT SIDE OF TREE
IF R7.(I)<>0 THEN IF R7.(IXXED) THEN I »R7. ( I ) : GOTO 3090
IF R7.<I)-(ED) THEN RTEMP- 1 1 I -R7. < I > : GOTO 3090
IF R7.(I)-0 THEN GOTO 3332
REM SEARCH DATA BASE MODE SUBROUTINE
QQ-0
PRINT CHR*(27); "E"
X*-"SEARCH DATA BASE MODE"
PRINT TAB(20-<LEN(X4) )/2) ; X»: PRINT: PRINT
PRINT TAB( 10); "SEARCH SELECTION: " i PRINT
PRINT TAB < 12)} "1.. AUTHOR-
PRINT TABU2); "2. .TITLE"
PRINT TAB< 12); "3. .PUBLISHER-
PRINT TAB< 12); "4. .SUBJECT"
PRINT TAB<12); "5. .EXIT SEARCH MODE"
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
P-l:T-0 REM INITIALIZE VARIABLES
PRINT-SELECTION^'^G-VALC INPUT»( 1 > ): IF G< 1 OR Q>5 THEN 4090
IF G-5 THEN RETURN
INPUT-SEARCH QUERY: <CR)";Q14
IF QQ-0 THEN PRINTCHR4< 27 )

; "E"
PRINT-DO YOU WANT A HARD COPY < Y/N>?" ; |QQ»«INPUT*< 1 ) I IF QQ*-"Y" OR QQ»-"y"t
THEN QQ-1 ELSE IF QQ*-"N" OR QQ»-"n" THEN QQ-0
IF QO-l THEN OPEN "0",2,"LPi"
IF QQ-0 THEN OPEN "0",2,"TTi"
PRINTCHR»(27);"E"
T-T+l
S7.(T)-P REM PUSH ON STACK
IF PO0 THEN P-L7. ( P ) : GOTO 4330
T-T-l
IF T<-0 THEN CLOSE 2: PRINTCHR4( 27 )

; "E" ; "SEARCH COMPLETED - ALL ITEMSt
SEARCHED": PRINT: PRINT"PRESS C TO CONTINUE" I A»-INPUT*< 1 ) I

t

IF A»«"c" OR A»-"C" THEN 4010
P-S7.(T) 'REM POP STACK
ON Q GOTO 4600,4610,4620,4630
PRINT TAB(20-(LEN(X4> )/2);X»:
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
PRINT 02, "AC »:";N(P)
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

•2, "AU:
•2, "Til
•2, "PU:
•2, "YR:
•2, "ISi
•2, "CAT:

";AU»<P>
"

; T I ( P )

" ; PU4 < P >

" ; YR* ( P

)

"; IS4(P)
" ; CA4 < P

)

Listing continued.

4531
4532
4533
4540
4550
4560
4570
4600

4602
4605
4610

4612
4615
4620

4490 PRINT 02, "LC: ";LC4<P>
4500 PRINT •2,"KEYli";Kl*(P)
4510 PRINT 02,"KEY2i";K24<P):PRINT 02, "KEY3i " ;K34(P)

4520 PRINT 02,CHR»(13);CHR»(13);CHR0<13>
4530 IF QQ-0 THEN CLOSE 2 ELSE 4550

PRINT "PRESS C TO SEE THE NEXT ITEM"
A4-INPUT4(l)lIF A*<>"C" AND A»<>"c" THEN 4531

OPEN "0",2,"TT:"
PRINT CHR»(27); "E"
T-T-l
P-R7.(P) 'REM CHECK AGAINST RIGHT BRANCH

GOTO 4330
IF RIGHT4(Q14,1 )-"?"#

THEN IF LEFT4(Q14,<LEN(Q14)-l))-LEFT4(AU»(P),(LEN(Ql»)-l)>t
THEN 4410
IF Ql»OAU4(P) THEN 4550
GOTO 4410
IF RIGHT«(Q1«,

1

)-"?"€
THEN IF LEFT4(Q14,(LEN(Q14)-l))-LEFT«<TI4(P),(LEN(Ql*)-l))t
THEN 4410
IF Q14<>TI»(P) THEN 4550
GOTO 4410
IF RIGHT4<Q14,1 >-"? Mt
THEN IF LEFT4(Q14,<LEN<Ql*)-l))-LEFT»(PU»(P),<LEN(Q14>-l))t
THEN 4410
IF Ql*OPU*(P)THEN 4550
GOTO 4410
ZK4-LEFT»(Q1*,(LEN(Q14)-1)>:ZX4-LEFT4<K1»(P),LEN<Q1»)-1)
ZY»-LEFT»(K24(P),LEN<Q14)-l>iZZ*-LEFT»(K34(P),LEN<Ql»)-l)
IF RIGHT4<Q14,1)-"?" THEN IF (ZK4-ZX4) OR < ZK4-ZY* ) OR < ZK4-ZZ*

)

IF Ql»OKl*<P> AND Ql»OK24<P) AND Ql»OK34<P) THEN 4550
GOTO4410
REM SUBROUTINE TO CHANGE LINKS IF AUTHOR IS EDITED
REM ADDED AS PART OF CONVERSION TO HDOS MBASIC
REM LOOK UP NODE PTRS-LTEMP OR RTEMP ARE POINTERS TO N(ED)

IF RTEMPO0 THEN R7. ( RTEMP ) -R7. < ED ) I GOTO 5030
REM IF RTEMP-0 THEN LTMP POINTS TO N(ED)

IF LTEMPO0 THEN L7.(LTEMP)-L7.(ED) iGOTO 5070
1-1: REM RECORD GETS ENTERED AGAIN
IF AU0<L7.<ED>> >- AU*(L7.(I)) THEN 5042
REM SEARCH LEFT BRANCH
IF L7.(I)<>0 THEN I-L7.<I)« GOTO 5032
REM ADD NEW LINK
L7. ( I ) -L7. < ED ) 1 00T05 1 00
REM SEARCH RIGHT BRANCH
IF R7.(I)<>0 THEN I -R7. ( I ) I GOTO 5032
REM ADD NEW LINK
R7.<I)-L7.<ED)iG0T0 5100
I-li REM RECORD GETS REENTERED
IF AU4(R7.<ED>) >- AU0(I) THEN 5082
REM SEARCH LEFT BRANCH
IF L7.<I)<>0 THEN I -L7. < I ) I GOTO5072
REM ADD NEW LINK
L7.<I)-R7.(ED>iGOTO 5100
REM SEARCH RIGHT BRANCH

4621
4622
4630
4631
4632
4634
4635
5000
5005
5010
5020
5022
5024
5030
5032
5034
5036
5038
5040
5042
5044
5046
5048
5070
5072
5074
5076
5078
5080
5082
5084
5086
5090
5100
5105
3110
5120
5200
5210
5220
5230
5240
5300
5310
5320
5330
5340
8000
8020
8040
8050
8055
8060
8070
8080
8090
8100
8110

THEN 4410

REM SEARCH RIGHT BRANCH

IF R7.(I)<>0 THEN I - R7.(I)lGOTO 5072
REM ADD NEW LINK
R7.(I)-R7.(ED>
REM RECORD HAS BEEN DELETED—NOW MUST BE REENTERED IN CORRECT ORDER

R7.<ED)-0:L7.(ED)-0
1-1 'REM SEARCH AT ROOT NODE

IF AU4(ED) >- AU»(I) THEN 5300'
REM SEARCH LEFT BRANCH
IF L7.(I)<>0 THEN I -L7. < I > I GOTO 5120
REM ADD NEW LEFT LINK
L7.(I)-ED
I -ED: RETURN
REM SEARCH RIGHT BRANCH
IF R7.<I)<>0 THEN I -R7. < I ) : GOTO 5120
REM ADD NEW RIGHT LINK
R7.( I )>ED
I -ED: RETURN
REM WRITE NEW RECORDS SUBROUTINE
OPEN
PRINT
FOR I

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
NEXT I

CLOSE 1

RETURN

0",1,FI»
01, R;

J

- 1 TO J+l
•1,N(I>
01,AU»(I);",";TI»(I);'
01,CA4(I); M ,"tLC»<I);
01,L7.< I >;R7.(I >

, " ; PU* ( I >

;

, " ; K 1 < I )

;

;YR»<I>}
;K2»( I >;

,"; IS»(I)
, ";K34<I>

Circle 131 on Reader Service card.

BTA MODEL 953B EPROM PROGRAMMER - $359

BAY TECHNICAL A88QCIATES, inc.

HWY 603. P.O. BOX 387
BAY ST. LOUIS. MISSISSIPPI 39520

(601)467-8231

Programs 2508, 2758, 2516, 2716, 27C16, 2532. 2732. 2732A. 27C32, 2564,
2764, 27C64, MCM68766, 27128.

RS-232, 3 line serial interface, Xon/Xoff format, DB 25 I/O connector.

No personality modules - software control EPROM selection.

Extended diagnostics.

LED warning indicates power applied to EPROM socket.

Supports Intel, Motorola, and Intel 8086 data formats as well as HEX data

dump.
Automatic baud rate selection.

Textool zero insertion force socket.

Available CP/M software.

• Model 953A, programs most 24 pin EPROMS. Price - $269.00
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BOOK REVIEWS Edited by Larry Canale

A Hard Look at Applesoft
Making Sense of 6502 Assembly Language
Worthwhile Word Processing Principles
A 76-Program Parade for IBM Users
Fearless Advice on Buying Micros

The Elementary Apple

William B. Sanders
Datamost, 1983
9748 Cozycroft Ave.

Chatsworth, CA 91311
Softcover. 208 pp., $14.95

The title of this book is a paradox. The
Elementary Apple is elementary; you
start at a logical beginning and cover
nearly everything Applesoft has to offer

in an easy, understandable manner. But
the depth of coverage is far from elemen-
tary. On the contrary, just about any-
thing you want or need to know about
Basic and your Apple is included.

As you leaf through the book, the par-

adox becomes
more evident. It

sounds like it

should be a sim-

ple primer on
how to use your
Apple, but
you'll find—on
almost every
page—a brief

program or two.

(I stopped
counting them
when the pro-

grams totaled

more than 100.) That's where the real

strength and value of the book lie.

Author William B. Sanders knows
what he's doing. He doesn'tjust explain a
function: he illustrates how that function
works. Anyone can describe how Home
and Text and Input operate; it's more im-
portant to come up with real-world ex-

amples—programs that show you what
happens when you use the Basic com-
mands.
The Elementary Apple covers all ofthe

basics, including the special keys on the
Apple II (it was written before the He
came out). It even starts right where it

should—with the Print instruction. It

also offers worthwhile advice on how to

124 Microcomputing, August 1983

edit programs and how to cope with
mathematical precedence.

When Sanders explains variables, for

instance, both his description and pro-
gram are simple and helpful. "The signif-

icant feature of variables,'' he writes, "is

that they 'vary' (change depending on
what your program does)."

Sanders is perhaps a shade on the
weak side when he covers For . . . Next
loops: there's no real direction to the ex-
ample and program, so they don't help a
whole lot. He notes that a lot of program-
mers use "I" as a counter in loops and ex-

plains that they do so because "I" stands
for Increment.

Just about anything you
need to know about Basic

and Apple is included in

The Elementary Apple.

One of the more complex areas of pro-

gramming—arrays—gets good treatment
from Sanders and serves as an excellent

example ofhow he does things. When he
covers multidimension arrays, you input
the dimension parameters, and the sam-
ple program dimensions the array to

your specifications. This is sort of
"snuck" into things, but it helps you un-
derstand what happens without a lot of
extra detail.

Sanders offers information on on-
screen formatting and how to work with
strings. He also takes a brief look at ASCII
codes and Peek and Poke. He touches on
Binary files, and he has some terrific

work with graphics—simple, short pro-

grams that draw circles or create little

bar charts—all in a few understandable
program lines. You're taught how to cre-

ate movement in the things you draw
and how to "toggle" between hi-res

screens # 1 and #2.

Both high- and low-resolution graphics
are covered, along with how to save and
load them. Sanders even includes a cou-
ple of recommendations on what to buy
to print your hi-res pictures.

The Elementary Apple isn't perfect, al-

though I had to dig to find anything that
wasn't right. You're told to pronounce
DOS as "das." The DOS manual pro-
nounces it as "doss." Who's right?

Early in the book you're told to turn on
your Apple, without any mention that

you need a disk in Drive 1 ; after you do so
and "verify" that it's working, you move
to the following page, where "booting a
disk" is explained. Data statements are
covered: how to restore the data is not.

There are brief paragraphs on 80-column
cards and extra memory, and CP/M is

mentioned without even an explanation
of what the C, P and M mean. Finally, a
few commands (Trace, Notrace. Speed,
FRE) are listed in the glossary, but aren't

in the index or in the text.

Sanders suggests that you use the
LEFTS function to control the data
length for random access files, to be sure
you don't try to save more information
than you designed the file for. While this

approach handles the problem, it doesn't
do a thing to tell the operator that his data
was too long and so was truncated. It per-

haps isn't the best approach, and even
Sanders calls it "a bit brutal."

Finally, Sanders mentions some pref-

erences for word processing and data
handling and graphics packages (and
others), but the listings are limited.

These flaws are minor and don't de-

tract in any significant degree from the
overall quality and depth of the book. In

fact, the copy I examined came with a
two-page "bug killer" that lists correc-

tions for a few of the programs in the
book. How many book publishers do you
know of who'll admit they made a mis-
take? Compliments to Datamost.

Greg Glau
Prescott, AZ



Apple II Assembly Language

Marvin L. De Jong
Howard W. Sams & Co., 1982

4300 W. 62nd St.

PO Box 7092
Indianapolis. IN 46206
Softcover, 336 pp., $15.95

The Blacksburg Continuing Education

Series, published by Howard W. Sams &
Co., is, quite simply, the best way to learn

to use microprocessors. And Apple II

Assembly Language is a worthy addition

to that series. Essentially, it's an Apple II

rewrite of author Marvin De Jong's Pro-

gramming and Interfacing the 6502,

which was oriented toward the AIM-

SYM-KIM single-board computers.

De Jong's two books, in fact, may be

the best way to learn 6502 assembly lan-

guage on a do-it-yourself basis. They also

would make excellent textbooks for a

hands-on course.

Apple II Assembly Language begins

with a brief description of the Apple II

computer; a presentation on the 6502

microprocessor's architecture follows.

Read and Write operations and I/O also

are covered. The first chapter concludes

with information on the Apple II monitor

and some exercises that utilize its

routines.

Most of the book's nine additional

chapters have a common organiza-

tion—a clear statement of objectives

preceding each chapter's main body of

text and a group of exercises that both

test and reinforce the reader's compre-

hension of the material covered.

In the second chapter, the reader is in-

troduced to the writing and executing of

simple assembly language programs.

Branches and loops and logical (AND,

OR, EOR), shift (LSR, ASL), and rotate

(ROL, ROR) instructions are covered in

the third and fourth chapters. The fifth

covers arithmetic instructions (ADC,

SBC, CMP), the sixth covers indexed ad-

dressing, and the seventh covers subrou-

tines, interrupts and the processor stack

(page 1 in memory).
De Jong goes on to discuss use of the

6522 VIA with the Apple, transmission of

Morse code, analog-to-digital conversion

and digital-to-analog conversion.

There is nothing significantly wrong

with this book. A number of purely tech-

nical questions could be raised, and

you'll find an occasional awkward sen-

tence and a minor inconsistency here

and there. They do little, however, to re-

duce the book's fundamental excellence.

I would recommend Apple IIAssembly
Language as a reference book for begin-

ners in assembly language and to those

more advanced. De Jong again proves his

ability to present fundamentals in under-

standable terms, and then goes on to

show real-world, practical applications.

F. Kuechmann
Chicago, IL

Word Processors
And Information Processing

Dan Poynter

Para Publishing, 1982

PO Box 4232
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
Softcover, 170 pp., $1 1.95

Word Processors and Information Pro-

cessing is a unique book, written by a

unique author, Dan Poynter. The intro-

duction describes Poynter's entry into

the word processing field by way ofa self-

published book on parachutes. ... I

guess you could say that he sort of

dropped into the subject.

He did it well, too. I couldn't recom-

mend a better introductory book on text

processing and
on what hard-

ware, telecom-

munications
and financial

considerations

should go into

any buying
decisions.

Poynter starts

the book by
showing the
practicality of

word process-

ing. He includes

data that would help decision-makers

(and bean counters) determine how much
return could be expected from a particular

word processing investment. He con-

sistently exposes the good and bad points

and the various trade-offs—all based on

practical experience.

Two of the nice features in the book are

the background information and the

graphic aids.

In chapter 3, for instance, Poynter out-

lines the parts ofa word processor, includ-

ing a time line showing its development

starting in 1801. He provides plenty of

diagrams and pictures presented in con-

junction with the text; they're not used as

'Tiller."

Poynter also describes word processor

functions and features, as well as retail

prices and operating costs. In the appen-

dix, he offers 1 1 pages worth of places to

write for more (or more current) informa-

tion on word processing, including refer-

ences to seminars, associations and maga-

zines (yes, Microcomputing is there, but

under its old name. Kilobaud). An ex-

cellent word processing glossary and in-

dex complete the book.

Poynter's word processing experience

comes through in his writing. I've had

many of the same experiences with the

same equipment, and I've come up with

many parallel conclusions. For example,

when describing daisy wheel typing

elements such as those used on Diablo

printers, Poynter points out that they're

subject to failure. In practice, they do

break, but I don't think you'll find this

mentioned in manufacturer's literature.

The book's strength is that it covers

word processing frankly—and without

prejudice. The author consistently offers

caveats to help the reader reason out

questions he might ask or to help form

conclusions appropriate for his particular

situation.

At the same time, Poynter doesn't shy
away from technical matters. For exam-
ple, he shows in diagrams how parts of a

system interconnect and how raster scan

characters are formed. Poynter also ex-

plains how the cost of moving text elec-

tronically may or may not make econom-

ic sense.

It's almost like having a private tutor

holding your hand.

Jim Hansen
New Boston, NH

Some Common Basic
Programs:
IBM Personal Computer
Edition

Lon Poole, Mary Borchers

and Peter Burke
Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 1982

630 Bancroft Way
Berkeley, CA 947 10

Paperback, 212 pp., $14.99

The introduction to Some Common
Basic Programs: IBM PC Edition reads as

follows: "This book is a collection of 76
practical programs, written in Basic for

the IBM Personal Computer." Unfortu-

nately, the only documentable state-

ments in this topic sentence are that the

programs are indeed written in Basic,

and that there are 76 of them. Whether

they are practical and just how tailored

they are to the IBM PC is a matter of the

user's needs and toleration.

The programs in this book can be sub-

divided into four applications categories:

financial, math-
ematical, statis-

tical and utility.

Depending on
the user's needs,

they're either

quite practical

or useless.

Twenty-three

programs are

included in the

financial cate-

gory. They
range from
those for future value of an investment,

depreciation and salvage value calcula-

tions, and interest rate conversion to loan

and mortgage calculation programs. Also

included is a check-writing program and
programs for computing federal withhold-

ing taxes and for tax depreciation
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schedules.

The 28 mathematical programs (de-

pending on how you count things like si-

multaneous equations) include ones for

integration and differentiation, interpola-

tions, angle conversion, vector analysis

and matrix manipulation.

The 19 statistical programs include rou-

tines for computing the area under several

common distributions. The six utility

routines are for computation ofdays of the

week, given a date, days between dates,

conversion to and from metric scales and
alphabetizing of a list of names.
The question, of course, is: what's use-

ful? Ifyou're a mathematician, statistician

or other professional in need ofquick com-
putations on trig polynomials, the bulk of

the programs indeed will be practical. For

the average user, however, the worth will

have to come from the finance and utility

routines, or from the examples of coding

Circle 252 on Reader Service card.

Circle 1 72 on Reader Service card.

Maxell Floppy Disks

The Mini-Disks
with maximum quality.

maxBH

mm maxell

fX\D2

Dealer inquiries

invited C.O.D's
accepted. Call

FREE (800) 235-4137.

4
PACIFIC EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd. San Luis

San Luis Obispo. CA 93401
In Cal call (800) 592-5935 or

(805)543-1037

given in each program.
At least, however, Osbome/McGraw-

Hill took the trouble to box all of the input

and output routines in each program, so

that you could change the Print state-

ments to LPrints if you prefer printer out-

put. Each program is presented with an
example problem and a sample program
run so that you can check the accuracy of

your coding. And although you'd never
know it unless you read the introduction

carefully, the programs in this book are

available on disk, but no price is spec-

ified and the vendor is not Osborne/
McGraw-Hill.

Let's examine the coding itself in the

programs. Essentially, the "customiza-
tion'' to the IBM machine that has been
done includes getting the programs to

run on that machine, a few inverse video

routines (e.g.. Color 0,7,0) for title dis-

One suspects that

the authors were in a

hurry to get out their PC
edition without wasting

effort they had spent

writing other editions.

plays, and the like. No use is made of the

PC's function keys, no error-checking is

done in the routines and no use is made
of the PC's graphics capabilities, even in

the three programs that employ graphics
displays.

Some of this lack of effort can be

ascribed to the authors' desire to make
the book usable by the lowest common-
denominated PC user without advanced
Basic, a disk printer or color display.

However, ignoring the function keys (ex-

cept for Key Off statements) and not cus-

tomizing the input routines with the

error-checking devices available in PC
Basic is taking the easy way out.

One suspects that the authors were in a
hurry to get out their PC edition without
wasting effort they had spent writing

other editions. It shows.

Thomas V. Bonoma
Concord, MA

How to Buy a Personal
Computer (Without Anxiety)

Jonathan D. Lieff

Ballinger Publishing Co., 1982
54 Church St.

Cambridge, MA 02138
Softcover, 1 13 pp. $9.95

Clothbound, $16.95

The author of How to Buy a Personal

Computer (Without Anxiety) is an M.D.
and a psychiatrist, and somewhat of an
expert on anxiety. But the further I read

into this book, the more anxious I

became.

Author Jonathan Lieff wrote this book
because he couldn't find one like it when
he began his own search for a personal

computer. He recognized that all of those

potential computer buyers out there who
are not computer experts face the same
anxiety-producing conflicts he faced: in-

decipherable documentation and buzz-

word-spouting, fast-talking computer
salespeople.

Lieff wanted to acquire enough back-

ground information on personal comput-
ers so that he could tilt with salespeople

on their own level. He couldn't find a

suitable source for that information in a

single volume. So after spending time

learning about computers, he decided to

write the very book he sought.

How to Buy a Personal Computer
(Without Anxiety) is intended to help the

average person overcome his fears of

computers and learn enough about them
to permit the wise choice of a machine
that will help him most. Keeping this in

mind as I started reading the book, I

found my own anxiety increasing rapidly

as I proceeded through chapters 4 and 5.

1

have never seen so much technical mis-

information gathered together in so few

pages!

Chapters 4 and 5 attempt to help the

reader in "Understanding the Monster"
and in learning the "Tools of the Trade."

The author's own understanding of the

innards of computers, both hardware
and software, is woefully inadequate; he
shows that he has acquired a goldmine of

misinformation about what "chips" are,

how they are fabricated, how big they are

and how much information they can
store. While his intentions certainly were
honorable, I can't accept his advice that a

computer based on the Intel 8008 (yes,

8008!) is acceptable, or would have a lot

of software available for it.

Suppose the author had left these

chapters out of the book, or had collabo-

rated with a technical expert. How would
the rest of the book have lived up to its in-

tended purpose? Not too badly.

My anxiety diminished when I realized

that the average layman for whom the

book is intended probably would skip

those chapters anyway (or wouldn't re-

tain much of the erroneous detail) and
would get on to the chapters "Brand
Analysis," "Determining Your Own
Needs" and "How to Buy a Computer."
These topics are what the potential

reader is looking for anyway, and the

writing of this part of the book is knowl-
edgeable, insightful and accurate where
it doesn't get too involved with technical

details.

Ken Barbier
Borrego Springs, CA
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The call for authors is out!

Wayne Green Books announces an

October 1, 1983 deadline for submitting

manuscript proposals for the upcoming
publication list. Ideas for book-length

manuscripts about any microcomputer
system or area of electronics will be con-

sidered. In addition to payment and roy-

alties, we offer our distribution chan-

nels and the marketing support your

book deserves.

Send proposals or requests for a

copy of our Writer's Guide to:

Editor, Wayne Green Books
Peterborough, NH 03458.

Or call toll-free 1-800-343-0788.

1
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CALENDAR

LOGON '83—Montana
LOGON '83, a five-day conference on "Technology, Mytholo-

gy and Literacy in the New Age" will be held at Montana State

University in Bozeman, MT, on August 1-5. The conference
will examine the implications of computer technology on
human culture and will bring together outstanding people from
many fields of work: scientific and technical, educational and
artistic, as well as from the media, industry and business.

For more information, contact Michael Sexson, English

Department, Montana State University, Bozeman, MT 59717;
406-994-3768.

Microcomputers in
Vocational Education—Wisconsin
A conference coordinated by the Vocational Studies Center,

University of Wisconsin-Madison, will take place August
10-12 at the Concourse Hotel in Madison. Designed for people
concerned with microcomputers and high technology in voca-

tional education, the conference will feature classes, presenta-

tions of programs and exhibits.

For more information, contact Judy Rodenstein or Roger
Lambert, 964 Educational Sciences Building, 1025 West
Johnson St.. Madison, WI 53706: 608-263-4367 or 608-

263-2704.

IBM PC Faire—San Francisco
Computer Faire announces its first IBM PC Faire, to take

place August 26-28 in San Francisco's Civic Auditorium and
Brooks Hall. The Faire will focus on hardware, software and
applications for the IBM Personal Computer, and will feature a
large technical conference, a product exposition and a number
of user group meetings.

For more information, contact Jim Warren at 415-851-7077,
or write IBM PC Faire, 345 Swett Road, Woodside, CA 94062.

Australian Computer Conference
The tenth Australian Computer Conference is scheduled for

September 12-15 in Melbourne, Victoria. The conference will

deal in depth with virtually every area ofcomputer application
and management.
For details, write Professor A.Y. Montgomery, 10 ACC, PO

Box 4063. Mail Exchange Melbourne, Victoria, 3001 Australia;
telephone (03) 41 6220.

Mini/Micro-Midwest—Illinois
The Midwest edition of Mini/Micro will take place September

13-15 in connection with Midcon/83 at the O'Hare Exposition

Center in Rosemont, IL.

For further information, call Jerry Fossler, 213-772-2965.

ICC—Newton, Massachusetts
The 1983/84 series of the Invitational Computer Conference

(ICC) begins on September 13 at the Marriott Hotel in Newton,
MA. The ICCs are one-day regional conferences directed to a se-

lect audience of volume buyers. The conferences feature dis-

plays of operating equipment, and technical seminars are held.

Attendance is by invitation. If interested, write or call Susan
Fitzgerald, the Conference Manager, at B.J. Johnson & Associ-

ates, 3151 Airway Ave., #C-2, Costa Mesa, CA 92626:
714-957-0171.

Peripherals '83—San Francisco
The exhibition Peripherals '83 has been re-scheduled from

Boston to San Francisco, and will be held September 13- 15 in

the Moscone Center.

Information can be obtained from Cahners Exposition Group.
Cahners Plaza, 1350 E. Touhy Ave., PO Box 5060, Des Plaines,

IL 60018; 312-299-9311.

Federal Computer Conference—DC
The sixth annual Federal Computer Conference will take

place September 13- 15 in the Washington Convention Center,
Washington, DC. In addition to the program of presentations
and workshops, there will be a large exposition of ADP
equipment, systems and services on the second and third days.

For more information, contact Federal Education Programs,
PO Box 368, Wayland, MA 01778: 800-225-5926 from outside

Massachusetts; 617-358-5181 from within Massachusetts.

Euromicro 83—Madrid
Euromicro 83, the ninth annual symposium on micropro-

cessing and microprogramming, will take place in Madrid on
September 14-16. The purpose is to bring together people from
business, industry, government and academia who are

interested in the problems and applications of microcomputer
systems.

For further details, write Euromicro, T.H. Twente, PO Box
217, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands.

Computer Expo—Indiana
The second annual Indiana Computer Expo will be held at the

Indianapolis Convention Center, Indianapolis, Indiana, on
September 15th and 16th. The Exposition is particularly

designed for business end users of micros and minis, and will

deal with software and peripherals as well as basic computer
systems.

For more information, call Ernie Kerns & Associates,

317-259-8111.
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Deep in the Heart of Texas
The first Heart of Texas Computer Show is scheduled for

September 16-18 at the Convention Center in San Antonio.

The emphasis of the Show will be on microcomputer-based

small business systems.

For further information, contact Robin G. Mann at

512-226-4636. or write Heart of Texas, PO Box 12094, San

Antonio, TX 78212.

Compufair in Seattle

Over 20,000 people are expected to attend Compufair Seattle,

to be held September 16-18 at the Seattle Center Exhibition

Hall. Compufair will be the most comprehensive personal

computer show and seminar series the Pacific Northwest has

ever seen.

Participation at the presentations and seminars is included in

the $5 per day admissions charge. For more details, contact

Tom Ikeda, Compufair, Inc., 909 N.E. 43rd St., Suite 302, PO
Box 45218, Seattle, WA 98105: 206-633-3247.

REPCON 83—New York
REPCON 83, the Fall Electronics Fair, will be held

September 21-23 at the Terrace on the Park, Flushing Mea-

dow, Queens, NY. Open to the trade only, the exhibition will in-

clude personal computers, components and materials, as well

as electronic games and home entertainment products.

For more information, call A.D. Adams Advertising,

212-685-9060.

SICOB—Paris in the Fall

SICOB, the leading French computer exhibition, is scheduled

for Sept. 21-30 in the exhibition halls at CNIT, la Defense,

Paris. Just preceding this event (Sept. 19-23), the 9th World

Computer Congress, IFIP Congress '83, will be held at the Palais

de Congres. The Congress is the annual conference of the Inter-

national Federation for Information Processing (IFIP), with

membership in 42 countries.

For full information on these events, contact Philip H. Dorn.

Dorn Computer Consultants, Inc., 25 East 86th St.. New York,

NY 10028; 212-427-7460.

Maecon/83 in Kansas City

The Maecon/83 High-Technology Electronics Exhibition

and Convention is scheduled for September 26-28 in Bartle

Hall, Kansas City, MO.
For more details, call Jerry Fossler, 213-772-2965.

ICC—Minneapolis
The second Invitational Computer Conference of the fall will

take place on September 29 at Radisson South Hotel, Minneap-

olis, MN. (See ICC item above for more details.)

CP/M '83/East—Boston
CP/M '83/East, the International Conference and Exposition

of CP/M microcomputer software, will be held September

29-October 1 at Hynes Auditorium in Boston, MA.
For further information, call 800-343-2222 or 617-739-2000.

fl^DEfluIR DIRECTORY~1

Antioch, CA
Apple, VIC-20, CP/M software,

hardware, interface design. Apple II

disk Doublebyter, VIC-20 Video

Text System. Custom spreadsheet

overlays, user-friendly applications

are our specialty. Computer Tech-

nology Consulting, Box 1593,

Antioch, CA 94509. 757-8342.

Woodbridge, CT
RIP-SOFT! New game spoofs com-

puter bizz. Break the 'calc habit-

IBM PC software—See how—Open
Basic—Program catalog—Program-

mer's toolbox—Utilities and fun.

People Systems, Ltd., 78 Ma-

plevale Drive, Woodbridge, CT
06525; 393-3913.

Aurora, IL

Full line of Apple Computer and

Fortune Computer, Hewlett-Pack-

ard Personal Computers, Calcula-

tors and Supplies. IDS Prism, SMC
and Daisywriter Printers. Farns-

worth Computer Center, 1891

North Farnsworth Ave., Auro-

ra, IL 60505 (85 1-3888) and 383

East North Ave., Villa Park, IL

60181 (833-7100).

Nokomis, FL
We are the leading area computer

store. We carry Cromemco, Apple,

Vector Graphic; printers and termi-

nals. We offer full software support

including G/L, A/R, payroll and

word processing. Computer Cen-
tre, 909 S. Tamiami Trail, PO
Box 130, Nokomis, FL 33555.

484-1028.

Farmington, Ml
Specialists in useful software for PET,

Commodore 64, and Apple. Grad-

ing program, sports packages, test

maker, word processor, database, li-

brary packages, etc. Write for details.

Midwest Software, Box 214,

Farmington, Ml 48024.
477-0897.

Milford, NH
SAGE 68000 microcomputer autho-

rized dealer. Service, custom pro-

gramming, consultation, terminals,

printers, etc. Write for special low,

low prices. You'll be glad you did!

New Castle Electronics, 100
Christian Hill Road, #3, Mil-

ford, NH 03055. 673-2806 or

673-9667.

Dealers: Listings are $15 per month in prepaid quarterly payments, or one

yearly payment of $150, also prepaid. Ads include 25 words describing your

products and services plus your company name, address and phone. (No

area codes or merchandise prices, please.) Call Marcia at 603-924-9471 or

write Microcomputing, Ad Department, Peterborough, NH 03458.

CLAlflFlEDS
Classified advertisements are intended for use by persons desiring to buy, sell or trade used computer

equipment. No commercial ads arc accepted.

Two sizes of ads are available. The $5 box allows up to 5 lines of about i5 than, ters per line, includ-

ing spaces and punctuation. The $10 box allows up to 10 lines. Minimize use d i apital letters to MVC

space. No special layouts allowed. Payment is required in advance with ad copy. We cannot bill or ac-

cept credit.

Advertising text and payment must reach us 60 days in advance of publication li.e., copy tor March

issue, mailed in February, must be here by Jan. 1). The publisher reserves the- ri^ht to refuse question

able or inapplicable advertisements. Mail copy with payment to Classifieds, Microcomputing, Pe-

terborough, NH 03458. Do not include any other material with your ad as it may be delayed.

Used Heath H-8, S-100 BUS, and Wang
Laboratories computer for sale. Memory
board, I/O card, terminal, disk drive, soft-

ware and complete system. Ten to 50 percent

off list price. Send for free listing. D. Wong,

Box 406, Croton Falls, NY 10519.

Timex/Sinclair users: Write for information

concerning the Z-WEST (SDTSUG) newslet-

ter publication. SASE or stamp appreciated.

SDTSUG/Z-WEST, PO Box 2411, Vista, CA
92083.

TRS-80, 48K, Mod 1; MDX-2 interface,

RS-232, modem, printer port; two tandon

40-track drives; NEWDOS; Fortran; and

more! $1595 good cond. For more info, call

Wendell 303-733-2439, 8-5.

For Sale: 4 unused Shugart 8-inch SA1002

5.33 megabyte hard disk drives for $380 each.

Also have Western Digital's controller for this

drive, $350 each. Herb MerVill, 20 Randy

Drive, Taylors, SC 29687; 803-877-9444.

Kilobaud Microcomputing: Complete set, #1

to # 78 (June '83). $150; I ship. Rick Racine,

2520 S.E. Alexander, Topeka, KS 66605;

913-234-2707.
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NEW SOFTWARE Edited by Dan Muse

A Complete Business
Package
GraphPlan, from Chang

Laboratories (5300 Stevens
Creek Blvd., Suite 200, San
Jose, CA 95129) is a business
spreadsheet package offering

built-in statistical commands,
presentation-quality graphics

and sorting and ranking
capabilities.

The spreadsheet has built-

in formulas and requires 70
percent fewer keystrokes
than a calc spreadsheet. For

example, to add two rows
with GraphPlan requires five

keystrokes. Twenty are re-

quired with a calc spread-

sheet.

GraphPlan's advanced
graphics features include au-

tomatic generation of leg-

ends, numerical, date, time

and logarithmic X and Y axis

labels and tic marks. Presen-

tation-quality graphics can be

created individually or they

can be combined.
GraphPlan runs on CP/M

systems and the IBM Personal

Computer under MS DOS.
Supported printers include

Epson, IDS. Microline, C. Itoh

and the HP 7470A two-pen

plotter. A minimum of 64K to

128K, depending on system,

is required. At least one
double-sided disk with 330K
of storage capacity is re-

quired.

GraphPlan costs $395.
Reader Service number 468.

Balances; Balance Sheet; In-

come Statements (with per-

centage of any user-defined

revenue base); General Led-

ger; Journals; Charts of Ac-
counts (a flexible structure

allowing you to design cus-

tom reports); and Budget In-

come Statement.

Sup'r Ledger is menu-driv-
en for easy input of data and
high clerical efficiency, offers

rapid closing of the current

period and permits chained
reports in any sequence. The
program also maintains full

transaction details and pro-

vides extensive error check-
ing with descriptive error

messages.

Sup'r Ledger, an 80-col-

umn program, costs $300 and
is manufactured by M & R En-

terprises, 910 George St.,

Santa Clara, CA 95050. Read-
er Service number 472.

Accounting on Apple
Sup'r Ledger is an account-

ing package that lets Apple II

and He computers handle up
to 200 separate accounts,
1400 transactions per time
period and ten independent
cost centers.

Sup'r Ledger generates sev-

en reports: Working Trial
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64 Software
Computer Marketing Ser-

vices, Inc. (300 W. Marlton
Pike. Cherry Hill, NJ 08002),
has announced four new soft-

ware packages for the Com-
modore-64: Diary 64, Check-
book Manager, 64 Mailing List

and Vanilla Pilot.

Diary 64 is designed to keep
track of telephone numbers,
birthdays, doctor appoint-

ments, business meetings

—

just about anything you need
to remember. Diary works
like a notebook with its pages
appearing on the screen. You
can file information by num-
bers or by dates. Information

is stored on disk or cassette.

Diary costs $59.95.

Checkbook Manager is de-

signed to be simple enough
for the home user, yet sophis-

ticated enough for business
use. Each file has a capacity of

250 checks, 100 deposits and
50 account charges. A pass-

word feature is built-in to pre-

vent unauthorized users from
obtaining information. The
disk version of Checkbook
Manager costs $39.95. The
cassette version costs $34.95.

The 64 Mailing List pro-

gram can hold 250 names and
addresses per file and features

full-screen editing for adding,

deleting or changing address-

es. It has full sort capabilities

and can print or review in-

dividual entries, a sorted ver-

sion of the file or the entire

file. Disk version is $34.95:

cassette version is $29.95.

Vanilla Pilot is designed to

be so easy to use that even
schoolchildren can write pro-

grams. Commands are sim-
ple—for example. T for type, J
forjump, G for graphics and D
for draw. Turtle Graphics
adds a powerful set of com-
mands that make it easy to

change directions and draw
lines of any length. The turtle

has a palette of 16 colors.

When you are ready to add
sound to your program. Vanil-

la Pilot has a B (for beep) com-
mand with a list of various
sound parameters. Vanilla
Pilot costs $29.95 on either

cassette or disk. Reader Ser-

vice number 470.

Sixteen Statistical
Timex-Sinclair
Programs
SIFT (Statistical Interactive

system For the Timex-
Sinclair 1000) consists of 16
2K statistical routines, such
as linear and multiple regres-

sions with transformations;

one-way, two-way and Latin

square analysis of variance;

and T-tests.

The programs, which also

run on the Sinclair ZX-8 1 , are
designed to be flexible enough
for students, teachers,
businessmen and engineers

to use. For the businessman,
trends can be estimated with
confidence intervals on all the

statistics. For the engineer,

differences in quantity and
quality of production can be
estimated. And, for the stu-

dent, complicated statistical

procedures become simpler.

The user's manual has
three tables of contents, an
index and listings of all the

programs. The manual is de-

signed to be used as both an
instructional text and a

reference

SIFT costs $25 and is man-
ufactured by CompuCraft. PO
Box 149. Hinsdale, NH 03451.
Reader Service number 473.

Calculating
Statistics

The Statistician's Mace is

designed to turn your IBM
Personal Computer into a

number cruncher. It calcu-

lates statistics frequently
used by scientists, business
researchers, engineers, statis-

ticians and others who need to

analyze data obtained from
surveys and experiments.

Statistician's Mace accepts

data from the PC's keyboard,

the disk files created by
Statistician's Mace or from
disk files prepared by your
text editor.

With the Statistician's

Mace, first -time users can im-

mediately begin analyzing
sets of data containing just a
few, or a thousand, elements,
without having to understand
complex commands.

In addition to its other fea-

tures. Statistician's Mace is

capable of performing the

Hodges-Lehman aligned ranks
test. The program requires

128K and costs $145. The
documentation can be pur-

chased separately for $25.

Mace, Inc.. 2313 Center
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Ave., Madison WI 53704.
Reader Service number 474.

A Computer
In the Sandbox?
Midwest Software (Box 214,

Farmington, MI 48024) has

announced the Kinder Kon-

cepts series of programs. The
programs aimed at kinder-

garten-age children focus on
reading readiness, basic math
concepts, perception, pattern

recognition, letters, numbers,
colors and shapes.

The Kinder Koncepts will

be available on cassette

($7.95 each) for any Commo-
dore system but the VIC-20. It

will also be available for the

same computers and the Ap-

ple II Plus for $69.50 for ten

programs.

The disk version of Kinder

Koncepts will be menu-driven
and all will be similar in de-

sign. Ten problems are pre-

sented to the child. If the cor-

rect response is given on the

first try. the child is rewarded

with a smiling face and a tune

is played. An incorrect an-

swer is followed with a frown-

ing face. Each program has a

built-in graph, so the teacher

or parent can monitor prog-

ress. All programs operate

with a single keystroke and
reading is kept to a minimum.
Reader Service number 475.

Two Handy
TS-1000 Programs
Timeworks. Inc. (405 Lake

Cook Road, Building A, Deer-

field, IL 60015), has released

two programs for the Timex-
Sinclair 1000 and ZX-81 com-
puters: The Programming Kit

I and the 5-2K Family Pak.
The Programming Kit I is a

how-to learning approach to

Basic programming and in-

cludes Timeworks' eight-step

approach to Basic Program-

ming, which is fully explained

in the program.

The 5-2K Family Pak is a

series of five household pro-

grams for the basic 2K
TS-1000 and ZX-81. The pro-

grams are designed to im-

prove the day-to-day pro-

ductivity of you and your
family. The program includes

Memoboard (a family mes-
sage center). Checkbook

Balancer, Recipe Recorder,

Mini-Money Manager and
Homework Helper.

The Programming Kit I

costs $ 16.95 and the 5-2K Pak
costs $14.95. Reader Service

number 467.

Computer Coaching
The BEST Computer Coach

is designed to help novice

computer users overcome the

fear of the unknown. The
Coach offers simple, clear

definition of basic computer
terms and concepts.

The Coach features two pro-

grams that combine the learn-

ing advantages of computer
graphics and an audio tape

that reinforces the video in

two 7 1/2-minute segments.
The programs describe the

various elements that make
up the system and explain

how those elements work
together to create the desired

effect.

The BEST Computer Coach
is available for the Com-
modore-64, VIC-20, Atari

400/800, Texas Instruments

99/4A and Apple lie. It is man-
ufactured by Boston Electron-

ic Systems Training (BEST),

24 Munroe St., Newtonville,

MA 02160. Reader Service

number 466.

The Disk Manager
Diskette Manager is a li-

brary program for disk man-
agement. The program, for

the IBM Personal Computer,
features a label-printing capa-

bility that prints the disk

name, filenames, up to eight

lines of comments and the

storage status of each disk.

Diskette Manager utilizes

the graphics capabilities of

the IBM PC and Epson dot-

matrix printers and prints up
to 64 filenames on one stan-

dard 4x 1 7/16 inch label. If

more than 64 files reside on a
disk, or if the number of com-
ments exceeds the space
available, a second label is

printed.

A catalog file containing
disk names, filenames, file

sizes, creation date/time and
comments, is updated as
disks are labeled. Reports can

BASF-DPS
WORLD STANDARD TAPE

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

COMPUTER GRADE
BLANK CASSETTES

PREMIUM 5-SCREW
SHELL FITS ALL

STANDARD RECORDERS

DATA TRAC / C-05, C-10, C-20
CASSETTE STORAGE CADDY

Me*
1

ORGANIZE
YOUR TAPES
$295 EACH FINEST QUALITY

PHILIPS (NORELCO)
TYPE HARD BOXES

TRACTOR FEED
DIE CUT BLANK

CASSETTE LABELS

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
ORDER 2 DOZ. CASSETTES AND 1 CADDY
GET 1 CADDY FREE!

ORDER 4 DOZ CASSETTES AND
2 CADOIES — GET 2 FREE

OFFER EXPIRES AUGUST 1 1983

HEB^S WH*;BOUT YORK
can rely o"

USERS SAY
output

we monitored
tne^

|a„ bu,«

Tompute-^absolutely no.

^^hrou^' ,h8
dSpoulos

dropout
mrou^^ p,padop°"oB

Call: 213/710-1430

»*• ,'^ ofr^e
8^ courteous

fersa^-s---
Tom ParK-nson

Madison,
OH

YOUVE TRIED THE REST,
NOW BUY THE BEST

for IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
on Credit Card Order*

ORDER NOW . . . VORK lO'Comouterujare
3

MAIL TO: 24573 Kittridge St., #M Canoga Park. CA 91307

ORDER FORM -

ITEM 1 DOZEN 2 DOZEN TOTAL

C-05 G 7 50 13 50

C-10 G 800 1440

C-20 10 00 ) 18 00

Hard Box 2 50 4 00

Storage Caddy @ $2 95 ea Quantity

FREE Quantity

Blank labels Q 4 00/100 ] 30 00/1000

SUB TOTAL
Calif residents add 6% sales tax

Shipping/handling 1 doz $2. 2 doz S3 50
3 doz $4 50 each additional doz S 50

For Parcel Post instead of UPS ADD $1

Outside Continental USA. ADD $2

TOTAL

Check or MO
enclosed

Charge to

Credit Card: J VISA MASTERCARD

D PLEASE SEND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

Card No.

Each cassette

includes two YORK
10 labels only

Boxes are sold

separately Ship

ments are by

UPS unless

Parcel Post re

quested Boxes

caddies and blank

labels are tree ol

shipping charges

when ordered with

cassettes When
ordered without

cassettes shipping

charges Boxes
$1 00/doz

Caddies $i 00

each MINIMUM
SHIPPING

HANDLING ON
ANY ORDER
$2 00

Exp.

Name

Address

City State/Zip

Signature

Computer make & model Disk?(y/n)

J
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reproduce all statistical infor-

mation regarding each disk.

One catalog disk can contain

6000 file or comment entries

regarding 200 disks.

Catalog functions operate

through the use ofa relational

database. Programs and cata-

log files reside on one disk,

leaving the second drive free

for disk management.
Diskette Manager requires

an IBM PC, 64K, 80-character

display, two disk drives and a

dot matrix printer—either

IBM or Epson with Graftrax

Plus. Diskette Manager costs

$50 and is manufactured by
Lassen Software, Inc., PO Box
1190, Chico, CA 95927.
Reader Service number 461.

Keeping Track of
CP/M Disks

Catalog, from SRX Systems
(2812 Westberry Drive, San
Jose, CA 95132), builds and
maintains a compressed data-

base containing information

relevant to each file on CP/M
disks.

Catalog is designed for any-

one who uses multiple disks

and disk files. The program

keeps track of disks and disk

files by making use of a nu-

merical code permanently
assigned by the user. The
code lets Catalog identify files

as residing on a specific disk

in the library. It also provides

a way for you to further iden-

tify any disk by entering disk

titles. You can describe the

disk and files for recall and file

maintenance at a later time.

Each disk to be cataloged is

assigned a number between 1

and 255. The disks ID can be

typed in by the operator, or

made automatically by a di-

rectory entry on the disk. In

either case. Catalog reads the

disk directory and creates a
database entry for each file

named in the directory. Once
a database is created, you can
add disk descriptions and file

identification. The program
accepts identification notes

that range from print specifi-

cations on a text file to scores

on a game program.

Catalog runs under CP/M
and requires a Z-80/8080
system with a minimum of

24K RAM and two disk drives.

It costs $75. Reader Service

number 471.

CP/M Made Easier

Menu/Power is designed to

take the complicated com-
mands needed to run CP/M
and turn them into friendly,

plain English commands.
Menu/Power helps elimi-

nate typing errors caused by
complicated filenames, be-

cause it numbers all the disks'

files. You select the file

number and CP/M is fed the

filenames.

Menu/Power can rescue
glitched files and recover ma-
jor portions of destroyed data

or text files automatically.

Erase, space, test, recover,

copy, sort, rename, run, com-
pare, type, size, protect and
unprotect are some of the

more than 20 Menu/Power
commands.
Password, a command to

protect sensitive data files,

and code, to change that

password, are other com-
mands that do not appear on
the menu screen.

Menu/Power requires no in-

stallation or configuration.

Youjust load the disk into any
CP/M machine and it will

make all the fundamental
CP/M operations more under-

standable. There is also an
IBM Personal Computer ver-

sion of Menu/Power available.

Menu/Power costs $149
and is available from Com-
puting!, 25 19 Greenwich, San
Francisco, CA 94123. Reader
Service number 477.

ence guide. The manual in-

cludes complete operating in-

structions and guidelines for

evaluating the results.

The Loan Analyzer costs

$99. Reader Service num-
ber 464.

Call It a Loan
Simple Soft, Inc's (480

Eagle Drive, Suite 101, Elk

Grove, IL 60007) QuickCalc

Loan Analyzer is designed to

quickly and thoroughly ana-

lyze a mortgage or loan.

Quick Loan Analyzer fea-

tures several professionally

formatted reports. Calcula-

tions are included to show
complete amortization sched-

ules, effective interest rates,

interest paid between dates,

the impact of loan charges

and the effects ofan early loan

termination. The program
calculates the unknown vari-

ables such as loan amount,
loan term, loan payment and
balloon payments.
The Loan Analyzer comes

with a comprehensive refer-

Stretching VisiCalc'

s

Capability

Multisoft Corporations
( 14025 SW Farmington Road,

Beaverton, OR 97005) Stretch-

Calc lets users of VisiCalc

extend the capability of that

product.

With StretchCalc, you can
generate eight types ofgraphs

and charts in response to what

if .. .? questions. StretchCalc

lets you manipulate the col-

umns and rows of your spread-

sheet with sort and rear-

range commands. Command
sequences that are used fre-

quently can be stored away and
invoked with a single key-

stroke.

StretchCalc is an integrated

extension to the VisiCalc pro-

gram. You can invoke any Visi-

Calc or StretchCalc command.
StretchCalc costs $99 and

includes the software, a pre-

programmed set of keysaver

commands and a set ofdemon-
stration spreadsheets on a

5V4-inch disk. A version of

StretchCalc without graphics

is available for $49. Reader

Service number 469.

Keeping Writers
Organized
The Research Assistant is a

word processing enhance-
ment package for academic or

professional writers. The Re-

search Assistant is designed
to organize your notes, con-

struct bibliographies, and
footnote your manuscripts. It

includes Bibliographies, Note-

book and Footnote programs.

Bibliography compares ci-

tations in a manuscript with

the entries in your card cata-

log. It constructs a bibliog-

raphy of all entries cited, or

copies the entries from the

catalog into footnotes in the

manuscript.

Notebook is a database
management system designed

for storing and retrieving text.

It can be used for research

notes, lab journals, bibliog-

raphies and abstracts of arti-

cles. You can store almost any
amount of textual informa-

tion in any format and can
search or sort on any text in

any field.

Footnote automatically num-
bers and formats footnotes in

WordStar or Select files. The
footnotes can be typed any-

where in the manuscript or in

a separate file, and Footnote

places them at the bottom of

the correct page or in an end-

note file.

The complete package costs

$349. Available from Digital

Marketing, 2363 Boulevard
Circle, Walnut Creek, CA
94595. Reader Service num-
ber 460.

Commodore
Spreadsheet

Practicalc is an electronic

spreadsheet program for the

Commodore-64 and VIC-20.

Practicalc is designed to per-

form the functions ofmore ex-

pensive spreadsheet programs.

Practicalc allows you to

enter titles and numerical data

into rows and columns that are

displayed on screen; it then

performs a number of

mathematical functions and
projections.

Once the different formulas

are entered for different row
and/or column locations, other

row and column values can be

determined from the previous-

ly entered values.

Practicalc is capable of over

20 mathematical operations,

including all Basic functions

and row and column opera-

tions (such as sum, count,

max, min and avg). These
operations may also be com-
bined (e.g., square + sum).

Practicalc also allows numeric

formulas such as floating deci-

mal, integer or two decimal

places. All numeric entries are

carried to nine digits, whether

they are displayed or not.

Computer Software Asso-

ciates, Inc., manufactures
Practicalc. The software is dis-

tributed by MicroSoftware In-

ternational, Inc., 50 Teed
Drive, Randolph, MA 02368.

The VIC-20 version costs

$39.95, and the Commo-
dore-64 version sells for $49.95.

Reader Service number 476.
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GETA GRIP ON ROBOTICS
WITH SAMS.
Grab onto these Sams Books from Mark Robillard and
get a jump on robotics programming.
MICROPROCESSOR BASED ROBOTICS starts by

explaining the mechanics of robot hands, arms and
legs, and leads into tactile, motion and attitude

sensing, even vision systems. Learn system controlling

through microprocessors and BASIC programming,
plus much more. It's an informative non machine-
specific book that is an excellent introductory guide.

No. 22050, $16.95.

HERO 1 : ADVANCED PROGRAMMING &
INTERFACING moves beyond the technical manuals
with a series of advanced experiments and applications.

Discusses machine and robot language, building

and installing both local and remote interfaces,

operating system enhancements, and other select

programming techniques. No. 22165, $16.95.

Program your own success by ordering
these Sams Books today. Call 800-428-3696 or
317-298-5566 and ask for Operator 444.

SAMS BOOKS AND SOFTWARE
HOWARD W SAMS & CO., INC.

4300 West 62nd Street • P.O. Box 7092
Indianapolis, IN 46206

HERO 1 is a trademark of the Heath Corporation

Offer good in USA only and expires 12/31/83 Prices subject to change without notice

In Canada, contact Lenbrook Electronics, Markham, Ontario L3R 1H2

Circle 394 on Reader Service card.

AD444



NEW PRODUCTS Edited by Dan Muse

A 16K Computer
For $79.95
The Timex-Sinclair 1500 is

a 16K, fully-programmable

computer that features black-

and-white graphics capabili-

ty, expandable memory, a

movable-key typewriter-for-

mat keyboard and use of ei-

ther standard audio cassette

or solid state minicartridge

software. It costs $79.95.

The TS- 1500s 16K RAM
can be expandable to 32K
with the addition of TS- 10 16

Memory Expansion Module.

The TS- 1500s graphics dis-

play area can be controlled by
plot or unplot graphics com-
mands, in addition to the 22
predefined graphics char-

acters.

The TS- 1500s multifunc-

tion keyboard has 40 full-

movement, typewriter-format

keys with 22 graphics charac-

ters and 22 special charac-

ters. The keyboard also fea-

tures Timex's key-word
entry, which enables each key

to perform as many as six pos-

sible functions. The TS-
1500's programming lan-

guage is extended Basic.

The computer is compati-

ble with all of the peripherals

and software available for the

TS-1000, including the TS-

1016 Memory Expansion Mod-
ule and the TS-2040 thermal

printer.

Timex Computer Corp., PO
Box 2655, Waterbury, CT
06725. Reader Service num-
ber 489.

Just Imagine It . . .

The Imaginator is designed

to turn any Heath/Zenith- 19

or -89 into a powerful graphics

display unit, without sacrific-

ing any of the standard fea-

tures of the Heath/Zenith
units.

The Imaginator consists of

a single printed-circuit board
with its own on-board micro-

computer and built-in graph-

ics instructions set. The
graphics can be accessed di-

rectly from any high-level lan-

guage running in the host

—

PL/1, Fortran, Pascal, Basic

and others.

The Timex-Sinclair 1 500 is a 1 6K, fully-programmable com-
puter with black-and-white graphics capability and type-

writer-format keyboardfor $79.95.
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The Imaginator can be pur-

chased for $215 for a bare

board and graphics firmware,

while the completely assem-

bled and thoroughly tested

unit is available for $445.

The Imaginator is manufac-
tured by Cleveland Codonics,

Inc., PO Box 45259, Cleve-

land, OH 44145. Reader Ser-

vice number 492.

TeleVideo Enters
Portable Market
The TeleTote I is TeleVid-

eo, Inc.'s (1170 Morse Ave.,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086), entry

into the portable computer
market.

TeleTote I features network
capability; an optional RS-
422 network port lets the

TeleTote I be linked with a

TeleVideo network for access

to shared files, printers and
electronic mail.

The computer weighs 25

pounds, has a nine-inch video

display screen with 640 x 240
graphics resolution. The Tele-

Tote's screen can display 24
lines of text with 80 charac-

ters per line. It is compatible

with TeleVideo's 8-bit desktop

professional computer, the

TS803.
The TeleTote I has a Zilog

Z-80A CPU with 64K RAM
(expandable to 128K). It also

features a 5 Va -inch floppy disk

drive, a SuperMouse port for

quick cursor manipulation
and two RS-232 printer/mo-

dem ports for hard copy and
telephone connections.

The TeleTote I comes with

the CP/M operating system,

the GSX-80 graphics exten-

sion, word processing, spread-

sheet and graphics software.

The basic unit price is $1499.

A second disk drive can be add-

ed for $449, or a two-drive

system can be purchased ini-

tially for $1899. The network
option costs $495. Reader
Service number 488.

A Cheap Mouse
Microsoft Corporation

(10700 Northup Way, Belle-

vue, WA 98004) has released

a low-cost mouse for use with

the IBM Personal Computer
as well as any MS-DOS-based

TeleVideo's TeleTote I is a 25-pound portable computer that

features a nine-inch video display, CP/M operating system
and one or two disk drives.



personal computer.

The Microsoft Mouse is

priced at $195 and comes
with three application pro-

grams that help you learn

how to use the mouse.
The Microsoft Mouse is used

to quickly move or reposition

a cursor on the screen. When
you move the mouse across a

flat surface, the cursor will

track across a screen. No
special prepared surface is re-

quired. Two buttons are pro-

vided to select decision alter-

natives or commands from

the screen.

Reader Service number 483.

Commodore Keypads
And Printers
Home Computer Corpora-

tion (154 Heard Road, Kath-

leen, GA 31047) has an-

nounced a numeric keypad

for the Commodore-64 and

VIC-20 Computers.

The keypad comes in stan-

dard and hexadecimal ver-

sions. The keypad is designed

to aid in the entry of numeri-

cal data in business and ma-
chine-language applications.

It consists of a 24-key array,

which is connected to the

computer by a ribbon cable.

Installing the keypad does

not require soldering. It costs

$79.95. Reader Service num-
ber 491.

Cardco, Inc. (313 Mathew-

son Ave., Wichita, KS67214),

has designed two printers for

the C-64 and VIC-20 com-
puters.

The Cardprinter/LQl is a

letter-quality, daisy-wheel

printer that prints at 14 cps in

either red or black. It offers

bold, shadow or underline

printing in normal or propor-

tional modes of ten, 12 or 15

cpi. The printer costs

$599.95. Options will include

a tractor-feeder for $149.95, a

cut-sheet feeder with a capaci-

ty of 200 sheets ($199.95) and

a keyboard for direct printing

($199.95).

The Cardprinter/DM 1 is a

small dot matrix impact print-

er that will print 40 columns
of text on standard three-inch

adding machine roll paper.

The printer features a print

speed of 50 cps, full Com-
modore graphics, full hi-res

dot addressable graphics and
printing in red or black. It

costs $149.95. Reader Service

number 490.

Going Mad
The Mad-1 is a 16-bit sys-

tem from Mad Computer Inc.

(3350 Scott Blvd., Building

13, Santa Clara, CA 95051).

The Mad-1 features Intel's

80186 microprocessor and fu-

turistic modular housing. The
system's modularity is de-

signed to allow easy expan-

sion, reduce heat buildup and

enable boards to be repaired

easily.

The Mad- 1 is hardware and

software compatible with the

IBM Personal Computer. The
Mad- 1 comes with version 2.0

of the MS-DOS operating sys-

tem. Concurrent CP/M-86 is

optional. Mad will initially of-

fer third-party software, such

as Peachtree's accounting se-

ries and Microsoft's Multi-

Plan until artificial intelli-

gence proprietary software is

available.

Four units comprise the

Mad-1 system: the Data Mod-

ule, the Computing Module,

the keyboard and a display

monitor, and the Expansion

module, which provides an
additional four slots.

The Data Module, like the

Computing and Expansion

Modules, measures 12Vfe x

15%x2% inches. The Data

Module houses the storage

media and power supply.

The Computing Module
houses the CPU, with 16K
ROM, 256K RAM (expandable

to 512K), and optional Intel

8087 coprocessor, a combina-

tion color and monochrome
video controller and one ex-

pansion slot.

The Mad-l's keyboard is V2

inch high and consists of 85

keys, including ten special

function keys and a numeric

keypad. The Mad-1 costs

$4000 to $6000, depending

on the configuration. Reader

Service number 484.
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The NEC PC-8201 , from NEC Home Electronics (U.S.A.), Inc.,

features a 40-character by eight-line display, built-in textfor-

matting and telecommunication software, fivefunction keys

and an 80C85 microprocessor.

NEC's Portable
Computer
NEC Home Electronics

(U.S.A.), Inc. (Personal Com-
puter Division, 1401 Estes

Ave., Elk Grove Village, IL

60007), has announced the

release of the NEC PC 8201

Portable Computer.
The computer is 1 1.8 x 8.4

x2.4 inches and weighs
about four pounds. The PC-

8201 uses the 80C85 micro-

processor and comes with

16K RAM, which is expand-

able to 64K, and 32K ROM.
The system features an LCD
of40 characters by eight lines

(240x64 dots).

The 820 l's keyboard has a

total of 55 keys in Selectric-

style layout and offers five

programmable function keys.

It also offers two special

paste/insert and delete/back-

space keys, which provide

text-editing functions.

The NEC portable is

equipped with Microsoft

Basic, a telecommunications

program and a text-editing

program in ROM. The com-
puter is powered by four AA

alkaline batteries; an ac adap-

ter is optional.

The PC-8201 also features

an interface for a cassette tape

recorder, a Centronics-type

parallel printer port, an RS-

232C serial port, and an inter-

face for an optional bar-code

reader.

The NEC PC-8201 costs

about $700. Reader Service

number 494.

Hail to the Queen
The PROMQueen is a mi-

croprocessor development
system cartridge for the Com-
modore VIC-20 computer.
The PROMQueen is designed

to make writing machine-lan-

guage programs less diffi-

The Mad-1 Computer, from Mad Computer, Inc., is IBM PC-

compatible andfeatures Intel's 16-bit 80186 microprocessor.

The PROMQueen, from Glou-

cester Computer Company,
Inc., is a microprocessor

development cartridge that

simplifies the development of

machine-language pro-

grams on the VIC-20.
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Circle 140 on Reader Service card.

* OMNITEK COMPUTERS INTERNATIONAL, INC. A
1 300 MAIN STREET TEWKSBURY, MASS 01876

617-851-4580
*
*
*

*

CMB64 CALL
Verbatim 5.25" D.L 25.00

5 Va " Head Cleaning Kits 5.00 each or 3 for $ 1 2.00

Okldata Mlcrollne 80 299.00
Okldata Mlcrollne 82A 399.00
Okldata Mlcrollne 83A 629.00
Okldata Mlcrollne 92 ( 1 60 C.P.S.) correspond mode 499.00
Okldata Mlcrollne 93 799.00
Gemini 1 Printer 309.00
I 3 " Green Monitor 99.00
B.M.C. I 3" Color Monitor « 299.00
Epson FX80 FT 539.00

Epson MX- 1 00 629.00

Radio Shack M/4 w/64K 999.00

Radio Shack M/4 w/64K and 2 40 Trk 1 699.00

.and RS2 32 1 787.00

40 track economy drive Power Supply with case 1 79.00
•*• Tandon drives with Power Supply and case

40 track slnglehead 249.00

dual head 339.00
80 track slnglehead 299.00

dual head 399.00
5.25" Power Supply and case 39.00
* BASF 40 track D.D. 5 Va " new disk drive, as Is.

no return 89.00
8" Power Supply and case 95.00 or 1 for 890.00

Call for popular D.W. Printer Prices

Full Commodore Line CALL

*
A
A
A
A
A
A

OMNITEK COMPUTERS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
TRS-80 is a reg. trademark of Tandy Cor,j. Prices are for mall order only TERMS:

Check, money order. Mastercard and Visa accepted. FOB. Tewksbury-freight ex-

tra. Minimum $5.00 S & H Mass residents add 5% sales tax. Write for FREE

CATALOG.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Circle 186 on Reader Service card

i^^ 1 1H ^ with ]

you*
Tailor your Apple DOS 3.3 to your needs

DOS Customizer. This powerful utility

upgrades your Apple while making it easier to

use. Now you can alter DOS commands, load

programs four times faster, and change error

messages.

Redesign your disk catalog to use five col-

umns. Add headers to show you the number
of sectors available or the disk volume
number. Add footers that'll give the total

number of files and sectors in use. You can
even add messages.

Control the Maxfiles default, the automat-
ic reload of your language card, the BASIC
DOS command prefix, and your greeting

program.

Make your Apple uniquely yours with

DOS Customer.

Apple II + , Applesoft, 48K, DOS 3.3, Two
Disk Drives, 0440AD, $24.95.

*Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

Yes! . . .Send me copies of DOS Customizer.
#0440AD@$24.95. Please add $2.50 postage & handling.

VISA DMC DAE DCheck/MO
name _^____
address

city state zip

card#. exp. date.

signature

Instant Software CALL 1-800-258-5473 to order ^B7C

Instant Software • Rt. 101 & Elm St. • Peterborough, NH 03458

cult, time consuming and
laborious.

As a complete development
system, the PROMQueen fea-

tures powerful editing soft-

ware, HexKit 1.0, to provide

keyboard input and CRT dis-

play. Adding 8K ofmemory to

the VIC-20 (4K ROM and 4K
RAM), PROMQueen performs
as a 4K ROM emulator, ensur-

ing that programs written on
it will work on the micropro-

cessor chosen, as well as the

VIC-20 itself.

The HexKit software and
the VIC-20's special function

keys combine for quick block

transfer, remapping, transfer

of bytes to and from marked
locations, instantjumps toad-

dresses specified in com-
mands (with optional return

to the address jumped from),

global search for opcodes that

are likely to need remapping
when blocks are transferred,

and other features.

After the program has been
tested under process condi-

tions, the PROMQueen will

burn the program into eras-

able programmable ROM
(EPROM) chips.

The PROMQueen features

automatic control of EPROM
burn and verification, with a
4K burntime of five minutes.

The HexKit program makes
any Basic program self-start-

ing—automatically loading and
running the program when the

computer is turned on.

The PROMQueen costs
$249 and is available from
Gloucester Computer Com-
pany, Inc., 1 Blackburn Cen-
ter, Gloucester, MA 01930.
Reader Service number 485.

A Briefcase Portable
The SKS 2502 Nano, from

SKS Computers, Inc. (4091

Leap Road, Hilliard, OH
43026), is an eight-bit com-
puter housed in a leather

briefcase.

The Nano features dual
5*4 -inch, 400K disk drives, a
Z-80A CPU, 80K RAM, a built-

in CRT and separate key-

board controller. It also offers

two RS-232C serial ports for

printer and modem connec-

tions, and the CP/M operating

system.

The Nano's display is 80
characters long by 16 or 24
lines, with reverse video/mag-

nified character attributes.

The software, in addition to

the CP/M operating system,

includes modified C Basic,

Perfect Writer, Perfect Filer,

Perfect Speller, Perfect Calc

and Menu Runtime.
The Nano is priced at

$2495. Reader Service num-
ber 486.

The Banana Printer

The Banana, from Leading
Edge Products, Inc. (225
Turnpike St., Canton, MA
02021), is an 80-column,
tractor-feed printer that is ca-

pable of printing alphanumer-
ics or graphics on fan-fold

forms from 4\b to ten inches

wide. Print speed is 50 charac-

ters per second. It costs

$249.95
The Banana's printhead is

of unihammer design for

greater simplicity and consis-

tency. Characters are printed

in a clear, 5x7 matrix. Nor-

The Nano, from SKS Computers, Inc., is an eight-bit,

Z-80-based computer contained in a leather briefcase-type

housing unit.
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Circle 87 on Reader Service card.

The Banana, from Leading Edge Products, is an 80-column,

tractor-feed printer that costs $249.95

mal character spacing is the

standard ten characters per

inch, equivalent to pica type,

with a maximum of 80 char-

acters a line. Double-width

characters (five per inch) can

be substituted under software

command.
The printer features charac-

ter and dot-addressable
graphics modes, with a densi-

ty of 63 x 69 dots per inch.

Line spacing in graphics
mode is reduced to nine lines

per inch, allowing graphics

characters on adjacent lines

to abut when desired.

A Centronics-type parallel

interface allows direct hookup
to most microcomputers, in-

cluding Apple, IBM, TRS-80
and Kaypro. The Banana is

16x5x8 inches and weighs

12 pounds. Reader Service

number 482.

Commodore Unveils
Portable

Commodore Business Ma-

chines, Inc. (Computer Sys-

tems Division, 1200 Wilson

Drive, West Chester, PA
19380), has introduced a por-

table computer for the travel-

ing businessman. The porta-

ble, called the Executive-64,

features 64K RAM, a full up-

per/lowercase detachable key-

board, built-in six-inch color

monitor and a built-in floppy

disk drive with 170K capaci-

ty; a second drive is optional.

The Executive-64 weighs

about 38 pounds and is 5 x

14V2 x 14V2 inches. The porta-

ble is fully compatible with

VIC-20 and Commodore-64
peripherals.

Using a Z-80 cartridge, the

Executive-64 can accommo-

The Executive-64, from Commodore Business Machines, fea-

tures 64K RAM, full upper- and lowercase, detachable key-

board, built-in six-inch monitor and a singlefloppy disk drive.

IS YOUR LAB STILL IN
THE MIDDLE AGES?

S*'
Stk -

^

*?&*

Your secretary types reports and revises project

budgets on an Apple microcomputer.Why should you
be stuck with the same pen and ink used by medieval
alchemists? An ALIS automation system together
with your Apple II can eliminate manual recording
and setting of instruments. ALIS systems can work
with pH meters, strain gauges, timers, positioners,

microbalances, flow meters, BCD devices— in short

almost ANY device which accepts or generates an
analog or digital signal.

ALIS makes
automation easy
Each ALIS system is complete with preassembled
hardware, from Apple interface to cabling, terminal

box and test switches— as easy to install as a printer.

ALIS' interface software lets your Applesoft programs
talk directly with the real world at up to 10,000 data
points per second. You can display your results im-

mediately or off-line with ALIS' modifiable hi-res

graphing system. Each ALIS system is thoroughly
documented with over 150 pages of readable
manuals, including
sample programs and
application notes to

assist in automating
your lab.

^m Ktfttfm

ALIS automation systems are available NOW in the following

configurations:

• Precision Analog Input: ALIS/A12 $1 51

7

(16 channels, 0.024% Prec, 8 ranges, 100mV min)

• Analog Input: ALIS/A08 $11 49
(16 channels, 0.39% Prec, 5 Volts Full Scale)

• Analog Output: ALIS/AO $841
(2 channels, 0.39% Prec, 10 Volts Full Scale)

•Digital Input/ Output: ALIS/ DIO $1600
(32 bi-directional channels, quad timers, interrupts)

Available soon: ALIS/MX256— 256 channel analog input.

ALIS systems require a 48K APPLE, APPLESOFT, DOS 3.2/3

For detailed specifications and complete price

schedule see your Apple dealer, or contact:

eco-tech, inc.
2990 Lake Lansing Rd. • P.O. Box 776 • East Lansing, Ml 48823

(517) 337-9226

ALIS is a trademark of Eco-Tech, Inc.

APPLE & APPLESOFT are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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date a CP/M operating sys-

tem. With a PET emulator, it

can use much of the available

PET software.

The Executive-64 can use

the large number ofgame car-

tridges available for the 64
family of computers and has
full music and sound capa-

bilities.

Resident in the Executive-

64s ROM is Basic V2. Other
high-level programming lan-

guages include Pascal, Logo,

Assembler and Pilot. Also, the

Executive-64's 6510 central

processor is 6502-program
compatible. The computer
costs $995. Reader Service

number 496.

CP/M Business
Computer

Multitech Electronics, Inc.

( 195 W. El Camino Real, Sun-
nyvale, CA 94086), has re-

cently introduced the
MIC-500, a system aimed at

the small-business user.

The MIC-500 combines a
high-speed Z-80A processor

with semiconductor memory
and dual 5V4-inch floppy disk

storage. The floppy drives

provide 400K of storage.

The computer runs CP/M
3.0 and comes with Perfect

Writer, Perfect Filer, Perfect

Speller, Perfect Calc and
Perfect Plan software. Ap-
plication programming lan-

guages for the MIC-500 in-

clude C Basic, Cobol and
Pascal.

The MIC-500 offers 64K
RAM, two serial RS-232C
ports for terminal and com-
munications devices, and an
eight-bit parallel port for Cen-
tronics-type printers. The
MIC-500 costs $1395 without

a terminal and $1995 with a
terminal. Reader Service
number 495.

A Powerful Portable

The Sharp PC-5000 is a

complete 16-bit system in

briefcase size. The computer
weighs 12 pounds, and comes
with all the features neces-

sary to make it fully portable.

The PC-5000 comes with

Circle 345 on Reader Service card.

COMMUNICATIONS
SOFTWARE

WHY BUY 3 PROGRAMS?
LYNC HAS ALL 3 IN ONE!

1) FILE TRANSFER 2) REMOTE OPERATION
3) COMMUNICATE WITH TIME-SHARE

Easy set up on most systems.

Menu driven install program.

Command Mode of operation

Help Screen for Lync & Term

Z80 based CP/M $155
PC DOS $155 TRSDOS $75

We re Not the Biggest, Just the Best.

International Software Alliance (805) 966-3077

1835 Mission Ridge Santa Barbara, CA 93103
• 0EALEH AMI) OtLM ISQI IHIES I.XVTTED

'

KOHMATS: 8" Standard; IBM PC TKJS; THS^ttO Mod II with CP M; VertoKiraphk ;

Cromemco; North Stan Oshome; Xerox 820 18" or 5"i; SuperBrain; NLS KayPro;
Teh-Video; TRMO Model I or III; Zenith Heathkit; Victor 9000; Sanyo; Altos;

Fujitsu; Otrona.

[CP M is a trademark of DK.II Al. RESEARCH I.YMC is a trademark of MIDNIGHT SOFTWARE.

Multitech Electronics' MIC-500 is a dual-floppy. Z-80A-based

computer designedfor the small-business user.

128K RAM (expandable to

256K); two-slot expansion
bus; an eight-line by 80-char-

acter liquid crystal display

(LCD) with a graphics display

capacity of 640 x 80 dots; and
a thermal transfer, serial

printer that operates with

plain or thermal paper. The
printer has a capacity of 80
characters (12 characters per

inch) or 66 characters (10

characters per inch).

The PC-5000 also features

an RS-232C interface and an
audio cassette interface. The
system is powered with a re-

chargeable battery (with an ac

adapter).

For pricing information
contact Sharp Electronics

Corporation, 10 Sharp Plaza,

Paramus, NJ 07652. Reader
Service number 493.

Taking Care of
Business
The Fujitsu Micro 16s Per-

sonal Business Computer is

designed to be used by small

businesses, departments with-

in larger companies or profes-

sionals such as lawyers, bank-

ers, distributors, manufactur-

ers and programmers.

The Micro 16s features two
main processors, the 8-bit

Z-80 and Fujitsu's 16-bit

8086. The Z-80 runs the CP/M
2.2 operating system.

The dual microprocessors

are integrated under CP/M-
86, word processing and elec-

tronic spreadsheet software,

and can operate 8- and 16-bit

CP/M-based applications pro-

grams to give you a complete

system designed to meet most

The Sharp PC-5000 is a complete 16-bit system thabfeatures
1 28K RAM, 8x80 LCD and a serial printer.
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The Fujitsu Micro 1 6s Personal Business Computerfeatures a
dual-processor CPU, 1 28K of parity-checking RAM, detach-

able keyboard, CP/M-86 operating system, word processing

and electronics spreadsheet software, 48K graphics RAM and
RGB color monitor.

small business needs.

The Micro 16s has two
5Vi-inch floppy disk drives

with 320K of formatted stor-

age each, and 128K of parity-

checking RAM, expandable to

one megabyte. It also has

parallel and serial output

ports and an advanced high-

resolution color graphics
capability.

The computer's keyboard is

detachable and features 98
sculpted keys, tactile feed-

back, numeric keypad and
ten programmable keys.

The system costs $3995.

Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc.,

Professional Microsystems Di-

vision, 3320 Scott Blvd., San-

ta Clara, CA 95051. Reader

Service number 487.

Panasonic's Two
Printers

Panasonic Industrial Co.

(One Panasonic Way, Secau-

cus, NJ 07094) has released

two dot matrix impact print-

ers that feature high-speed

printing and graph capa-

bilities.

The Panasonic KX-P 1 160 is

a bidirectional printer with a

logic seeking head that is de-

signed to print up to 165 char-

acters per second in Pica, and

196 characters in Elite.

The KX-P 1160s 9x3 dot

matrix forms 96 ASCII char-

acters with descenders. The
unit has an adjustable sprock-

et pin feed that is capable of

handling fanfold paper from

four to 15 inches in width. An
optional front inserter is avail-

able to print single sheets.

The KX-P 1 160 is equipped

with a standard parallel inter-

face and has an optional RS-

232C interface and a micro-

processor-controlled line

spacing feature that allows se-

lectable spacing, both forward

and reverse. The KX-P 1160
costs $1750.

Panasonic's KX-P 1090 is a

bidirectional printer with

graph capabilities. It prints at

80 characters per second
(Pica) and 96 characters per

second (Elite), and can print

up to 80 characters a line.

The KX-P 1090 can accom-

modate fanfold and letter pa-

per from four to ten inches in

width or an 8 14 -inch roll of

paper. The printer comes with

a standard parallel interface

and can be used with an op-

tional RS-232C interface. It

costs $550. Reader Service

number 480.

The KX-P1 1 60, from Panasonic, is a bidirectional printer that

prints 1 65 Pica and 1 96 Elite cps. It costs $1 750.

Panasonic's KX-P1 090 is a bidirectional printer that costs $550.

The KX-P1 090 prints 80 Pica and 96 Elite cps.

Selling Micro-

computing will

make money for you.

Consider the facts:

Fact #1: Selling Microcomput-
ing increases store traffic— our

dealers tell us that Microcomputing is

the hottest-selling computer magazine on
the newsstands.

Fact #2: There is a direct correlation between
store traffic and sales— increase the number of people

coming through your door and you'll increase sales.

Fact #3: Fact #1 + Fact #2 = INCREASED $ALE$,

which means more money for you. And that's a fact.

For information on selling Microcomputing, call

800-343-0728 and speak with Ginnie Boudrieau, our

bulk sales manager. Or write to her at Microcomputing,

80 Pine St., Peterborough, NH 03458.

MICROCOMPUTING
80 Pine Street Peterborough, NH 03458

800-343-0728
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REVIEWS
(From p. 146.)

Ifyou own an Apple III and have not yet
purchased a database program, I recom-
mend that you consider this program. At
$100, it offers exceptional value. (Apple
Computer, Inc., 20525 Mariani Ave.,

Cupertino, CA 85014.)

Justin Crom
Littleton, CO

Calc Result

You don't have to be
A math wizard

To use this spreadsheet

Flip open a copy of any computing
magazine, and you'll find ads for finan-

cial analysis programs commonly re-

ferred to as spreadsheets. The more
pages you flip, the more ads you'll see.

Then you might begin to notice the

various third-party manuals and other
publications being sold to help you learn

how to use the spreadsheet software that

you acquire.

I was beginning to wonder if I had the

necessary time, ability and intelligence

to fully use a spreadsheet program, when
I was rescued by Calc Result, a new
spreadsheet package from Handic Soft-

ware, for the Commodore-64.
The folks at Handic Software realize

that dependable, bug-free software is a
must, but more importantly, they've re-

membered what some software manu-
facturers forget: Attached to the outside
of the keyboard on the Commodore-64 is

a nebulous entity called a user (i.e., you
and me). Calc Result is designed for

users.

You don't have to be a programmer or a
math wizard to harness its power.

When you open the Calc Result pack-

age, you will find 70 well-written pages of

documentation in a vinyl binder, a pro-

gram cartridge and a master disk.

Installation is painless. You plug the

cartridge into the expansion port and
then turn on the equipment. The pro-

gram will prompt you to mount the

master disk, and then execute a routine
that I consider to be a good example of

professional system design. The program
backs up the master disk onto a work
disk and instructs you to secure the

master in a safe place.

The program formats and copies to the
work disk, and prompts for your system
configuration and personal choice of

background, foreground and border col-

ors. You even have your choice of help
screens in four languages out of a total of

eight. All this is done for you.

The back-up process requires that you
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slip the back-up disk into drive 1 (for a
two-drive system), or alternate the disks

in drive (for a one-drive system), and
press the return key a few times.

Calc Result provides plenty of flexibili-

ty for data manipulation. Financial or

numeric models are built on pages con-
sisting of 254 rows by 63 columns. The
intersection of each row and column is a
cell that can contain numeric data, a
descriptive label or a formula to be
calculated.

Each cell can have an individual char-

acter format. This gives you unlimited
flexibility in page design. Since Calc
Result supports up to 32 separate pages,
a three-dimensional view of the data you
are working with can be created.

Building pages with Calc Result is a
snap. You can move the cursor left, right,

up or down to scroll the page for viewing.

Column widths can be changed instant-

ly, and the leftmost column can be pro-

tected and continuously displayed. For-

mulas, labels and data can be easily

replicated in other cells, or changed with
little effort by using the edit commands,
which, like all commands supported by
Calc Result, are only a keystroke away.
Entire rows or columns can be replicated,

inserted or deleted.

And what can you do with specific data
on a page? Nearly anything. Calc Result

supports all the normal mathematical
functions for building formulas as well as
sum and mean value functions. Formu-
las are built according to normal mathe-
matical rules to further simplify calcula-

tions, but the real power of Calc Result

comes from logic functions supported. If-

Then-Else with And, Or and Not-Else

logic functions can be used in each cell.

For instance. If manufacturing cost of a
product is greater than 40 percent of raw
materials cost. Then retail price should
be equal to manufacturing cost plus x
percent. Else retail price should be equal
to manufacturing cost plus y percent.

Once you have defined your formulas,

Calc Result lets you define manual or au-

tomatic recalculation. In auto mode, any
time you change a value on a page, any
values related to the changed value will

be automatically recalculated and dis-

played. This gives unlimited flexibility to

projected results based on changing data
and what-if situations.

If you're like me, and have a memory-
retention span of about 30 seconds, you
will appreciate Calc Result's split-screen

function. You can split the display screen
either horizontally or vertically to display

different sections of the page. When the

screen is split, each half can be scrolled

over the whole page separately. A
separate page also can be displayed in

each screen half, but it gets even better. A
window can be defined on the screen that

displays a particular section of a page.
The window itself can then be split, so it

is possible to have parts of four different

pages on the screen simultaneously.

If you would rather visualize your cal-

culated results instead of just dealing

with numbers. Calc Result will prepare
an impressive bar chart of your data in

graphics mode.

The chart can be displayed and print-

ed, along with other printed pages. The
formatting option in the print routine will

let you create custom print formats and
make every column a different width if

you like.

What About Documentation?

Is the power and flexibility of the pro-

gram complicated or hard to use? Nope—
not at all. The documentation manual
provided with Calc Result is divided into

three sections: A user's guide, a tutorial

and a description ofcommands and func-.

tions.

The tutorial section leads you through
the full range of the program's abilities in

small easy steps. Rather than being
bogged down in complex descriptions of

various functions, you will find yourself

creating and manipulating cells and data
in the first five minutes you spend with
Calc Result. The tutorial is task-oriented,

and starts you off building pages and
learning by doing. It's an enjoyable ex-

perience. Once again, Calc Result is a
study in what the term "user friendly"

should mean. You don't need extra refer-

ence manuals to get the most out of the

software.

In case you haven't noticed, I really like

this software package, but nothing can
be perfect. So, (look, look, look, search,

search, search) there is at least one possi-

ble drawback of which you should be
aware.

The program cartridge is an autostart

ROM. This means that you plug it in, turn
on the power and it comes up by itself

without any run commands from you.

You end the program by executing the

quit command. The program will save
the page you are working on to disk even
if you forget. It then tidies up, clears the

screen, prints a copyright and end mes-
sage, and then literally goes away.
To restart the program you must

power down the computer, and then
power it back on. To load or execute any
other program, you must power down the

computer and pull out the cartridge. This
would only cause you problems ifyou like

to switch back and forth between appli-

cations without powering off your unit.

On the other hand, at the suggested
retail price of $150, it's worth buying a
Commodore-64 just to run Calc Result.

The only other problem I've found with
Calc Result is simple addiction. I seem to

be playing fewer games on my 64 and
using Calc Result to create budgets, ex-

pense reports and quarterly reports that

used to be drawn out, boring projects.

With Calc Result, these projects have
become so easy that now they are actual-

ly fun to do.

The hardware required to run Calc



Now is your
chance to cash in

on your robotics pro-

gramming skill and cre-

ativity. Enter the first Micro-
computing/Heath Company

HERO 1 programming contest and
win up to $500 worth of prizes.

Microcomputing magazine, in conjunction
with the Heath Company, manufacturers of the

HERO 1, invites all HERO 1 programmers to sub-

mit their best applications to this contest. Entries

will be judged in the following categories:

1. Standard HERO 1 with arm.
2. Modified HERO 1, including additional RAM or ROM, as well

as any mechanical or

electrical modifications.
employees of Wayne
Green Inc. (publisher

of Microcomputing),
and the Heath
Company and

and their

/ immediate
families.

4. All entries, in-

cluding programs,
become the property
of Microcomputing.

All entries must be re-

ceived by Microcomputing by
September 1, 1983.

Send submissions to:

Robotics Contest
Microcomputing
80 Pine Street

Peterborough, N.H. 03458
7. Contestants may submit

more than one entry in one or

both categories.

Entries will be judged on origi-

nality and technical feasibility.

The more practical and easily

adaptable the application, the

better. Winners will be an-

nounced in the December 1983
issue ofMicrocomputing. So re

v

up your robot, and let's put the

Heath's HERO through its paces!

Prizes will be awarded to the top three entrants in

each category. Two $500 gift certificates (one from
each category) will be awarded. Each first place

winner will select the prizes of his choice, worth up
to $500, from the latest Heath Company catalog.

A $100 gift certificate, good toward any purchase

from the Heath catalog, will be awarded to both .

second place winners. Third place winners M
from each category will receive a copy
of Microcomputing column- .^^^^^J
ist Mark Robillard's new
book, "HERO 1 Advanced
Programming and Inter-

facing," plus a one-year

paid subscription to Mi-

crocomputing magazine.

CONTEST RULES
1. All programs must be
submitted both on cas-

sette tape and in hard
copy form. A brief, writ-

ten description of the ap-

plication must accom-
pany each entry.

2. Entries in the modi-
fied category must in-

clude a complete descrip-

tion of the alterations

performed on the robot.

3. The contest is open to

all HERO 1 owners, except

M^M
;
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Result is the basic Commodore-64
system. You need a Commodore-64, one
or two 1541 disk drives and a Com-
modore 5151/1525 or 1520 printer.

If you are looking for a dependable,

flexible and easy-to-use spreadsheet pro-

gram, I think you'll find that Calc Result

is well worth your investment. (Handic
Software, distributed by Computer Mar-
keting Services, Inc., 300 W. Marlton
Pike, Cherry Hill, NJ 08002.)

Gary McClellan
Flagstaff, AZ

Nevada Cobol

Yes, your CP/M
System can run
Cobol—and for only $29
Everybody knows that a personal com-

puter can't run Cobol. It takes too much
memory, right? Wrong.
Nevada Cobol will run a 2500 state-

ment program under CP/M with just 32K
RAM and a disk drive.

Well, surely everyone knows that

Cobol is too expensive. Wrong again.

Nevada Cobol sells for $29. No, that's

not a typographical error; it's $29!

What Is It?

Nevada Cobol is a version of Cobol that

meets the most widely used facilities of

ANSI-74, the accepted standard for

Cobol. You can buy it from Ellis Com-
puting of San Francisco, a company that

specializes in well-documented, bug-free

language programs that don't cost an
arm and a leg.

You might ask why you need Cobol
when you already have Basic. First, it is

the language of business. There are

thousands of business programs written

in Cobol. Many of them are in the public

domain and are free.

Second, Cobol is easy to understand. It

reads much like ordinary English and is

almost as easy to program in. Finally, its

file and record structures are designed
for business and accounting: its data en-

try features facilitate generating for-

matted reports. Who needs an expensive

spreadsheet program when you have
Cobol!

The biggest difference between Cobol
and Basic is that Cobol is a compiled
language. This means that you write

your program using a text editor, and
then save it as a CP/M file with the suffix

".CBL".
You then command "CC filename"

and the compiler transforms your pro-

gram into 8080 object code. Then the re-

sultant program is run, or, more typical-

ly, a run-time program is called up to load

your program and run it.

This whole process can be frustrating

at first, especially ifyou are used to a very
interactive programming language such
as Basic; however, as you improve, you
find the run speed more than makes up
for the little extra time used writing the

program.

My version of Nevada Cobol arrived

just ten days after I ordered it. This didn't

surprise me as I'm used to dealing with

Ellis Computing. As usual, it had been
properly packaged for Canadian cus-

toms—no mean feat. The 153-page in-

struction book was in a three-ring binder.

Here's what you can expect on your
distribution disk:

•CC.COM—the Cobol compiler itself

• W4.COM—a scratchpad file used by
the compiler

• W5.COM—the error message file. This

is accessible to you, so you can change
the error messages to make them more
understandable. You can even change
the language they're written in.

• RUN.COM— the run-time loader/

subroutine library

• ERRORS.COM—This program dis-

plays your errors after compilation. I use
it a lot!

• RENUMBER.COM—This is the source

code for a renumbering program. It must
be compiled before it is run so that you
have a correct source program to test

your compiler.

Circle 187 on Reader Service card.
Circle 1 18 on Reader Service card.
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Disk Library

i

Find all your Apple* programs
in seconds with Disk Library.

Add, change, or delete pro-

gram names or disk titles. Verify

information before it's deleted.

Enter new data manually or di-

rect from the disk.

Location & Library Dumps
display all disk titles, or disk ti-

tles and program names. In-

cludes printer option.

Search for programs alphabetically, by location, or by pro-

gram name. Includes a similar-word search.

You can also delete the entire text file and reformat the disk.

Or save everything with a single key-stroke. With Disk Li-

brary you'll never again waste hours looking for a program.

Apple II + , Applesoft. 32K, disk, 0374AD, $24.95.

G
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Can you predict your company's next

growth period? With Business Cycle Analysis

you can. Plan ahead with confidence. Let

your computer:

•record monthly data (productivity, net

profit, operating expenses. . .whatever

you like);

•calculate 12-month moving averages and
pressure points at the touch of a button;

•create easy-to-read plots of raw data,

averages, or pressure curves in just

seconds.

Why risk your investment. Come out a

winner with Business Cycle Analysis. Ideal

for managers, sales & marketing analysts,

investors, students, and small businesses.

Apple II + *, 48K, Applesoft, disk, 0406AD,
$59.95

*Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

YES! Please send me copies of Disk
Library @$24.95. Please add $2.50 postage & handling

VISA DMC DAMEX DCHECK/MO
NAME

Yes!. . . Send me. .copies ofBusiness Cycle Analysis

ADDRESS
CITY _ STATE ZIP
CARD* F.XP DATE
SIGNATURE

#0406AD@$59.95. Please add $2.50 postage & handling.

VISA DMC DAE Check/MO

name _

address

city state.

card#_ exp. date.

^zip.

Instant Software Order Toll Free 1-800-258-5473
signature

Rte. 101 & Elm Street

Peterborough, NH 03458 338B7L

Instant Software CALL 1-800-258-5473 to order
Instant Software* Rt. 101 & Elm St. •Peterborough NH 03458

338B7A
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•CONFIG.CBL—This is another source-

code program. It should be run before

writing any programs, as it configures

RUN.COM for your terminal.

•CONVHEX.COM—This converts
".HEX" files to ".OBJ" files. For the life

of me, I can't see why you need it!

The instructions for Nevada Pilot were
clear, even to a software reviewer. You
are told how to make a current disk from

the master. The manual goes as far as to

spell out that you enter "PIP A: =B: *.*

(V0]"0. Uncharacteristically, Ellis then

goes off on a tangent.

Instead of immediately going to the

configuration program to set up the run-

time package for your particular ma-
chine, he describes how to write and
compile a program.
Two pages later, you're at the configu-

ration program. CONFIG.OBJ is a pro-

gram that initializes RUN.COM for your
terminal. In fact, RUN.COM will modify

itselfas it runs. Once this is done, you can
erase the configuration program.

Once you have written a source-code

program, you must compile it. This is

done by entering "CC filename.XXX".
The filename must have the CP/M suffix

".CBL" The first X gives the drive your
source code is on, the second X the drive

the object file is written to and the last X
gives the drive to use for a work file. Usu-
ally, the compiler will list a batch of er-

rors and terminate the compile. Ifyou are

gifted, or lucky, the program will compile

and be saved in a file with the same
filename and the CP/M suffix ".OBJ".

Finally, you enter "RUN filename".

The filename must be the one you earlier

compiled. The Run program loads the

program into memory and executes it.

There are also a number of machine
language subroutines in the Run pro-

gram that are called from your program.

You should practice all these steps

using the renumber program, since you
know the source code is correct; so, any
problems are either yours (most likely)

or Nevada Cobol's. You won't waste time

with silly syntax errors.

Error messages are much more explicit

than those I am used to using on a main-
frame. You won't get pages and pages of

error messages that were generated by
a simple error in the first few lines ofyour
program. This compiler aborts once
it sees that an error is being carried

through.

All this may sound simple. It is.

Whether you are a proficient Cobol pro-

grammer, or are using Ellis's business

programs written in Nevada Cobol,

there's really nothing else you need to

know.
If you haven't programmed in Cobol

before, the manual is a bit skimpy as a
programming course. It wasn't meant as

one. You could, however, manage with-

out too much problem.

If you are used to programming in

Cobol, Ellis's manual will show you the

few differences between this and the full-

fledged Cobol. There's a six-page list of

all the ANSI-74 reserved words along

with the few that are omitted from
Nevada Cobol. Omissions are so few I

wouldn't bother looking for them. They
probably won't show up in your pro-

grams for years. So far, the only two prob-

lems I have had are that you can't

"WRITE AFTER ADVANCING ..." and
Address isn't a reserved word. There are

also eight words in Nevada Cobol that

aren't in the ANSI-74 standard.

If you write commercial software, Ellis

Computing has a good deal about royal-

ties. Ifyou're selling object code, you can
distribute the run-time package without

paying royalties. Naturally, ifyou market
only source code, you can't distribute the

compiler without buying a license from
Ellis Computing.

A Tip of the Hat

Although this is a review of Nevada
Cobol, I must add a few words about Ellis

Computing, the company that markets
it. I have been dealing with this company
for more than a year. Every letter that I

have sent them has been promptly and
courteously answered. Every suggestion.

Circle 366 on Reader Service card.

Bowlstat
a complete CP/M

bowling league
statistics package

Use Bowlstat II to pay for your Computer Investment!!!

Bowling leagues throughout the U.S.

are manually tabulating league

statistics. By contracting with these

leagues and using the recently

developed Bowlstat II program you

can pay for your computer invest-

ment with only a few hours of com-
puter time a week.

To order write or call

RKS MARKETING INC.

P.O. Box 340
OXFORD, PA 19363
Phone: 215932-5616
• CP M and CB KO fir*- trademarks of Digital Research Inc

• Xerox H2?() is a trademark of Xerox Corporation

• Kaypro II is ,i trademark of Non Linear Systems

• ( kbortH' I is ,1 trademark of Osborne Computer Corp

PA residents please add 6% sales tax

Allow thirty days for delivery

This complete new package provides

the software to perform and generate

all reports required by the American
Bowling Congress including in-

dividual bowler statistics. Once set

up is established, Bowlstat II only re-

quires input of individual game
scores, the computer does the rest.

All reports are selected by menu with

a batch option to generate several

reports in a run.

NAME

If you are currently utilizing one of

the following computers, check with

your nearest bowling alley to see the

unlimited potential.

FORMATS:
Xerox - 820, Kaypro II, Osborne I,

also available in 8" SSSD, including

terminal definition program. Addi-

tional formats will be made available

early in 1984.

LANGUAGE:
CB 80 - programs supplied will ex-

ecute with no additional software re-

quired. Reports require an 80 column
printer. The entire program with

ducumentation costs only $99.95

ADDRESS

STATE, ZIP

FORMAT_
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every complaint and every query has
received immediate attention. I haven't

found any bugs in this program, but I did

find some in a version of Pilot 1 bought
from Ellis (see review in January 1983
Microcomputing, p. 158).

Chuck Ellis, the president of Ellis Com-
puting, and John Starkweather, the cre-

ator of Pilot, both wrote to me with sug-

gestions; soon after, an updated disk

arrived in the mail—no charge!

Summary
Ellis Computing has come up with an

inexpensive and useful version of Cobol.

Professional software writers can use it to

widen their markets. Business users will

write better programs than they would
have with Basic. The rest of us will enjoy

it because it is an inexpensive introduc-

tion to a rich and useful language. (Ellis

Computing, 600 First Ave., San Francis-

co, CA 94121.)

Bruce Evans
Pickering, Ontario

Smartkey

This CP/M utility

Redefines your keyboard,

Making complex tasks simpler

Microcomputers are supposed to pro-

vide relief from the drudgery of repetitive

activity, so it's ironic that the opposite

often occurs. If you find yourself repeat-

edly typing an awkward series of com-
mands every time you use a particular

piece of software, you know what I mean.
Whenever I load WordStar to write or

edit an article or letter, I must type a long

series of commands after commanding
WS ARTICLE.OOKcr> to configure it to

my customary starting parameters:

AJHO
AOJ

(set help level to zero)

(turn offjustification)
AOH (hyphen help off)

AOR75<cr> (right margin at 75)
AOT (screen "ruler" off)

AV (insert off)

|The symbol A means the character following is a con-

trol Character; <cr> stands lor RETURN.)

This is particularly awkward, because I

must wait until WordStar is loaded, and
then issue these commands slowly

enough for WordStar to be able to keep

up while it's trying to display all sorts of

start-up prompts I don't need or want.

Smartkey to the Rescue

Smartkey lets you redefine your com-
puter's keyboard, key by key. You can
define one key to produce long strings of

commands like all six of those WordStar
initiation commands. I've redefined the

tilde key ~ so that it generates the string

AJHOAOJ AOH AOR75<cr> AOT AV

This is contained in a key redefinition file

I use only with WordStar, so now my
WordStar initiation procedure is this:

SKWS <cr>

WSARTICLE.OOl <cr>
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The first line loads Smartkey and the

key redefinition file WS.DEF. The second
line invokes WordStar in document (non-

programming) mode, set to work on the

file ARTICLE.00 1 . The third line, entered

after WordStar is loaded, generates the

21 keystrokes of the initial command
group, and I'm in business.

Since that particular long command
string is likely to be issued only once per

session, it may seem of limited value, but
there's great satisfaction in not having to

retype it every time I load WordStar. (In

passing, it should be noted that your
WordStar supplier can preconfigure your
WordStar master to come up initialized

to your specifications.

On the other hand, you probably can't

judge that before you've used the pro-

gram, and you may want different initial-

izing for different applications, which
Smartkey can do by single keystrokes de-

fined in one or more * .DEF files.)

As helpful as Smartkey
can be in word processing,

it pales to insignificance

when compared to its

value in database entry.

There are other Smartkey commands,
used much more repetitively, that save

me multiple keystrokes. The best Word-
Star example is

AKS (save file & restart)

AQP (return cursor to position before save)

By defining the n key as AKSAQP, I can
save my existing file and return the cur-

sor to position by hitting the N key. It's

particularly handy when going through a
long article making word changes. Since

the temporary save is advisable as a fre-

quent protection practice, this is not only

convenient but an encouragement to

protect my work from possible loss.

Help for Newcomers

Other key redefinitions are useful in

WordStar, too. When I introduce a com-
puting newcomer to word processing, lit-

tle things can get in the way. On most
computer keyboards, hitting the period

while the shift lock is on produces the

greater-than sign >, and uppercase on
the comma key is the less-than sign <. No
typewriter keyboards are set up this way,
and high-speed typists can be stopped
cold when striking a capital ".", only to

find ">" on the screen.

So whenever I have a beginner demon-
strate word processing to himself, I first

load Smartkey and a special redefinition

file, WS1.DEF, which automatically con-

verts ">•' to "." and "<" to ",". Since

high-speed typists almost never have
occasion to use < or > (they don't appear
on many office typewriters), the keys
aren't missed—and the frustration of

getting unexpected results is avoided.

Later—after the joys of word processing

have captured interest— it is time to in-

troduce exceptions like < and >.

As helpful as Smartkey can be in word
processing, it pales to insignificance when
compared to its value in database entry.

Imagine the task of copying names and
addresses from a manual card file into a
computer database—something faced at

least once by every organization moving
their mailing list to a computer. Usually,

the raw material comes to the typist in

sensible order, often presorted by zip

codes, since that's the way the post office

prefers to get bulk mailings. This means
the operator will type a given city name,
state and zip code dozens—perhaps hun-

dreds—of times.

This is where mistakes creep in, since

most typists get sloppy on, and pay little

attention to, anything they're typing for

the 35th time. Having done it, I can tes-

tify to the intense boredom of typing

Cassadaga NY 14718 or Ocala FL 32671
over and over again as the last part of

dozens of entries. (I choose "Cassadaga"

as an example because it's all left-hand

typing and has error-encouraging key-

stroke combinations like "assada.")

Because Smartkey offers a capability for

redefining keys on the fly, while running a
particular application program, the

operator can redefine a key (the ! key, for

example) as a new city name, state and zip

code when it is first encountered, proof-

read it once, and never type the com-
bination again. The redefined combina-
tion can even end with the carriage re-

turn and whatever other characters may
be required to move on to the next

database entry.

Even when entering names and ad-

dresses from one city with varying zip

codes, there's an advantage. If the key @
(which almost never is needed for entering

addresses) is redefined as New York NY
100, the operator can add on the last two
numbers of the zip code and still avoid

repetition.

The same tactic applies, of course, to

multiple appearances of a name like

Smith or Wilson. And since each data-

base entry requirement has its own
peculiar set of time- and effort-saving op-

portunities, I'll leave the possibilities to

your imagination.

Basic Programming

Writing programs, of course, is full of

repetitive keystroking. How many times

did you type CHR$( last time you wrote a
Basic program?
Smartkey lets you create a permanent

key redefinition file that defines spare

keyboard keys as the reserved words of

Basic, so you need not type them repeat-

edly once you are familiar with them. But

you also can redefine other keys as

variable names. So typing the plain-lan-

guage variable name NUMBEROFPLAY-
ERS becomes a one-keystroke matter.



Using ED
I almost never use the CP/M editor

ED.COM, but there's one task it handles

particularly well. When a Basic program
under development gets too large to run
in available memory with comments in-

tact, I create a TEMP.BAS version with

comments stripped away. The ED com-
mand #JMZ AZALAZ<cr> quickly deletes

all comments following ' on a line, while

leaving the line number intact in case it's

a jump target. (You'd use #JREMAZ A

ZALAZ<cr> if you use REM to identify

REMarks.) I seldom remember the com-
mand syntax when I need it, so by having

this command macro handy under the

right brace (}) key, I can strip a heavily

commented program easily:

A>ED PROGNAME.BAS
**A
*}

*E

A>
CP/M Commands

Ifyou frequently back up your work by
commanding PIP A: =B:FILENAME-
.TYPE<cr>, you can avoid all those

mistake-prone keystrokes involved in

typing the combination "A: = B:" (some

uppercase, some lower) by redefining a

key as all or part of that combination—as

just PIP A: = B: if you switch filenames

from time to time, or as the whole com-

bination right through the carriage

return.

Special Keyboards

If you have a keyboard with a lot of

extra function keys, you can imagine the

endless time-saving possibilities Smart-

key offers. In particular, if you're de-

veloping software for less experienced

people to use on a family of similar ter-

minals, you can "hand-hold" the entire

application, providing labeled, defined

keys for every important function or

combination of functions.

Putting it to Work
It's a simple matter to put Smartkey to

work on your system . . . far simpler, as it

happens, than its manual suggests (more

on that later). After you've made a copy of

the master disk, you interact with just

three programs to get things rolling:

•SKPATCH.COM is used to tailor

Smartkey for your system.

•SMARTKEY.COM, once tailored, is

loaded and runs all the time.

• FIXKEY.COM allows you to save or

switch redefinition files during a session.

Documentation

Smartkey's manual is its weakest link.

It needs more straightforward examples,

less fuss over exceptions in main sections

and clearer discrimination among func-

tions of SKPATCH.COM, SMARTKEY-

COM and FIXKEY.COM.
The distributor tells me the manual is

being revised. That process should be

complete by the time you read this.

Fortunately, once you've set it up,

Smartkey is so easy to use that you can

ignore the manual as long as you remem-
ber two items.

First, that you invoke Smartkey with

a special definition file by commanding
A>SMARTKEY SPECIAL<cr> or your

shortened versions of the name Smart-

key and the name of your own SPECIAL
.DEF file, such as A>SK WS<cr>.
Second, you should remember that

your special escape character is in any
version you've set up, keeping in mind
that it can be a different character for

each application program you use with

Smartkey.

Summary

Once running in your system with

redefinition files worked out, Smartkey is

a time, error, effort and frustration saver.

It's well worth the cost, particularly ifyou
do much database entry work or exten-

sive word processing with software that

uses command strings. You could end up
wondering how you got along without it.

(Heritage Software, 2130 S. Vermont
Ave.. Lads Angeles, CA 90007. $60.)

Dick Lutz
New York, NY

NANOO
YSTEMS CORP.

SYSTEM REFERENCE CARDS

"This is a quality document and is beautifully con-

ceived and produced .... I am in awe of your magnificent

document."
H.W.W., Dayton, Ohio

Send Check or Money Order

CARD ORDER NO. PRICE

MODEL 1: BASIC & Assembler FC1002 $4.95

MODEL 1: BASIC Only FC1001 2.95

MODEL II: BASIC & Assembler FC1005 5.95

MODEL III: BASIC & Assembler FC1003 5.95

MODEL III: BASIC Only FC1004 3.95

COLOR: BASIC & Extended FC1006 4.95

POCKET: BASIC FC1009 2.95

APPLE II + II PLUS: BASIC & 6502 FC1008 4.95

APPLE II + II PLUS: BASIC Only FC1007 3.95

NEW!

LfVIL M BTVT1H WIMNCf CAHO

MOOCL Ml —..*__-._—

^wn* 1

LCV«L m arrriMWMM c*«o

MOOCL III -LT.~nrv~

i

/5^v
RAINBOW
CERTIFICATION

SEAL

COLON MASK
AND UTINOJD

•VtTlM MWMNCa CMO

[i

NEW!
Heath/Zenith
HDOS 2.0

FC1014$5.95

Z80
MICROPROCESSOR

FC1011 $4.95

ZX80, ZX81 and

Timex Sinclair

1000
FC1012 $5.95

rooxrr
COMPUT1N

APPLE
II & II PLUS

APPLE
II A II PLUS

MoO^fCOfd

Call TOLL-FREE for Credit Card Orders 1-800-258-5473 Or, send your order with

payment or complete credit card information to:

WAYNE GREEN BOOKS • Retail Sales • Peterborough, NH 03458

Enclose $1.00 per order for shipping and handling

w*— "

•TRS-80 is a Registered Trademark of Tandy Corp

APPLE is a Registered Trademark of APPLE COMPUTER. INC

*Z80 is a Registered Trademark ol Zilog. Irtc
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software m/\ms Edited by Dan Muse

Get Organized with Quick File

A C-64 Spreadsheet for Nonmathematicians
Bring Cobol to CP/M-for $29.95

Redefine Your Keyboard for Better Efficiency

Quick File

This Apple IN database

Takes the simple approach
To keeping you organized

Most of us could benefit from having
better organization of personal data files,

be they as mundane as Christmas card

lists and recipe files, or as esoteric as a
catalog of books about 19th century
mining technology.

I had put off organizing my small files

for lack ofan affordable, easy-to-use card

file program. When my employer pur-

chased a number ofApple III Professional

Solution systems, I had the opportunity

to become acquainted with Apple's fine

program. Quick File.

Quick File is designed to permit you to

quickly create a file and to generate

custom reports without spending much
time in the learning process.

My secretary found the Quick File

system to be so convenient that she now
uses it to maintain lists of our depart-

ment's files, the status of our current

projects and addresses of attendees at in-

dustry meetings.

Our accounting department uses Quick
File to prepare a report ofchecks that have

been voided during the month. At home, I

use Quick File for addresses and for track-

ing the status of various magazine articles

and software that I write to supplement
my income. In short. Quick File has prov-

en to be very useful.

Quick File features menu-driven opera-

tion, so you don't have to remember com-
plex commands. It is designed for an Ap-
ple III system with at least 128K and two
disk drives, the second of which can be a
hard disk.

The software is supplied on two disks.

One is a boot disk and the other contains

the program. A third disk, containing

sample files, is included for use with the

tutorial. To use the program, you first

name the file and then define the catego-

ries ofinformation to be contained on each
card image. Up to 15 categories, each with

names up to 20 characters long, may be
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defined per card.

Once the blank card image has been
defined, data can be entered by tabbing

back and forth through the fields, en-

tering data as desired. Completion ofdata

entry on one card evokes another blank

image to be filled in. Errors in data entry

are corrected by using the cursor control

keys to move to the offending portion.

You then type over the error.

Categories can be deleted, and new
ones can be inserted.

As each new image is completed, you
are informed of the total card images
already in memory and the amount ofad-

ditional images that may be entered

without running out of room. For a file

with a 75-character average-record size,

a 128K Apple III will hold 250 records per

file. A 256K Apple III will accommodate
1200 records of the same average size.

Much of the usefulness of Quick File

stems from the programmer's use of the

Open Apple key on the Apple III. Like the

shift key, or the control key, the Open Ap-
ple key is used to add functions to other

keys. For example, by typing Open
Apple-H, you can peruse the help screens

that explain all the options available at

the current position in the program.

Open Apple-Z "zooms" between the

card image and a broader view of the

whole file, in which each card's informa-

tion occupies only one line of the text

screen.

In this overview mode, you can quickly

scan through the file to any particular

card and then zoom in to look at the

detailed contents of the card. By similar

use of the Open Apple key, you can sort

the file on any field into either ascending
or descending, alphabetical or numeri-

cal, sequence. Record selection criteria

can be entered so that only qualified card

images are displayed.

The report writing features of this pro-

gram are unique. The Open Apple key is

used to effect formatting, permitting

widths of fields to be easily changed.

Categories not needed on the printed

report may be deleted for reporting pur-

poses, but remain in the data file for use
in other reports.

You can shove the various columns
around, changing their order as needed,

until the report screen looks correct. The
report format can be saved for future use.

Up to three selection rules can be entered

for each report in order to restrict the

reporting to images meeting specific

criteria. Column totals can be calculated

and decimal positions to be printed can

be specified. Reports can be printed to

either the screen, a file, or to a printer.

Quick File permits easy entry ofprinter

control set-up commands into a report

file so that whenever the report is run,

the set-up commands will not need to be

reentered. Page width, length, margins
and spacing of lines can all be custom-

ized easily. Report pages are automati-

cally numbered.
The documentation is supplied in a

spiral-bound book, which is the same
size as the documentation supplied with

other Apple software for the Apple III.

The printing is clear and the screen im-

ages portrayed are the most legible ofany
I've seen from Apple. Rather than calling

the documentation a manual, Apple has
chosen the appellation (sorry about that)

"Sampler" for the tutorial-style book.

By following the book's instruction,

even a microcomputing novice soon can

learn to whip through the sample files

provided on the third disk, adding rec-

ords, arranging the files and generating

reports. After familiarization, new users

are shown how to create files of their

own. A reference section, index and sum-
mary card finish off the book.

Quick File does have limitations, all of

which reflect the compromises asso-

ciated with holding the entire file in ma-
chine memory while manipulating the

file. With a 15-category limit for each
record. Quick File is not suitable for com-
plex filing jobs. Disk-based systems like

PFS permit each record to contain sever-

al pages of categories and data. However,

the disk-based programs cannot sort or

select certain records as quickly as an "in

memory" program like Quick File.

(Continued on p. 1 40.)



MAXI PROGRAMMING
FOR MICRO-COMPUTERS

Let ALCOR Language Systems
Transform You Into a

Professional Programmer
ALCOR languages can guide you step-

by-step from novice programmer to a
seasoned professional. All of our sys-

tems are easy to use and share a clean,

simple interface. In fact, all systems
require only two commands to com-
pile and execute a program!

Are You Tired Of Struggling
With The Documentation?
No longer will you have to fumble
through poorly written manuals filled

with a peculiar dialect of programese.
Each of our languages come with a com-
plete and well organized documentation
set that includes a special language tuto-

rial for new programmers.

Never again will you have to
figure out whether a problem
is a language bug or a
programming error.

For reliability, all ALCOR language com-
pilers utilize state-of-the-art design tech-

niques. The result is unequaled
reliability and performance.

Mainframe power and
sophistication on micro
computers.

Are you tired of being told that the other

language is a subset of the real thing?

All ALCOR language systems are com-
plete language implementations with all

r \ *

of the features expected in professional

programming environments.

Compatibility is a reality, not
an advertising gimmick.

All ALCOR languages were designed by
our own highly trained and professional

staff of programmers. Not borrowed or

copied, but exclusively created by us so

that you can develop libraries of rou-

tines in any language that are callable

from any other language.

ALCOR language systems
run on a wide range of
computer and operating
system combinations.

Professional programmers know that the

portability of a program is a crucial fac-

tor in applications. Rewriting applica-

tions every time you change computers
is a waste ofyour valuable time and
unnecessary with ALCOR languages.

If you want to develop
quality software, do it with
the quality language system
from ALCOR.
MULTI-BASIC—A revolutionary

approach to compiler design. MULTI-
BASIC is the first language system to

solve the BASIC compatibilityproblem.
Not only does it support powerful fea-
tures such as recursion, it compiles both

MBASIC and CBASIC programs!

C—ALCOR C is the perfect tool for sys-

tems programmers. It is a complete C
implementation as described in the

Kemigan and Ritchie book "The C Pro-

gramming Language"

PASCAL—A powerfulJensen and
Wirth standard Pascal that is packed
with the features necessary for serious

program development such as random
access files, dynamic strings and sepa-

rate compilation.

These language systems are now
available for most Z-80 based micro-

computers with CP/M or TRSDOS
compatible operating systems. 8086
and 68000 versions soon.

Yours for the asking!

I
xCS! Please rush via return mail
your information package describing

these new languages now available.

Pascal

Multi-Basic

C Language.

Name

Address

City

State

Zip

FREE information-packed brochure.

Call or write today to:

Systems

800 W. Garland Avenue, Suite 204
Garland, TX 75040
Telephone: (214) 494-1316

Dealer, Distributor and OEM Inquiries Invited.

TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy Corporation. CPM and
CBASIC are trademarks of Digital Research. MBASIC is a trademark of

Microsoft.

C 1983, ALCOR Systems, GarLuid, Texts
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Introducing the most logical place to store

Elephant Memory Systems® (or lesser brands
of disks): The Trunk.
With its alphabetized library index, you can

file or retrieve up to 60 disks, instantly

The Trunk is made of durable molaed
plastic with a hinged, one-piece lid, to keep -

disks safe from dust, dirt, and other detriments
which disks despise.

And, it's portable. Because the lid doubles
as a carrying handle so your ElephantMemory
Systems® casks can go anywhere you do.

There's a model for 5V4" and 8" floppies, as

well as a cassette-and-game file and a special

Atari® version.

So if you're looking for the best disk storage

system on the market . .

.

The Trunk is an open-and-shut case.

THE TRUNK. ENDORSED DY ELEPHANTS.
Elephant Memory Systems® Disks

Afull line oftop-qualityfloppies, in virtually every 5W and &' modelfor compatibility with virtually every computer on the market.

Guaranteed to meet or exceed every industry standard, certified 100% error-free andproblem-free, and to maintain its qualityfor at least

12 million passes (or over a life-time ofheavy-duty use).

Marketed exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Information Systems and Supplies Division, 55 Providence Highway, Norwood, MA 02062.

Dealers: Call toll-free 1-800-343-8413; or in Massachusetts, call collect (617) 769-8150

Circle 355 on Reader Service card.


